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PREFACE.

No surer indication of progress could be cited

than the awakened interest in the subject of India’s

Indigenous Drugs, witnessed within the past few

years. 1 In 1826 Ainslie published the Materia Medica

of Hindustan; in 1844 O’Shaugnessy produced the

Bengal Pharmacopoeia
;
and in 1868 Waring issued

the Indian Pharmacopoeia. These monumental works

are replete with particulars regarding the drugs of

India. They give expression to a rich store of

personal investigation and to laborious compilation

from an army of contemporaries, in the more direct

field of botany, of whom mention need hardly be

made of such names as Jones, Roxburgh, Wallich,*

Buchanan-Hamilton, Griffith, Graham, Fleming, Royle

and Wight. But with the establishment in India of

Universities and Medical Schools where European

medical science was taught there soon arose an army

of pupils not unworthy of their great masters. In

the field of pharmacology no names are more dis-

tinguished than those of Kanny Lall Dey, author of
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The Indigenous Drugs of India
,
published in 1867

;

Moodeen Sheriff, Supplement to the Pharmacopoeia of

India
,
in 1869

;
and U. C. Dutt, The Materia Medica

of the Hindus
,
in 1877. Dr. Dey’s two contempora-

ries have passed away, but they have left to the

rising generation the legacy of a still vastly unex-

plored field of research. A veteran in both years

and knowledge Dr. Dey still leads his countrymen

forward. He has revised and greatly improved his

Indigenous Drugs of India
,
and presents it to the

public in a form in which it may fairly well claim to

become a text-book in our Medical Schools. He has

been pleased to place the proofs of this revision in

my hands. I have looked through these with much

interest. It has surprised me greatly to find how

thoroughly and accurately he has compressed into

the limited scope proposed for his work the more

valuable and recent information regarding the chief

drugs of India. His hand-book does not of course

profess to supersede the great works that have

appeared recently on that subject. The Pharma-

cographia Indica of Dymock, Warden and Hooper

must continue to be in the hands of all interested in

Indian drugs. Dr. Dey’s book has been written for

students, and as such is eminently suitable.

He has rightly recognised that the expression

“ Indigenous Drugs” if employed too literally would

have excluded a distinct percentage of the drugs that

enter very largely into every-day practice. Many of

the so called indigenous drugs can be shown to be
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introduced plants completely naturalised. Others,

such as Cinchona, are cultivated in India, and there-

fore should find a place in an Indian student’s

manual. But there is a still more arbitrary restric-

tion forced sometimes on the expression “ Indigenous

Drugs” that would exclude from that position all the

drugs that appear in the British Pharmacopoeia even

although India may be the country of the world’s

supply. Dr. Dey has not accepted that view, and

accordingly deals with all the drugs procurable in

India whether they be indigenous to this country or

not.

Asa strong advocate of a more extended substitu-

tion of locally-procured drugs I hold with Dr. Dey

that the advantage may not be so much in the finan-

cial saving to the country as in the more extended

use of serviceable drugs. No one who has looked

into the question of the remedial agents sold in the

village drug-shops can disguise from himself the

conviction that many, in fact the majority, are worse

than useless. The few that are good are neglected,

and largely so because the cry for imported drugs

and European pharmacy is obliterating all knowledge

in the time immemorial experience of the useful

drugs of this country. Dr. Dey has wisely eliminated

the useless and concentrated attention on the valu-

able. His work is a compendium of forty years’

experience and deserves to be widely popular and

carefully studied.

GEORGE WATT.
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PREFATORY MEMOIR.

KANNY LALL DEY.

It has appeared to the writer that a sketch of the public

and professional career of the author of this work may be of

interest to many readers. The present memoir, necessarily

brief, deals almost exclusively, in accordance with the

expressed wish of its subject, with those outstanding events

in his life relating more or less directly to that portion of

his life’s work which gives the title to this volume.

Kanny Lall Dey was born in Calcutta in 1831, so that he

is now in his sixty-fifth year. His father, Rai Radhanath

Dey, was a Deputy Collector. By some favouring chance,

unlike most men, young Kanny Lall discovered early the

peculiar bent of his mind, and he was fortunate in the oppor-

tunity of following its directions. His aptitude for chemistry

and medical jurisprudence, while yet a diligent and successful

student of the Calcutta Medical College and winner of some

of its most coveted prizes, marked out these departments of

science as his speciality. The proud possessor eventually of

the College diploma, a real distinction in those pre-Univer-

sity days, and at the age of twenty-two, he entered Govern-

ment service as a Sub-Assistant Surgeon with the Bengal

Medical Establishment, and was at once appointed as Assis-

tant to the Professor of Chemistry and Chemical Examiner
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to Government in the Calcutta Medical College, a position

which he held with much acceptance till 1869. In 1862 he
was also appointed Professor of Chemistry in the Presidency

College, Calcutta. During a portion of the same year he
officiated, during the absence, on furlough, of Dr. F. N. Mac-
namara, as Professor of Chemistry and Chemical Examiner
to Government, and again acted in the same capacity in

1877. In 1867 he was appointed Additional Chemical

Examiner to Government, a position which he retained

till 1872.

In 1869 he was appointed Teacher of Chemistry and
Medical Jurisprudence to the vernacular classes in the

Calcutta Medical College, which appointment he continued

to hold until his retirement from Government service in

1884. His tutorial record concludes with an Examinership

in Medical Jurisprudence and Chemistry, to which he was

appointed by the Syndicate of the University of Calcutta in

1878, and subsequently till 1891. The great want in those

days of suitable text-books in the vernacular induced Dr.

Kanny Lall to undertake the preparation of several, in-

cluding translations of some standard works into Bengali,

which appeared from time to time.

Throughout this long and active professorial career, and

in brief intervals of leisure snatched from busy days, his

private medical practice gradually increasing meanwhile,

the Doctor had given his attention to a study, till then

much neglected—the medicinal resources of his native land

—which was destined to be the field in which he has won

most of the distinction to which he has attained.

The great commercial value of International Exhibitions,

and their educational and economic interest, had been

demonstrated by the Great Exhibition of 1851, originated

and promoted by Albert the Good
;
and to the second
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International Exhibition, held in London in 1862, Dr.

Kanny Lall Dey was invited to contribute by the Govern-

ment of India. He forwarded a collection of indigenous

drugs and medicinal oils, for which he was awarded two

medals.

A catalogue which he prepared to accompany this Exhibit

was the nucleus of the first edition of the present work,

prepared at the instance of the then Inspector-General of

Hospitals, and published in 1867, of which the Government

of India was pleased to purchase 600 copies. He con-

tributed about this time a number of articles on the thera-

peutics of Indian indigenous drugs to the Pharmacopoeia

of India, then in course of preparation, the Editor’s ac-

knowledgments being duly recorded in that work. Another

drug collection, contributed in the same year to the Paris Ex -

position Universale, brought him a gold medal and certificate

of honour, while a subsequent collection sent to Paris, to the

great Exhibition of 1878, for which he was similarly reward-

ed, earned for him in addition the congratulations and thanks

of the Viceroy, for his services in developing the drug re-

sources of the country. This collection was ultimately pre-

sented by Dr. Kanny Lall Dey to the Museum de Pharmacie

of Paris, for which he received the acknowledgments of the

French Government. Among other similar collections which

may be enumerated, omitting many local to India, are :—one

forwarded in 1870 to the University of Virginia, U. S., for

which he received the thanks of the Senate
;
and others, to

the Vienna Exhibition of 1872, for which he received a gold

medal, a diploma and two certificates of honourable mention )

the Melbourne Exhibition, 1880; the Amsterdam Exhibition,

1883; the World’s Centennial Exposition, New Orleans,

U, S. A., 1884-85; and the Colonial and Indian Exhibition,

London, 1886, for all of which he has been suitably rewarded
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his bright study is decorated with diplomas and memorials

of past achievements. In this connection may be recorded

also the fact that he was selected by the Secretary of State,

in 1874, to make a collection, to which he devoted two years,

of the drugs of Bengal in illustration of the Pharmacopoeia of
India for the Museum at Netley Hospital, for the benefit of

surgeons joining the Indian Medical Service. It has perhaps

been all too little made use of. He would wish to see a

knowledge of Indian Materia Medica taught in the training

schools of India’s medical officers. In 1877 he prepared,,

under the orders of Government, five complete sets of the

indigenous drugs of India for the five medical schools of

Bengal, for which he received the thanks of Government.

A graceful acknowledgment of his services in thus helping

to further the economic progress of India was his appoint-

ment, in 1872, to the Permanent Committee for the col-

lection of Indian products for the Kensington and Vienna

Museums, and later, in 1874, to the Select Committee ap-

pointed on the occasion of the foundation of the Museum

of India at Calcutta. He acted as juror in no less than

fifteen sections at the Calcutta Exhibition of 1883-84.

Some of the rewards and distinctions that have been be-

stowed upon him may now fittingly be recorded. The Phar-

maceutical Society of Great Britain recognised, as early as

1863, his abilities as a pharmacognosist by electing him an

Honorary Member, “ a distinction which is reserved,” as the

influential Chemist and Druggist lately observed, in an ap-

preciative memoir of our subject (27th January 1894), “ for

the world’s fifty most eminent men of science related to phar-

macy.” He is at present the only Honorary Member of the

Society in India. He has made occasional original contri-

butions to the Pharmaceutical Journal. The President

of the Society, Mr. Michael Carteighe, F.c.S., has been
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pleased to accept, on behalf of British pharmacologists, the

dedication of this book to the Pharmaceutical Society.

The next honour, in chronological sequence, was that of

the then much coveted title, Rai Bahadur, bestowed in 1872,

“ in recognition,” according to the Gazette,
“ of valuable ser-

vices rendered to the cause of medical science in India.”

The sunnucl or title-deed of distinction, was presented at

the Medical College, before a large and enthusiastic gathering

of the medical profession and alumni of the College, the

London Times of 3rd October 1872, reporting that “ the

Native press is quite enthusiastic on the subject. The title

is equivalent to our order of Knighthood, and is highly

estimated in India.” On the occasion of Her Majesty’s

assumption of the Imperial title he received a certificate of

honour from the Hon’ble Sir Richard Temple, K.C.S.I., then

Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, in recognition of his services

to the State as a practical chemist and teacher of chemistry.

In 1867 he was elected a Fellow of the Calcutta Univer-

sity.

In 1880 the Rai Bahadur was elected a Fellow of the

Chemical Society of London, and in the same year a Fellow

of the Society of Science, Letters and Arts of London-

Nor have foreign scientists failed to recognise his ability.

In 1886 he became a corresponding Fellow of the

College of Physicians, Philadelphia. He was invited to

represent India at the International Pharmaceutical and
Medical Congress held in London in 1881. It is perhaps to

be regretted that religious prejudice, a stronger influence

then than now, should have prevented him from crossing

the “black water,” but he sent the results of some original

observations which were published in the Proceedings. At
the close of thirty years of continuous Government service,

on his retirement in 1884, he was decorated with the

b
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dignity of a Companion of the Most Eminent Order of the

Indian Empire, “in recognition of valuable services rendered

to Government and of his professional and scientific attain-

ments.” It may be noted that at that time he was the only

Indian medical practitioner, with one exception, on whom
this high distinction had been conferred.

Such is the record of good work well done, a record of

patient perseverance and gradual progress, a life of

industrious research lived in the interests of his fellow

countrymen and an admirable example of quiet and cultured

effort towards a high ideal of usefulness. Rai Kanny Lall

has now retired from the extensive medical practice which

he rapidly acquired on his relinquishing Government service

but he remains, as he has always been, a student, and his

time is mainly devoted to clinical chemistry and its applica-

tion in medical diagnosis, while maintaining his intimate

acquaintance with the literature of his favourite studies.

His services as a physician are still frequently requisitioned

by old and grateful patients, and he is retained as medical

adviser by several of the princely families of Calcutta. Nor

is his well-earned leisure unencroached upon by official

obligations (we omit entirely his honorary, judicial and

municipal appointments). He was called upon to give

evidence before the Hemp Drugs Commission held in India

in 1894, and before the recent Royal Commission on Opium.

His election to the Joint-Presidentship of the Indian Medical

Congress, held at Calcutta in Christmas week of 1894, was

a graceful tribute on the part of the medical profession in

India. The address on “ Indian Pharmacology,” which he

delivered on that occasion, reproduced in these pages, was

honoured with important editorial notices in the tliiee

leading daily newspapers of Calcutta, and was in part the

subject of a resolution by the Government of India in
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Council at Simla in the following year. The following is an

excerpt from the text of the resolution :

—

“ In the section of Pharmacology and Indian Drugs of the Indian

Medical Congress, eight papers were read on the use of indigenous-

drugs, the most important being those by Dr. G-. Watt, m.b., c.m.,

f.l.s., c.i.e., and by Eai Bahadur Kanny Lall Dey, f.c.s., c.i.e. In

his paper on the subject, Dr .Watt enumerated the names and reputed

properties of the drugs indigenous to India, and urged the desirability

of greater attention being given to the study of such drugs, and Eai

Bahadur Kanny Lall Dey made the following suggestions :

—

(1) that definite pharmacological preparations of certain indi-

genous drugs should be made at the Medical Store Depots

for distribution to the various hospitals and dispensaries

for trial and report ;

(2) that medicinal plant farms should be laid out in the districts

most suited to the plants which it is proposed to grow
;
and

(3) that a drug emporium should be established at Calcutta.”

With the view of considering these suggestions in a

practical way and the question of the extended use of

indigenous drugs, the Government of India appointed the

Indigenous Drugs Committee, consisting of—Dr. George

King, c.i.e., Dr. J. F. P. McConnell, Dr. C. J. H. Warden,

Dr. George Watt, c.i.e., and Dr. Kanny Lall Dey, C.I.E.,

which will not have completed its sittings ere this book is

in the hands of the public.

The Doctor has read widely of the literature of the day :

he loves knowledge for its own sake, and he has written,

during the years that have passed under review until

the present time, numerous papers which have appeared in

the Indian medical journals on the subject of indigenous

drugs and on toxicological and therapeutical topics, while

he has contributed some enlightened writings towards the

reform of Hindu sociology. He is deeply religious,

and although a staunch adherent of the Brahaminical
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faith, is not conservative: he has a fine conception of true

religion in its highest and most practical ideals. His

dignified bearing, courteous and gentlemanly demeanour,

begotten of his long-continued, intimate intercourse with

men of eminence in official and professional circles, his per-

fect command of the English language, allied to the subtle

perception innate to the Bengali, and his sterling integrity

of character, are distinguishing personal characteristics

which have won for him the respect and esteem of his many
friends— European and Indian.

It is pleasing to record that he is privileged to retain the

friendship of many distinguished men who were his col-

leagues and superiors in former j^ears, now in well-earned

retirement ‘ at Home.’

“ Folly loves the martyrdom of fame,”

but Rai Kanuy Ball Dey’s name is writ permanently in the

estimation of his countrymen, and it will live in his Father-

land he has served so long and so well. May he be spared

for many years to come in the satisfaction of having con-

tributed his quota to his country’s greatness.

W. M.



INTRODUCTORY-

Although frequently and strongly urged by professional

friends and by the publishers, to re-issue or re-print this

work, since the publication of the first edition in 1867, the

author has deferred arrangements for the preparation of a

new edition until the present time, chiefly because the field

was worthily occupied by other students, some of whom

had better facilities and more opportunity for original re-

search at their command. The interval has produced the

Pharmacopoeia of India, a work which, ostensibly a com-

pendium of all that was reliable about important indigenous

drugs, though admitted to be imperfect and inadequate, has

now become not only practically obsolete, but is neither an

official nor a legal standard. It has also seen the issue of the

Dictionary of the Economic Products of India, and of the

Pharmacographia Indica, works which are classical, but

which may almost be said to be inaccessible, by reason of

their voluminousness.

The continued demand of the public, however, for this

work seemed to indicate that the want of a convenient

manual, not intended to replace larger works, but em-

bodying the most essential, reliable and recent informa-

tion, still remained unfilled. The present edition is an

attempt to supply that want : it is a resume, of the great

mass of information which has become available during
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forty years of study which the author has given to the

indigenous medicinal products of this country, and it is be-

lieved that it may form a useful guide to the important and

extensive subject of which it treats. The original work
extended to 130 pages : the present edition has been entire-

ly re-written and considerably enlarged.

The marked and increasing interest which has been

manifested during recent years, on the part of all grades of

the medical profession in India, in the subject of indigenous

drugs, leading up in some measure to the establishment of

a successful section devoted to Pharmacolog}^ and Indige-

nous Drugs at the late Indian Medical Congress, and its still

more practical outcome—the appointment of a Commission,

by the Government of India, “to consider the desirability

of extending the use of indigenous drugs in India”—have

together suggested the present as a suitable opportunity for

the publication of this work in its present form.

It will be evident that the limits of space have precluded

the possibility of the enumeration of any but the more pro-

minent facts relating to each article, and those of a general

and economic, rather than a purely scientific application. The

information recorded has been compiled, as far as possible,

from actual acquaintance with individual substances and

from personal experience : it was originally intended to have

given in this edition descriptions in popular language of

the principal drugs available, at least in Bengal, but this

was ultimately abandoned, except in regard to some essen-

tial distinguishing features, since the characters are in

many instances not so marked or so constant as to be readily

identified by verbal description, and since any particular

article ordinarily available in the bazar may be readily

obtained by the use of the vernacular names, given through-

out the text in more or less phonetic expression—consider-
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ations which may explain apparent shortcomings in the

department of pure pharmacognosy.

While a number of medicinal substances of minor import-

ance, comparatively, have necessarily been retained, much

that is primitive, empirical and irrational, and much that is

obsolete, although still honoured with a place in modern

works on Indian Materia Medica, has been judiciously eli-

minated in the present volume. The work, on the other

hand, while devoted to products of indigenous origin as

distinguished from imported, would have been obviously

incomplete but for the inclusion of several

—

e.g., Cin-

chona—which are not indigenous in the correct sense of

the expression, but which, nevertheless, are important

products of cultivation, while many so-called indigenous

are believed to be introductions of more or less obscure

origin.

The results of the newest chemical researches on In-

dian medicinal products, concluded to the beginning of

the present year, have been embodied in the work, together

with references, in most instances, to the original com-
munications : a considerable number have not hitherto

appeared in any work dealing with the subject, and several

are published for the first time. The painstaking labours
in this connection of Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel C. J. H.
Warden, M.D., F.c.s., and Mr. David Hooper, F.c.s., F.L.s.,

have probably left little of much importance in the domain
of Indian pharmacology that is still unisolated. The
line of 1 esearch that probably offers more scope for the
prosecution of this difficult branch of the study by chemi-
cal specialists difficult, since plant analysis is still largely
empirical-ws the investigation of the probable identity of
some of the active principles which are now regarded as
distinct. This has been indicated in the comparatively
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recent discovery of the isomerism of liyoscyamine and
.atropine, and the subsequent discovery of the identity of

hyoscine with scopolamine, and emphasised in Hooper’s

recent work on Ailanthus excelsa (Appendix, p. 34-0), while

the newer chemistry of croton oil (page 103) indicates

another profitable line of research—that of re-investigating

presently accepted principles.

The classical names have been adopted at the head of

each article as being the most universal : cross references

have been provided where established names have been

superseded by newer botanical nomenclature, that of the

Flora of British India having been followed throughout

the work. The alphabetical arrangement, if not the must

scientific, was adopted after careful consideration as being

the most popular, and as following the design of the original

work; other names and synonyms will readily be found on

a reference to the Index, which will be found to be fairly

copious.

A plan has been devised, it is believed for the first time,

and embodied in an Appendix

—

viz., the suggestion of phar-

maceutical processes for the efficient exhibition of the

medicinal products herein enumerated, for the purpose of

therapeutic investigation aud practice.

The author would take this opportunity of recording his

cordial acknowledgments for much valuable assistance

most willingly rendered by the following gentlemen :

—

Brigade-Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel George King,

m.b., f.r.s., f.l.s., LL.D., c.i.e., Superintendent of the

Royal Botanic Garden, Calcutta ;

Dr. George Watt, m.b.,c.m., f.l.s., c.i.e., Reporter on Econ-

omic Products to the Government of India ;

Mr. David Hooper, f.i.c., f.c.s., f.l.s., Quinologist to the

Government of Madras, Ootacamund ;
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Mr. Trailokhya Nath Mukharji, f.l.s., Assistant Curator,

Economic and Art Section, Indian Museum, Calcutta ;

and to his friend and colleague, Mr. William Mair, to

whom has fallen the task of editing the work and seeing

it through the press.

Dr. King has revised and corrected the Botanical Classi-

fication. Dr. Watt’s profound knowledge of the subject

renders the Preface which he has contributed specially

valuable. Mr. Hooper, in the course of a careful scrutiny

which he has made of the proof-sheets as they have passed

through the press, has added some important chemical facts

and thus greatly enhanced the usefulness of the work.

Mr. Mukharji has also revised, with much care, the proofs

of the text and has made many valued emendations and

additions which only his intimate practical acquaintance

with the subject has rendered possible. The courtesies of

several other friends have been acknowledged in the text.

For valued counsel regarding the present publication

and for the friendship and sympathy extended through

many years by Dr. F. J. Mouat, Dr. F. N. Macnamara,
and Sir Joseph Fayrer, Bart., the author desires to record

in this place his sincere and grateful acknowledgments.

To his son, Preo Lall Dey, f.c.S., and to his nephew,

Assistant-Surgeon Roma Nath Dey, m.b., who have col-

lected some of the materials, the Author’s thanks are also

due.

KANNY LALL DEY.

Calcutta, 4, Beadon Street,

1st July, 1896.
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INDIAN PHARMACOLOGY-A REVIEW.
— .xOO Qxj ^"a—

Presidential Address delivered by the Author in the Section

of Pharmacology, Indian Medical Congress, December 1894.

The immortal Darwin concluded one of his most ex-

haustive monographs with the words:—“We only see how

little has been made out in comparison with what remains

unexplained and unknown.” This is exactly my feeling,

to-day in attempting to place before you a brief review of

the subject which I have made a study for more than forty

years.

I am fully conscious of the responsibility attached to

the office to which you have done me the honour to elect

me, and I trust that you may not be disappointed in my
fulfilment of these responsibilities. I am becoming more

and more reconciled to the fact that advancing age con-

strains me to leave this legacy of wor k undone to younger

and abler men, but I shall endeavour in the time at my
disposal to lay before you a sketch of the

PROGRESS OF PHARMACOLOGY

in India, with some suggestions of possibilities as to its

future.

It may not be unprofitable to glance for a moment at

the ancient Sanskrit Materia Medica of a time long

preceding the advent even of Mohamedanism in India^
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over seven centuries ago. I have quite lately found great

pleasure and no small instruction in a research into the

old Sanskrit works dealing with the classification of vege-

tables and the utilization of their parts iu medicine as

practised by the physicians of India of the Purauic era some

thirteen centuries ago. The elaborate directions for the

collection of drugs and their subsequent manipulation is,,

strange as it may seem to European minds at least, not by

any means unworthy of the methods of to-day, and you

will perhaps be as astonished to learn, as I was to find, that

some of the mistakes of the most ancient of these Sanskrit

writings survive in some of the best books treating of the

indigenous drugs of India at the present time. They

show the great progress which the ancient Hindus had'

made in the healing art. Minute instructions were given

on every conceivable point, such as the gathering of herbs,

preparation of medicines, and the like. Annual plants were

to be collected before the ripening of the seed, biennials in

the spring, and perennials in the autumn : twigs were to be of

the present year’s growth : the roots to be collected in the

cold season : the leaves in the hot season : and the barks and

woods in the rains. There were no fewer than twenty-six

forms of medicine, including powders, extracts and boluses,

decoctions and infusions in water and milk, syrups, expres-

sions, distillations, fermentations, and medicated oils, many

of them crude enough in their exhibition but wondrously

efficacious in the respective ailments for which they were

designed. Not, however, until the quickening influence of

British supremacy had been fully established in India was

any notable attempt made, of which there is any record, to

improve or to augment what was already known of the

medicinal resources of this country. Sir William Jones

“ Botanical Observations on Select Indian Plants, was one
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of the earliest contributions in this direction: John

Fleming’s “Catalogue of Medicinal Plants” (1810) ;
Ainslie’s

“Materia Medica of Hindustan” (1813 and 1826); Rox-

burgh’s “Flora Indica” in 1820. and the labours of Wallich,O

Royle, and later, of Drs. F. J. Mouat and F. N. Macnamara

and other ardent botanists did much towards resolving the

chaos in which they found the vast mass of material at their

disposal into some degree of scientific arrangement.

The gradual progress of Indian pharmacology, the widen-

ing and deepening of its influence, and its possibilities in

contributing to the health and consequent prosperity of

this vast Empire have been in complete sympathy with

the gradual development of commerce, medicine, and

science in this country. Clear of the mythology and super-

stition from which, not unlike the medical science of Europe,

it evolved, but which lingers still in India, the science has

in some measure at least demonstrated the marvellously

liberal provision of curative and remedial agents within

the reach of the teeming millions of this Empire. Follow-
ing O’Shaugnessy’s Bengal Pharmacopoeia (1844), the

publication of the

Pharmacopceia of India

(1868) under the Editorship of Dr. Waring, signalized a new
epoch in the establishing of the value of indigenous medici-
nal products. The more important were stamped with some
measure of official recognition, a preliminary step to the ulti-

mate adoption of several in the British Pharmacopoeia, a dis-

tinction of which many more, as I shall hope to show, are
equally worthy. Dr. Mohideen Sheriff’s “ Supplement to the
Pharmacopceia, published in the following year, added very
materially to the usefulness of that work, while his posthu-
mous work, edited by Mr. David Hooper, “ Materia Medica of
Madras,” is a useful work of reference relating to the drugs
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of that Presidenc}7
. Dr. U. C. Dutt’s translation of “ Sanskrit

Materia Medica” enriched this department of medical science-

in no inconsiderable degree. The painstaking labours of

Fluckiger and Hanbury, as embodied in the Pharmacogra-

\

phia
,
were of incalculable value in recording some most im-

portant material relating to the medicinal products indigen-

ous to British India. Among recent authors the work of the

late lamented Dymock has been perhaps the most valuable.

His“ Materia Medica of Western India” (1883) was a most

careful compilation, while his later work, Pharmacographia

Indica, in joint authorship with Warden and Hooper, is an.

admirable emulation of its perfect prototype.

The comprehensive “ Dictionary of the Economic Pro-

ducts of India ” by my honourable colleague in the Presi-

dency of this section of the Indian Medical Congress, Dr.

George Watt, C.I.E., combines a condensation of all the litera-

ture of the subject with all the information it has been pos-

sible to secure through official and other sources. Mr. T. N.

Mukharji, F.L.S., of the Imperial Museum, Calcutta, has, by

the genuineness of his work in this department of science

and his painstaking attention to details, come to be recog-

nised as an authority on all matters relating to the indig-

enous drugs of India. The science is also indebted to

Mr. Thomas Christy, F.L.S., London, for his unremitted

exertion to discover the value of new drugs and to in-

troduce them to the commercial world.

International Exhibitions

in different parts of the world, and the invitations to

,the Indian Government to prepare exhibits infused fresh

impetus into the somewhat commonplace researches into

the medicinal resources of this country.

Thus attempts have been made to separate the wheat

from the tares. The literature on the subject is voluminous.
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tendino- even in the best and most recent works towards

reprint and repetition, and the repetition, as I have already

pointed out, of statements that should long ago have been

relegated to the oblivion whence they originated. In a new

edition of my own little work (published originally in 1867),

on the “ Indigenous Drugs of India,” the advance sheets

of which I have the honour to lay before you, I have tried

to remedy these defects as far as possible, to remove the

errors and mistakes into which writer after writer had

fallen by copying and quoting one after another, to
“ prove

all and hold fast the good.”

If we look now for

RESULTS

we will find that Materia Medica as a science has bene-

fited materially from these researches, that the armamenta

of the unprejudiced physician has been increased with

advantage, helping to raise Indian medicine in some small

measure at least out of the mire of empiricism. The medi-

cinal properties and uses of these munificent gifts of Nature

have become better known among the people, and uses that

before were confined to districts have spread to larger and

more useful areas. But while the example of the Govern-

ment of India is to be taken as our criterion in many

instances it is not so in this particular case. It is surely

a reproach that in the latest list of medical stores for hospi-

tals in Bengal only one country medicine—the herb

chiretta—appears.*

* The Government of India have since supplemented this information

by their Resolution under date, Simla, 31st October 1895, appointing a

Commission to consider the desirability of extending the use of in-

digenous drugs in India, of which the following is an excerpt :

—

“ The Government of India are advised that the more extended use of

indigenous drugs in pharmacological preparations has hitherto been
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It is in view of such considerations as these that I would

endeavour to offer some practical suggestions as to how the

more important of our indigenous drugs may be dealt with,

not merely as indifferent substitutes for European products

but as each filling a place of its own in point of usefulness

and therapeutic value. The first consideration is that of

IDENTIFICATION.

This will remain a prime difficulty until Certain prominent

characteristics of each drug become established, as no

amount of verbal description will enable the non-botanical

mind to identify some plants and parts which even in

themselves do not invariably present quite the same charac-

ters. The ease and cheapness with which almost all the drugs

of this country are to be obtained will be facilitated greatly

retarded by the circumstance that the sophistication and adulteration of

these drugs are carried on so systematically that it is almost impossible

to procure them locally in a pure state, and also because there are

now available imported remedies of a much more efficient nature. Certain

indigenous drugs, which can be obtained pure in the local market, and

in which adulterations can be detected, are used at the Medical

Depots. In his paper on the subject, Rai Bahadur Kanny Lall Dey con-

cludes, from a perusal of the latest list of medical stores for hospitals

in Bengal that only one such drug, namely, chiretta, is so utilized

but from the list marginally noted of drugs now used in the Medical

Depots, which has been furnished to the Government of India, it

List of drugs purchased locally would seem that his information

at the Calcutta depot. upon this point was imperfect. The

Asafoetida.

Calumba root.

Cardamom seeds.

- Catechu.
Cinnamon bark.

Chiretta.

Cubebs.
Ginger.
Galls.

Glycyrrkiza root

Gum arabic.

Kino.
Myrrh.
Nux-vomica.
Senna leaves.

Anise oil.

Cinnamon oil.

Santal oil.

Government of India have no doubt

that other indigenous drugs would

be employed in the Medical Depots

if they could be obtained pure, of

a stable character, and at a price not

exceeding that at which they can

Castor oil. be imported.”

[Indian opium and Indian grown cinchona and their alkaloids are

also used exclusively.]
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with the help of the vernacular names peculiar to each

district, as also with the aid of the professional castes who

deal in these substances, the Musheras of Central and Upper

India, the low caste Maules, Bediyds, Bagdis, Kaibartas,

Pods, Chandals, Kaoras, and Karangas of Bengal and the

Chandras, Bliils, and Gamtas of Bombay. These humble

communities of the several Presidencies of India can render

immense service to medical men in supplying medicinal

plants. This fact was fully recognised by Sir William

Jones, the President-founder of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

In the second volume of his “ Botanical Observations on

Select Indian Plants ” he wrote :

—

“I am very solicitous to give Indian plants their true Indian,

appellations
;
because I am fully persuaded that Linnaeus himself

would have adopted them, had he known the learned and ancient

language of this country. * * * yar am I from doubting the great

importance of perfect botanical descriptions, for languages espire as

nations decay, and the true sense of many appellatives in every dead

language must be lost in the course of ages
;
but as long as those

appellatives remain understood, a travelling physician who should

wish to procure an Arabian or Indian plant, and without asking for

it by its learned or vulgar name, should hunt for it in the woods by
its botanical character, would resemble a geographer, who, desiring

to enquire by name for a street or a town, would wait with his tables

and instruments for a proper occasion to determine its longitude and
latitude.”

The suggestion herein conveyed has been carried into

effect in such names as Anthocephalus Cadamba and Cedrics

Deodara, but it is to be regretted that it has not been
possible to widen the system in the nomenclature of plants
peculiar to India.

Botanically, many of the doubtful points relating to the
plants yielding these drugs have been set at rest for ever
in Sir Joseph Hooker’s extensive work, the “ Flora of British
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Jndia,” now completed in all but the grasses, while the index

collections of authentic specimens which are in process of

formation at the Imperial Museum, Calcutta, and the Impe-
rial Institute, London, to which the “Dictionary of Econo-

mic Products” is to form the catalogue and key, will, when
complete, facilitate the identification of these products for

commercial purposes. All the well-oiled machinery of this

official mill, however, will not bring our acquaintance with

those of our Native medicines that we ought to know better’

out of the theoretical into the practical. I would suggest

a further step in the establishment of facilities for the

supply of

RELIABLE PREPARATIONS,

ready for immediate use by physicians. It is vain to

expect medical officers to assume the role either of bota-

nists or druggists. That is a condition of things which has

long gone by. I have to suggest, therefore, that the Medical

Storekeepers of the respective Presidencies should be asked

to make some definite pharmaceutical preparations at their

respective laboratories for distribution to the various hos-

pitals and dispensaries for trial and report. In this way a

step would be made towards their practical utilization

while the advisability or otherwise of their replacing costly

imported drugs could be most readily determined. Absolute

dependence ought not to be placed on individual opinion,

for such may be formed from preconceived notions or may

be affected by influences or considerations which may

detract from their real value. Some such arrangement once

thorough^ established, however, the great Indian Medical

Service will be a source of unlimited blessing to the people

and will be independent of the -ines and the -anes and the

synthetical monstrosities innumerable of these last days.

The particular class of preparation I would favour is the
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general one of fluid extracts as originated in the United,

States Pharmacopoeia, one part of the product representing

one part of the original drug operated upon.* They present

the advantages of portability, permanence and adaptability,

with concentration and uniformity. I have myself made

several experiments in this direction, the results of which I

have the honour to present for your inspection. I am
persuaded that the future of Indian pharmacology depends

largely on considerations such as I have indicated to you.

The next important point is the commercial aspect of

this question. The Government of Iudia has encouraged

with a liberality beyond all precedence the cultivation of

medicinal plants suited to India, and the experimental culti-

vation of others which have proved to be unsuitable to the

soil. The result has been, on the one hand, that the cin-

chona industry of the world has been completely revolution-

ised, ruined, some will say, while on the other, thousands

of rupees have been spent to practically no purpose in the

attempt to establish ipecacuanha. The time has now come
for laying out

MEDICINAL PLANT FARMS
in the districts most suited to the drugs which it is

proposed to grow. There is enough belladonna on the
Himalaya to supply the world, which, if transplanted and
carefully cultivated, would surely at least save India the
necessity, if not the cost, of importing that among many
other drugs which might similarly be grown. The medicinal
plant and essential oil gardens of Germany and Belgium
are sufficient evidence of the success attending such enter-
prise. Another most desirable step which would follow
this in natural sequence would be the establishment of a

* See Appendix III, Fluid Extracts, page 341 .
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drug emporium for India. This for obvious reasons would
be most practically effected at Calcutta. A class of druo-

broker's would arise, whose business it would be to encourage

the systematic collection of drugs for export to the great

markets of Europe, Australia and America. The sorting

of the drugs into their various qualities could be effected

quite as easily in the Calcutta as in the London mai’ket,

and the present anomalous position of the Indian druggists

importing drugs which have already been shipped from

India would be done away. There are thousands of tons of

valuable roots and flowers, and fruits and fibres rotting

in the jungles every year for want of a proper- market

in which to have their approximate values appraised.

Nor are they even on the Himalaya so very inaccessible.

The gentian grubbers of the Alps spend weeks at a time

far away from their homes collecting for the market.

Some of the medicinal plant farmers about Brussels employ

500 collectors—whole families— who go out into the sur-

rounding districts and collect the drugs, which they prepare

for the markets of the world. With the cost of labour at a

minimum in India and material in profusion, success in

some corresponding degree is assured. The ever-improving

railway communication should afford a great impetus to

such an industry, which I am confident would in time

become one of considerable importance to the people of

India.*

Above all I would appeal to my countrymen to be honest.

It is unfortuuately too true that the art of sophistication and

ADULTERATION

as applied to almost every commodity produced in India,

* See a description of Aconite collection in the Himalaya, Appendix II,

page 337.
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has served to weaken the faith even of our own country-

men in what we are accustomed to call * country ’ pro-

ducts. There are certain branches of industry, it must

be admitted, where this process of sophistication provides

quite an industry of no little importance, but I ask you

—

is this sufficient compensation for a diminished faith and

consequent depreciation in value in our exports to European

markets? I do not say that we are even approaching in

ingenuity to that which created the wooden nutmeg, but

I hold that the success of all that I anticipate for the

indigenous drugs of India depends upon this consideration-

If I may present one or two instances in the brief space

now at my disposal, I would remind you that Cannabis in-

dica has lost a very considerable portion of the reputation

it once had in European practice on account of the fact that

it is not of the same standard of quality as it was in former

years. Similarly, the bark of Holarrhena antidysenterica,

the Icurchi, is losing its undoubted position as a specific in

dysentery through the substitution of worthless barks.

The aconites are equally unreliable, due, however, to care-

less collection rather than adulteration.

Among the most important of the drugs exported at pre-

sent are :—Nux-vomica, sandal-wood, Indian aconite (Aco

-

nitumferox), Indian opium, Indian hemp, cinchona, chiretta,

castor and croton-oil seeds, linseed, sesame and ground-

nut oils, kino, ginger, capsicum, senna and catechu, while

among others which might be exported to a larger extent

than at present are :—Belladonna, hyoscyamus, taraxacum,

podophyllum, jalap (Ipomcea Turpethum), asafoetida, cassia

pods, cardamoms, kurchl, gurjun, chaulmugra and nim

oils, ispaghul.

I am hopeful that considerable encouragement will be

afforded to the better appreciation of our indigenous drugs
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by the fact that some are likely to be included in the

proposed

Imperial Pharmacopoeia.

In a paper which I prepared for the International Phar-

maceutical Congress held in London in 1881, and which

was presented on my behalf, I suggested several drugs as

worthy of inclusion in a proposed revision of the British

Pharmacopoeia. These suggestions are embodied in the

following list :

—

Botanical Source. Popular Name. Properties.

Adhatoda Vasica
Andrograpliis paniculata ...

Calotropis gigantea
Carica Papaya
Dipterocarpus turbinatus ...

Garcinia mangostana
Gynocardia odorata

_
...

Holarrhena antidysenterica
Melia Azadirachta

Psoralea corylifolia
Symplocos racemosa

Bdkash
Creat
Mddar
Papaya
Gurjun
Manyosteen ...

Chaulmiigra ...

Kurchl
Nlm

Bdbchl
Lodhra

Expectorant.
Febrifuge.
Alterative & Antipyretic.
Soui'ce of Papain.
Analogous to Copaiba.
Astringent.
Useful in Leprosy.
Specific in Dysentery.
Bitter Tonic and Anti-

periodic.
Useful in Leucoderma.
Useful in Menorrhagia.

I have now attempted to place before you some of my
views and some of my expectations which, in my old age, I

cannot hope to see realised, but which, in the best interests

of the great Oriental Empire of Her Majesty, I venture

to hope may be furthered in some measure by this Indian

Medical Congress.



BRITISH INDIAN WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
AND EQUIVALENTS.

Measures of Weight (Bengal.)

Unit of Weight—the «oZa*=180 grains English Troy or Apothecaries’

Weight.
1 Dhan (or grain)

4 Dhans = 1 Ratif
8 Ratis = 1 Masha

12 Mashas = 1 Tola

5 Tolas = 1 Chittack
16 Chittacks = 1 Seer
40 Seers = 1 Mauncl

: jj grain Troy = T?idr. Avoir.
Iff »> i)

= tVv ,,

= 15 grains „ = „
= 180 grains (7 dwt. ) „ (

5102

12 grains) )

' ‘ ”

= 1 oz. VJ\ dwt. „ = 2a\ oz. ,,

= 21 lbs. „ = 2Albs. ,,

= 100 „ „ = 82? „

To Convert Indian Weights into Avoirdupois.

Multiply the weight in raaunds by 5 and divide by 7 ; the result will be
the weight in cwt, Avoirdupois.

To Convert Avoirdupois Weight into Indian Weight.

Multiply the weight in maunds by 7 and divide by 5 ; the result will be
the weight in Maunds.

The Bombay Maund weighs 28 lbs. Avoirdupois.
The Surat „ ,, 37J lbs. ,,

A Ton is equal to 27‘2 Maunds, or 27J Maunds nearly.
Liquids are usually reckoned by weight.

Bengal Square or Land Measure.
1 chittak
16 chittaks = 1 cottah
20 cottahs = 1 bigah

3J bigahs

45 sq. ft. or 5 sq. yds.
720 „ or 80 ,,

14,400 „ or 1,600 „
1 acre.

1 Pie
3 Pies
8 Pies
4 Pice or 12 Pies

16 Annas
16 Rupees

British Indian Money.
marked P. par value =

1 Pice ... „ Ps. =
i Farthing.U

7 2 ^ ”
1 Penny.
H Pence.
2 Shillings,!

(nominal)
value.

Cowries (Cypraia moneta ), or small shells, are also made use of for frac-
tional payments.

1 Anna
1 Rupee
1 Gold Mohur

A.
R.
G. M.

They are reckoned in Bengal
4 Cowries make 1 Gunda.
20 Gundas „ 1 pun .

5 Puns (400 cowries) ... „ 1 Anna.

* A new rupee of tho present currency weighs 1 tola.
1 Commonly, seeds of Alrrus precatorius

.

1 The Exchango value of a Rupee of 1st July, 1890, stood at 1«. 2d.



CORRIGENDA

Page 11, line 10 from bottom, for iEchenanthera read Adenanthera.

11 38 >> 9 >» >1 11 Nartliex »» alliacea.

11 39 )> 13 ,, top omit Aspidium Filix mas.

11 69 u 3 ,, 11 for Lgiusticum read Ligusticum.

11 73 ,,1*2 „ 19 11 Sophora ii Sopliera.

11 118 „ io „ 11 11 Burmanii ii Burmanni.

11 221 > » 15 1

1

bottom ii 2-lbs.

11 244 „ 6 ,, top ii full.

11 26S » 16 „ top 11 4,000 ii 700.

11 273 Foot-note f> 11 Her ii Herr.

11 283 line 6 from bottom 11 chanand ii cliandan.

11 289 !> 5 ,, top 11 hyacinthina ii hyacinthoides.

11 303 Foot-note, 11 Matindale 19 Martindale.

11 323 line 12 from top 11 magnesium.

11 343 >> 2 ,, bottom 11 having 30.

11 345 ,, 7 of centre column 11 Water 1.

CONTRACTIONS OF VERNACULAR DESIGNATIONS.

Beng.—Bengali.

Hind.—Hindi.

Sans.—Sanskrit.

Bom.—Bombay (including Guzra-

thi and Mahrathi).

Tam.—Tamil.

Tel.—Telugu.

Burm.—Burmese.

Mai .—Malayalim (including

Cochin and Travancore).

Pers.—Persian.

Arab.—Arabic.



INDIGENOUS DRUGS
OF INDIA.

ABIES WEBBIANA.

Syn.—Pinus Webbiana.

The Himalayan Silver Fir.

Vern.—Beng.—Talispatra
;
Hind.—Talispatra

;
Sans.—

Talisapatra.

This lofty fir, natural order Goniferce, is widely distri-

buted on the higher rauges of the Himalayas. It yields

a very pure white resin.

Medicinal uses.—The dried terebinthinous Leaves are

useful in coughs, phthisis, &c. The leaves of Tctxus baccata

i are frequently substituted in the bazars of Calcutta and

Bombay. It is doubtful whether Abies Webbiana is the

tdlispatra.

ABROMA AUGUSTA.
Perennial Indian Hemp.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Ulatkambal.

An Indian plant, of the natural order Malvaceae, which is

likely to come into prominent notice owing to its medicinal

and fibre-yielding qualities.

K, ID. 1
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Medicinal uses.—The Root-bark is emmenagogue,

valuable in dysmenorrhcea. It may be administered in

doses of one drachm. A decoction of the dried root is

equally efficacious. The natives use it in combination

with black pepper.

ABRUS PRECATORIUS.

Jequirity.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Kunch
;
Hind.—Ghunchi ; Sans.—Gunja. Guz.—

Gumchi
;

Tam.— Gundumanni
;

Telu.— Guriginja; Pers.—
Gungchi.

A beautiful climbing plant, of the natural order Legu-

minosce, found all over India. The Root of Abrus

precatorius was formerly regarded as a substitute for

liquorice and commonly called Indian Liquorice. The

Leaves have been shown recently by Hooper to contain

a large proportion of glycyrrhizic acid. The curiously

coloured Seeds are used as weights (rati)—average weight

2 grains—by Indian goldsmiths and are strung together

for ornaments.

Medicinal uses.—The watery extract of the Root is

useful in relieving obstinate cough. It can be used like

liquorice as an adjuvant in mixtures. The Seeds are

poisonous and are used internally in nervous affections,

but their use is attended with extreme danger.

A 3 per cent, solution of the decorticated seeds—prepared

by macerating in water for 24 hours—has lately been used

to produce purulent ophthalmia. The active principle has

been isolated and named abrin. The intensely virulent

nature of the seeds has been employed in the criminal

poisoning of cattle in India.
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ACACIA ARABICA.

The Indian Gum Arabic Tree.

Vera.—Beng.—Babla; Hind.—Babul, kikar; Sans.— Vabbula;

Quz.—Kaloabaval ;
Tam.—Karmelam ;

Telu.—Nallu-tuma

;

Pers.—Babul.

The Bablii tree, of the natural order Leguminosce, is

common all over India, plentiful in Bengal, the Deccan

and Coromandel Coast, and yields a gum, somewhat darker

in colour but not much inferior in adhesive property

to that of Acacia vera. The bark is extensively used

for tanning purposes.

Medicinal uses—The Bark is a powerful astringent,

containing a large quantity of tannin, and its decoction

is largely used as a substitute for oak bark with great

success and efficacy. The decoction is used as an astringent,

gargle and wash, and in cases where a vegetable astringent

is indicated.

Externally used as an injection iu leucorrhoea and

vaginal discharges, and for astringent enemata generally.

It has been used in conjunction with the bark of the

Banyan tree (Ficus bengalensis).

ACACIA CATECHU.

Catechu : Cutch : Terra Japonica.

Vera.—Bencj.—Khair; Hind.—Kath
; Sans.—Khadira

;

Tam.—Kashu-katti
;

Telu.—Kanchu.

An extract prepared in India and Burma from the

wood of Acacia Catechu, of the natural order Leguminosce.

The tree is common in the forests of many parts of India

and Burma. It is an ingredient of the packet of betel
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leaves, or pan, chewed by the Indian people. The tree

yields au excellent gum which might be made a profitable

article of export. Crystals of a peculiar crystalline

substance named Khersal are sometimes found in the

interior of the stem like the camphor of Dryobalcmops

camphora.

Medicinal uses—Astringent and tonic. In diarrhoea

catechu is of much value administered either in powder

form or as tincture combined with other astringents and

opium. In mercurial salivation, and in ulceration and

sponginess of the gums it is of great service. It is equally

useful in hoarseness, relaxed sore throat, loss of voice, &c.,

used in the form of a lozenge.

The tincture is an excellent application for threatened

bed sores.

ACACIA FARNESIANA.

Syn.—Mimosa Farnesiana.

The Cassie Flower.

Vern.

—

Beng .—Guya babla ;
Ilind .—Yilayati babul

;
Guz .

—

Gu-baval; Tam.—Vedda-vela ;
Telu.—Nuga Tumma.

This graceful little plant, natural order Leguminosce,

grows all over India and is well known by its bright yellow

Flowers which yield a most delicious perfume. The

cassie is not to be confused with the cassia or cinnamon.

The fragrant flowers are largely used in perfumery. It is so

easily grown in India that the flowers ought to form an

important article of cultivation and export. A Gum exudes

from the bark of the tree which is a good substitute for

gum arabic, but yields a gelatinous fluid on treatment with

water.
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ACALYPHA INDICA.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Muktajhuri, Muktabarshi, Hind.—Rupi

;

Tam.—Kuppin-memi
;

Telu.—Kuppin-chetta,

The plant Acalypha indica, of the natural order Euphor-

biacece, is a common annual in Indian gardens.

Medicinal uses.

—

The decoction of the Leaves is a

valuable laxative, and the Root bruised in water, a cathartic.

The expressed juice of the fresh leaves is a reliable emetic,

and is used as such to some extent in Hindu medicine

:

it has been found useful in cases of croup. In cases of

constipation of children the bruised leaves introduced after

the manner of a suppository has the invariable effect of

at once relieving the contraction of the sphincter ani.

ACAMPE PAPILLOSA.
Vern.—Beng; Hind.—Rasna; Sans.—Gandha-nakuli.

An orchid found in many parts of India, but common in

Konkan, South India and Burma. The roots of this as well

as of some other orchids, such as Vanda Roxburghii and
V. Wightiana are known among Indian practitioners by
the name of Rasna.

Medicinal uses.—The Root, given in the form of a
decoction, is said to be highly efficacious in acute rheuma-
tism, sciatica and neuralgia. It is also considered beneficial

in secondary syphilis and uterine diseases.

ACETUM.
Country Vinegar.

Vern.—Beng.—Sirka; Hind.—Sirko; Guz. -Sirka; 7W—Kadi;
Telu.~ Kadi nillu

;
Pers .—Sirkah.

Vinegar is made all over India either from the sugar-
cane or from toddy which has been made from native spirit.
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The fresh juice of the Cocos nucifera ancl that of Borassus

flabellifovmus and Phoenix sylvestris are also capable of

the acetous fermentation while the Mahud flowers (Bassia

latifolia) also yield on infusion in water a saccharine liquor

which yields a good vinegar.

ACHILLEA MILLEFOLIUM.

Milfoil or Yarrow.

Vern,

—

Bom.—Koj mari.

A common herb, natural order Composites, indigenous to

the Western Himalaya, found plentifully on the hills a

little to the north of Simla. The plant yields a bitter,

aromatic volatile oil of characteristic odour. It is seldom

used in India.

Medicinal uses.—The Leaves and Flower Heads are

used in the form of decoction as a carminative, tonic and

aromatic stimulant.

ACHYRANTHES ASPERA.

Vern.

—

Beng ,—Apang
;

Iiincl.—Chirchira
;
Sans.—Apamarga.

Guz,—Jhinjarvatto
)

Telu.—Utta-reni
;

Pers .—Khare

vazhun.

A small plant, of the natural order Amarantacece, very

common in all parts of India and highly extolled by the

people as a remedy for bites of poisonous insects.

Medicinal use—Diuretic. Acts very mildly on the

kidneys and tends to increase their secretions. Has been

occasionally found efficacious in renal dropsies.
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ACONITUM FEROX.
Indian Aconite.

Vern.—Beng.—Katbish or mitha
;

Hind.—Bish
;

Sans.—
Visha

;
Guz.—Vuchnag

;
Tam.—Vishna nuir

)
Telu.—Yasa-

nubhi
;
Pers.—Bishnag

;
Arab.—Bish.

The poisonous root Bish of the bazaars is chiefly derived

from Aconitum ferox, natural order Ranuncnlacece, which

grows plentifully in the temperate and sub-alpine regions

of the Himalaya. It must be regarded as distinctly more

powerful than that of Aconitum Napellus, and hence more

suited for the preparation of external applications or the

manufacture of aconitine. As sold in the bazars it is of

very variable nature.

Medicinal uses.—The Root yields a comparatively larger

quantity of pseudaconitine or nepaline and a smaller

quantity of aconitine than other species of aconite, the

former being the more powerful, physiologically, of the two

alkaloids. It is therefore not to be given in the same doses

as the true aconite. In the form of liniment it is useful

in cases of neuralgia and muscular rheumatism. It is used

by the hakims in very small doses as an antiperiodic and

alterative and as a nervine tonic in cases of paralysis, but

considerable danger attends its internal administration on

account of the extremely virulent character of the drug.

ACONITUM HETEROPHYLLUM.
Indian Atees.

Vern.—Bang.—Atis
;

Hind.—Atis; Sans.—Ataicha; Tam .

—

Ati-vudayam
;
Telu.—Ativasu

; Pers.—Vuggi-turki.

The tuberous roots of this plant are considered tonic,

astringent, stomachic and aphrodisiac. The drug is chiefly
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used in the form of powder which is pure white, farina-

ceous, and with an intensely bitter taste.

The active principle is atisine, an amorphous alkaloid

of intensely bitter taste but non-poisonous. Aconitine is

absent in the true Atis.

Medicinal uses.

—

Used as an antiperiodic in fevers.

Eminent authorities have considered it a valuable febrifuge

and bitter tonic in the absence of quinine. For combat-

ing the debility after fevers and other diseases it is an

excellent tonic, very efficacious in diarrhoea and dysentery.

Substitute.

—

The dried tubers of Asparagus sarmento-

sus (Satamuii), slightly resembling that of Aconitum hete-

rophyllum, are sometimes sold in the bazars of Bengal

under the name of Atis. This is insipid and perfectly

inert.

ACONITUM NAPELLUS.
Monkshood.

Vern .—Beng .

—

Katbish
; Hind.—Mithazahar

;
Sans .

—

Visha.

Indigenous to the temperate Himalayan region where it

grows in abundance. The dried root is extensively used

in Indian medicine, and, but for the fact that it is very

frequently found mixed with the roots of other species of

aconite, might be used with the same confidence as the

imported drug. It yields several chemical principles which

are interesting on account of their peculiarly virulent

action on the animal economy, the principal of these being

the alkaloid aconitine. The true aconite is not easily

obtainable in the bazars.

Medicinal uses.

—

These have alread}
7 been indicated

under Aconitum fevox. Most of the preparations are made
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from the Root, but an extract is made from the fresh

Leaves and flowering tops. This, however, is somewhat

variable in its composition.

ACORUS CALAMUS.

Sweet Flag,

Vern.—Beng.—Bach; Hind.—Bash; Sans.—Vacha; Guz.—
Vach

;
Tam.—Vashambu

;
Telu.—Yadaja

;
Pers.—Agri-turki,

The Dried Rhizome of this plant is one of the common-

est of bazar medicines and is indigenous to India and

Burma. (Natural order Aroidece.) It has been a favourite

medicine with the people of India from the earliest

times. It is a tonic and stomachic, and is given in the form

of infusion. It is bitter, stimulant and aromatic, yielding

a glucoside acorin and a volatile oil.

Medicinal uses.—Used in dyspepsia attended with flatul-

ence, in loss of appetite and constitutional debility. In

cases of irritation of the throat and cough, the Root,

simply chewed, produces copious salivation and an agree-

able sensation of warmth. It has been used with beneficial

effect in diarrhoea of children. It is also carminative and

nervine in small doses and emetic in large doses.

ACTJEA SPICATA,

Baneberry.

This is indigenous to the temperate Himdlayan region

and is closely allied to the Actceci racemosa or Black Snake
Root of American eclectic medicine. Natural order Ranun-
culacecc. Gimicifuga fcetida is another Himalayan plant

which is similarly allied to the official plant.
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Medicinal uses.—Usually prescribed in the form of a

tincture of the Root. It acts as a powerful nerve sedative

in neuralgia, rheumatic affections and the like.

ADANSONIA DIGITATA.

ThE Baobab Tree.

Vern.—Hind.—Gorakh amali
;
Tam.—Anai-puliyaroy.

The Baobab is said to be one of the longest-lived trees

in the world. It grows to a great height, and has been

known to attain 30 feet in diameter. Found chiefly on the

Bombay Coast. Natural order Malvaceoe.

The Bark yields a Gum which is insoluble in water and

would seem to be allied to tragacanth. There has been also

isolated from the bark a principle named Adansonia.

Medicinal use.—The Bark has been used as an anti-

periodic.

ADHATODA VASICA

Vern.

—

Beng.—Bakash
;
Hind.—Arusha; Sans.—Vasaka;

Tam.—Adatodai; Telu.—Addasaram
;
Pers.—Bansa.

The plant Adhatoda Vcisica, of the natural order Ac-

anthacece, grows wild all over Bengal. All the parts of this

plant are bitterish and slightly aromatic and supposed to

be antispasmodic. The Roots are expectorant and used as

a substitute for senega.

An infusion of the plant has lately been used as a

remedy against blight on tea and other crops, and it has

been suggested quite recently by Dr. Watt that it may be

found useful as an antiseptic to destroy the germs of

disease in drinking water.
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Medicinal uses.—The Boot, Bark and Leaves are useful

in cough, asthma, ague and phthisis. In catarrh and

bronchitis the remedy is in frequent use in native practice,

usually in the form of infusion of the root and extract of

the leaves. The dried Leaves are also smoked in cases of

asthma.

ADIANTUM.

Vern.—Hind.—Hansraj
;
Arab.—Shaur-ul-jinn.

The Maiden-hair Fern (A. Capillus- Veneris

)

and several

other species of Acliantum (tribe Pteridece
)
are indigenous

to India and widely distributed. The graceful delicate

fronds are well known, and in the dried state are sold largely

iri the Punjab bazars.

Medicinal uses.—The Fronds possess bitter and expec-

torant properties; emetic in large doses. They are best

employed in the form of a syrup which corresponds to the

Sirop de Capillaire of the French Codex, and which is so

extensively used in Europe for chest affections.

iECHENANTHERA PAVONINA.

Vern.—Beng.—Rakta-kambal; Tam.—Anai-gundumani; Telu .

—

Bandi-gurivenda

.

A large tree, of the natural order Leguminosce, common
in Bengal, South India and Burma.

Medicinal uses.

—

The Seeds, which like those of Abrus
precatorius are of a brilliant red colour, are said to be effi-

cacious as an external application on boils, abscesses and all

kinds of inflammation. The decoction of the Leaves is

prescribed for chronic rhematism and gout.
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iEGrLE MARMELOS.
The Bael Fruit Tree : Bengal Quince.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Bel; Hind.—Bel; Sans.—Bilva, Sriphal; Gut.

—Biliva-phal
; Tam.—Vilva-pazham

;
Telu. — Bilvapandu

;

Pei's .

—

Shul.

The PEgle Marmelos, of the natural order Rutacece

,

is indigenous to and cultivated all over India. The tree

is held in great veneration by the Hindus. It is sacred

to Siva whose worship cannot be accomplished without

it. Its leaves are ternate and hence one of its vernacular

names is the Tripatra. As a medicinal agent it has perhaps

been longer known and appreciated by the Indian people

than any other. The unripe or half-ripe Fruit is regarded

as astringent, digestive and stomachic, and useful in re-

straining discharges from the alimentary canal. The ripe

fruit is sweet, aromatic and laxative. Two kinds may be

found in the bazars—the small or wild variety and the

larger or cultivated fruit. The officinal portion is the full

grown Fruit of either variety, just when it begins to ripen.

It does not lose its astringent property on drying or

keeping, although the fresh fruit is the most reliable. This

medicinal property is not due to tannin, of which it only

contains a small quantity, but partly to the pectin and

mucilaginous principles contained in the jelly-like mucous

surrounding the seeds and to the astringent acids of the

unripe fruit.

Medicinal uses.

—

The remarkable efficacy of the Bael

in chronic dysentery and diarrhoea is well known. The

dried Fruit and liquid extract are official in the British

Pharmacopoeia and an extract and liquid extract are official

in the Pharmacopoeia of India. These preparations are

extremely popular with medical practitioners in England.
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It is valuable in obstinate cases of diarrhoea and dysen-

tery when unattended by fever, and the patient is weak

and dyspeptic. It is also very valuable in diarrhoea and

dysentery of children.

It may also be administered in powder or as a dietetic

in the form of an aromatised confection. The fresh juice

of the Leaves is largely used in Bengal as antibilious and

febrifuge. The unripe fruit is roasted and eaten with sugar

in chronic dysentery and diarrhoea. A decoction of this

dried bael—Bel suti—is in frequent use among the natives

as a drink for the sick, especiall}r for cases of fever with

diarrhoea. The natives also make from the ripe fruit a

delicious and refrigerent sherbet which they use largely.

An essence prepared from the entire half-ripe fruit has

been found by the author to be the most reliable pre-

paration.

iESCHYNOMENE ASPERA.
The Sola Plant.

Vern.— Beng.—Sola, Phul-sola
;
Mar.—Bland; Tam .

—

Takke
;
Telu.—Bend.

4

A small sub-floating bush, natural order Leguminosce,

found in the marshes of Bengal, South India and Assam.

The spongy stems of the plant are largely used in the

manufacture of hats for European use, forming a good

protection against the tropical sun.

Medicinal use.

—

The spongy pith is sometimes used as a

substitute for surgical lint, specially for dilating the open-

ings of sinuses and abscesses. The pith absorbs the mois-

ture of the ulcerated tissues around, swells up, and thus

enlarges the openings.
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iESCHYNOMENE SESBAN.

See Sesbania JEgyptiana.

AGARICUS CAMPESTRIS.
The Mushroom.

Vern.—Beng.—Konrok, Chhata
;
Panj :—Moksha, Gari-kun.

The Mushroom is not cultivated in India for food, but

several species of the fungi are occasionally, specially at the

latter end of the rains, found growing wild in fields and

gardens, which are collected and eaten by villagers.

Medicinal uses.—Dried mushrooms are largely used in

medicine by the hcilcims of Punjab. Diuretic, purgative

and emmenagogue properties are ascribed to it. It is

considered efficacious in gravel in the bladder. In affec-

tions of the throat it is prescribed as a gargle.

AGAVE AMERICANA.
The American Aloe.

Vern.—Beng. ancl Hind.—Rakas-pat, Ban-aaaras, murga.

This plant, of the natural order Amaryllidece, has been

long imported from America and naturalized in India, being

cultivated for various economic purposes. It is the source

of the intoxicating liquor known as pulque, which is manu-

factured in Mexico in enormous quantities.

Medicinal uses.—Diuretic and alterative. The Roots

and Leaves yield a sacchariue juice which is believed to

possess anti-syphilitic virtues similar to those usually

ascribed to Sarsaparilla.
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AGRIMONIA EUPATORIUM.
Agrimony..

This herb is quite common in India especially in the

Himalayan range. It belongs to the natural order Rosacece.

Medicinal uses.—Agrimony is comparatively little used

in India, although it has long been a favourite of European

herbalists. It is tonic and astringent.

AILANTHUS EXCELSA.
Vern.

—

Beng. and Hind.—Maharukha; Sans.—Madala.

This tree, natural order Simarubece, is common in many
parts of India. The bark is' intensely bitter resembling

quassia. It yields an important bitter principle which

has been named Ailantic acid.

Medicinal uses.—The Bark as well as the Leaves are

in great repute as a tonic especially in debility after child-

birth. They also possess febrifuge properties and are useful

in dyspeptic complaints.

ALANGIUM LAMARCKII.
Syn.—Alangium Decapetalum.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Dhulakura, Bagh-anchrd
; Hind.—Akola.

Natural order Gornacce: common in the jungles of

Southern India, and occasionally found in the gardens.

Medicinal uses.—The Root-bark possesses the emetic
and nauseant properties of ipecacuanha. It is used by
native practitioners in cases of leprosy and syphilitic and
other skin diseases, and appears to be valuable in this

respect. Is useful in simple continued fever. The root-

bark is used in the form of powder.
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ALCOHOL.
Vern.— -Beng .—Mad

j
Hind .—Sharab

;
Sans.—Sura.

Spirits and wines have been largely made in India from

very ancient times. Sugar, rice, Mahua, the fruit of An-

thocephalus Caclamba, and various other substances were

used in their manufacture. A spirit, called the Mrita-

sanjibani or the “ reviver of the dead ” is a favourite

stimulant among Indian physicians. It is fermented with

raw sugar and some medicinal herbs and distilled.

ALEURITES MOLUCCANA.
Syn.—A. Triloba.

Indian Walnut.

Vern.—Beng.—Jangli Akhrbt; Hind.—Akhrot; Sans .

—

Askhota.

The nuts of the plant Aleurites moluccana (natural

order Euphorbiacece). It is native of the Malay Archipelago.

It is also found wild in many parts of South India. The

kernels of the nuts have the taste of English walnuts.

They yield by expression a large proportion of a very

aoreeable fixed oil which is a good substitute for rape-oil.

The true walnut is the nut of Juglans regii.

Medicinal uses.—The Kernels are supposed to possess

aphrodisiac properties. A mild aperient action has also

been ascribed to the Oil, to some extent resembling that of

castor-oil.

ALHAGI MAURORUM.
The Persian Manna Tree.

Vern.—Beng.—Juwasa; Sans.—Durlava
;
Hind.—Jayasi.

The shrub Alhcigi maurorum (natural order Legumi-

nosce) is a native of the desert of Egypt, Syria, Mesapotamia,
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Persia and India. There exudes from the leaves and

branches of this shrub a sweet, saccharine substance called

the Taranjabin, and which resembles in nearly all respects

the manna of Fraxinus ornus (the manna ash).

Medicinal uses.—As a gentle laxative specially useful

and pleasant for children. The infusion of the spinous

plant is used in affections of the chest.

ALLIUM CEPA.

The Onion.

Vern.—Beng.—Piyaj
;

Hind.—Piyaz; Sans.—Palandu
;
Mar.

—Kanda
;
Tam.—Irulli

;
2'elu.—Nirulli.

The common onion (natural order Liliacece) is largely

cultivated all over India as an article of food and condiment.

Medicinal uses.—The onion Bulbs contain an acrid vola-

tile oil which possesses stimulant, diuretic and expectorant

properties, and are therefore prescribed by Indian physicians

in fever, dropsy, and affections of the chest and throat.

They are also considered hot and pungent, and are useful

in flatulency and dysentery.

ALLIUM SATIVUM.
The Garlic.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Rasun
;
Hind.—Lasan; Sans.—Lasuna

; Guz,

—Shunam
;
Tam.—Velluli

; Pers.—Sir.

The garlic, a familiar member of the Liliaceous family, is

largely cultivated all over India, and is always easily

obtainable in the bazars. It yields on distillation with

water an aromatic oil, the chief constituent of which is

allyl sulphide and to which is due its characteristic odour.

K, ID. 2
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Medicinal uses.— Garlic is carminative, stomachic, al-

terative, tonic and useful in affections of the nervous

system, flatulence, hysteria, &c. The Oil is used externally

in rheumatic affections, and paralysis. A small clove of

garlic put in the ear allays the pain of otorrhcea. It is not

used to any extent in modern medicine.

ALOCASIA INDICA.

Vern.—Beng.—Mankanda, Mankachu
;
Hind.—Mankanda

;

Sans.—Manaka.

The underground stems of Alocasia indica, natural order

Aroidece, constitute a valuable and important vegetable

of native dietary. The plant thrives best in shade under

the eaves of huts or buildings and beside fences.

Medicinal uses.—Mdnkachu is specially useful in anasarca

in which disease it is used in the following manner. Take

of the powdered meal of Alocasia indica eight tolds, (3 ozs.)

powdered rice sixteen tolas, (6 ozs.) water and milk forty-

eight tolas (20 ozs.) each, boil them together till the water is

evaporated. This preparation—called Mdnmanda— is given

as diet. No other food is allowed in addition to it except

milk. The dried flour is an excellent substitute for arrow-

root and similar farinaceous substances.

ALOE VERA.
Barbadoes or Indian Aloes.

Vern.— Beng.—Ghirta-kumari, Musabbar
;

Hind. — Kumdri,

Kunvar
;
Sans.—Ghirta-kumari; Tam.—Kariya-potam

;
Teln.

—Mushambaram
;

Jlfad.—Eliya.

This plant is cultivated in some parts of India. The

best quality of aloes is that obtained where the leaves are
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allowed to drain naturally. When lieat is employed the

active principle is partly destroyed. The Mussabbar

yielded by this species is not inferior to imported Socotrine

aloes.

The drug in mass is black, it has a glassy fracture. The

powder is dull yellow and exhales an aloetic odour. The

active principle is Aloin.

Medicinal uses.

—

In small doses it is a stomachic tonic, in

large doses purgative, and indirectly, emmenagogue. It is

valuable in constipation connected with hysteria or in that

dependent on atony of the intestinal muscular tissue and

chlorosis.

ALOE VERA.

Var.—Officinalis.

Syn.—Aloe Indica.

Vern.—Beng.—Ghirta-kumdri, Musabbar; Hind.—Lal-kumarf.

The plant Aloe officinalis and several other species of the

same genus, found wild and cultivated in India, belonging

to the natural order Liliacece yield the medicinal aloes

—

:Musabbar—of the bazar. The drug consists of the inspis-

sated juice of the succulent leaves.

Medicinal uses.—A valuable purgative in very common

use usually combined with other medicines. Myrrh and

mastich are common adjuncts to prevent griping. The

viscid mucilage obtained from the fresh Leaves is used

by the natives to some extent as an excellent demulcent.

The fresh juice is regarded as cathartic, tonic and useful

in fevers, and is used externally as an application iu

enlarged lymphatic glands, spleen and liver and in eye

diseases.
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ALPINIA GALANGA.
c

Galangal.

Vern.— Beng. and Ilincl.—Kulinjana
;
Sans.—Kulin-jana.

The rhizomes of Alpinia Galanga
,
belonging to the

Zingiberacece, .growing abundantly in Travancore, South

Concans and Chittagong, are aromatic, pungent, and some-

what bitter, and are sold by native druggists. The i( Lesser

Galangal” (A. officinarum) of the European druggists

is imported.

Medicinal uses.—The Rhizomes are carminative and

stomachic. They were at one time regarded as a suitable

substitute for ginger. Galangal is sometimes used for

chewing as a remedy for foetid breath, and it is supposed

to improve the voice.

ALSTONIA SCHOLARIS.

Dita Bark : Alstonia Bark.

Vern.—Beng.—Chhatin; Hind.—Chhatian: Sans.—Saptaparna

;

Bom .
—Satvin.

The bark of Alstonia scholaris, natural order Apocy-

nacece, is thick and spongy. The tree is quite common

throughout the Indian Peninsula. It yields an inferior

quality of gutta-percha. The active principle of the bark

has been isolated and named Ditain. It possesses powerful

febrifuge properties.

Medicinal uses.—The Bark is an astringent tonic and

febrifuge, useful in fever and in skin diseases. It is

also used iu bowel-complaints; bruised and mixed with

water it is applied to ulcers, and as an application in

rheumatic pains.
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ALTHAEA OFFICINALIS.

Marsh-Mallow : Guimauve.

Vern.

—

Hind.—Gul-khairo.

This well-known Malvaceous plant is indigenous to the

Punjab and Kashmir. The Root of this species and that of

A. rosea yield a large percentage of a demulcent mucilage

besides pectin and cane sugar.

Medicinal uses.—In the form of a syrup of the Root

Althcea is largely employed as a demulcent. In pastilles

in the form of pate de guimauve it is also frequently

administered in Europe with beneficial effect in throat and

chest affections. It is sometimes also applied as an emol-

lient poultice. The Leaves are used in this latter form.

The Seeds are considered demulcent, diuretic and febrifuge.

ALTINGIA EXCBLSA.
Vern.

—

Hind.—Silaras; Med.—Rasamala;

Bur.—Nan-ta-yok.

This is a magnificent tree of the Indian Archipelago,

common also in Burma and Assam. It yields a fragrant

resin allied to the storax of Liquidambav orientalis. It

belongs to the same order

—

iJamamelidece.

Medicinal uses:—The Resin is regarded as expectorant

and stimulant, used usually in combination with other

substances.

ALUMEN. ..
• - .

Alum. ..... .

Vern.

—

Beng.—Phatkfri
;
Hind.—Phitkarf

; Sgns.~Sj>hatika
;

Tam.—Pati-karam
;

Telu.—Pati-kuramj Pers.—Zak-safed
;

Arab.—Shib.

Alum is manufactured to a considerable extent in India,

chiefly at Kalabagh and Kutki in the Punjab. It is q,lso
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produced in the Behar and Cutch States. Indian alum is

usually darker in colour than the imported article due to

impurities, chiefly iron. It is manufactured from alum

schist or shale. This is treated in a certain manner peculiar

to each of the districts indicated, to produce sulphate of

alumina which is combined with either a potash salt, or as

at Kalabagh, with a salt called jamscir, consisting chiefly of

sulphate of soda, so that the base of this is a soda alum

the official alum having a potassium or ammonium base.

Country alum is much cheaper than the imported article,

and used chiefly for commercial purposes as a mordant and

the like.

Medicinal uses.—Alum is a valuable internal and ex-

ternal stimulant. It is used as an astringent gargle in

relaxed and inflamed sorethroat and as a lotion in leucorrhcea

and ophthalmia.

AMARANTUS SPINOSUS.

The Prickly Amaranth.

Vern.—Beng.—Kantanatia; Hind.—Cholai; Sans.—Tanduliya;

Guz.—Kanta-mi-dant ;
Tam.—Muluk-kirai.

This thorny weed is widely distributed in the plains

of India, especially in Bengal. Natural order Amaran-

tacece.

Medicinal uses.—It is considered a valuable cooling

diuretic. Its Root is efficacious in menorrhagia. It

possesses mucilaginous properties. In the Mauritius a

decoction of the Leaves and Root is administered inter-

nally as a diuretic.
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AMMANNIA BACCIFERA.
Blistering Ammania.

Vern.— Beng.—Dadmari; Hind:—Dad-mari
;
Bom.—Bhar-

jambolj Tam.—Kallu-riva; Telu.—Agniven-dra-paku.

An herbaceous shrub, belonging to the natural, order

Lythracece. It is found in marshy places throughout India.

Medicinal uses.

—

The fresh bruised Leaves have been

used in skin diseases as a rubefacient and as an external

remedy in ringworm and parasitic skin affections.

Blistering properties have been ascribed to the leaves,

but this has not been found verified in practice.

AMMONIUM CHLORIDUM.
Ammonium Chloride : Sal Ammoniac.

Vern.—Beng.—Nishedal; Hind.—Nousadar
;
Pers.—Noshadar;

Arab.—Arinina.

This has been manufactured in India for centuries, chiefly

in the Karnal District of the Punjab. A peculiar clay found

in that region is roughly shaped into bricks, from which

when heated in a specially constructed kiln exudes a very

impure ammonium compound. This product is subsequent-

ly sublimed and yields a comparatively pure salt. It is

used to a considerable extent in the arts by metal workers,

and is easily obtained in the bazars.

Medicinal uses.

—

Used chiefly as an alterative in affec-

tions of the liver and spleen and in rheumatism. Useful in

neuralgia. It has been found beneficial in affections of the

throat. It makes a good freezing mixture with potassium

nitrate and water. Liquid ammonia and other salts of

ammonia are made from the chloride. •
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AMOMUM SUBULATUM.
The Greater Cardamom.

Vern.—Beng .—Bara elachi
;
Hind.—Bari elachi

;
Sans .—Ela

;

Tam.—Elam; Telu.—Yelakulu
;
Pers.—Qakilalie-kalan.

Several of the plants of the tribe Zingiberacece (natural

order Scitaminece) that yield the cardamoms of commerce

are indigenous to India. The true cardamom, Elletaria

Cardamomum, (q. v.) grows wild in the Cochin and Travan-

core forests and in Southern India generally. A. subulatum

is found wild in the mountainous parts of India and in

Nepal. The fruits are plentiful in the bazars and are

a cheap and efficient substitute for the true cardamom.

They are of about the size of a nutmeg.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds are agreeably aromatic, car-

minative and stimulant, but less heating than many other

spices. Cardamom forms one of the ingredients of the mas-

ticatory used throughout India. Both in Indian and Euro-

pean medicine it is a frequent adjunct to other stimulants,

bitters and purgatives, usually in the form of tincture or

powder. An Oil is extracted from the seeds which is

applied to the eyelids to allay inflammation.

AMOORA ROHITTJKA.

Vern.—Beng.—Tikta-raj, Pitrkj
;
Hind.—Harm; Sans.

—

Rohitaka ;
Tam.—Shem-maram

;
Telu.—Chawa-manu.

An evergreen tree, of the natural order Meliacece, found

in Bengal, Assam and Burma.

Medicinal use.—The Bark is considered astringent. The

Seeds yield an oil which is used as a stimulating liniment

in rheumatism.
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AMORPHOPHALUS CAMPANULATUS.
The Telinga Potato.

Vern Benrj.—01 ;
Hind.—Zcamin-kand ;

Sans.—Surana, olla
;

Tam.—Karuna, sooran
;
Telu.—Munclia-kunda.

The Amorphophalus campanulatus, natural order

Aroidece, is native to and cultivated throughout India and

Ceylon for the sake of its tubers which are cooked and

eaten by the natives like yams or potatoes.

Medicinal use.—Useful in haemorrhoids, one of its

Sanskrit synonyms being Arsaghna or curer of piles.

AMYGDALUS COMMUNIS.
The Almond.

See Prunus Amygdalus.

ANACARDIUM OCCIDENTALE.
The Cashew-Nut.

Vern.—Beng.— Hijli-Badam
;
Hind.—Ivaju

;
Tam.— Kola

mara
;
Telu.—Idi-mamidi

;
Bom.—Kaju.

The cashew tree abounds on the sea-coasts of India

and other tropical countries. It belongs to the natural

order Anacctrdiacece. The kernel has a sweet and agree-

able taste, and is eaten with relish when roasted. The oil

obtained from it by expression is exactly similar to olive

oil, the finer qualities being quite equal to almond oil. A
gum that exudes from the bark resembles gum arabic, but is

only partially soluble in water and consists of true gum and

bassorine. The pericarp of the nut contains a black acrid

oil called cardole or cashew-apple oil. It is applied to the

floors and wooden rafters of houses to prevent the attacks

of white-ants, and used by book-binders with a similar object.
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Medicinal uses.—The Oil from the kernel is nutritious

aud emollient. Internally used as a demulcent in the form

of emulsion. It may be used in pharmacy like olive oil.

The acrid oil possesses rubefacient and vesicant properties.

The active principle is Anacccrdic Acid. It has been used

as a local stimulant in leprosy and psoriasis.

ANACYCLUS PYRETHRUM.
Vern.

—

Beng. and Hind.—Akarkara; Sans .—Akarkarava
;

Tam.—•Akkarakarum.

The root of Anacyclus pyrethrum {Anthemis pyrethrum),

natural order Composite^,
the common pellitory.

Medicinal uses.—The Root is a valuable sialogogue. It

is powerfully irritant, and has been found successful in

toothache. It is frequently employed in gargles. An in-

fusion of this drug is useful in cases of rheumatism.

ANAMIRTA COCCULUS.

Cocculus Indicus.

Vern.

—

Hind.—Kakmari • Bomb.—Kakaphala.

Natural order Menispermacece. Found in Southern and

Eastern India and Burma. The poisonous berries constitute

the Cocculus indicus of commerce, which is the source of

picrotoxin, a highly poisonous, crystallizable bitter prin-

ciple. The fruits contain also about 50 per cent, of oil.

Medicinal uses.—The Fruits are not used medicinally

except occasionally in the form of an ointment which is

applied as an insecticide. They have been employed as a

substitute for the bitter principle of hops in the manufac-

ture of beer. Picrotoxin is employed for checking night

sweats of phthisis and as an antidote in morphine and

chloral poisoning.
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ananas sativa.

The Pineapple.

yern Beng .—Anaras j
Hind.— Ananas ;

Guz. Anaras ;

rfam .
— Anashappahane ;

Telu.— Ananash-panclu ;
Arab.

Aainunnas.

Natural order Bromeliacece. This plant, which yields the

well-known delicious fruit, is largely cultivated in India.

Medicinal uses.—The fresh juice of the Leaves is re-

garded as anthelmintic. The fruit itself is antiscorbutic.
to

ANDROGRAPHIS PANICULATA.
Creat.

Vern.—Beng.—Kalmegh ;
Hind.—Kiryat )

Sans.—Kirata j

Tam.—Nilavembu ;
Telu.—Nelu-veum ;

Pers.—Nainehavandi.

The plant Andrographis paniculata grows wild all over

Bengal. It belongs to the natural order Acanthacece. The

whole Plant is intensely bitter and yields its properties

readily to water or spirit. It is sometimes called Indian

Chiretta and frequently confused with the real herb of that

name. One of the vernacular names for the Creat is Maha-

tika—King of bitters.

Medicinal uses.—It is a powerful bitter tonic and has

been successfully used in cases of dysentery and diarrhoea.

This is the basis of the well-known domestic medicine

alui which is a composition of carminatives formed into

pills with the fresh juice of its leaves and preserved after

being dried in the sun. It is frequently given with advan-

tage to infants suffering from flatulence and diarrhoea

caused by defective digestion. It also forms an ingredient

of the celebrated French nostrum the Droguamere. It

has properties similar to quassia; and is useful in general
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debility, in convalescence after fever, and in advanced stages

of dysentery. During the late outbreak of influenza a

tincture of the plant was found highly efficacious in arrest-

ing the progress of the disease.
I •

ANDROPOGON CITRATUS.

Lemon-Grass.

Vern.— Bent].—Gandha bena; Sans.—Bhustrina.

This grass
(
Graminciceai) is extensively cultivated

throughout India. The well known fragrant volatile oil

known as lemon-grass or Indian Melissa oil is obtained by

distillation with water from the fresh plant. It is largely

Used in perfumery, and very frequently employed to

adulterate oil of verbena which it somewhat resembles.

Medicinal uses.—The Oil is stimulant, carminative,

antispasmodic and diaphoretic: locally rubefacient. Useful

in flatulent colic and gastric irritability. In cholera it

proves serviceable not only by allaying and arresting the

vomiting but by aiding the process of reaction. Exter-

nally applied it forms an excellent embrocation in

chronic rheumatism, neuralgia, sprains, and other painful

affections.

ANDROPOGON MURICATUS.

Cuscus : Khus-Khus : Veti-vert.

Vern.— Beng.—Bend, Khus-Khus; Hind.—Khas-Khas; Sans .

—

Usira, Virana
;
Tam.— Vette-ver

;
Pens.—Savandra-mul.

This is another of the numerous species of Andropogon

which yield the fragrant grass oils of commerce. It is a
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lame crass native to the Coromandel and Mysore coasts, and

found abundantly in moist ground in Bengal and Burma.

The long fibrous Root of this plant is well known as the

Khus-Ivhus of which door-screens

—

tatties—or aromatic

scented mats are made. They are kept constantly wet, thus

cooling and agreeably perfuming the atmosphere during

the hot weather. On distillation with water the roots

yield a fragrant oil, the well-known Ichas-khas-Jca-atar.

so much valued in English and Indian perfumery.

Medicinal uses.—The powdered Root is regarded as

cooling, refrigerant, stomachic and useful in pyrexia, thirst,

irritability of the stomach, &c., but it is not of much im-

portance medicinally. Externally it is occasionally used in

the form of a paste of the root to relieve oppressive heat

of the skin. An infusion of the root is used internally as

a gentle stimulant, and the essence or otto is similarly

used in small doses.

ANDROPOGON NARDUS.
ClTRONELLA.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Kama-Kher; Hind.—Ganjm; Sing.—Maana.

This grass is quite common in the North-West Provinces

and the Punjab, and very largely cultivated in Ceylon and

Singapore for the valuable oil it yields. The oil is a very

important product in perfumery.

Medicinal uses.—Citronella oil is regarded as officinal by
the Pharmaco'pceia of India. It is little used medicinally,

but may be regarded as having properties similar to those

of A. citratus, especially in rheumatism. The leaves are

occasionally used in the form of infusion.
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ANDROPOGON SCHCENANTHUS,

The Geranium Grass.

Vern.

—

Beng.— Agya-gMs, Roshel; Hind.— Rua-ghas rusa-ka-tel

(the oil); Mad.—Roshet.

This, another of the fragrant Gramincicece
, is indigenous

to Central India, the North-West Provinces and the Punjab.

The oil distilled from the leaves is of a pale sherry colour,

and has an agreeable odour resembling, especially in its

purified forms, that of otto of roses, which it is extensively

used to adulterate. Its taste is sharp and agreeable, ap^

proaching that of oil of lemons. The oil is also known in

commerce as “ rusa ” (probably a corruption of rose) oil,

“ nimar oil,” and “oil of ginger grass.” It is very exten-

sively employed in soap-malcing and perfumery.

Medicinal uses.—Stimulant, carminative, antispasmodio

and diaphoretic. Locally applied it is a rubefacient. It is

found useful in flatulence and spasmodic affections of

the bowels. External^ it is common^ used in chronic

rheumatism, neuralgia, sprains, &c., with excellent effect.

It can be used as a substitute or in conjunction with

cajeput oil.

ANONA SQUAMOSA.

The Custard Apple,

Vern.

—

Beng.—Ata, Sitaphal
;
Hind.—Sharifa; Tam.—Sita-

palam
;

Telu.—Sita-pandu.

The custard apple is a small tree of the natural order

Anonacece, which is cultivated almost all over India for its

fruit.
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Medicinal use.—The ripe Fruit externally applied is

considered maturant, and is also used to hasten suppuration

in cases of malignant tumours. The Leaves, the Seeds

and the Unripe Fruit possess insecticide properties. The

Root is a violent purgative.

ANTHEMIS NOBILIS.

Syn.—Matricaria chamomila.

Chamomile.

Vern.—Beng.—Babunah-phul
;
Hind.—Babuna-ke-phul

;

Pers.—Babunah
;

Arab.—Babunaj.

The dried flowers of the plant Anthemis nobilis, natural

order Composite. It is a native of Europe and Persia, but

cultivated in India and chiefly in the Punjab
;
available in

all the bazars.

Medicinal uses.—Stomachic, antispasmodic, carminative

and tonic in dyspepsia and general debility. The warm
infusion in large doses is sometimes used to promote the

action of emetics; useful in hysteria, and in suppression oj

menses. Chamomile also acts as a vermifuge. Externally,

an infusion or decoction or cataplasm of the Flowers is

used to relieve pain. The essential Oil obtained by dis-

tillation possesses antispasmodic properties.

ANTHEMIS PYRETHRUM.
See Anacycltjs Pyrethrum.

ANTHOCEPHALUS CADAMBA.
Syn.—Sarcocephalus cadamba.

Vern.—Beng.—Kadam
; Hind.—Kadamb

; Tam.—Vella,

cadamba
; Telu.—Kadambe.

This tree, natural order Rubiacecv, is found in Eastern
and Northern India.
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Medicinal uses.—The Bark has been used as a febrifuge

and the Leaves occasionally in the form of a gargle.

ANTIARIS TOXICARIA.
The Upas Tree.

Vern.

—

1’am.—Nuttavil
;
Burnt.—Mya-sheik.

This is a large tree, belonging to the natural order Urti-

caceai, found in Burma, the Indian Archipelago and Ceylon.

It is the source of a most powerful arrow-poison which is

believed to contain a medicinal principle of some value. The

arrow-poison is a gum resinous exudation from incisions in

the trunk. The physiological effects of this poison, which

has been called antiarin, resemble those of strychnine,

which alkaloid has indeed been found in the poison.

ANTIMONIUM.
Antimony: Black Antimony.

Vern.—Beng.—Surma; Iiind.—Surmah-ka-patthar ;
Sans.—

Ivohal
;
Bom.—Surmah-i-isfahani

;
Pers.—Sangi-surmah.

A native tersulphide of antimony purified by fusion and

reduced to a black powder. It is found in several parts of

the Punjab but not produced to any extent. It is not used

in the arts by the natives of India. It is applied by native

women in Upper India as a cosmetic to the tarsus of the

eye, to improve the personal appearance. When thus

applied is also supposed to protect the eyes from the glare

of the sun by absorbing the rays.

Medicinal uses.—It is seldom employed medicinally

;

occasionally as a tonic for horses.

APLOTAXIS ATJRICULATA.

See Saussurea Hypoleuca.
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APIUM GRAVEOLENS.
Celery.

Vern.—Beiuj.—Randuni ;
Hind.—Ajmodh.

The plant, belonging to the natural order Umbelliferw,

is a native of Europe, but now cultivated iu India as a

garden crop. The seeds are used as a spice.

Medicinal use.—The Root is alterative and diuretic and

is prescribed in anasarca and colic. The Seeds are stimu*

lant and carminative.

APIUM PETROSELINUM.
See Petroselinum sativum.

AQUILARIA AGALLOCHA.
Calambac : Eagle Wood.

Vern.—Beng .—Agaru
;
Hind.—Agar

;
Sins.—Aguru; Tam.—

Aggalichandana
;
Telu.—Agru

;
Pers.— Ayalur-che.

The wood of this tree (natural order Tliymelacece), con-

tains scattered through it the fragments of sweetly-scented

Agar Resin, which is highly prized by the natives of

India. It is probably a degradation product of the wood.

The wood is used in the composition of incense or in the

production of a fragrant Otto—agav-lca-atar. It is seldom

used medicinally.

ARACHIS HYPOGiEA.
The Ground-Nut or Earth Nut.

Vern.—Beng.—Chiner-badam, Matkalai
;
Hind.—Mungphalif;

Sans.—Buchanaka; Tam.—Verkadalai
; Telv.—Vernsana-ga-

kaya
;
Bom.—Bhui-chane.

The legumes of Aracliis hypogcea, a plant of the natural

order Leguminosce, ripen beneath the surface of the soil.

Ihe plant is cultivated in India, chiefly in the Madras and
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Bombay Presidencies, and the shelled nuts and oil form a

most important article of export from Pondicherry and

other places. They yield by expression about 40 to 50 per

cent, of a clear straw-coloured edible Oil—the Nut Oil of

commerce. It has a specific gravity of about 0'918. It

possesses a faint odour and a very mild agreeable taste.

It contains Oleic, Hypogceic, Palmitic and Arachi acids.

Arachis oil is highly esteemed for domestic purposes, and

does not become rancid so quickly as other oils. It can be

used for all purposes in pharmacy in place of olive or

almond oil, the latter of which it is used to adulterate.

The seeds themselves,—“ pea-nuts,”—are very popular as a

dietary in many parts of India, Africa and America.

Medicinal uses.—The Oil is regarded b}r natives of this

country as an excellent aperient and emollient. All that

can be said of it is that it answers very well in place of

the oils indicated.

ARECA CATECHU.
The Areca or Betel-Nut Palm.

Vern.

—

Being.—Gua, Supari
;
Hind.-—Supari, chheli

; Sans.—

Gubak
;
Pens.—Popal.

The tree Areca Catechu, of the natural order Palmce,

is extensively cultivated in Bengal and Madras and along

the sea coast of India and Burma for its fruit—the Areca

or Betel-nut of commerce. It is the most graceful and

elegant of the Indian palms. The Kernel of the fruit

is one of the constituents of the universal masticatory

(pan-supavi),, the “betel” of the East. Slices of the nut

with a little catechu and several spices, according to the

means and taste of the individual, are wrapped up iu a

leaf of the Piper betel or Betel vine, and having been smeared

with a little shell-lime are chewed by the natives. Areca
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nut contains tannic principles, fatty and colouring matters,

and several alkaloids chiefly Arecoline. The tree yield a

brown variety of Catechu, known in the market as Bombay

catechu.

Medicinal uses.—The unripe Nuts are laxative and car-

minative. The fresh nuts have intoxicating properties and

produce giddiness. The dried nuts are used to sweeten

the breath and strengthen the gums, and the powder is

therefore frequently combined in dentifrices. The burnt

nut (areca charcoal) is also used as a dentifrice. Areca

has some reputation as an anthelmintic, especially in

animals.

ARGEMONE MEXICANA.
The Mexican or Prickly Poppy.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Sialkanta; Hind.—Fringhi Dhutura
;

Sa7is.—Srigala kantaka.

An American plant (natural order Papaveracece), which

now grows wild nearly all over India. The seeds yield a

large quantity of Oil of a pale yellow colour and clear,

resembling that of the poppy but possessing a disagreeable

smell. The whole plant abounds with a yellow Juice

resembling gamboge.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds are laxative and stomachic,

emetic, expectorant and demulcent. Applied to herpetic

eruptions and other skin diseases the Oil exercises a sooth-

ing influence. It is also useful as a local application in

indolent ulcers.

ARGENTUM.
Silver.

"Vern.—Beng .—Rupa ; Hind.—Chandi
; Sms .—Raupya.

Medicinal uses.—Silver leaf is very frequently prescrib-

ed in native medical practice and often combined with gold
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It is supposed to be effective in nervous diseases. In the

form of oxide it is also employed as a nervine tonic.

ARGYREIA SPECIOSA.
The Elephant Creeper.

Vern.—Beng.—Bichtarak
;

Hind.—Samandar-ka-pat
;

Sans.—

Vriddha daraka • Tam.—Shamuddirap-pach-chai
;

Telu.—
Samudrapala.

This twining plant (natural order Convolvulacece), is

found all over India.

Medicinal uses.—The Root is regarded as alterative and

tonic : useful in rheumatism and diseases of the nervous

system. The Leaves are used by the natives as a local

stimulant and rubefacient in skin diseases.

ARISTOLOCHIA INDICA.

The Indian Birthavort.

Vern.—Beng.—Isarmiil
;

Hind.—Isarmiil. Sans.—Arkainula
;

Tam.—Ich-chura-mutiver
;

Pers.—Zaravandi hindi.

Aristolochia indica (Avistolocldacece) is a twining peren-

nial growing all over India.

Medicinal uses.—The Root of this as well as of other

species of Aristolochia, possesses a nauseous bitter taste,

and is a powerful einmenagogue and antiarthritic. It is

perhaps the best antidote to the bites of poisonous insects,

being used both external^ and internal^. Mixed with

honey it is given in white leprosy. It is also considered

useful in dropsy. Macerated .with black pepper-corns it is

given in cases of cholera and diarrhoea with much benefit.

The fresh Leaves applied to the stomach of a child remove

Constipation.
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ARSENIUM.
Arsenious Acid.

Arsenic : White Arsenic.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Sankhia, Senko bish, Sanbul-khar
;

Hind .

—

Safed-sanbul
;
Sans.—Sambala-kshara

;
Pens.—Marg-mosh.

The ores of arsenic are not worked to any extent in

India, but the drug is easily obtained in a pure state in all

the bazars. It is chiefly imported from China. Its uses

in medicine and pharmacy are well known. It is exten-

sively employed in India in the treatment of obstinate

intermittent fever.

Orpiment— the yellow sulphuret—

(

jorode senlco) and

Realgar—-the red sulphuret—

(

munchal

)

are also employed

in Hindu medicine.

ARTEMISIA MARITIMA.
Worm-Seed : Santonica.

Vern.—Hind.—Kinnala
;
Bom.—Kirmani

;
Arab.—Shih or

Shib
;
Pers. — Shih, Darmanah.

The minute dried Flower-heads of Artemisia maritima

which grows at high altitudes on the Western Himalaya,,

Natural order Compositce. They contain an important

glucoside Santonin.

Medicinal uses.—The Flower-heads or “Worm-seed”
are anthelmintic, deobstruent and stomachic. Santonin
is very frequently prescribed for the removal of intestinal

and thread worms. As used in India it is mostly imported.

ARTEMISIA VULGARIS.
Vern.—Beng.— Dona

;
Hind.—Nagdona

;
Sans.—Nagdamani •

Tam.—Machipatri
;

Telu.—Daranama.

The plant Artemisia vulgaris (natural order Compositce),

a native of Nepal, and found throughout the mountain
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tracts of India, is the Indian wormwood. It yields a

volatile esseutial oil on distillation known as Bona-ka-atar.

Medicinal uses.—The Leaves and Flowering Tops are

administered in the form of infusion for nervous and

spasmodic affections. Wormwood is also employed as a

vermifuge.O

ARTOCARPUS INTEGRIFOLIA.
The Jack Fruit Tree,

Vern.— Beng.—Kanthiil
;
Hind.—Panas

;
Mar,—PI ianas

;

Tam. — Pila
;

Telu.—Pansa.

A large tree of the natural order Artooarpece, cultivat-

ed all over India for its fruit.

Medicinal uses. —The products of the Jack-fruit tree are

not much used for medicinal purposes. The ripe Fruit is

considered an antidote to all kinds of animal poison. The

Milk is applied to glandular swellings and abscesses to

promote suppuration, the young Leaves are used in skin

diseases, and the Root is given internally in diarrhoea.

ASAFCETIDA.

See Ferula Narthex.

ASPARAGUS ADSCENDENS.
Vern.

—

Hind.—Sufed musli, Satawar.

A plant of the natural order Liliacece, found in North-

ern India.

Medicinal uses,—The tuberous Root of this plant is the

true sufecl musli, of Indian practitioners, by whom it is

highly valued for its demulcent properties. It is often

i used as as ubstitute for salep-misri.
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ASPARAGUS SARMENTOSUS.
Vern.—Beng.—Satamuli

;
Hind.—Satavari

;
Sans.—Satavari,

Satamuli; Telu.—Challa ; Arab .—Shakalgul.

This plant, belonging to the natural order Liliacece, is

found in Upper India, the Concans and Deccan.

The Sanskrit name Satamuli (possessing a hundred roots)

is in allusion to the numerous fusiform tubers of this plant.

The tubers are candied and taken as a sweetmeat. They are

sometimes confused with A. adscenclens.

Medicinal uses.—The Root is reputed as a good demul-

cent and alterative tonic, diuretic, and aphrodisiac. The

fresh juice is given with honey as a demulcent.

ASPIDIUM FILIX MAS.
See Nepiirodium filix-mas.

ASTERACANTHA LONGIFOLIA.
See Hygrophila spinosa.

ASTRAGALUS VIRUS.
Tragacanth.

Vern.—Beng.—Katila
;
Hind.—Anjira.

Natural order Leguminosce. This is found in the HimfL
laya and yields in small quantities an excellent Gum Traga-

canth, which exudes during the hot season through the bark
in slender threads, which gradually increase, harden and form
tears or worm-like pieces. This Gum forms the basis of some
medicinal lozenges and styptic powder, and is extensively

used as a demulcent. In the arts it is highly valued as an
ingredient in dye-stuffs and as a glaze for calico and silks.

Medicinal uses.—Emollient and demulcent. It is very
useful in the irritation of the mucous membranes of the
pulmonary and genito-urinary organs. It is chiefly used as

a vehicle for more active medicines.
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ATROPA BELLADONNA.
Deadly Nightshade.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Yebruj
;
Hind.—Angur-shefa.

This valuable plant (natural order Solanacece), is found in

great abundance on the Himalaya extending from Simla to

Kashmir, at altitudes varying from 6,000 to 12,000 feet. It

is extensively employed in modern medicine. It is not found

in the bazars except those of Northern India, most of the

drug employed being imported unnecessarily. The Leaves

and dried Root are official in the British Pharmacopoeia.

All parts of the plant contain Atropine and Hyoscyamine.

( See also Hyoscyamus.)

Medicinal uses.—Belladonna is powerfully sedative, ano-

dyne and anti spasmodic. The Root is used chiefly in the

preparation of the alkaloid Atropine, the active principle,

which is extensively used in ophthalmic practice. A lini-

ment is also made from the root which is invaluable as an

anodyne application in rheumatic and neuralgic pains.

Internally it is chiefly used as a tincture of the leaves.

A standard strength for preparations of belladonna would

be desirable. Atropine is antagonistic to aconite, morphine,

Calabar bean (pilocarpine) and the effects of poisonous fungi.

ATJRUM.
Gold.

Vern.—Beng.—Sona
;
Hind.—Sona; Sans.—Suvama, swarna.

Gold leaf is used to a considerable extent by the Jcabirajs

(Bengali physicians) combined with silver leaf or arsenic and

sometimes with mercury in various forms, chiefly for nervous

diseases. They suppose that it improves the memory and

intellect. It is probable that with some of their patients,

faith in the efficacy of the remedy is in proportion to its cost.
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AZADIRACHTA INDICA-

See Melia azadirachta.
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BALIOSPERMUM MONTANUM.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Dantimul ;
Hind.—Danti; Sans. Danti.

A common shrub of Northern find Eastern Bengal, belong-

ing to the natural order EwphovbicicGCB.
©

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds are administered as a drastic

purgative. Like croton seeds, for which they are occasion-

ally substituted, they are boiled in milk before use. The

Root of the plant is cathartic. Both are much used in

Hindu medicine as purgatives.

BALSAMODENDRON MUKUL.
Gum Gugul.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Guggul, Mukul
;
Hind.—Gugal

;
Sans .

—

-

Guggula.

The tree Balsamodendron MuJcul (natural order Bur-

seracece), is a native of Sind, Rajputana, Eastern Bengal

and Assam. It yields the guggul gum, the Indian

Bdellium, but probably there are other species of the same

genus which yield the same product

—

B. Roxburghii, pub-

escens, and Berryi. The gum is collected in the cold season

by making incisions in the tree and letting the resin fall on

the ground. This accounts for the dirt}r condition in which

it is usually found in the shops. It is a GUM resin and

sometimes used in place of myrrh, being much cheaper.

It is largely used by the Hindus as an incense in their

religious ceremonies, the surrounding atmosphere becoming

impregnated with its agreeable odour.
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Medicinal uses.—Demulcent, aperient, alterative and car-

minative. It is used in rheumatism, nervous diseases;

scrofulous affections, urinary disorders and skin diseases.

BALSAMODENDRON MYRRHA.
Myrrh.

Vern.

—

Beng.

—

Hirabol
;
Hind.

—

B61
;
Pers .

—

Bol.

The solid gum resin obtained from the bark of the tree

Balsamodendron Myrrha (natural order Burseracece). It

exudes in a soft oily state, but soon hardens by exposure

to air. It has an aromatic and balsamic odour and a bitter,

aromatic taste. There are three varieties of this article in

commerce, each differing in appearance and each embracing-

several grades of different commercial value. The great

myrrh market of the world is at Bombay, where it

is exchanged for English and Indian goods, reassorted

and exported to Europe. It has been used from time

immemorial as an incense.

Medicinal uses.—Stimulant, expectorant and emmena-

gogue; useful in dyspepsia and in amenorrhcea, chlorosis

and other atonic uterine affections. It is also useful as an

expectorant in chest affections, especially in asthma. Ex-

ternally it is used as an astringent and stimulating applica-

tion in ulcerated conditions and a valued wash for the

mouth and gums, and gargle in ulcerated sore-throat.

BAMBUSA ARUNDINACEA.
Bamboo.

Vern.

—

Beng .

—

Bans; Hind .

—

Bans; Sans .

—

Vansa.

In addition to the innumerable uses to which the various

species of bamboo (natural order Graminecv), are put in

India they are used to some extent medicinally. The
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bamboo is said to flower only once in 30 or 40 years and

only in seasons of great drought so that it has been consi-

dered a precursor of famine.

Medicinal uses.—The siliceous concretion found in the

joints of the female bamboo is called Bansa rochana in Sans-

krit and in Hindi Tabashir, and is largely used in homoe-

pathic medicine as a sweet cooling tonic, aphrodisiac and

useful in cough, consumption, asthma, &c. The Leaves are

regarded as emenagogue.

BARILLA.
Crude Carbonate of Soda,

Vern.—Beng.—Sajjf-matf
;
Khar-sajji.

This is a white efflorescence on the soil known usually

as reh, found in many parts of India. A purer form of

Barilla is also obtained from the ash of certain indigenous

plants, chiefly Caroxylon Orijffithii. As collected in Northern

Bengal and in Bombay and many other districts reh is used

as dhobie’s or fuller’s earth for washing purposes and in the

manufacture of a crude country soap. It contains on an

average 30 to 50 per cent, of carbonate of soda, which is

easily separated by a simple process of lixiviation and has

been produced in India on a commercial scale.

BARRINGTONIA ACUTANGULA.
Vern.—Beng.—Ijal

; Ilind.—Samundar-phal
;
Sans.—Hijjala.

An evergreen tree, belonging to the natural order Myr-
tacece, found plentifully in Bengal and extending to the

lower Himalaya; found also in Central and South India

and Burma. The Seeds, which are about the size of a
nutmeg, are used to some extent in native medicine. They
contain Saponin.
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Medicinal uses.—The powdered Seed in doses of a few
grains is given to children as an expectorant and emetic.

The Leaves and Root are bitter tonics.

BASSIA BUTYRACEA.
The Indian Butter Tree.

Vern. (The oil)

—

Iiind.—Phulwa
;
Phulwara.

A deciduous tree of the Sub-Himalayan tract, natural

order Scqiotcicece. The Seeds yield on expression a concrete

Oil or vegetable butter, which is used to some extent as a

dietetic. It is also used externally in rheumatism.

BASSIA LATIFOLIA.
The Indian Butter Tree.

Vern.

—

Hind.—Mahua
;
Sans.—Madhuka.

This valuable and most important tree is indigenous to

and entensively cultivated nearly all over India for its

flowers and fruit. It belongs to the natural order Sapo-

tcicece. It flowers in February and March. The Floweks

form an important article of food among some of the

poorer classes. The seeds yield by expression a large

quantity, about 30 per cent., of concrete Oil used by the

natives as a substitute for Kokum butter for culinary pur-

poses, in adulterating glri (clarified butter), for burning and

in soap-making. The spirit produced from the flowers,

when carefully distilled, somewhat resembles Irish

Whisky. It is called Mahua Wine, and manufactured to a

considerable extent in several parts of India, while the

flowers form an important article of export, being used

in the preparation of an inferior kind of brandy.
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Medicinal uses.—The spirit is astringent, tonic and

appetizing. It is a powerful diffusable stimulant. The

flowers are cooling, tonic and nutritive.

BASSORA GUM.
Guji Hog, Hog Tragacantii.

This name is given collective^ to the product of a number

of Indian gnm-yielding trees which is occasionally found

as an adulterant of gum tragacanth. It is known in the

bazars as Katira. It is a very inferior gum and of an

objectionable dark colour.

BAUHINIA VARIEGATA.
Vern.—Beng.—Rakta-Kanchan

;
Hind.—Kachnar

;

Sans.—Kanchanara.

This tree is found in the Sub-Himalayan region and

throughout the forests of India and JBurmah. It belongs

to the natural order Leguminosce. The Bark yields a

brown-coloured Gum known as Semlct-gond.

Medicinal uses.—The bark of Bauhinia variegata is

described as alterative, tonic, astringent and useful in

scrofula, skin diseases and ulcers.

BENINCASA CERIFERA.
The White Gourd Melon.

Vern.—Beng.—Kumra
;
Hind.—Gol-kaddu

; Sans.—Kushmanda

;

Bom.—Kohala.

Cultivated largely in Bombay and the Deccan. It

very much resembles the pumpkin ( Cucurbita pepo) in

appearance and belongs to the same natural order. It may
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frequently be seen growing on the thatched roofs of huts in

Bengal. It is cooked in curries and made into sweetmeats. A
waxy secretion is found on the outside of the fruit in suffi-

cient quantity to be collected.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds possess anthelmintic pro-

perties and are useful in cases of tenia. The expressed

Oil of the seeds in doses of half an ounce repeated at an

interval of two hours and followed by an aperient is said

to be equally efficacious. The Juice of the ripe fruit is

considered efficacious in. 'haemoptysis' and other internal

discharges, and has been found particularly beneficial in

phthisis. _/

BERBERIS ARISTATA, B. LYCIUM,
and other Species.

The Indian Barberry.

Vern.

—

Bencj.—Darhaldi
;
Hind.—Rasaut, Rusot, Chitra

Sans.—Daruharidra. Pers.—Fil-zahrah; Jir-khar.

The barberry bushes grows on the Nilgiris and all over

the Himalaya, whence the root and the root-bark could be

obtained in great quantities. They belong to the natural

order Berberidece. The Root occurs in pieces varying in

thickness from 2 or 3 to 6 or 8 inches and in length from

10 to 12 inches. It is yellow externally and bitter in taste

The active principle is the alkaloid Berberine.

Medicinal uses.—The Root-Bark, administered in the

form of the tincture, which is official in the Pharmaco-

poeia of India, is antipyretic, antiperiodic, diaphoretic and

tonic. It is greatly used in cases of remittent fever. As a

diaphoretic and antipyretic it is considered equal to quinine

and Warburg’s tincture, and as a diaphoretic may be used

as a substitute for James’ Powder. As an antiperiodic it
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has some advantage over quinine and cinchona, inasmuch

as frequently repeated doses do not produce depression of

the system or deafness, and it may be used during the attack

of fever. It is also used as a local application in affections

of the eyelids, a crude Extract—known as JRasaut—being

prepared for this purpose. In chronic ophthalmia this

has been used with success painted over the eyelids and

occasionally combined with opium and alum. It is also

used as a febrifuge in doses of half a drachm.

BIXA ORELLANA.
Annatto or Arnatto.

Vern.—Beng .—Latkan • Hind.—Latkan
;
Bom.—Kisri.

- •
'

ii

This plant, although not indigenous, as sometimes erro-

neously stated, is extensively cultivated in India for the

valuable dye-stuff which it yields. It belongs to the natural

order Bixinece. The orange-red dye—annatto—is obtained
by boiling the seeds in water, the pulpy matter which cons-
titutes the colouring matter being thus separated. It is

extensively used as a colouring for butter, cheese, etc. It is

also used to colour pomatums and toilet preparations.

BLUMEA LACERA.
Vern. Beng, Kukursunga; Hind.—Kakrdnda; Sans—Kuku-

radru
;
Born—Nimurdi.

A common weed to be found all over India, plentiful
on the Himalaya and extending to Ceylon. It belongs to
the natural order Compositce. Several species of Blumea,
particularly B. balsamifera and B. densiflora yield a •

stearoptene which has been found identical with camphor.
Medicinal uses.-The Dried Herb has been employed

as a febrifuge, astringent in hemorrhages, deobstruent and
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stimulant. An astringent eye-lotion has also been prepared

from the Leaves.

BCERHAAVIA DIFFUSA.
Vern.—Beng.—Punarnaba

;
Hind.—Gadha-purna.

A troublesome weed of the natural order Nyctaginece,

found all over India. There are two kinds: one with white,

and the other with red, flowers. The former is used in

medicine.

Medicinal uses.—The Root of the plant used in infusion

or given in powder is considered laxative, diuretic, anthel-

mintic and cooling. It has also expectorant properties,

and has been prescribed with advantage in cases of asthma.

In large doses it acts as an emetic.

BOMBAX MALABARICUM.
The Silk Cotton Tree.

Vern.—Beng.—Simul, Semul
;
Ilind.— Semal; Sans .—Mocha

Bom.— Semul, Shembal.

A Gum obtained from this plant (natural order Malvacecv),

is very frequently to be met with in the Indian bazars.

It is known as Mdcharas, and is usually in roundish

tears of a dirty brown colour and hollow, somewhat re-

sembling galls in .general appearance with an astringent

taste. They are sometimes also known as Supciri-ka-phul.

The silky portion of the seed forms a good substitute for

cotton. The seeds also yield a good drying oil.

Medicinal uses.—The Mocharas gum contains a large

proportion of tannic and gallic acids and may be employed

in cases where an astringent is indicated.’ It has been
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found useful in diarrhoea, dysentery and menorrhagia and

as an aphrodisiac, while it has been employed as a styptic.

The Roots known as Musla or Semul Musla have stimu-

lant and tonic properties attributed to them.

BORASSUS FLABELLIFORMIS.

The Palmyra or Fan Palm.

Vern.— Beng.—Tal ; Bind.—Tar; Sans.—Tala, Trinaraj,

This noble and useful palm
(Palmce ) inhabits dry sandy

soils in most parts of India. The leaves were used for

writing on by the ancient Hindus. The letters were en-

graved upon them by means of a pointed iron style. This

system of writing is still extant in Orissa and Travancore.

In the rural schools of Bengal the leaves are written upon

with pen and ink as upon paper, the children washing

them clean again at the nearest tank when the day’s lesson

is finished.

Medicinal uses.—The saccharine Juice obtained by ex-

cision of the spadix is cooling, sweet and useful in inflamma-

tory dropsy. The fermented juice, called Tan (toddy), is

intoxicating: it is largely consumed in several parts of

India, and spirit may be distilled from it. From an analysis

made by the author some years ago it was found that the

toddy, after exposure to the sun for ten hours, ferments and
very closely resembles in its constituents—alcoholic, nu-

tritive and otherwise—those of beer. The sediment of the

toddy forms a yeast which is largely used in bread-makino-

Sugar is manufactured from it in Madras, Burma, and
Ceylon. Sugar is not made from it in Bengal but sugar-

candy obtained from this palm is imported into Calcutta from
K, id. 4
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Ceylon. The yellow pulp surrounding the ripe Nuts is sweet,

heavy and indigestible. It is made into cakes with flour

and other ingredients. The young Seeds contain a clear

watery fluid which is very refreshing and cooling. The

kernel of the seeds after the seedlings have germinated is

eaten. The terminal Buds of the Tdl tree are regarded as

nutritive, diuretic and tonic. The ashes of the flowering

stalk are said to be useful in enlarged spleen. The ‘ toddy

poultice’ is a valuable stimulant application to gangrenous

ulcerations, carbuncle and indolent ulcers. The sugar-candy

produced in the manufacture of sugar from this palm is

used in coughs and pulmonary affections.

BOSWELLIA SERRATA.

The Indian Olibanum.

Vern.—Beng.—Gandhabiroja, Luban; Hind.— Saiga, Kundur;

Sans.—Kunduru, Guggulu
;
Pens.—Kundur.

This tree (natural order Burseracece) is a native of the

mountainous tracts of Central India and very common in

Shahabad. The GUM resin, (Indian olibanum) has a

balsamic and resinous odour and a bitter and aromatic

flavour. It is largely consumed as an incense in reli-

gious ceremonies.

Medicinal uses.—It is used externally in the form of

ointment as a rubefacient and stimulant application to

boils, carbuncles, etc. It has been occasional^ given as an

astringent and diaphoretic. Its action, when taken inter-

nally, being chiefly directed on the mucous membrane

especially of the lungs, it may be given in bronchitis

chronic laryngitis and bonchorrhcea,
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BRASSICA ALBA.
The White Mustard.

Vern.—Beng .

—

Dhop-rai
;
Hind.

—

Sufed-rai

;

Pers .

—

Sipandane-sufaid.

The mustard plants are not indigenous to, but are

extensively cultivated in many parts of India. Natural

order Cruciferce. White mustard when triturated with

water does not yield the characteristic essential oil of

mustard. It is invariably mixed with black mustard seeds

in the preparation of the mustard flour of commerce.

Medicinal uses.

—

Mustard-flour made into a paste with

water is applied to the skin as a stimulant cataplasm or

sinapism.

BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS.
The Colza and the Rape Seed.

Vern.— Beng.—Sarisha; Hind.—Sorson
;
Sans.—Sarshap.

This species includes many sub-species, varieties and

forms, the most common being the B.
(
Sincipis ) dicliotoma

(colza), glaucci (rape), and Torici, from the seeds of which

is extracted by expression the mustard Oils, which together

with the oil of B.juncea are universally used in India for

culinary and anointing purposes.

BRASSICA JUNCEA.
Indian Mustard.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Rai-sarisha
;
Hind.—Rai

; Bom.—Rai.

Cultivated throughout India, forming an important crop

in many districts. It yields the mustard OIL so largely

prepared in the Presidency Jails by convict labour. The
seeds, which closely resemble those of B. nigra, contain
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about 20 to 25 per cent, of oil. An essential oil is also

produced by the action of water as in B. nigra.

Medicinal uses.—Mustard Oil is used as an external sti-

mulant application in chest affections especially of children.

It is also used for culinary purposes. The whole plant is

gathered when in flower, and is considered to possess bitter,

aperient and tonic properties.

BRASSICA NIGRA.
The Black Mustard.

Vern.—Beng.—Rai-sarisha
;
Hind.—Makra-rai

;
Pers.— Sarshaf.

This is also largely cultivated in India for the fixed Oil

which it yields. The seeds yield on distillation the

essential Oil of mustard, produced in the presence of water

by the myrosin of the black mustard.

Medicinal uses.

—

The powdered Seeds combined with

that of white mustard, in the form of mustard-flour, is used

as a simple vesicant and rubefacient. Mustard poultices

are useful in febrile and inflammatory symptoms. Mustard

is often administered as a simple and effective emetic, it

is largely used as a digestive condiment.

BRYONIA EPIGCEA.
See CoRALLOCARPUS EPIGCEA.

BRYONIA LACINIOSA
Bryony.

Vern.—Beng.—Mala
;

Hind.—Gargu-naru
;
Bom.—Kawale-che-

dole
;

Tel.—Linga-donda.

This plant (natural order Cucurbitacece)
is common

throughout India.

Medicinal uses.—The whole Plant is collected when in

fruit. It has bitter, tonic and mild febrifuge properties.
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BRYOPHYLLUM CALYCYNUM.
Vern.—Beng.—Kop-pata, Patarkuchu

;
Pers.—Zakham-haiyat.

A succulent plant with thick fleshy leaves, belonging to

the natural order Crassulacece, common throughout the hot

and moist parts of India. The leaves contain tartaric acid.

Medicinal uses.—-The Leaves after being made pliable

by holding over a fire are applied to wounds, bruises, and

boils, also used in the form of poultice and powder in bad

ulcers.

BUCHANANIA LATIFOLIA.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Pial
;
Hind.—Chiraunji; Sans. - Piyal

;

Tel.—Chara.

A large tree belonging to the natural order Anacardi-
cicece, found in most forests of India.

Medicinal uses.—The tree yields a Gum which resembles

the Bassora gum, and which is considered efficacious in

diarrhoea. The Seeds called Chiraunji or Cliironj are

largely used in the preparation of sweets, and also yield

by expression an OIL, which may be used as a substitute

for almond oil.

BUTEA PRONDOSA.
Butea Gum, Bengal Kino.

Vern. Beng. Palas
;
Hind.—Dhdk, Palas, Khakhra;

Sans. Palasa, Kinsuka
;
Bom.—Palasa.

This beautiful tree (natural order Legitminosai) is a
native of the mountainous districts of India and Burma
and common all over Bengal. It is a middle-sized tree
and has a most attractive appearance when in flower,
the inflorescence being of a bright scarlet colour and
capable of yielding a fine yellow dye

( Tesu

)

which may
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be intensified by boiling with dilute acid. The bark of

this tree aud that of B. superba furnish a very important

exudation called the Pcdds-gond, Clmnid-gdnd or Bengal

Kino, very common in the baz&rs of India. It has been

found very rich in tannic and gallic acids, and is very

similar both in chemical properties and medicinal virtue to

the official kind
(
Pterocarpus marsupium

)

q.v. It is

more soluble in water than the true Kino. The charcoal of

the wood of this plant possesses decolorizing properties,

which enable it to be used as a substitute for animal charcoal

in the purification of alkaloids on account of its com-

parative freedom from saline matter.

Medicinal uses.—The large flattened Seeds—Palas-papra

are laxative and anthelmintic. Made into a paste, they are

used externally as a remedy for ringworm. The Gum is a

most powerful astringent, and is given successfully in many

forms of chronic diarrhoea, in 5 to 20 grain doses, with a

little cinnamon. Externally it is used as an astringent

application.

OiESALPINIA BONDUCELLA.
The Fever Nut: Physic Nut: Bonduc Seeds.

Vern.

—

Bang.—Nata Karanja, Natar-phal, Kunduli-plial

;

Hind.—Karanju
;
Sans.—JKuberaksln.

A climbing shrub (natural order Leguminosce), common all

over Bengal, Bombay, Travancore and the Coromandel coast.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds or Nuts are believed to

contain antiperiodic properties for which they have been used

to a considerable extent in native medicine. Dose 10 to

15 grains. The Root-Bark has been found similarly effica-

cious, and an oil expressed from the leaves is reported to be

useful in convulsions, palsy and nervous complaints. The

seeds contain an Oil which is used as an embrocation.
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C^BSALPINIA SAPPAN.
The Sappan Wood.

Vei’n.—Beng.—Bakam
;
Hind.—Patang

;
Sans.—Patanga \

Pens.—Bakam.

The small tlioniy tree, Ccesalpina Sappan, cultivated in

Central India, affords the well-known “sappan” of Bengal

commerce. The solid, heavy, hard and compact wood

Bakam, constituted a very important article of trade in

Calcutta before the advent of the aniline dyes, its chief

use being as a red dye stuff for cotton fabrics.

Medicinal uses.—It possesses powerful astringent pro*

perties and might be substituted in medicine for log-wood.

It contains a principle resembling Hcematevn. The active

crystalline principle of the C. Sappan is said to be identical

with Brasilin. It has been found by Dr. Warden that

the resinous extract of the sappan tree contains a crystal-

line principle which, fused with potash, yields Resorcin.

CALAMUS DRACO.
Dragon’s Blood.

Vern.— Beng.—Aprang
;
Hind.—Aprang

;
Arab.—Dam-eth-

thuaban
;
Bom.—Hira-dakhan.

Habitat:—Indian Archipelago
;
the tree being one of the

Rotang or Rattan palms. The resin, which constitutes the

valuable blood-red pigment known as “dragon’s blood,” is

contained in the fruits, which are shaken in a sack till it is

separated. It is also obtained by boiling the fruits with
water. Ihe Resin thus obtained is melted and made into

sticks or run into canes as frequently met with in the ba2ar.

Burned as incense it evolves a most pleasing odour of flowers.

Medicinal uses.—It is occasionally used as an astringent in

native medicine. Its more general use is as a colourino- ao-ent
for plasters and tooth-powders and in the arts for varnish.
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CALCII CARBONAS.
Carbonate of Lime, Chalk, Marble, Limestone.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind. Chuna (lime), Chunakalai (slaked lime).

Occurs in one or other of the above forms in every dis-

trict of India. Lime is also found naturally as “concre-

tionary carbonate of lime”-—-Kankar—on the surface of the

ground in many places or in the beds of streams. A large

quantity of pure lime is also produced by the calcining

of fresh 'water and marine shells.

Medicinal uses.—As the source of lime water, lime is of

considerable importance in medicine and pharmacy.

CALOTROPIS GIGANTE A.

Syn.—Asclepias gigantea.

Mudar, Swallow-Wort.

Vern.— Beng.—A kanda
;
Hind .

—Madar
;
Sans .

— Arka, Alarkaj

Peis .
—Khark.

The drug consists of the Root-Bark of two or more closely

allied species of Calotropis, (natural order Asclepiaclecu
,)
— C.

gigantea and C. procera. Both these species are extremely

common in waste ground, the former in the lower parts of

Bengal and Southern India generally, the latter in Northern

India. The G. procera yields an abundant acrid milky juice

which, dried in the sun, constitutes a sort of Gutta-percha,

and has properties almost exactly resembling the real

caoutchouc.

Medicinal uses.—The powdered Root-Bark and inspis-

sated Juice are used extensively for their diaphoretic, emetic,

alterative and .purgative properties, which have been known

to the Indian practitioners for many centuries and regarded

in some parts as “vegetable mercury.” Doses: Alterative

3 to 10 grains, Emetic 30 to GO grains. The author has
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lately found that a fluid extract of the Leaves given in

doses of one to five drops in intermittent fever, during

intermission, generally cuts off the paroxysm more effect-

ually than quinine. Poisonous in large doses. The fresh

Flowers are also used medicinally. In the dried bark

of the root, we have an adequate substitute for ipecacuanah,

and when combined with opium a good representative of the

official Dover’s Powder is prepared. In dysentry, in doses

of 5 to 10 grains, it may be safely substituted for ipecac.,

though double the quantity is generally required. It has

been used b}? native physicians in small doses in leprosy,

elephantiasis, secondary syphilis and similar affections. It

is also useful in mercurial cachexia and rheumatism.

CAMELLIA THEIFERA.
The Tea Plant.

Vern.

—

Iml.— Chha, Chai.

A native of China (natural order Ternstrcemiacecv).

The tea plant, as grown in the hill districts of India, consti-

tutes a very large proportion of the tea supply of the world.

Itis of little interest medicinally except that the driedLEAVES

(as well as the seeds of Goffed avubica, q. v.) are the source

of the ciystalline principle

—

Caffeine, also called Tkeine and
Guaranine, obtained by sublimation of an extract made by
aqueous infusion and evaporation, astringent and colouring

matters having been previously removed. It might be very
pi ofitably manufactured in India from tea dust. The average

t O
yield is 3 to 4 per cent. An infusion of tea Seeds was
lately suggested by Hooper as an remedy for insect blights.

The seeds contain about 30 per cent, of fixed Oil, some-
what resembling olive oil.

Medicinal uses. lea is seldom used medicinally per se,

except as a stimulant in strong infusion or as an astrino-ent
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lotion on account of the tannin it contains. Caffeine and

Caffeine Citrate are extensively used in modern practice

and are of great value in migraine, hemicrania, neura’gia

and similar nervous affections. Like a strong infusion of

tea caffeine is stimulant, causing wakefulness. It has also

diuretic properties. Phj'-siologically the infusion of tea or

coffee arrests the molecular change thereby instituting ner-

vous force.

CANANGA ODORATA.
Ylang-Ylang, Ilang-Ilang.

Vern.

—

Bunn.—Kadat-ngan.

A large evergreen tree, of the natural order Anonacece,

found in Burma and cultivated in many parts of India

for the sake of the Otto which is obtained from its sweet-

smelling flowers. Largely used in perfumery.

CANARIUM COMMUNE.
The Java Almond Tree. East Indian Elemi.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Jangali Badam ;
Mai. Ivanan.

The plant is a native of the Eastern Archipelago wheie

it is extensively cultivated for the sake of its fruit which

has almost the taste of the almond. It is also cultivated

in Southern India. Natural order Amyridacece. The

Elemi of the British Pharmacopoeia is generally referred

in works on Materia Medica to this tree although the exact

botanical source is still undetermined. It is resinous and

of a fragrant odour, resembling a combination of lemon and

fennel but somewhat terebinthinous. It contains Bryodm

and an essential Oil. An abundance of limpid oil is obtain-

ed from the bark of this tree. The oil has a pungent

turpentine smell, congealing to a buttery camphoraceous

substance. It cannot be said to resemble the Elemi of the
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drug shops. An oil is extracted from the nuts which, in

Java, is used in lamps and, when fresh, is mixed with food.

Ganarium strictum, common on the Western side of India,

yields a kind of dammar resin {kola clamar).

Medicinal uses.—Elemi is a mild terebinthinate stimu-

lant; not administered internally. The ointment forms a

good application to indolent and ill-conditioned ulcerations.

CANNABIS SATIVA.

Syn.—Cannabis indica.

Indian Hemp.

Vern.

—

Beng.— Ganja, Charas, Siddhi
;

Hind.—Ganja, Bhang

Charas (the I’esin)
;
Sans.—Ganja, Bhanga, Hursini ;

Arab.

Kinnab
;
Pers.—Darakte-bang, D^khte-kinnab.

The hemp plant Cannabis sativa (natural order Canna-

binece), is a native of Western and Central Asia and now widely

distributed and largely cultivated in temperate and tropical

countries. The remarkable fact that hemp grown in India

is of a very different character to that grown in Europe gave

rise to the distinctive name of Cannabis indica, a bota-

nical distinction which has now, however, been abandoned.

It is largely cultivated all over India and is found wild on

the Himalayas and in Kashmir. It is chiefly cultivated

in India for the various forms of narcotics which it yields

and which have been used so largely by the natives from

a very remote period. The hemp plant is sacred to the

Hindus. The three principal forms in which the Cannabis

sativa is used in India are— (1) The Ganja
,
Gunjah, con-

sisting of the unfertilized resinous flowering shoots of the

female plant grown on the plains—in Bengal, the Central

Provinces and Bombay. The variation already noted in

the character of the plant grown under different conditions
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ot soil and climate are as marked in plants growing in

different parts of India. While the narcotic principle is

only developed in the Gdnjd in the unfertilized flowers

it entirely disappears after fertilization has taken place.

On the other hand, the plant grown on the lower hills of

the Punjab, and which yields (2) Bhang, does not develop

the narcotic property until the fruits are mature, the dried

leaves and fruiting shoots constituting the Bitting or Sicldhi

(sabji
)
which is used so largely by the natives of India and

employed in making the intoxicating liquor Hashish or the

narcotic conserve or confection called Majum, (3) The

Oharas or cannabis Resin exudes naturally on the leaves,

stem and fruits, hut only on plants growing on the mountain

tracts at an altitude of 6,000 to 8,000 feet. It is powerfully

narcotic and is smoked with tobacco. In some parts of India

the resin is collected by men in leathern jackets running

about among the plants. The Qdnjd, prepared by treading

with the feet into an agglutinated mass, constitutes the Gan-

nabis sativa of the British Pharmacopoeia from which an

official extract is prepared. It frequently contains the

seeds or fruits, which contain 25 per cent, of fixed Oil, and

should be rejected before the hemp is extracted. Gdvgd

contains about 20 per cent., Bluing 10 per cent., and Oharas

40 per cent, of resin. This contains the active principle

besides fatty matters and chlorophyll. A brown syrupy

alkaloid

—

Cannabine—has been isolated and a purified resin

called Gannabinone is now prepared. Both are employed

as sedatives. Cannabine Tannate is a yellowish brown

powder which is said to be free of some of the toxic pro-

perties of Cannabis indica.

In the course of his evidence before the Indian Hemp

Drugs Commission, held in Calcutta, April 1894, the author

showed that Blidng and Gdnjd, while they were used very
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extensively by the natives of India to the exclusion of alco-

hol and other intoxicants, were prescribed by native doctors

in bowel complaints and recommended as appetisers, their

value as nervous stimulants and as a source of great

staying-power under severe exertion, exposure or fatigue

being considered important. It was also shown that the

effect in moderate use of either of the forms did not last

more than a couple of hours and that there were no after-

effects. The ultimate finding of the Commission was based

on these lines. Indian hemp has somewhat fallen out of

favour in European medicine during late years owing to

a want of uniformity and consequent uncertainty in its

action. This has been partly due, Dr. Watt suggests, to the

fact that the restrictions imposed by Government on its

cultivation have tended to divert the supplies of the best

Bengcd Gdnjd to Bombay, and that the inferior Gdnjd of

Western India has found its way to the London market
the great drug emporium of the world. This is an unfor-
tunate ultimate experience with several valuable Indian
drugs, which could be obviated by making Calcutta a
general drug depot where the best samples could be selected
and exported to the great drug markets of England and
America. Mr. David Hooper has lately* showi? that the
drug loses its strength through decomposition of the active
principles when kept longer than two or three years.
Medicinal uses.—Primarily stimulant

; secondarily ano-
dyne, sedative and antispasmodic. Indian hemp has been
used to a considerable extent in European medicine, the
dried female tops (Gdnjd) and an alcoholic extract— Extrac-
tum Cannabis Indices—and tincture being official in the
British Pharmacopoeia. It produces a peculiar kind of deli-
i nun and that state of the nervo us system called catalepsy.

* British Pharmaceutical Conference 1894,
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Its valuable anodyne, hypnotic and antispasmodic properties

render it specially valuable in allaying pain and relieving

spasms. It has been used with much success in tetanus,

hydrophobia, delirium tremens, dysmeuorrhcea, neuralgia

and other nervous affections. It is also useful in hay-

fever, asthma, cardiac functional derangement and skin

diseases attended with much pain, and pruritus. It has

also been used in protracted labours depending upon atonjr

of the uterus with the view of inducing uterine con-

tractions. Cannabine Tcmnate is a useful hypnotic in

hysteria and a valuable agent in dysmeuorrhcea.

CANSCORA DECUSSATA.

Vern.

—

Bencj .

—

Dankuni
;
Hind.— Sankhahuli

;

Sans .
—Sankhapushpi.

This little plant, of the natural order Gentianacece, grows

plentifully from the Himalayas to Burma.

Medicinal uses.—It is regarded as laxative, alterative,

tonic and is much praised as a nervine. It is used in

insanity, epilepsy and nervous debility.

CANTHARIS VESICATORIA.

Cantiiarides.

Mylabris cichorii (cp v.) is an indigenous substitute for

this.

CANTHIUM PARVIFLORUM.
A shrub found in Western India, (natural order Rubiacem.)

Medicinal uses.—It has been regarded as useful in fever.

A decoction of the Leaves and Root is prescribed in certain

cases of flux.
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CAPPARIS APHYLLA.
The Caper Berry.

Vern. Beng. —Karel ;
Hind.—Karel

;
Sans.—Kan'ra.

This plant grows in the Punjab, North-West Provinces—

chiefly in Rajputana—and the Deccan. It belongs to the

natural order Capparidece.

Medicinal uses.—The Leaves of the plant are bruised

and said to be used for blistering. It is also used for

toothache, giving relief when chewed, and the Plant is

employed as a remedy in boils and skin eruptions. The

dried flower-buds and ripe fruit are used as a pickle and

largely eaten as such as a condiment in some districts.

CAPPARIS SPINOSA
The True Caper Berry.

Vern.—Hind.—Kabra
;
Sind.—Kalvari

;
Pers.—Kebir.

This plant is found chiefly in the northern and central

districts of the Punjab and in Sind. It is the source of the

European “capers” and the unexpandecl flower-buds are

pickled and used to a considerable extent as a similar condi-

ment in India. It is not used medicinally, but the condi-

ment made from it is considered beneficial in scurvy. The

caper berries have lately been found to contain myrosin and

a glucoside, the decomposition of which takes place under

the influence of the myrosin as certain of the Cruciferce.

CAPSELLA BURSA PASTORIS.
The Shepherd’s Purse.

This common weed (natural order Cruciferce), is found

very plentifully throughout India especially in the tem-

»

perate and colder districts.
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Medicinal use.—It yields on distillation an essential Oil
somewhat similar to oil of mustard which has not, however,

been much used medicinally except in America where it is

employed as an antiscorbutic.

CAPSICUM ANNUUM.
Fructus Capsici.

Capsicum, Red Pepper, Cayenne Pepper, Pod Pepper.

Vern.—Beng.—Lanka-marich
;

Hind.—Lal-marich
; Rash.

Mirch-wangum
;
Pers.—Filfile-surkh

;
Sans.— Marichi-phalam.

Although not originally a native of India this important

plant, (natural order Solanacecv,) is very largely cultivated

throughout the plains of India and in the hills in some dis-

tricts. On the Western side it is chiefly cultivated at Goa, and

capsicums are known in the Bombay market as Goa Pepper.

Seven or eight varieties 'of capsicum, all yielding pungent

Fruits, are cultivated in India, but the two which yield the

bulk of the cayenne pepper of commerce are G. annuum and

C. frutescens (q. v.). The fruits of the C. annuum are from \

to f inch in length—smaller than those of G. frutescens which

are usually known as long pepper or “chillies.” Capsicum

owes its pungency and acridity to an Oleo-resin called Cap-

sicin. Another crystalline substance Capsaicin resides in the

pericarp. Itsvapours are described in Pharmacographia as of

“the most dreadful acridity, even the ordinary manipulation

of the substance requiring much precaution.” The capsicum

fruits are universally employed in India as a principal in-

oredient in the manufacture of various curries and chutnevs.O

Medicinal uses. — Stomachic and stimulant, it is often

employed in the form of tincture as an adjunct to tonic

and bitter medicines. Capsicum has a powerful action

on the mucous membrane and is particularly beneficial in

sore throat. It is also employed as a rubefacient liniment.
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CAPSICUM FRUTESCENS

Cayenne Pepper, Chillies, Spur Pepper, Goat Pepper.

Vern. Beng.—Lal-marich; Hind.—Lai or Gach-mai’ich; Guj.

—

Lal-mirchi ;
Tam.—Mulla-ghai

;
Tel.—Mirapa-kaia

; Pers.

—

Fifil-i-surkh.

An annual plant largely cultivated throughout India,

chiefly in Bengal, Madras aud Orissa, frequently planted

by the edges of fields. The bright red Fruits are the source

of much of the cayenne pepper of commerce.

The medicinal uses will be found under C. annuum..

CARAPA MOLUCCENSIS.

Vern.— lleng —Poshur.

A tree growing on the coasts of Bengal. The bark

possesses bitter and astringent properties and has been

employed in diarrhoea, etc.

CARBO LIGNI.

Charcoal.

Vern.—Beng.—Koyala; Hind.— K6yelah ; Pers.— Zughal

;

Arab.—Faham.

A large number of Indian woods are used in the

production of charcoal for economic and medicinal pur-

poses. The charcoal of areca nut is used as a tooth-

powder.

Medicinal uses.—Wood charcoal is a deodorizer and
antiseptic as distinguished from animal charcoal which is a

decolorizer. The charcoal of Butea frondoaa (q.v.) has the

property of decolorizing like animal charcoal.

K, ID. 5
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CARDIOSPERMUM HALICACABUM.
Vern.—Beng.—Lataphatkari

j
Hind.—Naya-phatki

;

Jyotishmati.

This climbing plant, of the natural order Sapindacece, is

found plentifully in the plains, especially in Bengal.

Medicinal properties.—The Root has been regarded as

emetic, laxative, stomachic and rubefacient, used occasion-

ally in rheumatism and nervous diseases.

CAREYA ARBOREA.
Vern.

—

Beng.—Kumbi, Kumbh; Bind.—Kumbi, Khumbi.

A tree, named in honour of William Carey, first Mission-

ary to India, belonging to the natural order Myrtacece. It

is found on the Lower Himalaya and in Bengal.

Medicinal uses.—The Bark is astringent and has been

used internally as such. It also yields a considerable

quantity of a brown-coloured mucilage.

CARICA PAPAYA.
The Papaya or Papaw Tree.

Vern.—Beng.—Pepiya
;
Hind.—Papaya, Papaya amba

;

Pers.—Amba-hindi
; Arab.—Amba-hindi.

This valuable tree is now one of the commonest objects

in gardens all over India. It belongs to the natural order

Paasiflorece and is a native of America. It has long been

domesticated in India and is now specially cultivated for

its well known fruit. It may be easily recognised by

its plain, straight stem bearing at the summit a tuft of

palmately lobed leaves.

The Fruit of the Papaya yields the valuable ferment

Papain (papayotin) which has now come to be popularly

regarded as vegetable pepsin. It exerts a peculiarly solvent
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action upon albumens, but does not form true peptones

such as are obtained after digesting proteiids with pepsin

or pancreatin. Recent investigations have shown that it is

active as a digestive in neutral or weakly alkaline media,

and that this action is not stopped in the presence of 05

per cent, of hydrochloric acid. Papain digestion and the

products resulting therefrom are still under investigation,

very conflicting statements having been published. Papain

is precipitated from the Fresh Juice of the fruit with

alcohol, dehydrating the resulting precipitate and extracting

with water, preferably at a temperature of 36° to 40° C.

The resulting product is dried and powdered and is then

ready for use. The colour should be nearly white, but

commercial specimens of papain vary considerably both in

colour and in proteolytic action. The fresh juice of the

fruit is even more effectual than the dried preparation,

and it is regarded as of great value as a food material.

Carpaine is an alkaloid which has been isolated from the

leaves. It has a powerful action on the heart, resembling

that of digitalis. The ferment myrosin has lately been

defected in the leaves. It yields an essential oil in presence

of water as in the Crucijerce.

Medicinal uses.

—

The use of Papain is indicated in defi-

ciency of the gastric juice, excess of unhealthy mucous in the

stomach, in dyspepsia, intestinal irritation, and the like, in

doses of 1 to 5 grains. It is most conveniently exhibited

in the various forms of compressed tablets. It is used in

solution to dissolve the fibrinous membrane in croup or

diphtheria, a solution in glycerine being painted on the

pharynx every few minutes. It has been applied with good

results to ulcers and fissures of the tongue, and in the form

of a pigment prepared with borax and water to remove
warts and corns and other horny excrescences of the skin.
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CARTHAMUS TINCTORIUS.
The Safflower, Wild Saffron.

Vern.—Beng.—Kusamphul
;
Bom.—Kusumba ;

Sans.—Kusumbha.

This plant, natural order Composite*!, is cultivated all

over India for the valuable dye stuff which it yields.

It has been largely superseded by the aniline dyes. The

florets yield two distinct yellow dyes and one red known

as Garthamin. The latter is employed in the manufacture

of the well-known rouge vegetable, the carthamin being

mixed with a certain proportion of finely-powdered talc.

The florets have been used as an adulterant of saffron.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds were formerly regarded as

purgative, and an Ojl prepared from the plant as useful in

rheumatism and paralysis. The safflower is now seldom

employed medicinally.

ICARUM CARTJI.

The Caraway.

Vern.—Beng.—Jira; Hincl.—Shia-jira; Arab.—Karawyaj

Pers .

—

Karoya.

Natural order Umbelliferce. The Caraway is cultivated

for its Fruit in many parts of the plains of India. It has

long been a favourite spice both in Europe and India. A
valuable essential Oil is distilled from the seeds which is

used in medicine and in perfumery. The oil consists essen-

tially of two principles which have been named respec-

tively Carvene and Carrol.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds are employed as a carmi-

native aromatic stimulant in conjunction with other

medicines in flatulence, colic and the like, and the oil is used

for the same purposes.
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CARUM COPTICUM.
Syn.—Carum ajowan, Ammi copticum, Ptychotis coptica.

Lgiusticum ajwain.

Bishop’s Weed.

Vern.— Beng.—Jowan; Hind.—Ajowan; Sans.—Yamani ;

Bom.—Aj wan.

This plant, one of the numerous essential oil-yielding

Umbelliferce, is largely cultivated in Eastern India. It is

a source of the valuable antiseptic Thymol, a stearoptene

which is contained in the oil jdelded by its Seeds, some-

times to the extent of 20 or 30 per cent. It is identical

with that obtained from Thymus vulgaris. This crystal-

line substance is well known in the bazdrs of India as

Ajwain-lce-phul and a distilled water from the seeds

—

Omum water or Ajivain-lca-arraclc—also contains it as

an active principle.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds themselves and Omum
water are largely used by the natives of India as a carmi-

native in flatulence, dyspepsia and spasmodic affections.

Ajiuain-lce-phul is used in small doses for the same purposes

and in cholera to some extent. Applied externally in

alcoholic solution it is useful in allaying nervous pains.

Thymol has not taken the prominent place in European sur-

gery it was expected to do. The Oil distilled from the seeds

is also used medicinally for the purposes indicated above.

CARYOPHYLLUS AROMATICUS.
Syn.—Eugenia caryophyllata.

Cloves.

Vern.—Beng.—Lavanga Hind.—Lavanga; Sans.—Lavanga •

Bom.—Lavan g.

The tree, Caryophyllus aromaticus (natural order Myr-
taceai), is a native of New Guinea, Amboyna, and the
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Moluccas. It is now cultivated to a considerable extent in

Southern India, although the trade in cloves lias not yet

attained to any importance. The unexpanded Flowers of

this tree are the cloves of commerce. In India these are

used both as a condiment and a masticatory. The flower-

buds and flower-stalks yield when distilled with water a

volatile Oil possessing in a powerful degree the odour and

flavour of cloves. The yield is sometimes as much as 16

or 20 per cent. Clove oil yields as an oxidation product

or phenol Eugenol or Eugenic Acid, a powerful antiseptic

several times stronger than carbolic acid.

Medicinal uses.

—

Cloves are aromatic, stimulant and

carminative. They are given to correct flatulence and

aid digestion, but chiefly as an adjunct to bitter tonics

or as a corrector of purgatives. The volatile oil Lavanga-

tel is also much used by perfumers, and dentists apply

to carious teeth to cauterize the exposed nerve. It is

also used in combination with other oils of the same

class as a stimulating embrocation. The powder, tincture,

infusion and oil are the various forms in which cloves are

use .

CASSIA ALATA.
3

Vern.—Beng .—Dadmardan ; Hind.—Dadmurdan;

Sans.—Dadrughna.

The leaves of Cassia alata, of the natural order Legu-

minosce, which grows wild and is cultivated all over Bengal

and in many other parts of India.

Medicinal uses.

—

One of the native names of this

plant is derived from its efficacy in curing ringworm.

The Fresh Leaves when bruised and mixed with lime-

juice act with decided efficacy in this and similar skin

affections.
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CASSIA ANGUSTIFOLIA.
Syn.—C. LANCEOLATA.

Indian or Tinnevelly Senna.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Sona-mukhi; Hind.—Sana; Arab.— Sana-e-

Hindi.

This plant (natural order Leguminosce), is largely culti-

vated in Southern India, at Tinnevelly and in the Bombay

Presidency. It yields the Tinnevelly Senna of commerce

which is largely exported from Bombay. Indian Senna,

as met with in the bazars, is of very inferior quality.

Medicinal uses.—The properties of senna are well

known. The Leaves contain a glucoside or cathartic

principle called Cathartic Acid. They have long been

extensively used as a simple purgative, although they

present a decided tendency to griping, which may be

overcome, however, by aromatics. The legumes—Senna

Pods—have mild purgative properties and have less ten-

dency to griping.

CASSIA FISTULA.
Syn.—Cathartocarpus fistula.

Indian Laburnum.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Sondal, Sundali
; Hind.—Amaltas; Sans .

—

' Su varnaka.

Cassia fistula is indigenous to and common throughout
Tndia and Burmali. “ The tree is uncommonly beautiful

when in flower, few surpassing it in the elegance of its

long pendulous racemes of large bright }
7ellow flowers,

intermixed with the young lively green foliage.” The well

known brown pendulous Pods, 1 to foot in length, are

used in medicine.
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Medicinal uses.—The Pulp of the fruit is an agreeable

mild laxative. It is best used combined with other pur-

gatives as a confection or electuary, as by itself it requires

to be taken in doses of from one to two ounces to produce

any effect. It is official in the British Pharmacopoeia

as an ingredient in confection of senna. The Root-Bark

is also laxative and the powdered Seeds and Leaves are

possessed of similar properties, but they are seldom

employed.

CASSIA OBOVATA.
Country or Jungle Senna.

Vern.

—

Bang.—Sonamukhi
;
Hind.—Sonapat.

This species of Cassia, said to have been the first known

to botanists, is plentiful on the Coromandel coasts and in

Mysore. The Leaves are sold in the bazars as country

senna. It is said to have been cultivated as an adulterant

of Alexandrian Senna, but this has been discontinued.

It is seldom used medicinally by the natives.

CASSIA OCCIDENTALIS.
The Negro Coffee.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Kalkashunda ;
Hind.—Kasunda

A common weed distributed from the Himalaya to

Ceylon. The Seeds roasted and ground have been used

as a substitute for coffee. The medicinal properties are

destroyed in the roasting process.

Medicinal uses—The Leaves, Roots and Seeds are

purgative. Externally the seeds are used in cutaneous

diseases.
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CASSIA SOPHORA.
Syn.

—

Senna sophora.

Vern.—Beng.—Kal-kasunda; Hind.—Kasunda j

Sans.—Kasamarda.

This plant is common throughout the tropics and well

known in India.

Medicinal uses.—The Leaves and Seeds are employed in

curing skin diseases, being regarded as a specific in ring-

worm, especially in the form of a paste mixed with sandal-

wood oil. The seeds with equal parts of sulphur rubbed

into a paste with water are applied with good effect to

patches ofpytyriasis and psoriasis. This virtue would seem

to lie in the Chrysophanic Acid which it and other species

of Cassia (C. alata, C. occidentcilis and C. torn) contain.

Expectorant properties have been attributed to the plant

probably from the fact that the Sanskrit name means
“ destroyer of cough.”

CASSIA TORA.
The Fu:tid Cassia.

Vern.—Beng.—Chakunda; Hind.—Chakund; Sans.—
Chakramarda.

This plant is quite common in Bengal and the Central

Provinces of India. Its Leaves and Seeds contain Chryso-

phanic Acid to which is probably due their medicinal value

in the treatment of skin diseases.

Medicinal uses.—As a remedy in ringworm and scabies.

The Lea's es are also used by some Hindu practitioners

in the form of a paste with lime juice for ringworm. The
seeds have been used as an admixture and substitute for

coffee. It is known under the name of Cassophy, but has
no nerve-exciting properties.
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CATECHU.
See Acacia Catechu and Areca Catechu.

CEDRUS DEODARA.
Syn.

—

PlNUS DEODARA.

The Deodar, Himalayan Cedar.

Vern.

—

Hind.—Deodar, Kelu
;
Sans.—Devadaru.

This tall and graceful tree (natural order Coniferce), is

found all over the Northern Him&laya aud is largely culti-

vated in India as an ornamental tree.

Medicinal and uses.—The wood yields an Oleo-Resin

known as Kela-Jca-tel, and a dark-coloured Oil or tar

resembling crude turpentine is obtained by destructive

distillation. These are applied to ulcers and skin diseases.

Valuable in mange in horses and sore feet of cattle. The

Leaves are also regarded as having mild terebinthinate
. >

properties. The Wood is carminative.

CELASTRUS PANICULATA.
Vern.

—

Beng. and Hind.—Malkangni.

This is a shrub which is common on the Hirmllaya and

in Behar, Bengal and Burma, natural order Celastrinece.

It yields a black empyreumatic oil, obtained from the

Seeds by destructive distillation.

Other ingredients are mixed with this oil to form what

is known as the oleum nigrum, which is black, viscid,

with a smoky aud aromatic odour, slightly bitter aud acrid

taste.

Medicinal uses.—The Oil is a diuretic and diaphoretic

in doses offrom ten to thirty minims. It is the best remedy

for beri-beri—an epidemic disease peculiar to India. It is

also a powerful stimulant.
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CEPHAELIS IPECACUANHA.
Ipecacuanha Root.

The Ipecacuanha (natural order Rubiacece), is a native of

Brazil. Its experimental cultivation has been promoted

by the Government of India for about twenty years with

little success so that it is not likely to become a crop

of any importance to Indian cultivators. The Govern-

ment of India was originally induced to encourage its

introduction by the increasing importance of the drug

as a remedy for dysentery and a probable scarcity in

supplies. The latter difficulty has not, however, been

realised, the Brazilian supplies being constant and plenti-

ful. There are one or two species iudigenous to the

Moluccas, and the root has been exported from Singapore,

but it is not of good quality.

Medicinal uses.—Ipecacuanha is most extensively used

in modern medicine, in small doses as au expectorant and
diaphoretic, and in large doses as an emetic. In doses of

30 to 40 grains it may be regarded as a specific in dysen-

tery, and is largely used in India for this purpose either

Rlone or combined with opium. The cortical portion of the

Root contains Emetine
,
a mixture of alkaloids, (about 25

per cent) and Ipecacuanhic Acid, to the former of which

the emetic property is due. The latest researches (Paul

and Cownley) have shown Emetine to be composed of

two principal alkaloids now named Emetine and Gephaeline,

both of which have emetic properties. A “ Hydrochlorate
of Emetine is now prepared. Little is known of the

particular constituent of Ipecacuanha to which its anti-

dysenteric action is due, some having attributed it to

Ipecacuanha-tannic Acid. It has been found that as a
remedy tor dysentery it is equally efficacious sine emetine
(the tendency to nausea and depression being avoided)
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and a “de-emetinized ipecacuanha,” originally prepared by
Messrs. Symes of Simla at the suggestion of Surgeon-Major
Harris of that station, is now extensively employed. The
result of analyses of the unofficial parts of the ipecacuanha

plant show that both stem and leaves contain emetine.

CEPHALANDRA INDICA.
Syn.

—

Coccinia indica.

Vern.—Beng.—Tela-Kucha
;

Ilincl.—Kanduri-kl-bel

;

Sans.—Bimba
;
Pers.—Kabare-hindi.

A plant, belonging to the natural order Cucurbitacece,

common throughout India.

Medicinal uses.—The juice of the Root is useful in

diabetes. The Leaves are used in skin diseases.

CERA ALBA and CERA PLAVA.
Wax.

Vern.—Beng.—Mom
;
Hind.—M6m

;
Sans.—Madhujam.

Wax is collected all over India as the product of wild

aud domesticated bees

—

Apis mellifica and other species.

The honeycombs are usually deposited on shrubs or trees,

these being leased out in certain districts to collectors

who extract the honey and prepare the yellow wax,

usually in a somewhat impure state, for the market. The

yellow wax cut into fine shreds, bleached in the sun and

re-melted, constitutes white wax. Bee culture is encouraged

in a primitive fashion in certain parts of Bengal, but it

might be considerably extended, and much of the wax

annually consumed in India produced in the country

instead of being imported.

Medicinal uses.—The principal use of bees’ wax in

medicine and pharmacy is in the preparation of ointments.
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CHAULMUGRA.
See Gynocakdia odorata.

CHBNOPODIUM AMBROSIOLDES and
C. BOTRYS-
Jerusalem Oak.

These plants, belonging to the natural order Ghenopo-

dicicece, are found in many parts of India and are held in

some repute for their anthelmintic properties, administered

in the form of infusion. An essential Oil is also prepared

from them which is regarded as tonic and antispasmodic

and is useful in nervous affections. G. album (Beng.

Bathu-sag)
is used as a laxative in spleen and bilious

disorders.

CHIRATiE HBRBA.
See SwERTIA CHIRATA.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CORONARIUM.
The Chrysanthemum.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Gul-daudi
; Hind,

—

Gal-daudi.

This and one or two other species of the familiar garden

plant (natural order Gompositai), are found in Bengal,

chiefly acclimatised.

Medicinal uses.—This plant was included in the Phar-
macopoeia of India with the suggestion that the Flowers
might be used as a substitute for those of chamomile,

While the Root resembled that of pellitory, in so far as it

presented the same tingling sensation to the tongue when
chewed.
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CICHORIUM INTYBUS.
Chicory.

Vern.

—

Hind.—Kasni
;
Pers.—Kasni.

This perennial herb (natural order Composite), grows wild

in the Punjab, Kashmir and North-West India. Chicory

has for about a century been associated with coffee as an

adjunct and flavouring agent and not unfrequently as a

substitute for it. For this purpose the Boots are dried,

roasted and ground. It might easily be cultivated exten-

sively and profitably in India. Chicory contains no

caffeine.

Medicinal uses.

—

The Root is used in native medicine

as a bitter tonic and carminative, occasionally as a substi-

tute for taraxacum in liver congestion.

CIMICIFUGA FOETIDA.
. See Actea Spicata.

CINCHONAS CORTEX.
Cinchona Bark, Peruvian Bark, Jesuit’s Bark.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Cinchona.

The most important species of cinchona (natural order

Rubiacece: tribe Cinchonece), indigenous to tropical South

America, are now thoroughly acclimatized in India. The

history of its introduction into India is an interesting

study, and the literature on this subject alone is quite

voluminous, while its propagation and cultivation, encourag-

ed with a liberality beyond all precedent by the Govern-

ment of India, has been so eminently successful that the

cinchona is now to be regarded as one of the most impor-
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tant medicinal plants grown in the Peninsula. While

primarily designed to supply quinine at a lower price than

the almost prohibitive rates which prevailed about thirty

years ago (due to the fact that the South American forests

were being rapidly destroyed as the trees were felled for

their bark), and in view of the extremely valuable nature of

the cinchona alkaloids especially in the malarial districts of

India, the extensive Government plantations have produced

a revolution in the cultivation of cinchona which will

be historical. Among names whicli will ever be asso-

ciated with the introduction of this valuable plant into

India are those of Mr. Clements R. Markham, C.B., the

lately deceased Mr. Richard Spruce and his collaborateur

Mr. Cross, aud more recently Mr. M. A. Lawson, Madras,

and Dr. George King, Superintendent of the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Calcutta, who has given much practical

advice on the subject to the Government of India

and to private planters, while his Manual of Cinchona

Cultivation in India is a valuable compendium of the

whole subject. To the late Mr. W. G. Maclvor, formerly

Superintendent of the Government Gardens at Ootacamund,

is due, however, in large measure the credit of the remark-

able success which has attended the cultivation of cinchona

in India. To him the first consignments of seeds and
plants sent from Kew and brought from Java and from
South America were handed over and tended with a care

and patience that was only rewarded by the fruitful result

of his labours that has been already indicated. In the
course of his experiments Mr. Maclvor made the valuable

.discovery of the process now known as “ mossing ” where-
by trees were made to yield second growths of bark which
in India are found in some species to excel in alkaloidal
value the natural or original bark, thus ensuring a produe-
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tiveness that had not hitherto been dreamt of even in Bolivia

or Peru. Mr. David Hooper, Government Quinologist at

Ootacainuud, Madras, has made extensive researches into

the respective alkaloidal values of the numerous species of

cinchona grown in India, from which he has found that

the yield is, as a rule, richer than corresponding plants of

South American origin.

Cinchona is exported chiefly from private concerns in

Madras, Southern India and Ceylon, although the competi-

tion and low prices of late years have caused planters in

the latter island to uproot the trees in many places. In

the Rangbi valley, in Sikkim, near Darjiling, the exten-

sive Government plantations contain about five million

cinchona plants, the bark produced here, and at the Nilgiri

plantations, being mostly employed, however, in the

manufacture of sulphate of quinine and of the

Government Cinchona Febrifuge,

a popular substitute for quinine, the distribution and sale

of which is extensively promoted by Government. It is

obtainable at all the European and native drug shops.

It represents the total alkaloids in the bark extracted by

a simple oil process, based on the solubility of these alka-

loids in a mixture of fusel aud kerosine oils. The powdered

bark is mixed with caustic soda, or causticlime and water, and

the oils, the mixture being agitated for some hours and the

alkaloids subsequently extracted from the oil by means of

muriatic acid. Caustic soda precipitates the total alkaloids,

which are then washed and dried. The powder as sold is

of a yellowish colour, unlike Quinetum of English manu-

facture, which also represents the total alkaloids, this being

probably intended >to prevent its being substituted for

sulphate of quinine. The author has found it to act quite
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as surely as quinine, but larger doses are required, and they

often cause nausea and vomiting. It is best administered

in the form of pills. Giveu in water each grain requires

two drops of lemon juice to dissolve it : the mixture is not

clear, some resinous matter floating on the top. With this

addition of lemon juice it is more acceptable to the stomach.

In order to bring it within the reach of the very poorest

of the population, Government-manufactured quinine is

now put up for sale in pice packets in the Bengal and

Madras Presidencies.

Appended are brief details of the Pharmacopoeial barks

as grown in India with one or two of the most important

of the unofficial species. The cultivated barks do not

always correspond to official characters.

CINCHONA CALISAYA.
Cinchona Flav^e Cortex.

Yellow Cinchona Bark (off.)

This species grows best in India at the Himalayan plan-
tations where it is cultivated almost exclusively. It gives
a good yield of alkaloids of which quinine is usually about
a half. The bark of G. Ledgeriana, a cultivated variety,
is also regarded as yellow bark.

CINCHONA OFFICINALIS.
Cinciion/e Pallida Cortex.

Pale Cinchona Bark (off.)

This is chiefly cultivated on the Nilgiris, near Ootaca-
•mund, Madras, in Southern India and Ceylon, and it is

largely exported. It yields the crown bark of commerce.
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CINCHONA SUCCIRUBRA.

Cinchona Rubr^e Cortex.

Red Cinchona Bark (off.)

The tree yielding the red bark of commerce grows well

both in Bengal (in Sikkim) and in the Madras Presidency.

It has proved to be the hardiest and most easily cultivated.

The yield of alkaloids is now richer than that from South

American barks. As is well-known the red bark is used

exclusively for official pharmaceutical preparations. Among
other cinchonas cultivated in India are G. angustifolia,

G. micrantha ,
G. pitayensis, G. nitida, and numerous hybrids,

some of which give an alkaloidal yield superior to the

original species.

Medicinal uses.—These are well-known. The Bark

and all preparations of cinchona are powerfully antiperiodic,

specially valuable in intermittent fevers. They are most

extensively prescribed as tonics. The alkaloids are simi-

larly valuable as antipyretics, Quinine, being the most

important, and having been found the most efficacious in

India, the other important alkaloids in the order of their

medicinal value in Indian fevers being Quinidine, Gincho-

nidine, and Cinchonine.

CINNAMOMUM GLANDULIPERUM.
Syn.—Laurus glandulifera.

Nepal Camphor Wood: Nepal Sassafras.

Vern.—Nepal.—Malligiri
;
Assam.—Gunserai.

This large tree, natural order Laurinece, is a native of

Nepal and Eastern India extending to Assam and Sylhet.
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The essential Oil contained in the wood resembles to some

extent that of Cinnamomum Camphora. This tree is not

a source of camphor to any important extent. The wood

may be regarded as a substitute for Sassafras. (See also

Blumea lacera.)

CINNAMOMUM TAMALA.
Cassia lignea : Cassia.

Vern.—Beng.—(The Leaves)—Tejpat. (The Bark)—Dalchini

;

Hind.—Taj-kalam (bark), Tajpat (leaves) Sans.—Tejpatra.

The tree Cinnamomum Tamala, natural order Lanrinece,
is common on the Himalayas and in Eastern Bengal and
Burma. The Bark has an aromatic agreeable odour, simi-
lar, and the finer qualities not much inferior to, the true
cinnamon C. zeylanicum. It yields an essential Oil
similarly resembling that of Ceylon cinnamon. An oil is

also distilled from the Leaves.

Medicinal uses.—The Bark possesses aromatic, carmi-
native, and stimulating properties. It is commonly used
as a substitute for the more expensive cinnamon. The
Leaves have similar properties, and are largely used as
a condiment.

CINNAMOMUM ZEYLANICUM.
Cinnamon.

Vern. Beng. and Hind.—Dalchini
; Sans.—Gudatvak.

The true cinnamon is indigenous to Ceylon and Southern
India, but it is cultivated only in Ceylon. The fine inner
Bark is prepared into quills or sticks of about f inch
in diameter, eacli containing a number of smaller Quills
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It is easily distinguished in this form from cassia bark

which is often substituted for it, and which is usualty

in single quills and much thicker and darker in colour.

An important essential Oil is distilled from the bark.

The leaves yield a darker coloured oil ( Oleum Ginnamomi

Foliorum) which has an odour resembling that of cloves

and cinnamon, containing as it does a large proportion

of eugenol, one of the constituents of that product. It

usually contains 70 to 80 per cent, of eugenol, the re-

mainder being cinnamic aldehyde.

Medicinal uses.— It is a grateful aromatic, largely em-

ployed as an adjunct to other medicines as a cordial and

stimulant. It is also very largely used as a spice.

CISSAMPELOS PAREIRA.
False Pareira Brava.

Vern.

—

Beng .
—Nimuka; Hind.—Akanadi, Nirbisi

;
Sans.—

Ambashthai.

This plant, natural order Menispermacece, is common

nearly all over India. The root constitutes the False

Pareira Brava of commerce. The distinguishing features

between this and the true Pareira Brava as derived from

Ghondodendron tomentosum are described in all works

on Materia Medica.

Medicinal uses.

—

The dried Root was formerlv much

prescribed, usually in the form of decoction or liquid

extract, as a diuretic or in chronic catarrhal affections of

the bladder and in calculus. It has been found useful in

advanced stages of acute and chronic cystitis. The Leaves

are used in India as an external application to sores and

abscesses.
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CITRULLUS COLOCYNTHIS.
Colocynth : Bitter Apple.

Vern.—Beng.—Indrayan, Makal ;
Hind.—Indrayan ;

Sans.

—Indra varuni: Bom.—Indra-yan;

The colocynth gourd is found wild in the arid tracts of the

North-West, in the Punjab and Sind, and on the Coroman-

del Coast. It belongs to the natural order Cucurbitacece.

The drug consists of the internal pulp of the dried peeled

Fruit, the seeds having been removed. It has an intensely

bitter taste, and is poisonous in excessive closes. The active

principle is a glucoside, Colocynthin.

Medicinal uses.—Its cathartic properties are well-known.

It is usually combined with other drugs to counteract its grip-

ing tendencies. The powder is often used as an insecticide.

Substitutes.—The fruits of Cucumis trigonus ; C. pseu-

clo-colocynthis, and C. Hardwichii, plants growing abun-

dantly in the mountainous regions of Northern India,

Bengal, and the Punjab are frequently found in the bazars,

and occasionally used to adulterate colocynth. They are

distinguished from the round fruits of the true drug by their

smaller size and different shape, the first being somewhat

triangular, and the second of the size and shape of a small

hen’s egg.

CITRULLUS VULGARIS.
The Water Melon.

Vern.—Beng.—Tarmuj
;
Hind.—Tarbuza

;
Bom.—Kalinga.

This favourite fruit is very largely cultivated in India,

especially in the colder regions. The Seeds of this and

other Cucurbitaceous plants are used to some extent by the

natives as a cooling and diuretic medicine. The juice is

fermented and used as a spirituous liquor.
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CITRUS AURANTIUM.
Var.—Aurantium proper.

The Sweet Orange.

Vern.

—

Beng .
—Kamala nebu

;
Hind.—Narangi

;
Sans .

—

Nag-

ranga,

and CITRUS AURANTIUM.
Var.— Bigaradia.

The. Bitter or Seville Orange.

Several of the important members of the genus Citrus,

natural order Rutacece, yielding valuable essential oil-

bearing fruits, have long been extensively cultivated in

India.

The orange tree, C. Aurantium, supposed to be the origin

of the cultivated orange, sweet or bitter, is believed by

some authors as originally a Native of Northern India.

Different varieties of the sweet orange are grown all

over India, chiefly throughout the warmer moist regions.

The bitter orange is not so largely cultivated. Bitter

Orange Peel (.Aurantii Cortex) and Bitter Orange Fruit

(Aurantii Fructus
)

are official in the British Pharma-

copoeia. Orange Flower Water (Aqua Aurantii Floris)
is

directed to be distilled from the flowers of both. It is

usually produced in the manufacture of Oil of Neroli

( Oleum Aurantii Florum), the water passing over with

this Otto during distillation of the fresh flowers. The

finest quality is that distilled from the petals only of

the bitter orange. It is not produced in India, but is

very popular in native perfumery and could be manufac-

tured in a pure state with advantage. An artificial oil of

neroli is now prepared. Essence de Petit Grain was

formerly distilled from the seeds, but is now produced
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from the leaves and small twigs, yielding a commonei oil.

which is used to adulterate the oil of neroli. Essential

Oil of orange peel is made from the fresh fruit, that of

the bitter being the more valuable.

Medicinal uses.—The dried orange peel or RlND is

stomachic and tonic, and used as such in the form of tincture

and infusion, as an adjunct to other medicines. Syrup of

orange flower and orange flower water are very frequently

used in pharmacy as pleasant flavouring agents.

CITRUS MEDICA.
Var.—Medica proper.

The Citron : Cedrat.

Vern.—Beng.—Bara nembu
;
Hind.—Limbu-turanj

;
Sans .

—

Begapura.

The citron, the lemon and the limes are now usually

classed as varieties of the species Citrus medica (Linn.)

The citron is largely cultivated in India, and is found

wild in the forests of Assam, Northern India, in Kumaon
and Sikkim, of which region, it is believed, to have been

originally a native. The fruit yields a valuable essential

Oil (Oleum Cedrat.) It is not used medicinal^.

CITRUS MEDICA.
VAR.—Limonum.

The Lemon.

Vern.—Beng.—Gonra nembu; Hind .—Jambira
;

Sails .
—

Mahajambira
; Arab.—Qalambak.

The lemon is cultivated with much success in Northern

India chiefly for its Fruit
;

the essential Oil (Oleum
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Limonis, B. P.), not being manufactured, although it might

form a valuable additional article of commerce.

Cortex Limonis of the Pharviacopoeia is the outer part

of the rind or pericarp of the fresh fruit. Succus Limonis,

the freshly expressed juice of the ripe fruit, is also official.

With lime juice, it is the source of citric acid; the amount

yielded by the Indian fruits being, however, smaller than

in the varieties cultivated in Europe.

Medicinal uses.—The Oil, tincture and syrup prepared

from the lemon Peel are largely used in pharmacy as

flavouring agents. Lemon Juice is highly valued as an

antiscorbutic, and is given in rheumatism. It is largely used

in the preparation of cooling beverages and effervescing

draughts.

CITRUS MEDICA.
Yar.—Acida.

The Lime Tree.

Vern.—Beng .—Pati nernbu, Kagzi nembu; Hind.—Kagzi.

Several varieties of the lime, known as pdti nembu,

kagzi nembu, and others are indigenous to the Himalayas,

and largely cultivated in Upper India and Bengal. The

Juice of the Fruit, commonl}^ known as Lime Juice, has

properties similar to those of lemon juice, and is largely

used as a cooling beverage. A preparation of lime juice

preserved without the aid of alcohol, introduced by Preo Lall

Dey, F.C.S., son of the author, is popular in Calcutta, and

has attained a wide reputation in India as an antiscorbutic

for general use and for Maliomedan seamen, Indian emi-

grants and others whose religious tenets forbid the use of

alcohol in any form.
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CLAVICBPS PURPUREA.
The Ergot.

The rust of wheat and other crops in India has been

found to possess properties similar to those of the true

ergot. It is not, however, used medicinally by the Natives

of this country.

CLEOME VISCOSA.

Syn.—POLANASIA ICOSANDRA.

Wild Mustard.

Vern.—Beng.—Hur-huria; Hind.—Jangli hur-hur.

A common weed, belonging to the natural order Cappci-

ridece, found all over India and plentifully in Bengal. It

has properties resembling those of mustard for which it is

sometimes regarded as an efficient substitute. The seeds

are known in the bazar as chiiri-ajwan.

Medicinal uses.—The fresh juice of the Leaves is in

great repute among the Natives as a remedy for earache,

being dropped into the ear. It is also applied externally

as a rubefacient and vesicant. The Seeds are stimulant,

carminative and anthelmintic. They yield on expression a

fixed Oil.

CLERODENDRON INPORTUNATUM.
Vern.—Beng—Bhihit; Ghentu

;
Hind.—Bhunt

;
Sans .

—

BhcLndira.

The Clerodendron infortunatum is a wild plant com-

mon all over Bengal, in Malabar, and the S. Concans. It

belongs to the natural order Verbenacea\
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Medicinal uses.

—

The fresh juice of the Leaves is used

as a vermifuge, and also as a bitter tonic and febrifuge in

malarial fevers, especially in those of children. The Root

of this plant in 10 to 15 grain doses made into a paste with

water has been found of oreat value in hsemorrhoidal dis-o

turban ce. It readily relieves congestion and torpidity of

the bowel and acts as a slight aperient.

CLITORIA TERNATEA.
Beng .—Aprajita

;
Hind.—Aprajit

;
Sans.—Aparajita.

A very common plant, belonging to the natural order

Leguminosce, found all over India and cultivated in flower

gardens.

Medicinal uses.—An alcoholic extract of the Root has

been used as a cathartic in doses of 5 to 10 grains, and the

Seeds as a mild purgative, the latter being sometimes com-

bined in powder with cream of tartar and ginger. They

have been confused with those of Ipomcea hecleracea the

Icald-ddna (cp v.)

COCCINIA INDICA.

See Cephalandra indica.

COCCULUS CORDIFOLIUS.

See Tinospora cordifolia.

COCCULUS INDICUS.

See Anamirta cocculus.
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COCCULUS VILLOSUS.

Vern. —Hind.—Jamti-ki-bel ;
Sans.—Vanatiktika.

A climbing plant, of the natural order Menispermacece,

found in Bengal, the Punjab and Sind.

Medicinal uses.—The Roots are bitter and tome, some-

times administered in decoction for rheumatism. The

juice of the Leaves has the property when mixed with

water of coagulating into a jelly-like substance which is

used as a demulcent.

COCCUS CACTI.

The Cochineal Insect.

Vern.—Bong.—Kirmdana, Kiranda.

Coccus cacti is an Hemipterous Insect, chiefly used in

pharmacy in the dried state as a colouring ingredient,

when it constitutes cochineal. Carmine is a brilliant red

colouring matter also prepared from Coccus cacti. It is

a valuable staining agent in histological work. Several

attempts have been made to introduce the cultivation of the

insect into India, at Rajputana, and other places, not without

success, several species of Coccus and the Cactus or Opuntia

plants on which they feed being already acclimatized. It

would form a most important article of commerce. The

colouring principle of cochineal is Carminic Acid.

Medicinal uses.—Cochineal has been supposed to possess

anodyne and antispasmodic properties for which it is oc-

casionally used in pertussis. The tincture is the official

preparation.
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COCCUS LACCA.
Lac.

Vern.—Beng.—Gala; Hind.—Lakh
; Sans.—Laksha.

The important article of commerce known as “lac” is

obtained from incrustations on the branches of various trees,

chiefly Schleichera trijuga
(Kusumb), Butea frondosa,

Erythrina indica, and several species of Ficus—produced

by the lac insect Coccus lacca, which punctures the bark.

The resinous incrustation is formed only by the female

insect, and the portions of branches so covered are termed

“ stick-lac.” These are treated with water, which separates

the lac from the twigs and reduces it to the form of small

grains in which form it is known as “seed-lac,” while the

residual liquid is evaporated down to produce the lac-

dye of commerce. “ Shell-lac ” is produced by heating the

seed-lac, and straining while liquid on to the surface of

plantain leaves, the glossy nature of the leaf producing the

scale-like form in which it is well-known. Shell-lac is

used in Hindu medicine in the preparation of several

medicinal oils Ldkshdcli taila, A ngdraka taila, etc., pro-

bably as a colouring agent. Its more important uses are

in the arts.

COCOS NUCIFERA.
The Cocoanut Palm.

Vern.—Beng.—Narikel; Hind.—Nariyel; Sans.—Nari-kela.

This graceful palm, natural order Palmce, is extensively

cultivated in Southern India and Ceylon. It is not found

in the Upper Provinces of Hindustan, but is plentiful in

Eastern Beno-al, in Southern India and Burma towards the

Sea Coast, in Malabar and Coroimtndel, and the Islands of
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the Indian Archipelago. The Avhole tree is of great econo-

mic value to the people of the seaboard districts of India,

almost every part being utilized. The juice extracted from

the flowering spikes is made into a palm wine or toddy.

From the unfermented juice a coarse sugar is prepared some-

what different from cane-sugar. The kernel of the fruit is

eaten, and it yields on expression or boiling with water the

Cocoanut Oil (nariyal-kd-tel) of commerce, which in

the pure state is a solid substance of the consistence of

lard at a temperature below G9°F. and fluid at 74°F. Its

specific gravity has been found by the author to average

•9288. It is soluble in alcohol and ether. Cocoanut oil is

largely used as au emollient and for toilet purposes, as

an illuminant and in the manufacture of soap, The fibrous

husk of the fruit, known as coir fibre, is one of the import-

ant products yielded by this tree.

Medicinal uses.—The fresh watery Juice or Milk of

the well-known fruit is diuretic, antacid and refrigerant

and is extensively used for allaying gastric irritation; the
Root has also been used as a diuretic. The Oil constitutes

the basis of many of the medicinal oils of the Kobirajs,
being readily absorbed by the skin. Given internally it is

nourishing in wasting diseases of children, being largely

used for this purpose in some American hospitals.

COFFEA ARABICA.
Coffee.

Vern. Bencj. Coffee
; Hind.—Kafi, Kawa, Bun; Bom.—

Caffi
; Arab.—Kahwa.

The Goffea arabica and several other species of the
plant, natural order Rubiacece, are cultivated in Southern
India, a very large proportion of the coffee used all over
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the world being the production of India and Ceylon. The
dried Seeds, “ coffee beans,” yield the crystalline principle

Caffeine, which is identical with the Theine contained in

tea—{Camellia theifera), q. v. Caffeine is also contained in

the Kola nut {Cola acuminata), q. v. It is allied to Theo-

bromine of Theobroma Cacao. Coffee Leaves have also

been found to contain caffeine, and have been employed in

the preparation of a beverage. A new alkaloid named

Caffearine has been isolated from coffee beans. {Pharm.

Journ., *29th June 1895.)

Medicinal uses.—Although its most extensive use is as a

popular dietetic, coffee is sometimes prescribed as a nervous

stimulant.

A strong infusion of black coffee is used as an anti-

soporific in opium-poisoning. In neuralgia and migraine

it sometimes acts with beneficial effect.

COLA ACUMINATA.
Syn.—Sterculia acuminata.

The Kola Nut.

Kola has been for some years under experimental culti-

vation in India, seeds and plants having been supplied for

this purpose from the Calcutta Botanic Gardens. It is a

Native of the West of Africa and belongs to the natural

order Sterculiacece. The Kola Nut was enthusiastically

advocated some years ago as a valuable dietetic agent in

sustaining the system against fatigue. Good nuts of

African origin contain about 2
'5 per cent, of Caffeine

and 02 per cent, of Theobromine and a glucoside Kola-

nin.
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COLCHICUM LUTEUM.
Hermodactylus.

Vern.—Surinjan.

The true Colchicum (
Lilictcece) is not found iu India.

The bitter Hermodactyl (Surinjan-i-talfch) imported from

Kashmir, believed to consist of the corms of the above

species of Colchicum and readily obtainable in the bazars,

is known to have properties resembling that of the drug-

obtained from G. autumnale, to which it also corresponds

in appearance. A sweet or tasteless variety also sold

(Surinjan-i-shirin) imported from Arabia has been found

to be inert. This has been referred to Merendera persicct.

It belongs to the same natural order, and each of these

drugs contains an alkaloid.

Medicinal uses.—Diuretic and sedative. An acetous tinc-

ture prepared from the bitter variety is an efficient prepa-

ration. It may be used like that of colchicum in gout,

rheumatism, torpidity of the liver and dropsy. It has,

however, a depressing action for which it must be used

with caution.

COLOCASIA ANTIQUORUM.
Syn.—Arum colocasia.

Vern.—Beng.—Kachu, Gumri-kacliu
;
Ilind.—Ghuya

;

Sans.—Kachu.

This plant, natural order Aroidea'i, is to be found nearly

all over India. It is cultivated in most parts of India

for the tubers, which are an important article of food. It

is preferred as a food in cases of oedema on account of

its diuretic action.
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Medicinal uses.—The fresh Juice of the leaf stalks has

been found to possess remarkable properties as a styptic

for wounds, which merit further attention.

CONVOLVULUS SCAMMONIA.
SCAMMONY.

Vern.—Hind, and A rab.—Sukh-munia.

This climbing plant, natural order Gonvolvulacece, is a

native of Levant and Syria, found wild in Guzerat and

cultivated in some parts of India. A Gum-Resin—Scam-

mony of the English markets and Sukh-munia of the Indian

bazars—is obtained bj^ incision of the crown of the iiving

Root. The juice is collected in shells and allowed to become

concrete. It is not manufactured to any extent in India.

The drug, as found in the bazars, is generally much adul-

terated.

Medicinal uses.—Scammony resin is a powerful purga-

tive. In inflammatory and irritable dropsies it is used as a

hydrogogue cathartic.

COPTIS TEETA.
Mishmi Teeta: Gold Thread.

Vern.—Beiuj.—Mishmi Tita
;
Hind. —Tita; Sind.—Mahmira,

Mamiran.

The plant, known as Coptis Teeta, natural order Ranun-

culacece
,
a native of the mountainous region bordering on

Upper Assam, enjoys a high repute among the Mishmis,

Lamas and the Assamese. The Root of this plant is offi-

cinal. It is sent down to Assam in neat little baskets, with

open meshes of narrow strips of bamboo or rattan, each

basket containing about an ounce of small pieces of the dark-

yellowish, bitter rhizome, from 1 to 3 inches long. It is not
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easily available in the Bengal markets, the limited supply

of the true drug being augmented b}7 several substitutes

which are plentiful in the Upper and Western Provinces.

It contains the alkaloid Berberine so combined as to be

readily soluble in water.

Medicinal uses.—It was introduced into the Pharmaco-

poeia of India as a bitter tonic resembling calumba in its

properties. The fluid extract is the most suitable prepara-

tion.

Substitutes.—Roots of certain species of Picrorhiza and

that of Thalictrum foliolosum are found in the bazars as

substitutes for the true mishmi tita. It is difficult to dis-

tinguish these from the genuine article.

CORALLOCARPUS EPIGiEA.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Rakas-gaddah
;

Pet's.—Lufa.

A climbing plaut, belonging to the natural order Cucur-

bitacece and found in the Punjab, Sind and the Deccan.

Medicinal uses.—The Root has been administered in the

form of powder, and has attained some reputation as an

alterative in syphilis. The active principle is a glucoside

resembling Bryonin.

CORCHORUS CAPSULARIS
and C. OLITORIUS.

Jute.

Vern.—Beng.—Pat, koshta, Nalitapat
;
Hind.—Pat-san; Sans.

Nadika.

Seven or eight species of Corchorus, annual plants belong-

ing to the natural order Tiliacece, are found in India,

although they are not now regarded as indigenous.

K, ID. 7
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Of these G. olitorius and G. ccipsularis are most exten-

sively cultivated in Bengal, for the production of the well-

known jute fibre which forms so important an article of the

commerce of India. The former is grown chiefly in the

jute-producing districts of Eastern Bengal and on the islands

and moist low-lying lands of the Meghna and Brahmaputra

rivers, and the latter in the northern, central and eastern

districts of the province. In addition to its most import-

ant economic value, the leaves of the jute plant are used

by the poorer classes of the Natives by whom it is culti-

vated, as an article of food and to some extent medicinally.

A sort of spinach known as ndlita is made from the leaves,

which are more or less bitter, and they are also used with

other vegetable curries as a stomachic and condiment. It

was proposed some years ago to utilize the hard ends of

the jute fibre (the part nearest the root, which is regarded

as waste) in the production of alcohol or “jute whiskey”

by converting the cellulose in which it so largely abounds

into sugar by means of sulphuric acid and fermenting.

This has not, however, been attempted on a commercial

scale.

Medicinal uses.—The Leaves of the jute plants are used

as a cheap domestic medicine in Hindd households, especial-

ly in the districts where they are cultivated. The dried

leaves are also obtainable in the bazars of Bengal. An

infusion with coriander and aniseed constitutes a simple

bitter, used like chiretta as a stomachic and tonic, but

having the advantage over that herb in being milder and

not so heating.

The finely carded fibre has been used as a basis for anti-

septic surgical dressings. It is highly absorptive and

admirably suited for this purpose.
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CORDIA MYXA.
Sebesten Fruit.

Yern. Beng.—Bal-phal ;
Hind—Lasora ;

Sans.—Bukam-

padaruka ;
Bom.—Bhokara.

A small deciduous tree, belonging to the natural order

Boraginece, growing nearly all over India and cultivated

in Bengal.

Medicinal uses.—The well-known Fruit is very mucil-

aginous and is highly esteemed as a demulcent in coughs.

The Bark is astringent and is used in the form of a gargle.

CORIANDRUM SATIVUM.
Coriander.

Vern.

—

Beng .—Dhaniya
;
Hind .—Dhania

;
Sans .—Dhanyaka

;

Arab .—Kusbara
;
Pers.—Kishniz.

Goriandrum sativum, natural order Umbelliferce, is a

herbaceous plant, extensively cultivated in all parts of India

for its seeds (in reality small Fruits) which are much used

in India as a condiment. Indian coriander is also largely

exported and forms a considerable part of the world’s supply

of this commodity. The individual fruits are somewhat

larger than those grown in Europe. The unripe fruit

possesses a very unpleasant odour, resembling that of

bugs, from which circumstance the name coriander has

originated, but this changes rapidly as ripening proceeds.

It contains, to the extent of about ^ per cent., an essential

Oil to which it owes its aromatic odour.

Medicinal uses.—Coriander is an excellent carminative

and aromatic. It conceals the odour and flavour and

corrects the action of senna better than any other aromatic,
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and it enters into the composition of many of the prepa-

rations of that drug.

CORYDALIS GOVANIANA.
Vern.—Beng. and Hind.— Bhutkus.

A plant of the natural order Fumariacece growing

plentifully on the North-West Himalayas. The Root con-

tains a crystalline bitter principle which has been named

Corydaline.

Medicinal uses.—The Root has not been tried medi-

cinally to any extent. It is regarded as tonic and diuretic,'

and has been administered in doses of 10 to 30 grains

also as tincture and decoction.

COSCINIUM FENESTRATUM.
Vern.—Beng.— Haldi-gach • Hind.—Jh&r-haldi

;
Sans.—Darvi,

D&ru-haridrdkam.

A climbing plant, natural order Menispermacece, found

plentifully in the forests of Western India. The wood

yields a yellow dye resembling turmeric. The Root is

used medicinally and resembles calumba in some of its

properties and contains Berberine.

Medicinal uses.

—

The Root is regarded as a bitter tonic

and stomachic, and employed in the form of preparations

similar to those of calumba.

COSTUS SPECIOSUS.
Vern.—Beng. and Bind,—Kust, Kusht, Kut.

An elegant climbing plant, belonging to the Scitaminecu,

found plentifully all over Bengal and in some other parts

of Eastern India. The Root was formerly regarded as
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resembling orris and violets in its odorous property, but it

would seem to have been confused with that ot Saussurea

Lappa (q.v.), the costus of the Greeks, the Icusht rhizome

having practically no smell, and the oil distilled from it

having an odour resembling Elecampane and only after

standing a very faint odour of violets. (Schimmel, Berichte,

1895 .)

Medicinal uses.—The Root of this plant has been used

to some extent as a tonic and aphrodisiac.

CRATiEVA RELIGIOSA.
Vern.

—

Beng. and Bind.—Barun
;
Sans.—Varuna

;
Bom.—

Vayavarna.

This tree, natural order Capparidece, is usually cultivated

in the vicinity of temples in Central India, Bengal and

Assam. The varuna Bark as found in the bazars is

believed to be that of G. religiosa var. Nurvala, and the

Leaves those of var. Roxburghii.

Medicinal uses.—The Bark of the stem and Root of

this plant have been regarded as useful in calculous affec-

tions, given in the form of decoction. They are said to

promote the appetite, increase the secretion of the bile, act

as a laxative, and remove disorders of the urinary organs.

The fresh Leaves, bruised with a little vinegar and

applied to the skin, act as a rubefacient and vesicant.

CRINUM ASIATICUM.
Vern.

—

Beng.—Sukh-darsan; Hind.—Chindar; Bom .

—

Nagdown.

A large plant, with handsome white inflorescence and

graceful foliage, natural order Amaryllideoe, much culti-

vated in Indian gardens, and also found in low humid

spots in various parts of India and in the Moluccas.
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Medicinal uses.—The expressed juice of the fresh Bulb
is a useful emetic

;
in small doses diaphoretic. Its use is

analogous to that of squill.

CROCUS SATIVUS.
Saffron.

Vern.—Beng.—Japhran
;
Hind.—Zafrau, Kesar

;
Sans.

—

Kumkuma
;
Bom.— Safran.

The saffron crocus, natural order Iridece, a native of

Asia Minor, is cultivated on a small scale in Persia and

Kashmir. The dried stigmata of the well-known flowers

constitute the saffron of commerce. Compressed into cakes

it is called “ Cake Saffron ” (kesar-lci-roti), ordinary saffron

being called “ Hay Saffron.” It is seldom used medicinally,

its chief value being as a powerful colouring agent. The

drug, as used in India, is usually imported. It is sometimes

found adulterated with the flowers of Carthamus tinctorius

—the safflower. It is largely used by the Natives of India

in religious rites and in the colouring and flavouring of food.

CROTON TIGLIUM.
The Croton.

Vern.—Beng.—Jayp&l; Hincl.—Jamal-gota; Sans.— Jayap&la,

Kanakaphala.

The crotons, a genus of plants belonging to the natural

order Euphorbiacece, are found wild and widely distributed

throughout India. The most important species, C. Tig-

lium, is plentiful in Eastern Bengal, extending to Assam

and Burma and to Ceylon. The Seeds form an important

article of export, being the source of the Oleum Crotonis of

the Pharmacopoeia, which is contained in the kernels to the

extent of about 50 per cent. The oil is usually expressed in

Britain. The seeds of C. oblongifolius are occasionally found

mixed with those of the true croton.
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A new enquiry into the nature of the vesicating, or more

strictly, pustule-producing constituent of croton oil* has re-

sulted in the isolation, from the fatty acids which were

formerly believed to be the active principle, of a resin

possessing extraordinary power as a vesicant to which the

vesicating property of the oil is due. It has been named

Groton Resin. The Groton-Oleic Acid of Robert and

Hirscheydt has been found to be a mixture of oleic acid

and croton resin.

Medicinal uses.

—

The Seeds are used in India as a power-

ful cathartic, one seed being a full dose. The Oil is well-

known for its remarkable purgative properties, which are

also possessed by the Leaves and Wood. The oil is parti-

cularly valuable in cases where a minute and effectual dose

is required, one drop on sugar or in emulsion being usually

sufficient for an adult. Externally it is of great value as a

stimulant rubefacient and vesicant, the official liniment

being perhaps the most desirable preparation.

CUBEBA OFFICINALIS.
See Piper Cubeba.

CUCUMIS MELO.
The Melon.

Vern.—Beng.—Kharmuj
;
Hind

.

—Kharbuja; Sans.—Kharvujd
;

Bom.—Kharabuja.

This well-known plant of the Cucurbitacece is indige-

nous to, and largely cultivated in, India, particularly in

Northern Bengal, and also in Kashmir and Afghanistan-

I he sweet fruit is greatly esteemed both by Europeans and
Natives; the seeds yield a quantity of oil which is utilized

for emollient and burning purposes.

* By Prof. W. R. Dunstan, f.r s.. and Miss
Journ. IV, No. 1306, 6th July 1896.

L. E. Boole, f.x.o., Pharm.
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Medicinal uses.—The Seeds are diuretic, and the Fruit
cooling and depurative.

CUCUMIS SATIVUS.
The Cucumber.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Snsa; Hind .

—

Khira; Sans .

—

Trapuslm; Bom .

—

Kakri.

The cucumber, natural order Cucurbitacece, is said to

be indigenous to Northern India, and it is stated to be

tound wild in the Himalaya from Kumaon to Sikkim. It

is cultivated in gardens, and the Fruit, as that of the

melon, is used by the people for culinary purposes. The

seeds yield a bland nutritious oil.

Medicinal uses.—Diuretic and nutritive. The powdered

Seed has been employed as a diuretic in doses of 30 grains

or more.

CUCURBITA PEPO.
The Pumpkin : Vegetable Marrow.

Vern.

—

Beng .

—

Kumrd; Hind.

—

Petha; Sans .

—

Kushmanda.

The large fruit of this Cucurbitaceous plant is eaten by

the Natives in their curries, and is extensively cultivated,

very frequently on the roofs of houses, all over India.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds are anthelmintic, useful in

cases of taenia. The expressed Oil of the seeds in doses

of half an ounce repeated at an interval of two hours and

followed by an aperient is said to be equally efficacious.

The dried pulp is a remedy in haemoptysis and haemorrhages

from the pulmonary organs, given in the form of a con-

fection.
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CUMINUM CYMINUM.
Cummin.

Vern.—Beng.—Jinx
;
Hind.—Zira; Sans.— Jlraka

;
Pers.—Zira.

An important essential oil-yielding plant of the Umbelli-

ferce, extensively cultivated for its Fruits in the North-West

Provinces and the Punjab, affording a considerable amount
of commerce from Jubbulpur, Guzerat, and other places.

Cummin is largely used by the people of India as a spice

in curries. The cummin of the Punjab is known as Icala-

jiva, being darker in colour and stronger in aroma.

Medicinal uses. —The Fruits and the essential Oil to

which they owe their properties and odour are aromatic,

stomachic and stimulant. They are seldom employed medi-
cinally, but both are used to some extent as a carminative
and corrective in veterinary pharmacy.

CUPRUM.
Copper.

Vern. Beng. Tama
; Hind.—Tanba

; Sans.—Tamra.

Copper ore is found in the districts of Singbhthn and
Hazdribagh, in Western Bengal, and smelting is carried on
on a small scale.

Ihe principal salt of copper used medicinally is the sul-
phate :

—

CUPRI SULPHAS.
Bluestone.

Vern. Beng. Nfl-tutiya
; Hind.—Nfla-tuta; Sans.—Tuttha,

Pers. Zake-sabz
; Burm.—Douthl

It is prepared in a fairly pure state by roasting the
copper pyrites and crystallizing from solution in water
It may be obtained in all the bazars.
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Medicinal uses.—Applied locally as a stimulant, styptic

and escharotic. Used in ophthalmia, leucorrhcea, gonor-

rhoea and ulcerations. Internally as an astringent in cases

of chronic diarrhoea and dysentery in doses of £ to | grain,

as an emetic in doses of 8 to 10 grains.o

CURCULIGO ORCHIOIDES.
Vern.—Benq.— T&la umli

;
Hind.— Kali-musli, Siya-musli

;

Sans.—Mushali, Tala-mulika
;
Tam.—Nilap-panaik-kizhangu

;

Tel.—Nalla-tady-gudda
;
Bom.—Musli-kand.

A small herbaceous plant, belonging to the natural order

Amaryllidece, found in the hotter parts of India. The

tuberous Roots constitute the kali (black) mtisU of the

baz&rs, the white variety safed musli, being the tubers of

Asparagus adscendens (q. v.)

Medicinal uses.—The Root is demulcent, diuretic and

aphrodisiac. It is largely prescribed in native medicine,

usually combined with bitters and aromatics.

CURCUMA AMADA.
Mango Gingkr.

Vern.—Beng .—AmAdd
;

Hind.—Ama-haldi; Sans .

—

Karpura-haridrA.

This plant is found in Bengal, chiefly on the hills. The

tubers are used as a condiment. The Curcuma species

belong to the natural order Scitaminece.

Medicinal uses —The Tubers have been regarded as

stomachic and carminative, cooling and useful in prurigo.

The infusion is used to produce the flavour of the mango

artificially in confectionery.
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CURCUMA ANGUSTIFOLIA.
East Indian Arrowroot.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Tikur
;
Sans.—Tavakskri.

Found plentifully in Bengal and in the Central Provinces,

extending to Bombay. The tubers of this and other species

are the chief source of East Indian arrowroot which is so

highly valued as an article of diet. It is largely manufac-

tured and exported at Travancore.

The better qualities are not much inferior to that of the

Maranta (q. v.) or Bermuda arrowroot.

CURCUMA AROMATICA.
Wild Turmeric: Yellow Zedoary : Cochin Turmeric.

Vern.—Beng.—Ban-kalud
;

Hind.—Jangli-haldi
; Sajis .

—

Vanaharidra; Tam.—Kasturimanjal
; Tel.—Kasturi-pasupa.

Found wild all over Bengal and largely cultivated in

gardens. The rhizomes yield a yellow colouring matter

like turmeric, and the fresh root has a camphoraceous

odour.

Medicinal uses.

—

The dried Rhizome is used as a car-

minative and ai’omatic adjunct to other medicines. It is

also used externally, bruised in oil, as an application in

sprains and bruises.

CURCUMA LONGA.
Turmeric.

Vern. Beng. Halud • Hind.—Haldi
\ Satis.—Haridra

;
Tam .

Manjal
,

Iel.—Pasupa
)

Pens.—Zard-chubah.

The turmeric plant is indigenous and extensively culti-
vated in all parts of India for its rhizomes, which are
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an essential ingredient in curries. It is employed for

culinary purposes as a colouring agent and condiment, and

it is very largely employed in India as a dye. The

rhizomes are to be found in every bazar throughout India,

and a specially prepared variety from a harder root is sold

for dyeing purposes. It yields a bright but fleeting yellow

which is turned red by alkalis. The colouring principle

has been isolated and named Curcumin. It has the peculiar

property of combining with boracic acid in presence of a

mineral acid to form a brown compound, thus providing

a reliable test for boracic acid. The yellow colour and

aromatic principles seem to be developed as the rhizomes

attain the full season’s growth. The mature rhizome con-

tains a yellow essential oil. The employment of turmeric

is regarded as essential in certain religious ceremonies of

the Hindus.

Medicinal uses.—Stimulant and carminative. Made

into a paste with lime the powdered Rhizome is very suc-

cessfully applied to relieve sprains and bruises. In catarrh,

or severe ‘ cold in the head,’ the inhalation of the fumes of

burning turmeric is said to cause a considerable discharge

of mucus from the nostrils, and instant relief is experienced.

In catarrhal and purulent conjunctivitis a decoction of

turmeric has been recommended as a remedial lotion.

CURCUMA ZEDOARIA.

The Round Zedoary.

Vern.—Beng.—Sati; Hind.—Kachur; Sans.—Sati, Kachura;

Tam.—Pulan-kishanga; Tel.—Kachdram; Pers.—Kazhur.

A plant cultivated in gardens in many parts of India

for its root which is an important article of native per-
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fumery. This rhizome also constitutes the basis of the

red abir powder, which is mixed with water and scattered

over the person at the holi festival of the Hindtis. The

zedoaiy is greyish white externally, grey internally, and

with an aromatic odour allied to ginger but camphoraceous.

Medicinal uses.—The Rhizome is to be regarded as a

mild carminative and aromatic stimulant, useful in flatu-

lence and dyspepsia, and as a corrector of purgatives.

Combined with alum in water it is also applied to bruises.

CUSCUTA REFLEXA.
The Dodder.

Vern.—Beng.—Algoch-lata, Algusi
;
Hind.—Akas-bel

; Sans .

—

Amaravela
;

Pers.—Aftimun.

A parasitic climbing plant, belonging to the natural order

Gonvolvulacece, found plentifully in the plains of India on
certain hedges and bushes—Euphorbia tirucalli, Adhatoda,
Ficus, and others.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds have been regarded as
carminative.

CYDONIA VULGARIS.
The Quince.

Vern. Beng. Bihi-dana
;
Hind.—Bihi; Tel—Shimai-madalai-

virai
;
Pers.—Bihi-danah.

Cultivated in Afghanistan and Northern India: natural
order Rosacece. The delicious fruits are highly esteemed
when ripe. They are largely exported from Cabul.

Medicinal uses. -The Seeds contain a large proportion
of mucilaginous matter. They are used to some extent
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in decoction as demulcent. The astringent seeds of the

unripe fruits have been used in diarrhoea.

CYNODON DACTYLON.
Couch Grass: Dog’s Tooth Grass.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Durba, Dub; Sans.—Durva.

An elegant perennial grass
(Qraminece)

found plentifully

all over India. The creeping root stock is used medicinally.

Medicinal uses.—A decoction of the Rhizome is di-

uretic and valuable in cases of vesical calculus and in

anasarca. In India the juice of the green grass is applied

as a popular application to bleeding wounds as an astrin-

gent. It has also been applied in catarrhal ophthalmia.

CYPERUS ROTUNDUS.

Vern.— Beng. and Hind.—Mutha; Sans.—Musta.

A plant belonging to the natural order Cyperacece, found

plentifully throughout the plains of India.

Medicinal uses.—The Root is diaphoretic and astringent.

•

CYPERUS SCARIOSUS.

Vern.—Beng.—Nagar-mutha
;
Hind.—Nagar-m6tha; Sans .

—

Nagar-mustaka.

A delicate slender grass found in moist places in Bengal.

The roots of this and other species yield a pleasing fra-

grance when bruised. Medicinally the Root of C. scariosus

is used for the same purposes as those of C. rotundus.
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DiEMIA EXTENSA.

Syn.—Asclepias echinata.

Vern.—Beng.— Chhagalbanti
;
Hind.—Sagowani

;
Bom .

—

Utarni.

A climbing plant found in the hotter parts of India. The

whole Plant has been used medicinally. The leaves contain

an alkaloid Dcemine (Hooper, 1890).

Medicinal uses.—Expectorant and emetic. The juice of

the Leaves is considered useful in asthmatic affections.

DATURA PASTUOSA.
The Black Datura.

Vern.—Beng.—Kala-dhutura ; Hind.—Kala-dhutura
; Sans.

—

Dhattura, dhustura
;
Pers.— Tatulah

;
Arab.—Jouz-ul-mathil,

methel,

AND

DATURA PASTUOSA.
Var.—Alba.

Syn.—Datura Alba.

Vern.—Beng.—Dhutura (sada)
; Hind.—Safed-dhatura

; Sans.

—Dhustura, Ummatta-vriksha
;
Tam.—Uinatai

;
Pers.—Kouz-

masab-safed.

These plants, of the natural order Solanacece, are found

wild, not usually cultivated, throughout the hotter parts of

the Peninsula, growing often in waste places. They have
long been known to the people of India for their intoxicat-

ing and narcotic properties, the former being the more
powerful and frequently administered in sweetmeats and
in various other ways for effecting criminal designs. The
thugs or daturiaa—Indian professional datura poisoners
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so common in former years, but now practically extermi-

nated, relied chiefly on the datura to aid them in their

depredations. The drug was not administered with the

intention of killing but of producing temporary insensibi-

lity, although an overdose frequently had fatal effect.

At the present time the seeds are in popular use in India

by the dissipated and depraved in combination with sab-

ji to induce a state of delirious stupefaction. They are also

frequently used in adulterating several intoxicants such as

toddy, majum, and the like, with the object of increasing

their stupefying property, and in conjunction with gdn-

ja. A profound lethargy, resembling coma, combined with

delirium, difficulty of respiration and dilation of the pupils

are the symptoms induced by the administration of the

drug. The plants contain the alkaloid Daturine, the active

principle of D. Stramonium (q. v.)

Medicinal uses.—The Leaves and Seeds of the variety

alba were made official in the Pharmacopoeia of India,

and of these a tincture, extract, plaster and poultice are

directed to be made. Both plants are narcotic, anodyne

and antispasmodic, and in large doses virulent poisons:

useful in neuralgia, gastrodynia and emphysema of the

lungs, and regarded also as valuable in epilepsy and mania.

The datura possesses properties analogous to those of

belladonna, and is sometimes used to dilate the pupil of the

eye. The practice of smoking the dried leaves and stems

is attended with great success and relief in spasmodic

asthma and kindred affections. A decoction of the leaves

has been recommended as an internal remedy for the pre-

vention of hydrophobia. The fresh juice of the leaves is

mixed with emollients and applied externally in rheumatic

pains.
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DATURA STRAMONIUM.
Stramonium : Thorn Apple.

Vern.—Beng. and Hincl.—Dhutura.

Indigenous to India and abundant on the temperate

Himalaya. The plant is used in the hills for the same,

popular uses as those belonging to the plains. The Seeds

and Leaves contain the alkaloid Daturine, which has been

found to be practically identical in chemical composition

with Atropine—the alkaloid of belladonna—and as such is

regarded as one of the mydriatics, although the fact that

it only possesses about half the physiological activity

does not correspond to the chemical constitution. It is

identical with Hyoscyamine in its chemical and physio^

logical properties. It has also been shown that stramonium

contains two alkaloids—heavy and light daturine— the

former consisting of atropine and hyoscyamine, and the

latter of hyoscyamine only.

Medicinal uses.—The chief use of the drug is in asthma,

the dried Leaves of this variety and of that of the variety

tatula [gharbhuli (Bombay)] made into cigars and cigar-

ettes, being smoked for this purpose. It is used internally

in place of belladonna as [having more direct action on the

respiratory organs. An extract and tincture are official

in the British Pharmacopoeia.

DAUCUS CAROTA.
The Carrot.

Vern.—Beng.—Gajar; Hind.—Gajar; Sans.—Garjara; Tam .

—

Gajjara-kelangu
;

Tel.—Gajjara-gedda
;
Pers.—Zardak.

The carrot, natural order Umbelliferce, is indigenous to

Kashmir and the Western Himalaya, and is now largely

K, id. 8
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cultivated in India for culinary purposes. It is not used

to any extent in European medicine, but the Natives em-

ploy the Seeds to some extent.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds are used as a nervine tonic.

Externally the familiar Root has been used as a stimulat-

ing application. The Seeds yield a yellowish coloured

volatile Oil, also regarded as a nervine tonic.

DELPHINIUM DENUDATUM.
Vern.

—

Hind.-—Nirbisi, jadwar.

An annual plant, belonging to the natural order Jtanun-

culacece, growing abundantly on the slopes of the temperate

Himalaya. It is of little importance medicinally, but has

been the subject of much controversy as to whether the

Root should be regarded as the Nirbisi of ancient Sanskrit

Materia Medica. It has properties resembling those of

atis, and has been classed among the non-poisonous

aconites.” The term jadwar has, however, been applied to

very different plants at different times. As sold in the

bazars the root appears usually to have undergone some

kind of preparation.

DESMODIUM GANGETICUM.

Vern.

—

Beng .

—

Salpani
; Hind.

—

Sarivan
; Sans .

—

Salaparni.

Natural order Leguminosce

:

a small shrub common

on the Lower Himalaya and in the plains.— .The plant is

interesting,., as being the chief of the ten ingredients in the

Basamula Icvatha of Hindii medicine. It is regarded as

febrifuge and an ti-catarrhal.
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dillenia indica.

Vern.—Seng, and Hind.—Chalta
;
Sans. Ruvya.

A lar»e evergreen tree found in Bengal, Central and

South India and Burma. Natural order Dilleniacece.

Medicinal uses.—The juice of the Fruit, mixed with

sucar and water, is considered a cooling beverage
;
expec-

torant in coughs
;
the Bark and Leaves are astringent.

DIOSPYROS EMBRYOPTERIS.
Vern.—Seng.—Gab; Hind.—Tendu; Sans.—Tinduka; Tam.

—

Tumbika; Tel.—Tumil
;
Pens.—Abnuse-pindi.

This tree, natural order Ebenacece, grows commonly

all over India. The Bark and unripe Fruit are astringent,

the latter yielding a juice of remarkable astringency con-

taining 20 to 40 per cent, of tannic acid. The infusion of

the unripe fruit is extensively used for tanning fishing

nets to render them more durable. When ripe the fruit

loses its astringency and is eaten by children.

Medicinal uses.—The juice of the Fruit is astringent

and styptic : useful in diarrhoea and chronic dysentery and

in hiemorrhages from the internal organs. A 11 infusion of

the fruit is used as a gargle in aphthie and sorethroat.

DIPTEROCARPUS TURBINATUS
and other species.

Gurjun : Kanyin.

Vern.

—

Seng, and Hind.—Garjan, Tihya-garjan (the balsam),

Teli-garjan
; Garjan-ka-tel.

The above and several other species of the genus Dipte-

rocarpus, natural order. Dipterocarpece,
.

yield collectively
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the balsamic product known in India as Gurjun Oil or

Balsam or “ Wood Oil.” The most important is the variety

turbinatus, or lcanyin tree, a magnificent evergreen tree

growing plentifully in Eastern Bengal, Burma, Chittagong

and Pegu to Singapore, sometimes attaining a height of

200 feet. D. alatus and incanus are also found in the

Chittagong district, the former extending to the Andaman

Islands. D. turberculatus, the evg or in tree of Burma,

yields a thick honey-like Oleo-Resin, which is probably

mixed with the product of the other trees.

Different methods are followed in different districts for

the collection of the Dipterocarpus balsam, and the product

varies accordingly.

The usual method is to cut a series of cavities in the

-trunk of the growing tree, live charcoal being placed in

them to aid the flow of the resinous oil. When this ceases

a fresh portion of the sap-wood is cut and re-charred.

The in oil of Burma is extracted without the aid of

heat.

Gurjun oil is usually found in the bazars of Eastern India

as an Oleo-Resin of which there are three principal varieties

the pale ( safed garjan-ka-tel ; safed lalcri-ka-tel) ;
the red

or reddish brown (
lal), and the black (Icdld) or dark brown.

The pure pale oil is somewhat fluorescent with a greenish-

grey colour seen by reflected light, transparent and reddish

brown in strong daylight. It has a feeble aromatic copaiba-

like odour and a bitter aromatic taste without the persistent

acridity of copaiba.

Subjected to simple distillation with water the oleo-resin

yields an essential Oil to the extent of 30 to 40 per cent,

and leaves a dark-coloured viscid resin. The former has

the peculiar property that when it is heated to 130 it
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becomes gelatinous and does not resume its fluidity on cool-

ing, while the resin has been found like that of copaiba to

contain a crystallizable portion which has been called Gur-

junic Acid.

Gurjun balsam is largely produced in Burma, Chittagong,

and the Malayan Peninsula, and occasionally exported. It is

known to be used to some extent as an adulterant of copaiba.

This may be detected by its complete solubility in mineral

naphtha, copaiba not being completely soluble. It is

largely used in India as a natural varnish, and might be

extensively utilized for water-proofing, being an effective

solvent of caoutchouc.

Medicinal uses.—The Oleo-Resin has properties ana-

logous to copaiba, and it was hoped many years ago that

it would supersede in India the South American balsam.

It has undoubted efficacy in the conditions for which its

use has been advocated—gonorrhoea and gleet and the like

—administered in doses of half to one fluid drachm as

emulsion with mucilage acacia or an alkali. In considera-

tion of this it was made official in the Pharmacopoeia

of India. Externally it has a stimulant action, and

has been applied to indolent ulcers.. It was strongly

recommended and extensively tried some years ago as

a specific for leprosy, but it was found that while it

acted admirably as a palliative it could not claim to be

considered a cure. It is useful in psoriasis and kindred

skin affections mixed to the consistence of cream with

equal parts of lime water and applied freely, and the pale oil

given internally to the extent of two drachms three times

a day. The addition of chaulmagra oil has been found to

enhance the effect. The essential Oil may be adminis-

tered internally in place of the oleo-resin.
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DOLICHOS BIFLORUS.
Horse Gram.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Kurti-kalai; Hind.—Kulti • Sans.—Kulattha.

A common twining plant of the Leguminosai, growing all

over India. It affords a valuable fodder.

Medicinal uses.

—

A decoction of the Plant has some

reputation as a remedy in leucorrhcea.

DRACOCEPHALUM ROYLEANUM.
See Lallemantia royleana.

DROSERA BURMANII and D. PELTATA.
Vern.

—

Hind.—Mukha-jali.

These curious little insectivorous plants, somewhat re-

sembling the British Sun-dew and belonging to the same

natural order, Droseracece, are common in sandy soil,—the

former in the Chutia Nagpur and Orissa districts and

around Burdwan and in Burma, and the latter on the

Himalayas and Nilgiris.

Medicinal uses.—The leaves of the Drosera are occa-

sionally used in some parts of India, either bruised or

sometimes mixed with salt as a blister. Placed in milk

they rapidly curdle it,—a property attributable to the

peculiar peptic-like ferment which the leaves are capable

of secreting. They also contain a red crystalline colouring

matter.

ECLIPTA ALBA.
The Kesuri.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Keysuria, Kesuti
;
Hind.—Moch-rand, Babri

;

Satis.—Kesaraja.

A weed belonging to the Compositce, abundant through-

out India and plentiful on the Himalaya.
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Medicinal uses.—The Root has been recommended as

an excellent substitute for that of taraxacum. The ex-

pressed juice of the Leaves has been used as a tonic and

deobstruent in hepatic and splenic enlargements and in skin

diseases, being also in the latter case applied externally.

ELETTARIA CARDAMOMUM.
Cardamom : The Lesser Cardamom.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Elachi, Gujrati el&chi
;

Hind.—Chhoti elachi

;

Sans .

—

Ela
;

Turn.—Ellakay
;

Tel.

—

Elakaya
;
Bom .

—

Mala-

bari-elachi
;
Pers.—Kakilahe-khurd.

This plant, natural order Scitaminece, tribe Zingiberacece,

is a native of the mountainous tracts of Malabar, the Cochin

and Travancore forests, Kanara, Mysore and Madura, and it

is also found wild in Burma. It is cultivated for its fruit

in many parts of Southern India and Ceylon, and largely

exported, although the trade has fallen off to some extent

in recent years. It yields the cardamoms of commerce, the

familiar capsular fruits being previously washed in water

containing the powdered fruit of the soap-nut (Sapindus

trifoliatus) and afterwards bleached in the sun, while they

are further treated in .some places by a process of “ starching”

to render them whiter. This fruit and that of Amomum
subulatum (q. v.) known as the Greater or Nepal Carda-

mom ” have been used in India from a remote period as a

condiment and as a constituent of the universal Oriental

masticatory.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds are valuable as a warm
cordial and aromatic carminative stimulant due

1

? to an
essential Oil, which is their characteristic constituent.
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EMBELIA RIBES and E. ROBUSTA.
Vern.—Beng —Biranga

;
Hind.—Baberang

;
Suns.—Vidanga;

Tam. aud Tel.—Vayu-vilamgan
;

Bom.— Yaivarang.

The former is a large climber abundant in the hilly parts

of India from the Central Himalaya to Cejdon and Singa-

pore
;
common about Bombay, also in Burma. The latter is

found chiefly in Bengal and Burma extending to the Lower

Himalaya. They belong to the natural order Myrsinece.

The berries of E. vibes somewhat resemble those of black

pepper, which they are sometimes used to adulterate.

' Medicinal uses.— The dried berries of both varieties are

-carminative, stomachic and stimulant
:
given in infusion

they act as a certain anthelmintic, especially in tapeworm.

The active principle was discovered by Warden (1888) to

be Embelic Acid.

ENHYDRA FLUCTTJANS.

Vern.—Beng.— Hingcha
;
Hind.—Harhuch

;
Sans.—Hflamo-

chika.

An aquatic plant, natural order Composites, found in

Eastern Bengal, Assam and Sylhet.

Medicinal uses.—The expressed juice of the Leaves

lias been used as a laxative.

ENICOSTEMA LITTORALE.

Vern.— Beng. ami Tlind.—Chhota-kirayata.

A herb, belonging to the natural order Gentianacece,

common in the plains but not found in Bengal. It is

a popular stomachic tonic, and known in some parts as

the chhota (small) chiretta.
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ENTADA SCANDENS.
The Gilla Nuts.

Vern.—Beng.— Gilla : Bom.—Gardal, Pilpipta.

Natural order Leguminosce. A climbing plant found on

the Eastern Himalaya, in Eastern Bengal, Southern India

and Burma.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds are used as an emetic, occa-

sionally as a febrifuge. They contain Saponin.

ERYTHRINA INDICA.

The Indian Coral Tree.

Vern.—Beng.—Palltd-madar
;
Hind .—Pangraj Sans.— Parijata

;

Tarn.—Muruka
;

Tel. —Barijamu.

This tree, natural order Leguminosce, well-known by

its bright, red-coloured flowers, is common in Bengal and

many parts of India, often grown in gardens as a support

for black pepper and coffee plants.

Medicinal uses.—The Bark is used medicinally, being

regarded as antibilious and febrifuge. The Leaves are

applied externally to disperse buboes and the like. The bark

and leaves contain a poisonous alkaloid named Evythrine.

ERYTHROXYLON COCA.

The Coca Plant.

The experimental cultivation of this South American
shrub has been carried on for some years in India and
Ceylon in the tea districts with some success. The
.climate and soil of many parts of India, at moderate

altitudes, have been found suited to the plant, and the

leaves, when carefully collected and dried, have been found
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rich in the crystalline alkaloid Cocaine, the yield increasing

with the age of the plant, but ic is doubtful if the cultiva-

tion would be a success commercially. It belongs to the

natural order Linece (Erythroxylacece), and is a native of

Peru and Bolivia. E. monogyny

m

grows wild and plenti-

fully in Madras, but it contains no alkaloid analogous to

cocaine.

Medicinal uses.—The Leaves have the property when

chewed, due to the cocaine they contain, of affording

remarkable sustaining power, which has been largely taken

advantage of in the native habitat of the plant and of

late in military operations. The alkaloid and its salts

are stimulant and restorative: injected hypodermically and

painted externally they produce local anaesthesia
;
cocaine

also produces mydriasis, hence much used and highly valued

in minor operations and in ophthalmic surgeiy. The action

usually commences in about three minutes and ceases in

about half an hour.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS.
The Blue Gum Tree.

Several species of the Eucalyptus trees, natural order

Myrtacece, of Australia and Tasmania, have been cultivated

in India, chiefly on the Nilgiris, with considerable success,

the globulus variety being the most suitable. The well-

known Eucalyptus Oil, distilled from the Leaves, is greatly

valued in India for its antiseptic, rubefacient, stimulating

and antispasmodic properties, much used as an inhalant.

The active constituent is a crystallizable body Eucalyptol

(Cineol), to which the medicinal virtue must be ascribed.

The Red Gum or Eucalyptus Kino which exudes from the

Bark of several species is an astringent.
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EUGENIA JAMBOLANA.

Syn.—Syzygium jambolanum.

Jambul : The Black Plum.

Vern.—Beng .— K&la-j&m
;
Hind. — Jdman ;

Sans. — Jambula ;

Tam.—Naval; Tel.—Naredu; Bom.--Jambul.

A tree, belonging to the natural order Myrtacece, and

found nearly all over India, extending from the Himalaya

to Southern India. Tt yields an abundance of a sub-acid

edible fruit, astringent when unripe.

Medicinal uses.—The Bark is astringent, and is used as

such in decoctions and gargles. The Seed, or stone of the

fruit, has acquired some reputation as a remedy in diabetes,

and is believed to check the diastasic conversion of starch

into sugar in that form of the disease depending on in-

creased production of glucose, but although many favourable

reports as to its use have been published, it would not

appear to have justified the high claims originally made for

it. The liquid extract, prepared by re-percolation with a

weak alcoholic menstruum, is the most suitable preparation.

A careful research by Mr. T. Stephenson, F.C.S., into the

comparative medicinal value of old and fresh seeds, and of

the kernel and pericarp and into the various processes for

the production of medicinal preparations, has led to the

conclusion that only fresh seeds, freed from the pericarp

(skin and pulp), should be used and that heat should be

avoided in their extraction. (See Appendix: Fluid Extracts).

An unstable glucoside named Jambulin has been said

to exist in the seeds, which also contain gallic acid, but

the medicinal principle has not yet been fully investigated.

The dose of the extract is £ to 2 drachms, and that of the

powder 5 to 30 grains.
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EULOPHIA CAMPESTRIS.
Vern.—Beng.—Sung misrf, Salep-misri.

An orchid found in Oudh and collected for its tubers

which are regarded as an excellent and nutritious salep-

misri by several of the peoples in Northern India. E. vera

is also believed to be one of the sources of Indian salep.

EUPATORIUM AYAPANA
Vern.—Beng.—Ayapan.

A shrub found in many parts of India; natural order

Composite, a Native of Brazil. The leaves were formerly’'

extolled as a remedy in the treatment of snake-bite, but are

now regarded as a simple tonic and diaphoretic. The plant

contains a neutral principle, Ayapanin.

EUPHORBIA ANTIQUORUM.
Vern.— 71eng.— Narsij, tekata sij

;
Ilind. — Tidhara sehund

;

Sans.—Vajra-kantaka
;
Tam.—Tirikalli

;
Tel.—Bomma jemudu.

A small tree, common in India, chiefly in Bengal, natural

order Euphorbiaceai.

Medicinal uses.—The fresh milky Juice of the plant is

an acrid irritant, used in rheumatism. Internally it acts

as a violent purgative.

EUPHORBIA NERIIFOLIA.
Vern.— Bang.—Mansa-sij

;
Ilind.—Sij, sehund; Tam .

—

Ilaik-kalli
;
Tel.
—Aku-jemudu.

A small tree found in Central India and cultivated in

Bengal. The branches of this tree yield a white acrid

milky juice which is formed into a guttapercha-like sub-

stance on boiling.O
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Medicinal uses.—The milky Juice is regarded as pur-

gative internally and rubefacient externally. It is used to

remove warts and similar excrescences, and to afford relief

in earache.

EUPHORBIA PILULIFERA.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Bura-keru, Ivhirur; Hind.—Dudhi
;
Bom .

—

Nayeti.

A small erect herb of the EupJiorbiaceee, common nearly

all over India.

Medicinal uses.—The fresh Plant is used largely in

India in affections of children, chiefly in bowel-complaints

and chest affections. A fluid extract of the plant was

strongly advocated some years ago as a specific for asthma.

It has been found decidedly useful lately as a remedy in

acute and chronic dysentery.

EURYALE FEROX.
The Gorgon Fruit.

Vern.

—

Beng. and Hind.—Makhana.

An aquatic plant, of the natural order Nymphacece, found

in the ponds of Bengal, Assam and Central India. The Seed

has been regarded medicinally as Useful in checking urethral

discharge.

EXACUM BICOLOR.
Vern.

—

Hind.—Barfi-chireta.

A plant belonging to the natural order Gentianacece and

common in the Deccan.

Medicinal uses.

—

The Root has properties resembling

gentian : the dried Plant has aromatic tonic properties,

and is sometimes sold as chiretta, being known as country

chiretta.
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FAGRJEA FRAGRANS.
A small evergreen tree, natural order Loganiacece, grow-

ing plentifully in Burma, Malacca and the Andamans.

Medicinal uses.—The Bark has been found useful in

the treatment of malarious fever, and has been used to a

considerable extent for this purpose in the districts to

which the tree is indigenous. As the result of a careful

chemical analysis made by the author some years ago the

bark was found to contain an alkaloid which seemed to be

isomeric with strychnine and to possess similar pro-

perties.

FEL.

Purified Bile.

Vern.

—

Ilind.—Safra
;
Sans.—Pitta.

The fresh gall of the ox, buffalo, wild-boar and goat and

also of the peacock and certain fishes, are used in India as

slight laxatives.

FERONIA ELEPHANTUM.
The Wood-Apple.

Vern.—Beng.—Kath-bel ;
Hind.—Kaitha

;
Sans.—Kapittha

;

Tam.—Vil&m; Tel.—Velaga
;
Burm.—Mahan.

The wood-apple tree is met with throughout India. It

belongs to the natural order Rutacece. It is cultivated to

a considerable extent for its fruit, the pulp of which is

edible and resembles bael in some respects. The tree yields

in some quantity an important Gum occurring usually

in small, roundish, transparent tears with a bland and mu-

cilaginous taste and very closely resembling some of the

better qualities of gum-arabic. Feronia or wood-apple gum

yields a mucilage superior in adhesive property to that
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made from gum-arabic. It differs slightly from the latter

in chemical composition. It is seldom seen or employed.

Medicinal uses.—The ripe Fruit is antiscorbutic and

much esteemed by the people of India, given in the form of

a sherbet or chatni either alone or in combination with

the bael fruit. The unripe Fruit is useful in diarrhoea

and dysentery : it contains citric acid. The Leaves are

aromatic, carminative and astringent, with an odour re-

sembling that of anise. The Gum is demulcent and may

be used in place of the true gum-arabic.

FERRI SULPHAS.

Vern. Bang.—Hirakas
;

Hind.—Hirakasis
;
Sans.—Kasisa.

Sulphate of iron is obtained by subjecting iron wire to the

action of dilute sulphuric acid and evaporating the solution

to crystallization. This is a common market article of

India, which is used as a liaematinic tonic like other pre-

parations of iron. Iron Pyrites, sulphide or sulpliuret of

iron (Beng.

—

Kangsmuki) is also used in Hindu medicine.

Medicinal uses.—Powerful chalybeate tonic, astringent,

emmenagogue, antiperiodic, and anthelmintic, poisonous

in large doses. Locally applied, stimulant and astringent.

Useful in ansemia, chlorosis, leucorrhcea, amenorrhoea, en-

largement of spleen, intermittent fever, hypochondriasis,

hooping cough and taenia. Locally useful in erysipelas,

chancre, haemorrhoids, prolapsus recti, and uterine cancer.

FERULA ALLIACEA.

Syn.

—

F. ASAFCETIDA.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Hing
;
Sans.—Hingu; 'Bam.—Kyam

;

Guz .—Hing
;

Pers.—Anguza.

A small herb of the Umbelliferce growing wild and
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plentifully in Eastern Persia and Afghanistan. This plant

is the source of the asafoetida chiefly tfsed in India. F.

Narthex, the source of the true asafoetida, has been found*

in Kashmir, but the drug is not collected in that country.

The Gum-Resin, with its characteristic odour, is to be

found in all the Indian bazdrs. It is obtained by incision

of the living root from which a slice is cut every two or

three days with the exudation adhering to it until the root

is exhausted. It yields sometimes as much as ten per

cent, of an essential Oil which is a sulphur compound of

allyl.

Medicinal uses.—Asafoetida is stimulant and antispas

-

modic. It has been in popular use in India for many

centuries, being known as lung, and the commoner varieties

as hingra. It is particularly useful in nervous affections,

and in hysterical and convulsive symptoms. The people of

India also use it occasionally as a condiment.

FERULA FCETIDA,

Syn.—F. scorodosma.

Vern.

—

Beng. and Hind.—(The Gum-Resin), Hingra
;

Sans.—Hingu
;
Bom.—Hingra.

An Umbelliferous herb of larger stature than the pre-

ceding It grows in Southern Turkestan, in Persia and

Afghanistan. It is the source of much of the commoner

qualities of the asafoetida of commerce, which are known in

the bazars as hingra. It is much adulterated, and slices

of root are not unfrequently mixed with it. Its uses and

properties will be found under F. alliacea.

* See a valuable note on the subjeet by Mr. E. M. Holmes, f.l.s., in

Pharm. Jouvn., 18th August 1894, p. 131.
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FERULA GALBANIFLUA.
Galbanum.

Vern.—Hind.—Bireja
;
Arab.—Barzad

;
Pers.—Jawashir.

Another of the resinous Umbelliferce, growing in Persia,

whence the Gum-Resin is imported into Bombay and re-

exported to Egypt and Turkey. The resin is somewhat

allied in its composition to asafoetida, and yields an essen-

tial Oil. It is not used in India.

FICUS BENGALENSIS.
The Banyan Tree.

Vern.—Beng.—Bar; Hind.—Bar; Sans.—Vata ; Tam.—Ala;

Tel .—Mari
;
Burm .—Pyi-nyoung.

Natural order Urticacece. This well-known tree is wild

in the Lower Himalaya and now found all over India.

Medicinal uses.—The Root fibres have been used in

the form of decoction with sarsaparilla, and are believed

to possess similar properties. The milky Juice is applied

externally to pains and bruises, and as an anodyne appli-

cation in rheumatism. The Bark has been regarded as a

tonic, and to be useful in the treatment of diabetes. A
decoction of the bark, which contains about 10 per cent, of

tannin, is used as an astringent lotion in leucorrhoea with

advantage.

FICUS CARICA.
The Fig.

Vern.—Beng.—Anjir; Hind.—Anjir; Sans.—Anjira

;

Bom.—Anjira
;

Pers.—Anjir.

Another member of the Urticacece cultivated throughout

India. Fresh figs are to be found in all the Indian baz&rs.

k, id. 9
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The so-called fruit when ripe contains 60 to 70 per cent,

of grape sugar. They are seldom employed medicinally

but are demulcent, emollient, nutritive and laxative. The

pulp is occasionally used in the form of a poultice to

promote suppuration.

FICUS CUNIA.

Vern.—Beng.—Dumur
;
Bind.—Khurkur

;
Burnt.—Ye-kha-ong.

Found in the Lower Himalaya extending to Bengal and

Burma.

Medicinal uses.—The Fruit is given in aphthrn, and a

bath prepared with the bark as a remedy in leprosy.

FICUS ELASTICA.
The Assam Rubber Tree.

Vern.—Beng.—Bor, Attah bar
;
Burm .—Nyaung bawdi.

This tree, which is one of the sources of the India-rub-

ber of commerce, is indigenous in the moist evergreen

forests of Assam, Burma and Chittagong, where it is culti-

vated along with several other members of the same genus.

Natural order, Urticacece. India-rubber is the inspissated

milky sap, which contains Caoutchouc. Although of solely

economic interest it is noticed in this place because of its

universal application. In this connection may be noted

the tree yielding

Indian Gutta-percha,

Dicliopsis elliptica, natural order Sapotacece, known as

the Panchoti tree and common on the Malabar Coast and

in the forests of Coorg, Wyn&d and Travancore. The

milky sap which exudes on incision yields a substance

simtiar to gutta-percha and known as Pala-gum. It has
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been used an adulterant of Singapore gutta. A careful

examination and report by Mr. David Hooper shows that

its chief objection is its extremely brittle nature which,

he suggests, might be overcome by removing the crystal-

line matters which cause the brittleness and so obtain an

article similar to the Malayan article.

Gutta-percha is used to some extent in pharmacy as a

basis for medicinal plasters and the solution in chloroform

(Liquor Gutta-percha, B. P.), and a similar solution known

as Traumaticin as a protective application to bed-sores and

as a vehicle for the application of chrysarobin and other

medicaments in psoriasis.

FICUSGLOMERATA.
The Gular Fig.

Vern.—Beng.—Jajnaa dumur; Hind.—Gular
; Sans.—Udum-

bara
;
Tam.—Atti

;
Tel.—Moydi; Burm.—Ye-tha-pan.

A large tree, belonging to the natural order Urticacece,

found in the Sub-Himalayan ranges extending to Bengal

and the Central Provinces, plentiful also in Assam and

Burma.

Medicinal uses.—The Bark, Leaves, and unripe Fruit

are astringent, and used as such as an external application

and internally in dysentery. The fruit is said to be effica-

cious in diabetes.

FICUS HISPIDA.
Vern.—Beng.—Dumar; Hind.—Kagsha; Sans.—Kakadumbar

Tam.—Pe-atias; Tel.—Bamari
;
Burm.—Kadut; Pers.—Anjlr-

dashte.

A small tree extending from the Himalaya southward

to Central India, Burma, and the Andaman Islands.
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Medicinal uses.—Emetic properties have been attributed

to the Fruit, Seeds of the ripe fruit, and the Bark of this

tree. The powdered bark was recommended in the Phar-
macopoeia of India as an antiperiodic and tonic. One
drachm of the powdered seeds is sufficient for an emetic,

the bark being given in doses of 30 or 40 grains, the action

of the latter, however, being attended with purging.

FICUS RELIGIOSA.
The Peepul Tree.

Vern.—Beng.—Ashathwa; Hind.—Pfpal; Sans.—Aswaththamu
;

Bom.—Jari, pimpal
;
Burm,—Nyaung bandi.

The sacred peepul is a large tree found wild and culti-

vated in Bengal, Central India, and the Lower Himalaya.

Medicinal uses.—The ripe Fruit is edible and laxative.

The Bark is astringent.

FCENTCULUM VULGARE.
Syn.—F. dulce.

Indian Sweet Fennel.

Vern.—Beng.—Mauri, Pan-mauri
;

Hind.—Saunf, Bari-saunf
;

Sans .—Madhurika
;
Tam .—Sohikire

;
Tel.—Pedda-jila-kurra

;

Bom.—Bari-shopha.

Found wild in some parts of India and largely cultivated

for culinary purposes nearly all over the Peninsula. It is

a perennial plant belonging to the Umbelliferce. The Fruit

yields on distillation a pale yellow essential oil, to the extent

of about three per cent., having the same chemical composi-

tion as oil of aniseed. It consists of crystallizable anethol or

anise camphor, the remaining fluid portion being isomeric
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with turpentine. The fruits are smaller and straighter

than those of the F. capillaceum, the fennel of Southern

Europe.

Medicinal uses.—The Fruits and essential Oil are stimu-

lant, aromatic and carminative, used largely as a flavouring

agent or adjunct to other medicines. Fennel water, which

is known in India as Muhori-ka-arak or Arak-badian, is

o-iven to children in colic and flatulence. The Leaves are

also aromatic, and the Root is purgative.

FRAXINUS EXCELSIOR,
The Common Ash,

and F. FLORIBUNDA.
Manna Ash.

Vern.—(Manna); Hind.—Shir-khist
;
Tam. and Tel.—Mend;

Malay.—Manna
;
Arab.—Shir-khist

;
Pers.—Shir-khist.

These ash trees, natural order Oleacece, grow to a large

size on the temperate Western Himalaya. Like the manna

ash ( F. ornus )
of Southern Europe they exude on incision of

the stem a concrete saccharine “ manna ” which hardens

into flat, whitish or pale yellowish flakes or tears. It has

a pleasant honey-like taste, being composed for the most

part of a sugar known as mannite which differs from cane

and grape sugars in not being readily fermentable.

The mannas found in the baz&rs of Northern India are:

—

Shir-khist, from Gotoneaster nummularia ( Eosacece).

Gazangabiu, from Tamarisk gallica
( Tamar iscinece),

Taranjabin from Alhagi maurorum
(Leguminosce). Be-

sides these, saccharine exudations are occasionally found

on the willow, oak, plantain, and pine of the Himalayas,

and the cultivated eucalyptus trees of the Nilgiris.
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Medicinal uses.—The indigenous Manna is not used to

any extent in India, although the hotter qualities do not

differ materially from the European article. It is a valu-

able mild laxative specially useful for children. The Bark

is regarded as bitter and astringent. The Leaves are

purgative.

FUMARIA OFFICINALIS.

The Fumitory.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Ban-sulpha; Hind.—Pit-papara
;
Tam.—Tura

;

Tel.—Chata-rashi
;
Pers.—Sh&htara.

This is a native of Persia. Another species, F. parviflora,

is generally met with in the plains of India, often in rice-

fields. They belong to the natural order Fumariacece.

Medicinal uses.—Although not now employed in Euro-

pean practice, fumitory is still used to some extent in India.

The Leaves and Stems are regarded as laxative, diuretic,

alterative and tonic. The herbs have been recommended

in scrofulous skin affections.

GARCINIA INDICA.

Kokum Butter : Mangosteen Oil.

Vern.— Hind.—Kokum, Kokum-ka-tel
;

Tam.—Murgul mara;

Bom.—Kokum-chatel.

This tree grows plentifully in the Konkan and Kanara

districts of Western India. It belongs to the natural order

Guttiferce. It yields abundantly a spherical fruit, about

the size of a small apple, containing a purple pulp and

seeds yielding about 30 per cent, of oil. This oil or

“ butter,” consisting chiefly of Tri-stearin, is extracted b}^
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one of several methods—boiling, cold extraction of the

powdered seeds by water—which gives the best product,

or simple expression. When solid it is made into egg-

shaped lumps of about four ounces in weight and of a dirty

white or yellowish colour and solid consistency, in which

form it is usually found in the bazars of Western India.

Medicinal uses.—The acidulous Fruit has long been

esteemed by the people of India as a semi-medicinal

article of food, and in some parts in the preparation of

acidulous drinks, being mildly astringent and cooling.

The concrete Oil is nutritive, demulcent and emollient.

It has been recommended as a substitute for cod-liver oil.

It was included in the Pharmacopoeia of India with the

view to its adoption in the preparation of ointments, sup-

positories and the like. It has not, however, been used to

any extent for this purpose.

GARCINIA MANGOSTANA.
The Mangosteen.

Vern.

—

Beng. and Hind.—Mangustm
;
Bom.—Mangostin,

Mengut
;
Mai.—Manggusta; Burm.—Mengkop.

The mangosteen Fruits are largely imported into India

from the Straits and Singapore, the native habitat of the

tree, which belongs to the natural order Outtiferce. It

is also extensively cultivated in British Burma and the

Malayan Peninsula, while it has been introduced with

some success into the Madras Presidency and is grown in

South Tenasserim. The experimental cultivation of the

mangosteen in Bengal has completely failed. The palatable

fruit, of the size and shape of a small apple, with thick

woody, astringent rind, is much esteemed in India, the
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succulent sub-acid internal portion being eaten as a table

fruit. The rind has long been regarded as a valuable

astringent of wonderful efficacy in diarrhoea and dysentery.

It contains tannin, resin, and a principle which has been

named Mangostin forming bright yellow laminar, odour-

less and tasteless crystals, and to which is probably due in

some degree the special efficacy which the drug seems to

possess in the conditions indicated. The Bark of the tree

and young Leaves are also veiy astringent.

Medicinal uses.—The Rind or entire dried Fruit are

employed as remedies in chronic diarrhoea and dysentery,

usually in the form of a syrup, the drug being boiled in

water, and sugar added to the strained decoction, previously

evaporated to a suitable volume. It may also be employed

in powder given in port wine or made into a paste with

a little sugar, and in either form may be improved by the

addition of aromatics.

GARCINIA MORELLA.
The Gamboge Tree.

Vern. (The Tree)

—

Bencj. and Hind.—Tamal; Tam.—Makki-

maram ;
Tel.—Tamal.

(The Drug)

—

Beng.—Tamal
;

Hind.—Ghota-ganba, Tamal

;

Tam.—Makki
;

Tel.—Revalchini-pal
;
Pers.—Rubbi-revand.

The true gamboge tree, natural order Guttiferce, grows

plentifully in the forests of Eastern Bengal, and in Western

India in the Malabar and Kanara districts. It is abundant

also in Singapore and Ceylon. It yields a Gum-Resin

which is identical with that exported from Siam, and

which might be put on the European markets if sufficient

care were taken in its collection and preparation. At the
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present time Indian gamboge is found in tears or ag-

glutinated masses and is very impure. In the bazars

imported gamboge is usually sold in the familiar sticks

formed by being run into pieces of hollow bamboo on its

exuding from incisions in the tree. Several other species

of Garcinici yield gamboge. It is used as a yellow dye

and as a pigment, and by several classes of Hindus for

their sectarial markings on the forehead.

Medicinal uses.—The Gum-Resin is a valuable hydra-

gogue cathartic and anthelmintic, usually in combination

with other medicines.

GARDENIA GUMMIFERA and G. LUCIDA.
Dikamali or Cambi Resin.

Vern.—(The Gum-Resin)

—

Beng. and Hind.—Dikamali
;
Tam .

—

Kumbai
;

Tel.—Tella-manga
;

Bom.—Dikamali
;

Arab .

—

Kunkham.

Both these trees, natural order Rubiacece, are common
in many parts of India, particularly in the Central and
Southern Provinces. They yield a Gum-Resin which
occurs in the form of irregular earthy-looking masses of

a dull olive-green colour, consisting of the resin more or
less mixed with portions of bark, sticks and other im-
purities. The odour is peculiar and offensive, like that of

cat’s urine. As it exudes from the trees it forms trans-

parent tears at the tips of the young shoots and buds
which are broken off with the adhering gum-resin and
collected for sale. In this state it is transparent and of
a bright yellow colour.

Medicinal uses.—The Gum-Resin is antispasmodic and
carminative. In dyspepsia attended with flatulence it has
been frequently used with advantage.
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GARUGA PINNATA.
Vern. Beng.—Jum • Hind.—Ghogar; Tam .—Karvambu

;

Bom.—Kakad, Riirak
;
Burm.—Chinyok.

Ihis tree, natural order Burseracece, growing in the Sub-
Himalayan range and found also in Burma, yields a green-

ish-yellow, translucent Gum-Resin. It is not put to any
economic or medicinal use of any importance.

GAULTHERIA FRAGRANTISSIMA.
Indian Wintergreen.

This plant, a member of the Ericaceae, covers the hill

tops for many miles in the Nilgiris. It is also found in

Burma and Ceylon, and several species are common in

Java and known as Qandapuro. The leaves yield a

fragrant volatile Oil which is practically identical with

that of the true wintergreen (Gaultheria 'procumbens),

and which is at present not ultilized but might be exported

with advantage, great quantities of the oil being used in

France and in America. It consists almost entirely of

Methyl Salicylate (which occurs frequently in the vege-

table kingdom) and is the source of natural salicylic

acid, which it contains to the extent of about 80 to 90 per

cent. A small proportion of a colourless terpene which has

been named Gaultherilene may also be present. A process

was described in the Pliarm. Jour, for October 1871, by

Mr. Broughton, late Government Quinologist at Ootaca-

mund, for the preparation of pure carbolic acid from the oil.

Medicinal uses.—The oil is aromatic, stimulant and

carminative. It has been given with success in acute

rheumatism and sciatica, its properties corresponding to

those of the salicylates, in doses of 10 minims gradually

increased, preferably in capsules. The oil is also applied
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externally in liniments or in the form of a suitable oint-

ment. It has powerful antiseptic properties, and may be

used in small quantity for preserving vegetable prepara-

tions. It is also used as a pleasant flavouring agent,

especially for dentifrices.

Substitutes.—In commerce the oil is being replaced by

synthetical oil of wintergreen and by oil of birch, a distil-

late from the wood of Betula lenta.

GELIDIUM CORNEUM.
Agar-Agar : Japanese Isinglass.

Vern.

—

Chinia ghas.

The above and other species of Algce or sea-weeds,

collected on the sea-coast in Japan, are the source of the

product known as Agar-agar also known as Thao and

China Moss. It occurs in shrivelled, semi-transparent,

membrane-like strips and consists of a substance which

has been named Gdlose. It has great gelatinizing power

combining with 100 times its weight of water to form a

jelly, having ten times the value in this respect of isinglass.

The jelly of Gelidium differs from that of isinglass in its

requiring a much greater degree of heat for its liquefaction.

It is used to some extent in the preparation of jellies for

invalids, as a dressing for giving a lustre to silk and other

fabrics, and is now largely employed in bacteriology as a

suitable nidus for germ culture. It has been lately recom-

mended as a basis for suppositories, but its high melting

point is an objection to its use for this purpose. Another

product of a similar nature is the

Ceylon Moss,

Gracilaria lichenoides, also known as Agar-agar
,
and in

the baz&rs under the same vernacular name. It is cast up
on the coasts of Southern India and Ceylon. The gelatinizing
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principle is believed to be the same as that contained

in the so-called Japanese Isinglass. Ceylon Moss is much
valued in India for the preparation of invalid delicacies

and as an emollient and demulcent in pectoral affections.

Isinglass is prepared in India from certain fish and the

fins of sharks.

GENTIANA KURROO.
Indian Gentian.

Vern.

—

Beng. and Hind.—Karu, Kutki
;
Bom.—Phashanveda.

Several indigenous species of gentian, natural order

Gentianacece, are common on the Himalaya, the Gentiana

Kurroo being usually regarded as yielding the most useful

Root. It abounds round Simla, extending to Kashmir, at

altitudes of five to ten thousand feet. The Root has been

regarded as an efficient substitute for the imported gentian,

the root of Gentiana lutea. It contains the same principles,

gentian bitter, Gentianic Acid, pectin and an uncrystallizable

sugar, as the European root.

Medicinal uses.

—

Indian gentian Root is a valuable

bitter tonic, the tincture and infusion corresponding closely

to that of the European gentian. It might be employed

with advantage to a much larger extent than at present.

GERANIUM ROBERTIANUM.
Herb Robert.

Several of the wild Indian geraniums (Geraniacece ) are

used medicinally for their astringent properties. They are

to be found throughout the temperate Himalaya. Other ge-

raniums which are used to some extent by the people in the

districts where they abound are :

—

G. nepcilense (bhanda),

G. ocellatum (bhanda), G. Wallichianum (liljahri).
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Medicinal uses.—The above Plants have the astringent

and diuretic properties common to the genus. The Herb

Robert was formei’ly much employed in European medicine

in diarrhoea and haemorrhages, but it has fallen into disuse

probably on account of its foetid odour. The other

Indian species are free from this objection. The Roots

have similar astringent properties.

GLORIOSA SUPERBA.
Vern.— Beng.—Bishalanguli

;
Hind.—Karihari

;
Sans.—Langa-

lika ;
Tam.—Kalaippaik-kishangu

;
Tel.—Kalappa-gadda

;

Bom.—Karianag.

An elegant climbing plant, belonging to the natural

order Liliacece, flowering at the end of the rains, com-

mon in Bengal, and in low jungles throughout India. The

root was formerly held in some esteem as a medicine and

intensely poisonous properties resembling those of aconite

were ascribed to it. An investigation made by Warden

showed the presence of two resins and a bitter principle

which he named Superbine.

Medicinal uses.—The tuberous Root may be regarded

as tonic and stomachic in doses of 5 to 10 grains. It has

been employed as an anthelmintic for cattle.

GLYCYRRHIZA GLABRA.
Liquorice.

Vern.—Beng. — Yashti-madhu
;

Blind.—Muleathti
; Sans .

—

Yashti-madhu
;
Tam.—Anti-ma-duram

;
Tel .—Yashti-madhu-

kam
;
Bom.—Jethimadh.

The dried Root and subterranean stems of Glycyrrhiza

glabra, natural order Leguminosce, are quite common in

the bazars of India, being chiefly imported. Indigenous
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liquorice finds its way into the Bombay market from Kara-

chi and from around Peshawar where it is cultivated to

some extent. These roots resemble in internal structure

and constitution the imported drug, the sweet taste being

due to a compound, Glycyrrhizate of Ammonium, and con-

taining sugar and albuminous matter. Liquorice has been

in popular use in India medicinally for many centuries.

Medicinal uses.—The Root is a pleasant demulcent for

coughs and sore-throat, and is used in pharmaceutical

preparations as an adjunct. The liquid extract is specially

useful in disguising the taste of nauseous medicines..

GrMELINA ARBOREA.
Vern. —Beng.—Gamari

;
Hind.—Kumbhar

;
Sans.—Gambhar;

Tam.—Gumudu teku
;

Tel.—Gumar tek
;
Bom .—Shewun.

A large tree, common on the Lower Himalaya and in

Burma. Natural order Verbenacece.

Medicinal uses.—The Root is an ingredient of the clasa-

mula, a compound decoction of ten plants in great repute

among Hindu physicians. It is employed as a bitter tonic,

stomachic and laxative. The young Leaves are demulcent.

The Root of G. asiatica (Hind., Badhdra
)

is also used

as a demulcent, chiefly in gonorrhoea and catarrh of the

bladder. The Bark is used in the Madras Presidency to

assist the fermentation of toddy.

QOSSYPIUM HERBACEUM.
The Cotton Plant.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Kapas, Tula; Hind.—Rui, Kapas; Sans .

—

Karpas; Guz.-—Ru; Burm .—Wah
;
Bom .—Rui, KapaS.

Various species of the cotton plants, natural order Mal-

vaceae, are extensively cultivated in India, several hybrids
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of G. herbaceum being common in Sind and in many places

throughout the Eastern and Western Peninsula. The

hairs of the seed cleaned and purified constitute the cotton

of commerce, Indian cotton being exported, chiefly from

Bombay, to a very large extent and forming a considerable

proportion of the world’s supply.

The Oil (Cotton-seed Oil) expressed from the seed after

removal of the “ floss ” or cotton, to the extent of 20 or

25 per cent., is an important vegetable oil largely consumed

in England and in America. The value of the seed as an

article of export is at present almost entirely neglected by

Indian cotton cultivators, although the trade has assumed

immense proportions in America where the oil is used

in a large variety of industrial applications.

Cotton-wool is composed of almost pure cellulose. It is

used in the preparation of gun-cotton or pyroxylin which

in turn is the source of collodion.

Medicinal uses.—Cotton Seeds are laxative, demulcent,

expectorant and aphrodisiac, they are employed to reduce

the pain of the testes during ‘ moon fever,’ an affection

peculiar to India. The herbaceous part of the plant is

demulcent. The bark of the Root is also medicinal, and

is used in the United States in place of ergot in dysmen-

norrhcea. The Oil being partly a drying and partly a

non-drying oil is not suited for pharmaceutical purposes.

GRBWIA ASIATICA.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Phalsd; Sans.— Parasha; Guz .

—

Phalsa
;
Tel.—Putiki

;
Bom.—Phalasi.

A moderate-sized tree belonging to the natural order

Tiliacea;, and found throughout India. The small acid

Fruit is much esteemed by the people of India. A
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sherbet is made from it, and a spirit is also distilled after

fermentation.

Medicinal uses.—The tree is cultivated for the Fruit,

which is one of the phala-traya or fruit-triad of Sanskrit

writers (see Punica Granatum, the pomegranate), and

possesses astringent and cooling properties. The Bark

contains a mucilaginous juice, and the infusion is used as a

demulcent.

GUIZOTIA ABYSSYNICA.

Niger Seed : Kersani Seed.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Ram-til, Surguja
;
Hind.—Kala-til

;
Tel .

—

Valesulu
;
Bom.—Kerani, Kersani.

An annual herbaceous plant, a member of the Composite,

cultivated in many parts of India, chiefly in Bengal,

Bombay and the Deccan. The seeds yield on expression a

fixed sweet Oil, somewhat allied to the til or sesame oil,

and sometimes sold as a lower grade of that product.

The Oil is employed in cooking and for anointing the

body, and it may be used in place of sesame or olive oils.

It is frequently employed in India as an adulterant of

more valuable oils.

GYMNEMA SYLVESTRE.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Mera-singi; Sans.—Meshasringi; Tam.

Shiru-kurunja •, Tel.—Poda-patra
;
Bom.—Kavali.

A shrubby climbing plant, natural order Asclepiadece,

common in Central and Southern India and on the Western

side, plentiful about Bombay. The Root has long been held

in great repute by the Hindus as a remedy for snake-bite,
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the powder being dusted upon the wound and a decoction

given internally. The Leaves have the remarkable pro-

perty when chewed of deadening the sense of taste to sweet

and bitter substances, a property which it has been suggest-

ed might be utilized in disguising the taste of nauseous

and bitter medicines.

A careful analysis of the leaves by Hooper has revealed

the presence of a glucoside which he has named Gyinnemio

Acid. It forms more than six per cent, of the composition

of the leaves in combination with a base which is inorganic.

It is related in some particulars to glycyrrhizic acid, but

having some distinctly peculiar reactions and having the

anti-saccharine properly alluded to. Tartaric acid and a

neutral principle were also found to be present.

GYNANDROPSIS PENTAPHYLLA.
Caravella Seeds.

Vern.—Beng.—Hurhuria, Sada-hurhuria
;

Hincl .—Hurkur
;

Sans.—Arkapushpika, Surjavarta; Tam.—Yelai; Tel.—Vela-

kura; Mai.— Kara-vela.

A common annual on cultivated ground in the warmer
parts of India. Natural order Cccppariclece. The small

kidney-shaped black seeds are frequently confused with

those of Cleome viscosa which they resemble except that

they are rougher externally. The whole plant has an odour

somewhat resembling black currant leaf, and when crushed

in the fresh state yields an acrid essential Oil resembling

that of garlic or mustard.

Medicinal uses.—The powdered Seeds, in doses of about

30 grains, are anthelmintic, and the juice of the Leaves is

used occasionally for earache and otorrlicea, and other affec-

tions of the ear.

K, id 10
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GYNOCARDIA ODORATA.

Chaulmugra.

Yern.

—

Beng.—Chaulmugra, Petarkura
;

TIind,—Chalmugra
;

Lepcha .—Tuk-kung
;

Bom.— Chaulmugra
; 1'ers .—Birinj-

mogra.

An evergreen tree belonging to the natural order

Bixinece. It grows on the Lower Himalaya, abounding

in Sikkim, and extends to Rangoon and Chittagong. The

rough-skinned hard, round seeds, about an inch or less in

diameter, three or four of which are contained in each

fruit .growing on the stem and main branches, yield on

cold expression about 30 to 35 per cent, of a fixed Oil,

of a light brown colour when fresh and peculiar odour,

with a specific gravity of '95 at 90° F., solid and unctuous

under 60°F. Chaulmugra oil, as obtained in the bazar in

Calcutta, is of a more or less dark colour, thick, obtained

b}" hot expression, usually adulterated, and containing a

whitish granular deposit of its fattjr constituents. The

oil has long had a great reputation in India as a remedy

for leprosy, and it has been used with considerable success

in European practice for cutaneous diseases, having been

extensively tried in several of the London hospitals. The

active constituent is Gynocardic Acid, besides Palmitic,

Hypogceic and Gocinic Acids, the acid, burning taste of

the oil being due to the first-mentioned body. Mr. David

Hooper lias found the proportion of palmitic acid present

in pure oil to be very large and stearic acid absent.

Medicinal uses.—The Oil is a . valuable external stimu-

lating application in psoriasis, acute and chronic eczema,

syphilitic eruptions, leprosy, and the like, and in rheumar

tism and rheumatic gout. Its action is. usually enhanced

by its alterative action administered internally in doses of
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5 or 6 minims in emulsion or in milk or cod-liver oil, pre-

ferably in capsules, gradually increased to 30 minims. It

has been used successfully in phthisis, employed internally;

and externally to the chest. Gynocardic acid may also

be given internally in doses of £ to £ grain. Magnesium

Gjmocardate has lately been tried with some success in

leprosy. The magnesia salt is said to agree better than the

oil and to be applicable with equal advantage. The best

external preparation is an ointment prepared with lanoline.

From evidence recorded in connection with the Leprosy

Commission in India (1890-91), it appears that the action

of Chaulmugra oil in leprosy, though at the best palliative,

is nevertheless more marked than that of Gurjun oil (Dip-

terocavpus, q. v.). It was considered probable that a pro-

longed and regular use of the oil might in some cases arrest

the progress of the disease, though for how long was still

doubtful.

Substitutes.

—

The seeds of the allied Hydnocarpus
Wightiana yield an oil which is sometimes used in place

of that of the Chaulmugra. Lulcrctbo seeds, an article of

commerce in China, also allied to Chaulmugra, is regarded

as a false variety of the drug. It is referred to Hydno-
carpus

,
and is known in China as Ta fung-tsze, where the

oil has been used as an application in leprosy for cen-

turies.

HARDWICKIA PINNATA.

Vern.—Tam .
—Sampirani

;
Mai.—Shurali

;

Tinnevelhj,—Kolavu.

. A large tree growing on the ghauts of Kanara, Travan-

'core and the Karnatic. Natural order Leguminosce. An
Oleo-Resin is obtained from the wood which closely
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resembles in its appearance and properties that obtained

from different species of Dipterocarpus (q. v.), or gurjun

trees.

Medicinal uses.—The Oleo-Resin has properties resem-

bling those of copaiba, for which it may be found to be

a useful substitute.

HEDYCHIUM SPICATUM.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Kapur-kachri, Sit-ruti
;
Sans .

—

Kapurakachali
;
Bom.—Kapur-kachri.

Natural order Scitamine.ce. A tree common in the

Punjab, Himalaya and Nepal. The aromatic root stocks

are an article of some commercial importance in India,

as an ingredient of the abir perfumed red powder largely

used by the Hindus in the holi religious festival. In the

bazars Kapur-kachri is found in round slices, usually

4 inch or less in diameter, whitish and starchy, with an

aromatic odour somewhat resembling orris and pungent

bitter taste.

Medicinal uses.—The Reizome has aromatic, stomachic,

and stimulant properties.

HELIANTHUS ANNUUS.
The Sunflower.

Vern.—Beng.—Surjya-mukhi
;
Hind.—Surajmukhi

;
Sans .

—

Suriya-mukhi
;
Pers.—Guli-aftab.

This annual plant, natural order Gompositce, with its

large, coarse, yellow flowers is common in Indian gardens.

The Seeds yield on expression an Oil which may be

employed in culinary and industrial purposes.
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HELIANTHUS TUBEROSUS.
The Jerusalem Artichoke.

Vern.—Beng.—Brahmoka
;

Iiind.—Hattichok.

The tuberous Roots of this plant, natural order Com-

positco, cultivated in gardens, are sometimes recommended

as a nutritious article of diet to invalids in preference to

the potato tuber. The rapid growth of the plant has

been taken advantage of to purify the air in malarious

districts.

HELICTERES ISORA.
The Indian Screw Tree.

Vern.—Beng.—Antmora
;
Hind.—Morarphali; Sans.—Awarta-

ni; Tam.—Valumberl; Tel .—Ivavancln
;
Guz.—Mriga-shinga

;

Pers.—Kisht-bar-kisht.

A shrub, belonging to the natural order Sterculiacece,

common in Central and Western India. The Fruits, con-

sisting of spirally twisted carpels, are very common in the

drug bazars, and have long been a popular medicine with

the Natives. They have been employed chiefly in intestinal

disturbances, colic and the like, the medicinal virtues

ascribed being largely fallacious and probably traceable to

the doctrine of signatures in allusion to the twisted shape

of the intestines.

HELIOTROPIUM INDICUM.
Heliotrope.

Vern.— Beng.—Hatisura
;
Hind.—Hatta-jurf.

A small fragrant plant, natural order Boraginece, com
mon in many parts of India.
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Medicinal uses.—The juice of the Leaves is used as an
application to boils and to the bites of scorpions and stings

of insects.

HEMIDESMUS INDICUS.
Indian Sarsaparilla.

Vern.

—

Beng. — Anantamul
;

Ilincl.— Magrabu, Hindi-salsa
;

Sails .—Ananta, Sarivaj Tam.—Nannari; Tel.—Gadisugandi

;

Bom.—Uparsara
;
Hers .—Aushbahe-hindi.

A climbing plant, of the natural order Asclepiadee,

plentiful throughout Northern India, common in Bemud
and extending to Travancore and Ceylon. It is also found

in the Bombay Presidency. It is met with in commerce in

small bundles consisting of the tortuous Boots and rootlets

of one or more plants bound together with a wisp of the

stem. The individual roots are several feet long; the

vernacular name anantamul being derived from the Sans-

krit “ endless root,” from l to f inch in diameter, with

numerous transverse cracks when dry, with a sweetish taste

and a faint odour when fresh or dry resembling that of

Tonquin bean.

Hemidesmus root and a syrup prepared from it were

made official in the British Pharmacopeia of 1864, and it

was also included in the Pharmacopeia of India. It was

believed to possess properties allied to those of sarsaparilla -

This has not even yet been fully established, but it is

perhaps at least equal in medicinal value to that drug'

The chemical constitution of the root has not been fully

determined, but its flavouring principle is a derivative of

coumarin.

Medicinal uses.—Hemidesmus, usually prescribed in the

form of syrup, is believed to have demulcent, mild altera-

tive and diuretic properties. It is not largely employed in
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European practice, but is prescribed to a considerable extent

b}7 Native phj'sicians at least in Calcutta, usually as a

vehicle for the more active potassium iodide, for the same

purposes as sarsaparilla.

HERMODACTYLUS.
See Colchicum.

HERPESTIS MONNIERA.
Vern.

—

Seng.— Brahmi, Adha-bxrni
;
Hind.—Barambhi, Safed

chamni
; Sans.—Brahmi

;
Tam.— Nir-brami

;
Tel.—Sambrani

chettu
;
Bom.—Bama.

A small annual creeping plant, natural order Scroyhu-

larinece, found in the tropical regions of both hemispheres.

Medicinal uses.—The brahmi of ancient Sanskrit

Materia Medica was regarded as a remedy in insanity and

epilepsy, the whole Plant, including the Root, being em-

ployed. The virtues ascribed were probablj' fallacious, and

it is questionable whether the plant under notice yields the

corresponding drug. In Bombay the plant Hydrocotyle

asiatica is known under the name of brahmi. It is now
employed as a diuretic.

HIBISCUS ABELMOSCHUS.
Syn.—Abelmosciius mosciiatus.

The Music Mallow.

Vern.—Beng. and Ilind.—Mushk-dana, Kasturi-china, Lata-

kasturi; Sans.—Latakasturika
;
Tam.—Ivattuk-kasturi ; Tel.—

Kasturi-bendavittulu
;
Bom .

—Miskh-dana.

A herbaceous annual, natural order Malvaceae, grown in

many parts of India for its fibre, common in Bengal and
found in most tropical regions. The brown, kidney -shaped
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Seeds, known as mushk-dana, are readily obtainable in

the bazars. They have a faint odour resembling musk or

musk and amber, hence the name. Thej7 are used to some
extent in perfuming medicinal oils. The seeds of this plant

are known as grains cVambrette (musk seeds.) They are

little used, and are not now exported from India.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds are aromatic, tonic, and car-

minative, used in nervous disorders, debility and hysteria

in place of musk, which is much prescribed in India in

these affections. The tincture is an efficient preparation.

HIBISCUS ESCULENTUS.
Syn.—Abelmoschus esculentus

The Edible Hibiscus : Okro.

Vern.— 11eng.—Dhenras, Dheras
;

Hind.—Ram-turai, Bhindi

;

Sans .—Gandhamula; Tam .—Vendaikkay; Tel .—Vendakaya

;

Pers .—Bamiyah
;
Bom .—Bhenda.

A tall herbaceous annual, belonging to the Malvacece,

naturalised in all tropical countries. It is much esteemed

in India for its Fruit, which in the unripe state is edible

and nutritious, abounding, as does the whole plant, in insipid

mucilage, consisting chiefly of 'pectin and starch, a com-

mon feature of many members of this order. The fruit

is known as “ ladies’ fingers,
” and is largely used both by

Europeans and Natives. The fresh immature Pods or cap-

sules and a decoction are official in the Pharmacopoeia

of India. The mucilage contained in the fruits is believed

to be identical with that of Althaea.

Medicinal uses.—The decoction administered internally

is emollient, demulcent and diuretic in catarrhal affections.

Externally the Leaves form a useful emollient poultice.
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HIBISCUS ROSA SINENSIS.

Vern.—Beng.—Jabaj Hind .—Jasutj Sans. Jaba ,

Bom.—Jasavanda.

Common in flower-gardens in India. The expressed juice

of the dark red Petals of this Malvaceous species com-

municates a bluish purple tint to paper which turns red

with acid, forming a compound similar to that formed

with litmus. The other parts of the plant are demulcent.

HIBISCUS SUBDARIFFA.
Rozelle or Red Sorrel.

Vern.—Beng.— Mesta, Patwa ; Hind.—Lal-ambari; Bom .

—

Lal-ambari.

Largely cultivated for its fibre in many parts of India.

This plant also possesses the emollient demulcent qualities

common to the Malvacece, the seeds being used medicinally.

These properties are combined in this plant with a certain

amount of acidity which has a tendency to prevent oppres-

sion of the stomach during the administration of the

mucilaginous decoction. The Fruit has valuable antiscor-

butic properties.

HIRUDO MEDICINALIS.
The Leech.

Vern.—Beng.—Jonk; Hind.—J6k, Jonk; Sans.—Jalaka;

Tam.—Attai; Tel.—-Attalu
;
Bom.—Jala.

Leeches have been employed by the Hindus from a very

remote period. They belong to the natural order Himdi-
nece and family Guathobdellidecv. Twelve species of Indian

leeches, six of which are said to be venomous and six use-

ful, are described in Sanskrit writings.
*3
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They are found in abundance, during the wet season or

monsoon, in marshes and around the edges of tanks in

several places in Bengal, the Punjab and North-West Pro-

vinces. They are collected at Baraset, Delhi, and in the

neighbourhood of Patiala, usually by men who go into the

water and allow the animals to attach themselves to their

legs.

Medicinal uses.

—

Leeches are employed for local abstrac-

tion of blood, in cases of congestion and in cases of inter-

nal inflammation.

HOLARRHENA ANTIDYSENTERICA.
Syn.—Wrigiitia antidysenterica.

The Kurchi : Conessi or Telliciierry Bark.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Kurchi; Bind.—Kavchi, Kureya, Dudhi; Sans .—

•

Kutaja, Kalinga
;

Tam.—Yeppalei; Bom .—Pandhra-kura

;

Pers.—Indar-javi-talkh.

(The Seeds)

—

Beng. and Bind.—Indrajab, Tita-indrajao; Sans .

—

Indrayava
;
Tam.—Kulappalai-virai

;
Bom.—Karva-indrajou.

A small tree common in the forests of India, indigenous

to the tropical Himala37 a. It belongs to the natural order

Apocynacece. The Bark of the stem and root, preferably

of the young plants, and the Seeds, which are known in

the bazars by distinctive names, as above, have attained

a well deserved reputation both in Indian and European

medical practice as remedies in acute and chronic diarrhoea

and dysentery. The author has advocated the bark being

made official in the British Pharmacopoeia.

The bark contains an alkaloidal principle which has

been named Conessine and Kurchiene, and which has been

employed medicinally.

Medicinal uses.

—

Astringent, antidysenteric, febrifuge,

and anthelmintic. The best preparations of kurchi are
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the solul and liquid extracts and the decoction. Indrajao

is used in the form of powder. Both drugs may be advan-

tageously combined with other astringents.

Substitute—The bark of Wrightia tindoria has very

frequent^ been confused with that of the true kurchi.

It is comparatively inert, and the fact of its having been

substituted probably accounts for the drug under notice

having fallen to some extent into disrepute. The false

bark may be easily distinguished by being reddish brown

and smooth as compared with the genuine which is thicker

and of a dirty white and buff colour, the former being much

less bitter to taste. The seeds of the two plants are

similarly confused, those of Wrightia are known as Indra-

jao shirin and those of II. antidijsenterica as Indrajao

talkh.

HOLIGARNA LONGIFGLIA.

The Black Tarnish Tree.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Barola; Bom.— Bibu, Hul-geri, Kalu-geri

;

Mai.—Charei, Karun-charei; Burin.-—She-che.

A common tree in the Madras Presidency and Travan-

core, found also in Eastern Bengal, Chittagong and Pegu. It

belongs to the Anacardiacece, and in common with several

members of that order exudes a black, resinous, acrid and

poisonous juice from the trunk and rind of the fruit. This

secretion is of a powerfully caustic nature and blisters the

skin when brought into contact with it. It is used by

painters as a lacquer varnish.

The blistering principle as contained in the pericarp of

the fruit has recently been in vestigated by Hooper * and

found to be Anacardic Acid and an acrid oily substance

* Pharmaceutical Journal, 29th June 1S95.
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identical with cavdol, the constituents being practically

the same as those of the seeds of two other trees of the

same natural order—Anacardium occidentale (the cashew-

nut, q. v.) and Semeccirpus Anacardium (the marking-

nut, q. v.)

The Holigavna varnish is not known to be employed

medicinally.

HOPEA ODORATA.
Rock Dammar.

Vern.- —Burra.—Thengan
;
Andcim.—Riinda.

A large tree in Burma, and in the Andamans, growing

abundantly, natural order Diptevocarpece. It yields a clear

fragrant resin closely allied to dammar. It forms with

turpentine or benzene a water-white durable varnish.

HORDEUM VULGARE.
Barley.

Vern.—Beng.—Jab; Iiincl.—Jav, jaoa; Sans.—Yava, Situs-

huka
;
Tam.—Barlhi arisl

;
Teh—Pachchayava; Pers.—Jao.

This cereal, natural order Graminece
,

is largely cul-

tivated in several varieties in each of the Provinces of

India. The dried Seed divested of its integuments is the

Hordeum clecorticcctum of the Pharmacopoeias. Barley

contains starch and nutritive constituents resembling those

of wheat and in addition three per cent, of fixed oil. It

contains a large amount of nitrogenous matter which makes

it specially suitable as an invalid’s food in form of powder.

The partially germinated and dried grain is the source of

Malt extract which is prepared by aqueous extraction and

evaporation in vacuo. It consists chiefly of dextrin and

malt sugar (maltose) and contains the ferment, Diastase,
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which is developed during the malting process, and which

possesses the power of converting starch into dextrin and

suo-ar, thus assisting in the digestion of starchy or farina-

ceous foods.

Medicinal uses.—A decoction of barley lorms a demul-

cent nutrient drink (barley water) which may be given

ad libitum. It may be improved by the addition of lemon

flavouring and sugar. Malt extract has become extiemely

popular as a nutritive and demulcent, and a valuable

vehicle for other medicines, especially cod-liver oil with

which it forms a palatable combination.

HYDRARGYRUM.
Mercury.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Para
;
Sans.—Rasa, Parada.

Compounds of mercury have been used in Hindu medi-

cine for many centuries chiefly for the same diseases as

those for which they are employed in modern medicine.

The methods of purification and preparation carried out

by the hakims were peculiarly Indian, and need scarcely

be recorded here since the mercurials may be easily obtain-

ed in a pure and more efficient state. The preparations in

use at the present time among Native practitioners, with

their Bengali names, are:—The perchloride (rasa-Icarimra),

which is really a mixture of the perchloride and chloride

(calomel), cinnabar
(
hingul

, shingraf), and the black sul-

phide
(
[kajjali). As found in the bazars these substances

are impure, and it is not advisable to substitute them for

the imported article. The medicinal uses of the mercurials

are generally alterative. A combination of mercury and

sulphur prepared by the Jcavirajs and carefully sublimed

is known as rasa-sindicr, and is one of the chief remedies
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in their hands as an alterative. Unlike other preparations

of mercury it does not readily cause salivation. Another

preparation, of mercury and gold, known as the maJcaraclh-

waja, is considered highly beneficial for all kinds of consti-

tutional diseases, and as a remedy for renovating the

system when broken down by long ill-health.

HYDROCOTYLE ASIATICA.

Indian Pennywort.

Vern.—Beng.—Thol-kuri
;

Hind.—Khulakhudi, Brahmaman-

duki; Sans.—Mandukaparni
;

Tam.—Valla rai
; Bom .

—

Karinga.

A common Umbelliferous weed in Bengal and nearly all

over India, plentiful around Calcutta near tanks and other

moist places. The fresh plant has a faint, aromatic odour

when crushed, somewhat resembling ivy, which it loses on

drying. The Leaves are reniform, 1- to 1^ inch in diameter

on thin short stalks. They were made official in the

Pliavmacopaiia of India, but the whole plant may be used

medicinally, the Root being believed to be the most active

part. The constituents are oily and resinous, together

with mucilaginous principles and tannin. They have been

named collectively Vellarin, derived from the Tamil name

of the plant.

Medicinal uses.—An alterative, tonic, and reliable local

stimulant. Its efficacy as an internal and external remedy

in ulcerations, eczema, leprosy, and other cutaneous affec-

tions has been fully demonstrated. The fluid extract of

the fresh plant may be administered internally in doses of

1 to 5 minims. When this dose is largely exceeded, it acts

as an irritant poison. Externally the official powder of the

dried Leaves for dusting on affected surfaces or the poultice
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of the fresh leaves have marked stimulating and healing

action. A better external preparation is an ointment pre-

pared with lanoline containing one drachm of the liquid

extract in each ounce. In elephantiasis, enlarged scrotum

and affections of the cellular tissues this ointment may be

found efficacious, while the internal administration of the

liquid extract will be found to check the periodic fever

called in India * moon-fever’ associated with these affections.

HYGROPHILA SPINOSA.
Syn.—Asteracantiia longifolia.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Kuliakhara
;

Hind.— Talmakhana
; Sans.—Ko-

kilaksha, Ikshughandha
;

Tam.— Nirmulli
; Bom. —Talim-

khana.

A common herb in India and Ceylon. Natural order

Acanthcicece. A principle has been isolated from the Roots
which has been found to be a Cholesterol, this fact havino-

been fully confirmed by Drs. C. J. H. Warden and C. L.

Bose.

Medicinal uses.—This Plant was recognised as cooling

and diuretic by Sanskrit writers. The Roots, Leaves and
Seeds are still regarded as demulcent and diuretic and
indicated in diseases of the genito-urinary tract and in

dropsical affections. The seeds are chiefly employed and
are easily obtainable in most bazars.

HYMENODICTYON EXCE LSTJM.
Vern.

—

Hind.—Bhaulan, Dhau li, Ba ndarii
; Tel .—Bandaru

Bom.—Kala-kurwah, Ral a-kadu.

.
A large tree belonging to the natural order Rubiacece

(tribe Cinchonece) found on the Western Himalaya, in the
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Central Provinces and the Deccan and at Chittagong. Like

that of some cinchonas the bark has an inner coat of

a reddish colour containing a bitter astringent principle.

This was investigated some years ago by Mr. W. A. H.

Naylor and found to consist of an crystallizable alkaloid

which he named Hymenodictyonine, together with a bitter

neutral principle, the former being somewhat analogous

in its chemical properties to those of nicotine.

Medicinal uses.—The Bark is intensely bitter, febrifuge,

antiperiodic, and astringent. It has long been known in

Hindu Materia Medica, but it is little used at the present

time.

HYOSCYAMUS NIGER.
Henbane.

Vern.—(The Plant) — Beng.—Khorasani-ajowan
; Hind.

—

Khura-sam-ajwan ;
Sans.—Parasikaya

;
Bom.—Ivhorasani,

ajowa ;
Tam.— Kurasani-omam

;
Tel. — Kurashani-vamam

Ters.—Bazrulbang. (The Seeds)

—

Beng. and Hind,—Bazrul.

This valuable medicinal plant, natural order Solanacece,

grows wild in great abundance throughout the Himalayan

range at altitudes varying from 8,000 to 11,000 feet. It has

also been cultivated successfully in India at the Botanical

Gardens of Saharanpur, Poona and Calcutta, chiefly for the

use of Government Medical Stores, although the indigenous

drug is not at present used at the latter centre. It is re-

markable that, as in the case of belladonna, while each of

these drugs is plentiful and not inaccessible, practically the

whole of the hysocyamus used in India should continue to

be imported. The plant, as found in the temperate Hima-

layan region, may be regarded as practically identical in

its chemical constituents with that cultivated for the drug
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markets of the world, and the more general standardization

of pharmaceutical preparations would overcome the varia-

tions which must be inevitable in plants grown even

under the same conditions in varying seasons. Even the

seeds as sold in the bazars under the above name are im-

ported from Persia and Afghanistan, and are believed to be

those of H. albus. Of cultivated henbanes the second

year’s growth of the biennial plant has usually been pre-

ferred, although it has been found that the first year’s

growth may be equal in alkaloidal value. The active

principle, which resides mainly in the Seeds and is

also contained in the Leaves and green Flowering
Tops, is Hyoscycimine, one of the three mydriatic alkaloids

(Atropine, Hyoscyamine or Daturine and Hyoscine). It

is isomeric with atropine into which it can be converted.

It may be split up into Hyoscine (said to be isomeric with

cocaine) and Hyoscinic Acid. Hyoscine is a volatile oi^r

liquid about five times more powerful therapeutically than

hyoscyamine. The seeds contain in addition about 25 per

cent, of a thick yellow fixed Oil. The fresh Leaves and
Flowers and Flowering Tops and the dried Leaves and
Flowering Tops are official in the British Pharmacopoeia.

From the fresh plant an extract and juice are prepared, and
the tincture is made from the dried herb.

Medicinal uses.—Sedative, anodyne, antispasmodic and
stimulant, mydriatic (dilating the pupil of the eye). Its

effects are milder than those of belladonna. Hyoscyamus
is largely prescribed in mental excitement, insomnia, palpi-

tation connected with debility and hysteria. It has a
peculiarly sedative effect in affections of genito-urinary
organs, particularly cystitis, and is given with advantage
in this class of cases. The alkaloids and their salts are
frequently administered hypodermically.

k, id
11
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HYPECOUM PROCUMBENS.
The Horned Cummin.

A low annual weed belonging to the Fumariacece found

in Sind, Afghanistan, and the Punjab salt range.

Medicinal use.

—

The plant has been noticed on account

of its Juice, which is said to resemble opium in its pro-

perties.

HYSSOPUS OFFICINALIS.

The Hyssop.

Vern.

—

Hincl., Arab, and Pers.—Zufah-i-Yabis.

The true hyssop is to be found on the Himalaya : natural

order Labiates. The herb is occasionally met with in the

Native drug shops, but it is considered doubtful whether

Zufali-i-Ydbis is the true hyssop.

Medicinal uses.

—

Formerly regarded as tonic, stimulant

and deobstruent. It is only occasionally used by herbalists.

ICHNOCARPUS FRUTESCENS.
Vern.—Beng .—Syama lata

;
Rind.—Dudhi-lata, Siama lata

;

Sans.—Sariva
;
Burm.—Tansapai.

A climbing plant of the Apocynacece, widely distributed

from the Western Himalaya to Bengal, Burma, the South-

ern part of the Bombay Presidency, South India and

Ceylon.

Medicinal uses.—The Root is regarded as analogous in

its properties to that of Hemiclesmus indicus, and is often

used as country sarsaparilla in the treatment of skin

eruptions. The Stalk and Leaves are in common use, in

the form of decoction, in simple fever.
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IMPATIENS SULCATA.

A species of Balsam, natural order Geraniacece, often 15

feet in height, frequent on the temperate Himalaya. Dr.

Watt records having found a dense growth of this plant in

Kulu which formed an almost impenetrable mass. On
endeavouring to push his way through it the seeds shot off

in every direction so that it was almost impossible to open

the eyes. He found that the Seeds were regularly eaten,

and that an Oil was extracted from them which is regard-

ed as of special merit, but the exact properties of which

have not yet been ascertained.

INDIGOFERA TINCTORIA.

The True Indigo.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Nil; Sans.—Nila; Bom.—Nila;

Qnz.—Gali
;

Sind.—Nil
;
Tam.—Nilam

; Tel.—Nili-mandu
;

Pers.—Nilah.

An erect shrub of the Leguminoscv, not usually more

than two or three feet high, found wild and cultivated ex-

tensively in India for the valuable dye-stuff which it

yields, chiefly iu Bengal, in the delta of the Ganges, also in

Madras, Sind and Bombay. Bengal indigo forms a most
important article of Indian export, although the discovery

of aniline dyes has somewhat affected it. The process

of indigo manufacture as followed by planters in India con-

sists essentially of allowing the fresh green plant to fer-

ment in large vats in the presence of water, the resulting

yellow liquor being run off, and the Leucindigo or indigo-

white, produced from the glucoside Indican (which is pre-

sent in the plant) being oxidized by the introduction of air
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with which it is vigorously mixed. The oxidized product

—

chiefly Indigotin or indigo-blue—settles to.the bottom and

is carefully collected, washed, and pressed into cakes which

are then cut into cubes of 3 or inches square and finally

dried. The yield of indigo is sometimes as much as 50

per cent. Indigotin is insoluble in water, alcohol and

dilute acids; it is soluble in strong sulphuric acid forming

the compound “ sulphate of indigo ” or “extract of indigo
”

which is employed as a chemical test, the colour of indigo

being destroyed by free chlorine and hypochlorates. Indi-

gotin has been prepared artificially.

Medicinal uses.

—

The Leaves and iudigo have been

used in hepatitis, epilepsy, and other nervous affections.

The plant is popularly regarded in some parts as a preven-

tive of hydrophobia, administered internally in infusion,

and the juice applied externally to the part bitten.

IONIDIUM SUFFRUTICOSUM.

Syn.—Viola suffruticosa.

Vern.—Bang.—Nunbora
;
Hind.—Ratanpurs

;
Sans.—Charati

;

Tam.—Orilai tamarai; Tel.—Suryakanti.

A small herbaceous plant, belonging to the natural order

Violacece
,
found in many parts of India from Agra to the

Southern Provinces. Among other constituents it yields

Quercitrin allied to Viola-quercitrin contained in some

species of the Violacece. See also Viola odorata.

Medicinal uses.—The Leaves and tender Stalks have

been regarded as demulcent, tonic and diuretic, administer-

ed in decoction and confection and in powder in doses of 20

to 60 grains

.
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IPOMiEA DIGITATA.

Vern.— Beng.—Bhuin-kumrd ;
Hind.—Bilai-khand ;

Sans.

Vidari
;
Bom .—Bhui kohala

\
Tel .—Matta pal-tiga.

A plank with large tuberous roots, natural order Con-

volvulacece, indigenous to the hotter parts of India and

largely cultivated as an ornamental plant.

Medicinal uses.—The Root is regarded as tonic, altera-

tive, aphrodisiac and lactagogue. The roots of a smaller

variety are known in Bombay as asgcmd, and used for the

same purposes as the above.

IPOMiEA HEDERACEA.

Syn.—PlIARBITIS NIL.

The Kala-Danah.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Kala-dana, Mirchai
;
Bom .—Kala

danah; Mad.—Kala-zirki; Tam.—Kodi-kakkatanvirai
;
Tel .

—

Kolli-vittulu
;
Arab.—Hab-un-nil

;
Pers.—Tukhm-i-nil.

The Convolvulaceous plant yielding the Icald-ddna seeds

is found wild in some parts of India and cultivated in

several places. The Seeds have long been known in India

as an efficient cathartic closely allied to jalap, and an

extract, tincture, compound powder and resin were made

official in the Pharmacoj^oeia of India. The active princi-

ple is a pale yellowish resin, Pharbitisin, existing to the

extent of about 8 per cent., somewhat resembling resin of

jalap (Gonvolvudin) and corresponding to that body in its

chemical characters.

Another drug of a similar nature met with in the bazar

at Patna and surrounding districts and brought to Calcutta,
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is the Shapussundo, formerly also called lal-ddna on account

of its brownish red colour which distinguishes it from the

black or Jcald-dana. The seeds, unlike those of I. liederaceco,

are covered with minute soft hairs, so that although the

author originally attributed them to an undetermined spe-

cies of Ipomcea, this is probably incorrect.

Medicinal use.—The Seeds are a reliable purgative

resembling in action that of jalap, and have been used

as such to a considerable extent in several charitable

dispensaries. The dried and powdered seeds may be ad-

ministered in doses of half to one drachm either alone or

in combination with cream of tartar and ginger. The resin

is given in doses of 2 to 8 grains.

IPOIVL®A PTJRGA.

Jalap.

The true jalap, natural order Gonvolvulacece, is success-

fully cultivated on the North-West Himalaya, at Mussoorie

and on the Nilgiris near Ootacamund, where the greater

part of the supplies of the drug for the Medical Stores

Department at Madras are grown. The dried roots or tuber-

cules of well-matured plants give an equal yield of the

active resinous principles with the best jalap imported from

Mexico and South America. Resina Jalapce of the Phar-

macopoeias is a pale brown powder. It contains two

glucosidal resins, which have been named Convolvulin and

Jaldpin. Jalapiu of pharmacy is the purified decolorized

resin of jalap, in whitish amorphous powder,

Medicinal use.—Jalap is well-known as a hydragogue

purgative.
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IPOMiEA TURPETHUM.
Turpeth Root : Indian Jalap.

Vern.

—

Eeng.—Teori, Dhud
;

Eincl.—Pitohri, Nisoth, Tarbud ;

Sans .—Trivrit
;
Bom .—Nishotar, Phutkari • Tam .—Shivadai

;

Tel.—Tegada ;
Arab.—Turbund.

A perennial plant growing wild nearly all over India.

The Root and Root-Bark of “ white turpeth ” are obtain-

able in the bazars, and are in common use by Native prac-

titioners as a cathartic, a darker variety known as “ black

turpeth ” being avoided as too drastic in its properties.

The Root-Bark onty is to be relied upon as medicinal,

much disappointment having been caused by the employ-

ment of the inert stem and root in European practice.

It has been suggested by Mr. T, N. Mukharji that the

substitution of the root of Ipomcea bona-nox, which is not

readily distinguishable when dry from that of I. turpethum,

may account for this to some extent. The root-bark

contains 4 per cent, of a brownish yellow glucosidal resin

95 per cent, of which is Turpethin. The root contains a

volatile oil and yellow colouring matter.

Medicinal uses.—Catharticand laxative, resembling jalap

in its action. The dried and powdered Root-bark is best

administered in doses of J to 1J drachm, in combination with

ginger and cream of tartar as in compound jalap powder.

IRIS FLORENTINA.
Orris Root.

Vern.—Hind.—Irsa, Irisa
; Pers.—Beg-i-banfsa (violet root).

Ibis plant, natural order Iriclacece, is cultivated in

Kashmir and Kabul. Orris Root is to be found in the
bazars of Calcutta under the name of beg-banfsha, with
the brown bark adhering. Much of this is probably the
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rhizome of 1. germanica. It has not been ascertained

whether it contains Iridin. Orris root contains an essen-

tial Oil, Otto of Orris, highly valued in perfumery.

Medicinal uses.

—

Orris root is occasionally used in native

practice as deobstruent and diuretic. The powdered root

enters largely as a fragrant ingredient into the composition

of dentifrices.

JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM.
The Spanish Jasmine.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Chameli, Jati; Hind.—Jati
;
Sans.—Jati;

Bom.—Chambeli.

This plant, belonging to the natural order Oleacece, is

found on the temperate Himalaya. The Leaves and

fragrant Flowers have long been known in Hindu medi-

cine. From the flowers a perfumed Oil or Otto is prepared

which is greatly esteemed. Otto of jasmine is largely used

in India as a perfume, but it is for the most part imported,

although the extraction of the oil by crushed sesamum

seeds is carried on to some extent. An alkaloid, called

Jcisminine, has been isolated from the leaves.

Medicinal uses.—The Leaves are regarded as useful*

administered internally in skin diseases. They have been

known to heal ulceration in the mouth by simply chewing.

JASMINUM SAMBAC.
The Arabian Jasmine.

Vern.

—

Beng. and Hind.—Bal-phul, Motiya, Mogra; Sans.—
Mallika

;
Bom.—Mogri; Tam.—Mallipu

;
Tel.—Boddu malle ;

Pei'S.—Zambak.

Another of the jasmine species cultivated in India,

Burma and Ceylon. The flowers yield a fragrant essential

Oil similar to that of J. grandifiorum.
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Medicinal use.—The Leaves are considered valuable in

some parts as a lactifuge, the bruised leaves being applied

to the breasts.

JATROPHA CURCAS.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Ban-bheranda, Gabbheranda; Ihnd.— Jangli-

arancli, Bag-berenda j
Sans.—Kanana-eranda ;

Bom.—Moghli-

erendi ;
Tam.—Kattamanaku ;

Pers.—Dandi-nahri.

An evergreen plant, cultivated chiefly for hedges in the

Southern parts of India. Like the allied Euphorbiciceous

plants, castor and croton, the Seeds and Oil which this plant

yields have purgative properties. The Oil is of lower speci-

fic gravity than that of castor oil, and does not appear to differ

essentially in the nature of its constituents but in then-

relative proportion. The seeds are sometimes called “physic

nuts.” The action of both the seeds and oil is, however, very

uncertain: they exhibit acrid and emetic properties, and

have been known to be poisonous. The active principle of

the oil has been named Jatrophic Acicl. A recent research

(A. Siegel, 1894) attributes the activity of the seeds to a

poisonous toxalbumen analogous to ricin and named Curcin.

Medicinal uses.—In addition to the purgative properties

mentioned above, which are only employed by the poorer

classes of Natives in Southern India, the Oil is applied in

itch, herpes and eczema. The milky Juice which exudes

from the stem is applied to wounds as a haemostatic and

forms a protecting film in the same manner as collodion.

JUGLANS REGIA.
The Walnut.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Akhrot
; Arab.—Jouz; Pers.—

Charmaghz.

A valuable timber tree, natural order Juglandece, wild

in the Himalaya and largely cultivated in Afghanistan,
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Kashmir and Western Thibet. The Kernels of the culti-

vated varieties are edible and exported in considerable

quantities to the plains. They contain about 50 per cent,

ol a clear fixed oil which is little used in India except by
the hill tribes, where the walnut grows, who employ it as

an illuminant and lubricant.

Medicinal uses.—The Bark of the tree is said to be

used as an astringent and anthelmintic.

JUNIPERUS COMMUNIS.
The Juniper.

Vern.—Hind.—Aarar
;
Bom.—Hab-ul-arar.

The juniper tree, natural order Goniferce, is common on

the North-West Himalaya. The wood is resinous and is

used as incense. The Fruit, commonly known as “juniper

berries,” is aromatic and terebinth in ate, and a volatile

Oil is distilled from it
—“juniper berry oil,”—both of which

are used in medicine. An oil is also distilled from the

leaves and young twigs. The fruits also contain glucose

and a bitter principle which has been named Juniperine.

In Europe the berries are used to impart the peculiar

flavour to gin.

Medicinal uses.

—

The Fruit and Oil are carminative

and diuretic, useful in dropsy and renal affections.

KiEMPFERIA ROTUNDA.

Vern.—Bene/.—Bhuichampa; Hind.—Bhui-champa ;
Sans .

—

Bhumichampaka.
"

A plant with round Leaves and fragrant flowers, natural

order Scitaininece, found in India and Burma, often cul-

tivated in gardens. The almost globular roots have
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an aromatic, camphoraceotts taste, somewhat resembling

zedoary, with which they have been confounded.

Medicinal uses.

—

The fresh bruised Tubers are in popu-

lar use in many parts of India as an application to wounds

and bruises to reduce swellings.

KALANCHOE LACINIATA.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Hemsagar
;
Sans.—Hemasagara;

Bom .—Zakhm hyat.

A succulent plant of the Crassulacece order, cultivated

in gardens, wild on the hills of North-Western India.

Medicinal uses.—Similar properties have been attributed

to the Leaves to those that will be found under Bryophyl-

lum calycinum, the two plants having been confused in

early works on Indian Materia Medica.

The bruised leaves and Juice have some reputation as

an application to bruises and contusions to allay inflam-

mation and prevent discolouration and as a styptic on

fresh wounds.

LACTUCA SCARIOLA.

VAR.—SATIVA.

Tue Lettuce.

Vern.

—

Beng. and Hind.—Kahu, Salad; Bom.—Kahu;
Arab.—Bazr-ul-khas

;
Pers.—Tukm-i-kahu.

This familiar herb,
,

natural order Compositce, is wild on

the Western Himalaya. L. sativa, the common or garden
variety, is cultivated in many parts of India as a culinary
vegetable.
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The inspissated Juice of this plant, Lactucarium, also

called Thridace or lettuce opium, was formerly held in

great repute as a sedative, anodyne and antispasmodic.

A corresponding preparation, Extradum Laducce, is still

official in the British Pharmacopoeia, and directed to be

made from the closely allied plant L. virosa, but it has

practically fallen into disuse, although the drug is still em-

ployed in France and Germany. Lccducarium contains

a crystalline principle, Lciducevin, besides Laducin and

Laducic Acid.

The wild variety is believed to possess the sedative pro

perty in greater degree than the cultivated. Hyoscyamine

is said to be found both in L. sativa and L. virosa.

The Seeds are obtainable in the Indian bazars
;
they

contain a fixed oil.

LAGENARIA VULGARIS.
The Bottle Gourd.

Vern.—Beng.—Lau, Kodu
;
Hind.—Lau, Lauki, Tumri

;
Sans.

—(Wild)—Katutumbi
;
(Cultivated)—Alabu

;
Bom.—Karwa-

bopla
;
Tam.—Soriai-kai

;
Tel.— Sora-kaya ;

Pens.—Kaddu.

A climbing Gucuvhitaceous plant found wild and culti-

vated nearly all over India. The fruit and leaves are edible.

The Fruit contains a thick white pulp which in the culti-

vated variety (
Icodu)

is sweet and edible, while in the

smaller wild variety (tumri) it is bitter and drastic purgative,

resembling that of colocynth. The fruit or gourd grows

to a large size, and the outer ligneous rind drie3 quite hard,

the bottle-shaped varieties being made into musical insti u-

ments or used as water-bottles. In some parts of the

Deccan where the fruits grow to 5 or 6 feet in length the}

are used as floats or rafts for crossing rivers.
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Medicinal use.—The seeds yield an Oil, which has been

used as an application to relieve headache.

LALLBMANTIA ROYLEANA.
Vem.—Beng. and Hind.—Tokmalanga, Kashmalu, Gliarei

;

Pers.—Tuklimi-balanga.

This plant, natural order Labiatce-, is cultivated to a con-

siderable extent in the Punjab and other parts for its muci-

laginous Seeds which are used in decoction as cooling and

sedative. A poultice of the seeds is found useful in abscesses

and inflammations.

LATHYRUS SATIVUS.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Khesari, Teora; Hind.—Khesari • Sans .

—

Triputi
;

Pers.—Masang.

Natural order Legnminosce. Largely cultivated as a

pulse crop, chiefly on alluvial soils, in the North-West and

Central Provinces. The Seed is a nutritious food, but

its continued use has the remarkable property of inducing

paralysis, termed lathyrismus, in the lower limbs in men and

animals. This toxic property has been traced to a volatile

alkaloid which, it is found, is readily dissipated by heat and

if the pulse is properly cooked. Dr. George Watt, c.i.e., has

recently shown (Indian Medical Congress, December 1891)

that a smaller seeded variety known as lalchori, believed to

be devoid of the poisonous property referred to, is cultivated

extensively in the Nagpur and Bhandara districts of the

Central Provinces. He can distinguish no botanical differ-

ence other than the size of the seed, and is at a loss to

explain the apparent diversity in the chemical constitution

of the two pulses.
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LAWSONIA ALBA.
Henna: Camphire: Samphire.

Vern.—Beng.—Mekedi, Shudi; Hind.—Mendhi, Hena
;
Sans .

—
Mendhi

;
Bom.—Mehndi

;
Tam.—Maroutonri

; Arab.—Hina.

A small fragrant shrub, belonging to the natural order

Lythrcicece, common nearly all over India and cultivated

chiefly as a hedge plant. The leaves yield a dye which is

used for staining the hands and finger nails a dull orange

colour : in conjunction with catechu and indigo they are also

used as a hair-dye. The flowers yield a fragrant Otto or Oil

which is much esteemed as a perfume. The seeds contain an

oil. The colouring principle of the leaves is believed to be a

peculiar tannic acid to which is attributed also their astrin-

gent medicinal property. Henna has been known in the

East from the most ancient times
;
it was the “ Cypress of

Egypt” and is regarded by the best authorities as re-

ferred to in the passage in Solomon’s Song (I, 14).
—“My

beloved is to me as a cluster of Camphire in the vineyards

of En-gedi.”

Medicinal use.—The Leaves of henna are astringent,

and they are occasionally used as such in infusion for

external applicalion.

LENS ESCULENTA.
Syn.—Ervum Lens.

The Lentil.

Vern.—Beng.—Musuri; Hind.—Masur; Sans.—Masura; Tam.

—Misur-purpur
;

Tel.—Misur-pappu
;
Arab.—Adas.

The lentil, natural order Leguminoscv, is grown as a food

pulse in various parts of India chiefly in Beliar, the Central

Provinces and Madras. It has been known in the East
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from the. remotest times. The flour forms the basis of the

Evvalenta (or Revalenta) invalid foods of commerce.

Medicinal use.—As a dietetic agent in the prevention of

constipation.

LEPIDIUM SATIVUM.
The Common Cress.

Vern.—Eincl.—Halim, Chansar, Hurf; Sans.—Chandra-sura
;

Bom .—Asaliya
;
Tarn.—Ali-virai

;
Tel.—Adityalu.

This familiar herb of the Cruciferce is cultivated as a

culinary vegetable all over Asia. The Seeds are available

in the bazars of Western India, and are used to some extent

in Native medicine. The Herb and Seeds contain a vola-

tile aromatic Oil. The seeds contain also a fatty oil.

Medicinal use.—A decoction of the Seeds (1 in 20)

has been found useful in cases of diarrhoea, the chief virtue

being in its mucilaginous property.

LIGUSTICUM (sp.)

Mathosan.

The roots of an undetermined Umbelliferous plant, sold

all over Kangra and Kulu. Dr. George Watt, C.I.E., has

recently stated (Indian Medical Congress, December 1894),

that the mathosan roots are made in the districts indicated

into cakes with barley and sold as clheli, probably identica

with the paps of the Thibetans. These cakes are used for

the purpose of causing the fermentation of sur or beer.

Dr. Watt regarded these cakes as of considerable service

in bread-making and of possible value in the brewing
industry. . j

,

; uo-il yJ>«w ilil ; j
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LINUM USITATISSIMUM.
Common Flax : Linseed.

Vern.

—

Beng.— Tisi, Mosina
;
Hind.—Alsi, Tisi; Sans.—Atasi

;

Bom.—Alasi; Tam.—Alashi-virai; Tel.—Atasi; ' Pers .

—

Zaghu.

The flax plant, natural order Linece, is extensively culti-

vated, chiefly in Behar, Bengal, and the North-West Provin-

ces, for its Seed—linseed—which forms a most important

article of export from Calcutta and Bombay. Three varie-

ties are known in India, distinguished by their colour

—

brown, white and red. By expression the linseed yields

25 to 30 per cent, of a fixed Oil, linseed oil, which is

clear and almost colourless when fresh and prepared with-

out heat, hut which is found in commerce of a dark yellow-

ish-brown colour, due to the presence of other seed oils,

chiefly those of plants of the natural order Cruciferce, which

are usually associated with the flax plant in cultivation.

When oxidised by exposure to the air, or in large quantities

by boiling with oxide of lead, when the oil assumes the form

of “ boiled linseed oil,” it dries rapidly as a thin trans-

parent varnish consisting of Linoxyn. The seeds also con-

tain a considerable quantity of mucilaginous matter which

is extracted by cold water as a viscid jelly-like mass. This

mucilage is now believed to be produced by the transforma-

tion of starch, since unripe linseed contains starch and

the ripe seed contains none. The crushed seed or the

powdered seed cake after expression of the oil, constitute

the various grades of “ linseed meal.”

A new glucoside Linamarin has been isolated from the

germs of linseed.

The bast fibres of the stem, prepared and bleached, are

manufactured into linen cloth. The best qualities of lint

are still made from the retted and finely carded fibre. The
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production of the fibre is neglected in India, although it is

naturally available in great abundance. The stems are

burned as fuel.

Medicinal uses.—The infusion of the Seeds, “linseed tea,”

is given internally as a demulcent drink in coughs and in

diseases of the urinary organs. The poultice made from lin-

seed meal is a valuable application to inflamed surfaces. A
popular remedy to alleviate the pain of burns is “ carron oil,

”

a mixtui’e of equal parts of raw linseed oil and lime water.

LIQUIDAMBAR ORIENTALIS.
Liquid Storax : Rose Malloes.

Vern.— Beng., Ilincl, Bom., &c.—Silaras
; Satis.—Silhaka •

Tam .—Neri-arishippal
;
Tel .—Shila-rasam

; Mai—Rasamalla >

Pers.—Meih-sila.

The forest tree, natural order Hamameliclece, yielding-

liquid storax, is a native of the South-Western districts of

Asia Minor. The drug is well known in the bazars of

Calcutta and Bombay under the above "names, and forms

an article of import and export of some importance at

the latter city. It is an aromatic, semi-fluid, opaque, grey
Balsam, obtained by boiling the inner bark in water. It

is used by the Hindus for perfuming medicinal oils.

Medicinal uses.—Stimulant expectorant. It is seldom
used in medicine except as an ingredient of the compound
tincture of benzoin.

LITSA3A SEBIFERA.
Syn.—Tetranthera Roxburghii : T. laurifolia.

Vern. — Beng.—Kukur-chhta
;
Hind.— Garbijaur

;
Born.—

Maida-lakri (the bark)
; Tam .—Maida-lalki (the bark.)

The Bark of this tree, natural order Laurinece, is a popu-
lar Native medicine well-known in the bazirs of Bengal as

k, id 19"
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maida-lalcri. It is feebly balsamic, mucilaginous, and
esteemed as a demulcent in diarrhoea : externally as an
emollient application to bruises. Hooper found the bark

to yield on analysis distinct reactions for an alkaloid having

the characters of Laurotctanine, a poisonous base peculiar

to several Javanese lauraceous plants.

LODOICEA SECHELLARUM.
The Sea Cocoanut.

Vern.—Hind.—Darya-ka-nariyal
;
Bom.—Jahari-naral

;
Tam .

—

Kadat-rengay.

A palm growing in the Seychelles and noticed in this

place because the Fruit is obtainable on the Bombay side.

The fruit or nuts attain to a great size, and frequently 40

to 50lbs. in weight, taking, it is said, four years to form

and at least ten years to ripen. They were formerly cast

ashore in India from the Indian Ocean, and much esteemed

in Native medicine. They are now imported and used to

some extent by the Natives of North-Western India as-

food and medicine, being regarded as preservative and

alexipharmic.

LUFFA ACUTANGULA.
VAR.—AMARA.

Vern.—.Bejig.-^Ghosha-lata
;
Hind.—rKarvi-taru, Turai; Sans .

—

Koshataki
;

Bom.—Kadu-sirola, Ran-turai
;

Tam.— Pe-pir-

kham ; Tel.—Verri-bfra.

A Cucurbitciceous plant cultivated in India, chiefly on

the Western side. Dr. Warden has found, in the fruit, a

principle soluble in alcohol, having very marked gelati-

nizing properties. It is named Lvffein.

Medicinal uses.—The ripe Seeds of this gourd have been

found to possess emetic properties which are believed to
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resi le in the kernel, twenty or thirty grains of the dried

kernel being administered. The fruit of Lujfa echinata

(Hind.

—

Binddl) has the reputation in Sind of a remedy

for jaundice.

. * - , ' J

MiBRUA ARENARIA.
The Earth Sugar Root.

Vern.—Tam.—Pumichakarei
;
Tel .—Puta-tiga.

The earth-sugar root of the Tamils has been known in

Southern India for centuries. The shrub belongs to the

natural order Gapparidece. The Root slightly resembles

liquorice root in appearance and taste. It is said to be

used as an alterative, tonic and stimulant. From an

analysis of the drug, made lately by Hooper, it was found

to contain ordinary plant constituents and a quantity of

sugar, and probably possesses very little, if any, real medici-

nal value.

MALLOTUS PHILIPPINENSIS.

Syn.—Rottlera tinctoria : Croton philippinensis.

Monkey-Face Tree : Kamela or Kamala Dye. .

Vern.—Bencj.—Kamila, Kamila-guri, Kamala-gundi
;

Hind.—

-

Kamela, Kamala
;
Sans.—Rechanaka

;
Bom.—Shendri, Kama-

la
;

Guz.—Kapilo
;

Tam.—Kapila
;

Tel.—Kunkuma
;
Arab

—Kinbil
;
Pers.—Kanbela.

A small evergreen forest tree, belonging to the natural

order Eupliovbiacece, found all over India, from Kashmir to

Ceylon, and in Burma, Singapore, and the Andamans. It

is important as being the source of the valuable dye-stuff

kamela, which is a granular, mobile powder of a brick red

colour consisting of the minute Glands and stellate hairs

collected from the surface of the ripe fruits or capsules.
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chiefly in the North-West Provinces, the Concans and

Madras (Ganjam district).

It is also found in small quantities on the leaves and stalks

of the plant, but what is collected for sale is the powder

carefully brushed off the capsules.

The kamMa powder is used as an orange brown dye

especially for silk. The vernacular names are those of

jaundice, referring probably to the yellow colour of the skin

in that disease. Kamila is quite insoluble in water, but

soluble in alcohol and ether; the solution in the latter

medium extracting about 70 to 80 per cent, of a red resin

from which yellow crystalline substances, Rottlerin and

Isorottlerin, may be isolated. The Roots are said to yield

a red dye.

Medicinal uses.—Kamela is used as an anthelmintic for

the expulsion of tapeworm. It also purges freely in doses

of £ to 2 drachms. Externally it has been used in cuta-

neous diseases.

Substitutes and Adulterations.—A powder prepared

from the fruits of the banyan tree (Ficus bengalensis) has

been found mixed with kamela. Powdered safflowers have

been known to be used as an adulterant. As obtained in

the baz&rs it is frequently adulterated with sand and earthy

matters. The pure article should not yield more than

6 per cent, of ash.

MALVA SYLVESTRIS.
The Common Mallow.

Vern.—Hind.—Vilayati-kangai
;
Bom.—Khubazi; Pen .

—

Nan-i-kulagh (crow’s bread)
;
Arab.—Khubazi.

A herbaceous plant growing on the temperate Western

Himalaya. In common with other Malvaceous species
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it abounds, and especially the Fruit, in mucilaginous

principles.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds are employed internally in

decoction as a demulcent. The Leaves are made into a

poultice as an emollient external application.

MANGIFERA INDICA.

The Mango Tree.

Vern.—Beng.—Am ;
Hind.—Am, Amb

;
Sans.—Amra, Chuta

;

Bom. — Amba, Ambo
;

Bom. — Thayet
;

Tam. — Mangas,

Mangamaram ;
Tel.— Elamavi

;
Pers.—Amba, Naghzak.

An elegant moderate-sized tree of the Anacardiacece

indigenous to India and cultivated in many varieties

almost everywhere in the plains, yielding large crops

annually of the familiar egg-shaped Fruit. Mangos are

exceedingly plentiful in all the bazars from May to July, and

are esteemed by both Europeans and Natives as the most

delicious of Indian fruits. The ripe fruit is very whole-

some, nourishing, and highly antiscorbutic; the unripe fruit

is made into refreshing sherbets and custards, into pickles

and preserves, as a sour ingredient in certain curries, and

as the principal ingredient of the chutnies so popular in

Indian cookery and exported to Europe. The kernel inside

the large flattened ‘ stone ’ or seed contains about 10 per

cent, of tannic acid, of which an enormous quantity must be

wasted each mango season, the seeds not being utilized.

The pulp of the ripe fruit contains a trace of gallic

acid, with citric acid and gum : the unripe fruit contains

about 20 per cent, of free acids, tartaric, citric and
malic. The Bark of the tree contains tannic acid and
from it exudes a pink-coloured Gum partly soluble in water.

The fruit exudes just before ripening a resinous substance
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with an odour of turpentine. The Blossom is regarded as

astringent.

Medicinal uses.—The powdered Kernel of the seed,

called amar Jcusi, is used as an astringent in diarrhoea, and

as a remedy in leucorrhcea, also as an anthelmintic. A fluid

extract of the Bark has been recommended in haemorr-

hages. The popular idea among Europeans in India that

the mango fruit is productive of boils and skin eruptions is

a fallacy, and has probably arisen through the coincidence of

the occurrence of those symptoms with the mango season

the end of the hot season and beginning of the rains. On

the contrary, as has been indicated, it is a valuable anti-

scorbutic, unless when used immoderately.

MANIHOT UTILISSIMA.
Tapioca, Manioc, Sweet Cassava.

Vern.—Tam.—Maravuli
;
Mai.—Marachini.

This plant, natural order Eupliorbiacecv, a native of

Brazil, is cultivated in Assam and in Southern India. The

food-stuff “ tapioca” is prepared from the farinaceous root-

stalks or tubers.

A variety of the plant known as the bitter cassava is

extremely poisonous, the roots containing a proportion of

hydrocyanic (prussic) acid.

MARANTA ARUNDINACEA.
West Indian Arrowroot.

Vern.—Beng.—Ararat
;
Hind.—Tikhor

;
Bom.—Ararat •

Tam.—Kuamau
;
Burm.—Pen-bwa.

The true arrowroot plant, natural order Scitaminece,

a native of the West Indies, is cultivated in Eastern Bengal,

the North-West Provinces and in Madras. The author
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lias cultivated it iu his garden at Burdwan and obtained

from it a very superior arrowroot. This product is the

-dried fecula obtained by washing the rasped tubers of this

plant and that of M. ramosissima. It is a pure starch, and

is chiefly given as a light food in invalid diet. It is manu-

factured and largely used in India, and not exported to any

extent. The arrowroot obtained in the bazars is frequently

adulterated with potato starch. This may be detected by

the microscope, the granules of potato starch being larger

but not materially different in structure.

MARRUBITJM VULGARE.
Horehound.

This herb, natural order Lccbiatce, is to be found on the

Western Himalaya. As grown in Europe it has long had

the reputation, in domestic medicine, of an aromatic bitter,

expectorant and diuretic.

MATRICARIA CHAMOMILLA.
See Anthemis nobilis.

MEL.
Honey.

Vern.—Beng.—Madhu
; Hind.—Madh shahad; Sans.—Ma-

dhu; Bom .—Madh
;
Tam.—Ten; Tel.—Tene; Arab. Aasl

;

Pers.—Angabin.

Honey is a sacchaiine secretion deposited in the honey-
comb of the Honey Bee (Apis mellifica) and other species

belonging to the insect order Hijmenoptera. It is a vege-
table product, occurring chiefly in the nectaries of ’ many
-species of flowers, which the bee collects, certain chemical
changes taking place in the secretion before it is deposited
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by the bee in the honeycomb prepared from waxy sub-

stances elaborated within the body of the insect and collect-

ed from the surfaces of leaves. The principal change

which takes place is that the cane sugar becomes partly

converted into grape sugar and “invert” sugar or Icevulose

of which honey is mainly composed, together with a little

mannite.

In many parts of India wild bees attach their nests or

combs to branches of trees and in hollow trunks of trees in

the jungles and in crevices of rocks. The honey is collected

by the people, and in some parts the right to collect the

honey and wax (see Cera) in the forests is leased out, or the

collecting is done by the Forest Department. Bees have

been domesticated successfully at Simla and several other

places in the hills, an industry which might be extended

with much advantage. As collected and prepared in India

honey is of somewhat inferior quality, and occasionally de-

leterious from its having been collected from poisonous

flowers.

Medicinal uses —Nutritious and demulcent. Honey has

loner been a favourite vehicle for medicines with the

Hindus. It is used in modem medicine as a flavouring and

sweetening agent in mixtures and as a basis for confec-

tions.

MELALEUCA LEUCADENDRON.
VAR.—MINOR.

The Cajuput Tree.

Vern.—Beng.—Cajuputi, Ilachi
;
Hind.— Kayaputi

;
Bom.

—

Kayakuti
;
Tam.—Kijapute.

A large evergreen tree, belonging to the natural order

Myrtacece, indigenous to the islands of the Indian Archi-

pelago. The Oil distilled from the Leaves is an important
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article of commerce at Singapore, being imported from

Java, Manilla, Celebes, and other islands where the oil is

prepared, and re-exported in large quantities chiefly to

Calcutta and Bombay, where it is found in the familiar

wine and brandy bottles, in which it is met with in the

European drug markets. Kayaputi-ka-tel, as it is called

in the Calcutta bazar, is a transparent, limpid, volatile Oil,

of a pale bluish-green colour, pungent odour resembling a

combination of camphor and cardamoms, and bitter aromatic

taste. It consists largely of a body which has been named

Ccijuputol. The characteristic green colour has been attri-

buted to chlorophyll, but is generally believed to be due

to copper probably from the vessels in which the oil is

distilled. It is colourless when rectified.

Medicinal uses.— The Oil may be used internally,

although it is very seldom employed, as a stimulant, carmi-

native, and antispasmodic in flatulence and colic, in doses of

2 to 3 minims or J to 2 fl. drachms of the official spirit. It

is a powerful sudorific. Externally it is largely used in

India as a rubefacient in rheumatism either alone and as

an ingredient of croton liniment, or combined with other

stimulating applications. It is a domestic remedy for all

muscular pains.

MELANORRHCEA USITATA.
The Black Tarnish Tree.

Vern .—Burnt .

—

Thitsi
;
Karen.—Kiahong.

A forest tree belonging to the Anacardictcece, and allied to

the JJipterocar'pus species, found at Prome and neighbour-

ing districts in Burma. It is interesting as the source of

an Oleo-Resin known as the black varnish (thitsi) of the

Burmese, and extensively used as a natural varnish or

lacquer and to some extent as a medicine.
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Medicinal use.

—

The Oleo-Resin is used in Burma in

combination with hone}7 as an anthelmintic.

MELIA AZADIRACHTA.
Syn.—Azadirachta indica.

Tiie Neem Or Margosa Tree : Indian Lilac.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Nim, Nimgacli; Hind.—Aim, Nimb
;
Sans.—

Nimba, Arishta
;

Born.— Nim, Bal-nimb
;

Tam.-—Yembu
;

Tel.—Yepa-chetta.

A large ornamental tree, natural order Mcliacecc, in-

digenous to India and cultivated nearly all over the Penin-

sula and in Burma. It thrives best in the drier climate of

the North-West Provinces, and is believed in many places

to be advantageous to health when planted around villages,

as a prophylactic against malaria. Almost every part of

the tree is utilized medicinally, and the powdered Bark

and fresh Leaves were made official in the Pharmacopoeia

of India. The bark contains a bitter principle, of a resinous

nature, believed to reside in the inner bark or liber, so that

the alcoholic tincture or fluid extract is the most efficient

preparation of the bark. Another important product of the

tree is the yellow fixed Oil contained to the extent of

about 10 per cent, in the Seeds and extracted by pressure,

It has a specific gravity of 925 at 15°C., a bitter disagree-

able taste and alliaceous odour due to sulphur which it con-

tains. According to an exhaustive research by Dr. Warden

the nim oil consists of the fixed fatty acids—stearic, oleic,

and a small amount of lauric,—with butyric and a trace of

valeric acids as the volatile fatty principles. Sulphur was

estimated to the extent of ‘427 per cent. As the result of

Some unpublished experiments by Mr. J. G. Prebble, it has

been found that .when the inner bark is moistened with
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water a ferment is decomposed which produces a sulphur

compound of allyl, allied to that yielded by garlic. The

presence of the sulphur and consequent antiseptic piopeity

may he accounted for in this way. It is believed that

the seeds contains a similar ferment. An undetermined

alkaloid was also isolated by Dr. Warden, besides neutral

and acid resins. The wood is so bitter that no insect will

attack it, and the leaves are used to prevent the ravages

of white-ants and other insects.

Medicinal uses.—Him Bark is a bitter tonic, astringent

and febrifuge (in doses of one drachm of the powder or

fluid extract.) The Oil is useful as an application in

erysipelas, scrofula, and similar skin diseases, and in rheu-

matism, the organically combined sulphur it contains being-

believed to be the remedial principle. It has been recom-

mended in combination with chaulmugra and gurjun oils

as an application in leprosy. It is also used as an an-

thelmintic and insecticide. The Leaves are applied as a

stimulating poultice to boils, hastening suppuration : in

decoction they form a valuable antiseptic and healing lotion

or fomentation to unhealthy sores. The Fruit is purgative,

emollient and anthelmintic. A Gum exudes from the bark

which is regarded as a stimulant.

MELIA AZEDARACH.
The Persian Lilac.

Vern.—Beng.—Ghora-nim, Maha-nimb; Hind.—Drek, Bakayan;

Sans .—Mahanimba Bom .—Vilayati mm; Tam.—Malai-vem-

bri; Tel.—Konda-vepa; Arab.—Hab-ul-ban; Pers.—Talc.

This large tree, another member of the Meliacece
, the

mahogany family, is found wild in Persia and the Western
Himdlaya, and cultivated in some parts of India as an
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ornamental tree. It yields products somewhat resembling
those of the Indian rtim in appearance and properties.

These include a Gum from the bark and an Oil from the
seeds. The Bark has been found to contain resinous

principles of an alkaloidal nature which reside in the
inner bark.

Medicinal use.—The Bark is recommended as an an-

thelmintic, a fluid extract being a suitable preparation.

The other products are little known.

MELILOTUS OFFICINALIS.
Vern.

—

Beng.—Ban-piring; Hind.—Aspurk
;
Pers.—Zirir.

Several species of the Melilotus genus, natural order

Leguminosce, contain Coumcirin, a neutral, crystalline,

odorous principle obtained chiefly from Tonquin beans and

now manufactured artificially. M. officinalis, alba and

parviflora grow in India. Coumarin is also contained in

the crescent-shaped legumes of Trigonella uncata (lllcil
-

el-malilc), imported from Persia into Bombay.

Medicinal use.—Coumarin is used to disguise the odour

of iodoform.

MENTHA ARVENSIS.
The Marsh Mint.

Vern.—Beng .—Pudina; Hind .—Pudinah; Bom .—Pudinah; Tam.

and Tel.—Pudina; Arab.— Naanai-hindi
;
Pers.—Pudinah.

This fragrant Herb and M. sylvestris are natives of the

temperate Western Himalaya. Natural order Labiatce.

The true peppermint, M. piperita, is not found wild in

India, but is frequently cultivated in gardens in the plains.

M. arvensis yields by distillation an aromatic essential Oil

similar to that obtained from peppermint, but inferior in

quality and aroma.
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The peppermint oils (podina-lca-tel or atar) of the Indian

bazars are chiefly imported from Yokohama and Canton,

and are sold in the original characteristic packages. The

Japanese Pharmacopoeia recognises M. arvensis var. pipe-

rascens. These oils are inferior to the imported English

and American oils.

Peppermint oils contain two characteristic constituents,

Menthol and Menthone. The former is a white crystalline

stearoptene (“ peppermint camphor ”) with a strong odour

and taste of peppermint, menthone being the liquid portion.

Menthol, p6cUne-lce-pliul of the Indian bazars, is yielded

chiefly by the Japanese oil, from which it is deposited on

cooling below 4°C. As imported from Japan and China

most of the oil is dementholised.

The article known in commerce as “mixed oil” and as

“ Chinese oil of peppermint ”
(Po-ho-yo) may be obtained.

It contains about 40 per cent, of pure menthol.

Medicinal uses.—The Herbs of mint are much esteemed

in India as aromatic, carminative, stimulant, antispasmodic,

and stomachic. They are used in chutneys. The Oil and

menthol have the same properties. The latter is an invalu-

able anti-neuralgic applied externally in alcoholic solution

or in the form of the popular “ menthol cone.”

MESUA FERREA.
Vern. Beng .

—

Nagesar
;
Hind.—Nggkesar

; Sans.—Nagakesa-
ra; Bom.—Nagchampa Tam. - Nangal

; Tel—Naga kdsara
Mai.— Veila.

A tiee, belonging to the natural order Guttifevce, com-
mon on the mountains of Eastern Bengal, the Eastern
Himalaya, Burma, and the Andamans

; cultivated in gar-
dens in Bengal.
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The bark, root, and other parts of the plant exude an

aromatic Oleo-Resin, the purest being found round the

base of the tender fruit. The oleo-resin has demulcent

properties. The pericarp of the Fruit is very astring-

ent. A fixed Oil is expressed from the seeds which has

been used as an application for cutaneous affections. The

dried fragrant Flowers are used by Hindu physicians for

perfuming medicinal oils. An atar is distilled from the

flowers.

MICHELIA CHAMPACA.
Vern.

—

Beng., Hind, and Bom.—Champa, Champak; Sans.

—

Champaka ;
Tam. — Shampang

;
Tel. — Shampagni-puvvu *

Burin.—Saga.

A tall evergreen tree, belonging to the natural order

Magnoliacece, growing wild in Nepal, Bengal, Assam and

Burma, and commonly cultivated for its yellow, sweetly-

scented flowers which are given as an offering to the gods

and of which an otto, somewhat I’esembling that of the

Hang, is prepared. A kind of camphor, named Champacol

has been obtained by distillation from the Wood.

Medicinal uses.--An infusion of the Flowers has been

advocated as a stimulant tonic and carminative. The Bark

is bitter and aromatic, and has been regarded as antiperiodic

in doses of 10 to 30 grains. The medicinal principle has

not been investigated, but the author has found that it is

volatile and is dissipated by boiling in water.

MIMOSA PUDICA.
The Sensitive Plant.

Vern. Beng.—Lajjabati
;
Hind.—Lajalu

;
Sans.—Anjalikarika,

This familiar plant, natural order Leguminoscv, is a native

of Brazil, but has long been naturalized and is plentiful in
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the hotter regions. Medicinal properties, largely fallacious,

have been attributed to it. The Root contains a peculiar

tannin.

MIMUSOPS ELENGI.

Vern.—Beng.—Bakul
;
Hind.—Mulsari

;
Sans.—Bakula

; Tam.

—Mogadam
;

Tel .—Pogada
;
Burm.—Kkaya.

A large ornamental evergreen tree, of the natural order

Sctpotacece, cultivated in India and found wild, in the

forests of Southern India and Burma. A perfume is dis^

tilled from the fragrant star-shaped Flowers. The Bark
has been regarded as astringent, tonic, and febrifuge, but it

is of little value or interest. A decoction is used as a srarerle

and mouthwash. The pulp of the Fruit is edible and con-

tains a large amount of sugar. The fatty'- oil obtained from

the Seeds is much valued in Tanjore.

MOMORDICA CHARANTIA.
Vern.—Beng.—Karala

;
Hind.—Kareli, Karela

; Sans.—Kara-

vella
;
Bom.—Karla; Tam.—Pavakka-chedi

;
Tel.—Kakara-

chettu
;
Arab.— Quisaul-bai'ri.

This climbing plant, natural order Gacurbitacece, is cul-

tivated in gardens everywhere in India for its Fruit,

which is wholesome and eaten as a vegetable. There are

two varieties, one with a small roundish or ovoid fruit

( Uclichhe of the Bengal bazars) and the other longer and
more cucumber like.

Medicinal uses.

—

The Fruit is bitter, acts as an anthel-

mintic, stomachic, antibilious and laxative. The juice of

the fresh Leaves is given to children as a mild purgative,

but is not unattended with danger.
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MORINDA CITRIPOLIA.
The Indian Mulberry.

Vern.—Beng.—Ach
;
Hind.—Al

;
Bom.—Aal

; Tam.—Mina
maram

;
Tel.—Maddi-chettu.

This small tree or bush is found wild and cultivated nearly

all over India. It belongs to the natural order Rubiacecv.

The Leaves and Fruit are supposed to be medicinal, and

the Root and root-bark yield a red dye somewhat resem-

bling that imparted b}^ madder. This is used for colouring

the red Icliarua cloth which is universally used for coverin»

account books by the people of India, as it is not attacked

by white-ants. A crystalline principle has been isolated

from the root-bark and named Morindin.

Medicinal uses.—The Leaves and Fruit have been

regarded as deobstruent and emmenagogue.o o o

MORINGA PTERYGOSPERMA.
The Horse-Radish Tree.

Vern.—Beng.—Sojna
;
Hind.—Shajna; Sans.—S6bhanjana

;

Bom.—Saragavo
;
Tam.—Morungai

;
Tel.—Munaga.

A beautiful tree, of the natural order Moringece, wild in

the Sub-Himalayan range, and commonly cultivated in

India and Burma for its leaves, flowers and immature cap-

sules, which are eaten in curries. The Root resembles in

appearance and odour that of the horse-radish Cochleavia

Armoracia, and is regarded as an efficient substitute for it.

Distilled with water it yields an essential Oil more pun-

gent and offensive in odour than those of mustard or garlic.

The Seeds yield a fine fixed Oil (Ben Oil) which does not

turn rancid, and hence is much valued by perfumers for

extracting the odours of flowers and by watchmakers as a

lubricant.
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The bark exudes on incision a Gum of the tragacanth

order, being partially soluble in water and in spirit. The

bark has been found by Djnnock to contain an alkaloid

and two resins.

Medicinal uses.

—

The fresh Root is regarded as an acrid,

pungent, stimulant. It has been used as a vesicant and

considered a good remedy in bites of rabid animals, epilepsy

and hysteria. It is also reckoned a useful rubefacient in

palsy and chronic rheumatism. The Oil is considered

aperient and used in gout and rheumatism.

MORUS ALBA.

VAR.—INDICA.

The White Mulberry.

Vern.

—

Beng. and Hind.—Tut, Shah-tut- Bom .-—Tutri
;
Tam .

—

Kambilipuch
;
Pers.—Tut.

The Indian white mulberry is found wild on the temperate

Himalaya and cultivated in Kashmir, the Punjab, Bengal

and Burma, chiefly for its leaves, on which the silkworm

feeds. The sub-acid Fruits are eaten fresh and dried.

Syrup of mulberries is useful in sore-throat. It is seldom

used in India.

MOSCHUS MOSCHIFERUS.
The Musk Deer.

Vern.—(Musk) Beng .—Kasturi • Mriga-nabhi
; Hind.—Kasturi,

Mushk
;

Sans.—Kasturi
;
Pers.—Mushk,

The musk deer lives at altitudes above 8,000 feet

throughout the whole range of the Himalaya and in Thibet
id 13
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and Assam. It belongs to the order JRuviinantia : family

Moschidce. The well-known, dark-coloured, granular sub-

stance, Musk, is a dried secretion obtained from the prepu-
tial follicles, contained in a globular sac, about 1£ inchin
diameter, known as the ‘musk-pod.’ This is cut from the

body of the slain deer while it is still hot and carefully

dried in the sun or more rapidly on a hot stone, the latter

method producing an inferior product. Only the male deer

produces the odoriferous secretion, and each animal yields

one pod weighing on an average one ounce, the hunters

obtaining in the markets of Northern India, usually by
barter, 15 to 20 or 25 rupees.

The pods, enclosed in a portion of the hairy skin, and

often adulterated with the dried blood of the animal or

fragments of the liver and in various other ways, are very

frequently offered to chemists and merchants in Simla,

Darjiling and Mussurie, and occasionally in Calcutta. A
large part of the musk supply of the world is distributed

from Bengal, although the exports would seem to be declin-

ing owing to shortness of supply, due doubtless to the

wholesale extermination of the deer, estimated by Dr. Watt

at 20,000 annually, including females, the hunters not

being always able to identify the males. The characteristic

constituent of musk is a volatile oil which it contains, in

addition to ammonia, stearin and cholesterin.

Medicinal uses.—The drug has long been valued in Hindu

medicine and regarded as a stimulant and aphrodisiac in

debility and impotence. It is given in modern medicine in

hysteria and epilepsy. It is very frequently prescribed in

India as a stimulant, combined with other restoratives and

as an antispasmodic, in tincture or powders. It is often

given with camphor, which has the property of destroying

the odour to a large extent.
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Substitutes.—The odour of musk is found in several other

members of the animal and vegetable kingdom. The

“musk-rat” of India secretes a substance possessing the

odour of the true musk, which is not, however, utilized. The

common musk plant, Mimulus moschatus, is well-known

and the seeds of Hibiscus Abelmoschus (q. v.) are used in

perfumery. The manufacture of artificial musk has lately

been perfected, and this article is likely to become a for-

midable rival to the natural product.

MUCUNA PRURIENS.

Syn.—DOLICHOS PRURIENS.

The Cowhage Plant.

Vern.—Beng.—Alkushi
;
Hind.—Kiwanch, Kiwaclih; Sans .

—

Kapikaclichhu
;

Bom.—Kuhill
;

Tam.—Punaik-kali
;

Tel .

—

Pilli-adugu.

An annual climbing shrub of the Leguminosce, wild in

Bengal and common in the forests throughout the plains.

It is cultivated in some parts for the sake of the golden

brown velvety Legumes which are cooked and eaten as a

vegetable. The name “ cowhage” is derived from the Hindi

Iciwachh.

The pods are covered with stiff hairs which produce an

intense irritation of the skin if incautiously handled.

Medicinal uses.—The Hairs covering the seed pods

mixed with honey have been used as a vermifuge, the action

being purely mechanical. They are seldom employed in

modern medicine, although the pods are still exported from

India. The Seeds have been regarded as a nervine tonic

and the Boot as useful in paralysis and affections of the

nervous system.
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MUSA SAPIENTUM.
Syn.

—

M. PARADISIACA.

The Plantain or Banana,

Vern.—Beng.—Kala
;
Hind.—Kela

; Bans.—Kadali; Bom.—
Kela

;
Tam.—Yalei

; Tel.—Kadali.

An indigenous, perennial, herbaceous plant belonging to

the natural order Scitaminece, usually 10 to 12 feet high,

cultivated universally in many varieties throughout India

for its nutritious and delicious fruit.

The finer fruit of M. sapientum has been regarded by

some botanists as the true banana and the coarser fruit of

M. paradisiaca as the plantain, but the former is regarded

by recent writers as embracing both forms (Watt).

The unripe fruit contains as much starchy matters as

the potato, and is largely employed in Africa and the West

Indies in the fresh and sun-dried state, and powdered,

(“plantain meal”) as a food-stuff, but various investigators

have lately shown that it is not to be regarded as equal

to the potato in nutritive value. The fully ripe fruit

contains about 20 per cent, of sugar. The plant fruits

once only, and is then cut down for fodder or burned

for the alkaline ash, rich in potash, which it yields,

and which is used instead of country soap or Fuller’s earth

for washing clothes. The flowers (mocha) and the inner

portion of the young stems (thor) are eaten as vegetables.

Medicinal uses.—The tender Fruit is nutritive, antiscor-

butic and slightly astringent. It forms a valuable diet in

dysentery and diarrhoea. The fully ripe fruit is laxative if

taken regularly in the early morning. The cooked Flowers

are used in diabetes. A syrup of bananas is popular in

America for producing a refreshing beverage and as an effec-

tive remedy in relieving bronchitis. In addition to many
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domestic purposes to which the large leaves are put in

India, chiefly for serving food on at feasts and largely

as a substitute for wrapping paper, the young tender leaves

are used as a cool dressing for inflamed and blistered sur-

faces, as a green shade for the eyes, and in many charitable

dispensaries in place of oiled silk and gutta-percha to

retain the moisture of water, dressings.

MYLABRIS CHICORII.

The Telini Fly.

Vern.— Beng.—Telini-poka
;
Hind.—Telm, Telni-makhi.

Several species of insects of the Goleoptera or beetle

order, with vesicant properties when dried, similar to those

of the blistering or Spanish fly (Cantharis vesicatoria), are

common in India. The most important is the M, chicorii

which exists plentifully in many parts of India, quite

common in the Hyderabad district and Deccan. This insect

has been found to yield a fatty acid believed to be Cantha-

ridin in greater quantity than the true cantharides, for

which it has been substituted, for external application, in

medical practice in India.

MYRIOA NAGI.

Syn.—M. sapida.

The Box-Myrtle.

Vern.—Beng.. Hind, and Bom.—Kaiphal
;
Sans.—Katphala

;

Tam.—Marudam-pattai
;

Tel.—Kaidaryamu.

An evergreen tree, natural order Myricacecv, of the Sub-

tropical Himalaya, found also in the Khasia mountains

and the hills of Burma.
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The Bark is exported from the bazars of Northern India,

and usually to be found in the drug markets of the large

cities. A recent examination of the bark by Hooper shows

it to contain 11 to 14 per cent, of tannin and indications

of an alkaloidal principle.

Medicinal uses.—The Bark is aromatic and astringent.

The powder is recommended as a snuff in catarrh and in

combination with ginger as an external stimulant applica-

tion in cholera.

MYRISTICA FRAGRANS,
Syn.—M. officinalis : M. moschata.

Vern.—(The Nutmeg) Beng. and Hind.—Jayphal, Jaiphal;

Sans.—Jati-phalam
;
Bom.—Jaiphal; Tam.—Jadikkay; Tel.—

Jajikaya.

(Mace) Beng.—Jaitri; Hind.—Japatr; Sans.—Jati-patri;

Bom.—Jawantri; Tam.—Jadi-pattiri
;

Tel.—Japatri.

The nutmeg tree, natural order Alyristicece, is cultivated

in the Malay Peninsula and Penang. It has been success-

fully cultivated in Madras and Southern India. The Seeds

are the nutmegs of commerce and the arillus surrounding

the seed within the outer shell constitutes, when dried, the

product known as mace. The nutmeg yields an essential

and a fixed Oil : mace also contains a peculiar essential Oil,

The fixed oil,
“ nutmeg butter,” commonly, but errone-

ously, called “ oil of mace,” is obtained by expression, the

powdered nuts being steamed and pressed while hot. It

occurs in solid blocks or “ bricks ” of a yellowish-brown

colour, somewhat mottled, and imported from the Banda

Islands into India as Jawitri-lea-tel. It consists essen-

tially of Myristin and Myristic Acid and retains a certain

proportion of the essential oil. The essential oil is ob-

tained by distillation, and is water-white in colour, with
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the fragrant spicy odour of the nutmeg. Its constituents

have been named Myristicene and Myvisticol. The essen-

tial oil of mace is of a yellowish colour, with the odour of

mace, and consists of Macene. These volatile oils are used

to a large extent in perfumery.

Medicinal uses.—The nutmeg is an aromatic stimulant,

carminative, and in large doses narcotic. It is chiefly em-

ployed as a flavouring agent and condiment. The concrete

Oil is used in India as a rubefacient. The essential Oil

is administered in diarrhoea and dysentery to relieve pain,

and is used in combination with other stimulating oils as

an external application in rheumatism.

MYRISTICA MALABARICA.
Bombay Mace.

Vern.—Bom .—(The Nut) Jangli jaiphal.—(The Mace)

Rainpatri.

This tree is indigenous to the Concans, Kanara and
Malabar, and yields a Seed, larger and more oblong than

the true nutmeg, but containing a fixed Oil analogous to

that expressed from the latter.

The arillus is known as “ Bombay Mace,” and has been

used to adulterate powdered mace. It is greatly deficient

in odour and flavour. Several tests have been proposed for

its detection depending chiefly on the deeper brownish
jmllow colour of the inferior article.

MYRSINE AFRICANA.
Vern. —llind.—Bebrang, Bahbarang, Baibarang.

A small shrub, of the natural order Myrsinece, found in

the Himalaya from Kashmir to Nepal. The Fruit is
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common in the Punjab bazars, and is said to be a powerful

cathartic vermifuge. The Plant also yields a Gum which
is prescribed for dysmenorrhcea.

MYRTUS COMMUNIS.
The Myrtle.

Vern.—Ilind.—Hab-ul-as
;
Vilayati mehndi.

This shrub, natural order Myrtacece, is cultivated in

many parts of India.

Medicinal uses.—The fragrant volatile Oil, distilled

from the Leaves, has antiseptic and rubefacient properties.

The fruit, myrtle berries, is carminative and given in diar-

rhoea and dysentery.

NARDOSTACHYS JATAMANSI.
Syn.—Valeriana Jatamansi.

Spikenard.

Vern.—Beng.—Jatamansi
;
Hind,—Jatamansij Bal-chhar; Sans.

—Jatamansi
;
Bom.—Sumbul

;
Tam.—Jatamashi; Tel.— Jata-

mamshi
;
Arab.—Sumbulu’l-hind

;
Pers.—Sunbuluttib.

An herb, belonging to the natural order Valerianece,

growing at great elevations on the Alpine Himalaya, in

Nepal, Bhutan, and Sikkim, ascending in some places to

17,000 feet.

It occurs in the Native drug sellers’ shops as the short

Rhizomes with the tufted fibrous remains of radical leaves

not unlike a “ shock ” head of hair, the Sanskrit names

indeed having a reference to this resemblance. It is the

Spikenard of the ancients “ and there is much reason to

believe, from a general view of the early history of Jctta-

mansi, that the ointment of Spikenard alluded to by
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St. John, and the alabaster box of ointment mentioned by

St. Mark, contained as the principal ingredient the essence

3'ielded by this plant. Spikenard is also mentioned more

than once in the “ Song of Solomon.” As the ointment

was usually described as having been ‘ poured ’ when used,

its consistency must have been rather in the nature of

an oil in which condition Jatamansi, mixed with a variety

of other perfumes, is in common use as a hair-wash among

Indian women at the present day.” (J. F. Duthie, in Watt’s

Did. Econ. Procl. Ind
.)

The drug is bitter and aromatic

with an odour likened by Dymock to a mixture of valerian

and patchouli. It yields on distillation an essential Oil

which resembles in its properties that of valerian.

Medicinal uses.—The drug is regarded as a tonic, ner-

vous stimulant and antispasmodic. It is little used in

India at the present time, but has been advocated as an

efficient representative of valerian in hysteria, epilepsy and

similar nervous and convulsive affections. The dose is

from 30 to 40 grains in powder. A fluid extract prepared

with an ammoniacal menstruum would probably be the

most suitable preparation. The Oil is administered in

epilepsy in doses of 2 to 5 minims. Jatamansi is chiefly

used in India as an agent in perfumery and as an in-

gredient in medicinal oils. It is popularly believed to

increase the growth and blackness of the hair.

NAREGAMIA ALATA.
Goanese Ipecacuanha.

Vern. Mar.—Tinpani, Pittvel
; Kan.—Nela-naringu

;
Goa .

—

Trifolio.

A small woody shrub, of the natural order Meliacece,

glowing in Western and Southern India. It is known as
country ipecacuanaha ” at Goa and Calicut where it is
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collected. The drug consists of the creeping Roots and

slender Stems divested of leaves. It has a pungent aro-

matic odour and little taste. An investigation of this

drug by Hooper revealed the presence of an alkaloid for

which he proposed the name Naregamine, au oxidizable

fixed oil and a wax.

Medicinal uses. — Emetic properties have long been

attributed to the Root in South-Western India. It was

reported on from Madras some years ago as a remedy equal

to ipecacuanha, in the same doses, in acute dysentery, and

as au emetic and expectorant. The drug as above de-

scribed has lately been tried in Europe with considerable

success as an expectorant, in chronic forms of bronchitis,

where there is a thick scanty and tenacious expectoration

and in bronchial catarrh with asthmatic tendencies and

heart difficulty. The preparation recommended is a fluid

extract in doses of 2 to 10 minims. Naregamia exerts no

special influence on the circulation or on the digestive

functions, and no toxic properties reside in the remedy.

NELUMBIUM SPECIOSUM.
The Sacred Lotus.

Vern.—Beng .—Padma
;

Hind.—Kanwal
;

Sans .—Padma
;

Bom.—Kamala
;
Tam .—Ambafi Tel.—Evra-tamara-veru

;
Arab.

and Pers.—Nilufer.

A large aquatic herb, belonging to the natural order

Nymphceacece, with elegant, sweet-scented, white or red

flowers. It is held sacred by the Hindus to Lakshmi, the

goddess of wealth and prosperity, and occupies an import-

ant place in their religion and mythology. An alkaloid

has been isolated from the rhizome.

Medicinal uses.—The Flowers, filaments and juice oi

the flower-stalks are regarded as refrigerant and astringent,
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and are recommended as a cardiac tonic. The seeds are

edible, forming the makhcina, a diet used in certain cere-

monials. The Root is mucilaginous and demulcent, given

in piles. The Seeds are used as an application in cutaneous

affections. The large leaves are used as cool bed-sheets in

high fever with much heat of the skin.

NERIUM ODQRUM.
The Sweet-scented Oleander.

Vera.—Beng.—Karabi; Hincl.—Kaner, Kanel; Sans.—Kara-

vira
;
Bom.—Kanhera; Tam.—Alari; Tel.—Ganneru.

A small evergreen shrub, with a yellowish milky juice,

wild in Western Afghanistan and in several other parts of

Northern India and cultivated in gardens for its flowers

which are given as an offering to the gods. There are two

varieties, one with red and the other with white flowers :

natural order Apocyncicece. The fresh roots of the white

variety, known in Bengal as Sheth-lcarabi, are intensely

poisonous, as are also the leaves, bark and flowers. The

bark has been found by Prof. H. G. Greenish to contain

two resinous bitter principles, one soluble in chloroform and

little soluble in water to which he has given the name
Neviodorin, and the other very soluble in water and in-

soluble in chloroform, which he has named Neviodorein.

Both these substances are powerful heart poisons, and it

has been shown by Prof. T. R. Fraser that the physio-

logical action of oleander is analogous to that of digitalis.

It is not, however, used internally in any form. Subsequent
investigations have shown the leaves to contain two prin-

ciples which have been named Oleandrine and Pseudo-
curarine (Lenkowsky), and which are probably identical

with those isolated by Greenish, while two glucosides have
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been isolated from the leaves and named Neriine and
Neviantine (Schmiedeberg, 1883), the former being believed

to be identical with digitale'ine. A further research has

revealed the presence of another glucoside Rosaginine, so

named from the German name of Oleander, Cortex Rosaginis

.

The seeds of N~. tliebaci, the )
7 ellow oleander, are intensely

poisonous. Cases have been known of children mistaking

them for almonds with fatal effect.

Medicinal uses.—The Root is used externally, made into

a paste with water as an external application in chancres

and ulcerations, and is said to be also applied in leprosy.

A decoction of the Leaves is useful to reduce swelling.

Criminal records show that the root is used to procure

abortion.

NICOTIANA TABACUM.
Tobacco.

Vern.—Beng.—Tamak
;

Hind

.

—Tamaku; Bom .—Tambakhu

Tam. — Poghako
;

Tel.— Pogaku
;

Arab.—Tanbak
;
Pers .

—

Tanbaku.

The tobacco plant, natural order Solanacece, is a native

of America. It is quite common in India in a semi-wild

state as an escape from cultivation. It is cultivated to

a very large extent, over 2,000,000 acres being under

tobacco in India in many parts of Bengal, Bombay and

Burma, and in Madras and Travancore. N. rustica is

cultivated and prepared in some parts of Upper India,

Bengal and the Punjab. It is known as East Indian

tobacco.

Tobacco is used in India as an article of luxury by all

classes of the people, chiefly for smoking and by some

races in powder as snuff, and by others with lime and pan
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for chewing, while Burma, Trichinopoly and other ‘che-

roots’ of Indian manufacture are popular with Europeans,

the greater part of the tobacco produced, which is entirely

free of duty or restriction, being consumed in the country.

As prepared by the Natives for smoking the coarsely

powdered tobacco is mixed with unrefined sugar (g'dr) and

aromatic and fragrant substances, sometimes with sandal-

wood oil, patchouli leaves, otto of roses, musk and other

perfumes into the form of a black-looking conserve known
as gtiralc'u. A portion of this is placed with live charcoal

in the chilcim of the universal hookah
,
made commonly of a

cocoanut shell or of metal and which, as is well-known,

contains water through which the vapour is passed in

smoking. The practice, in some parts of India, is equally

common with women and children as with men.

Tobacco leaves contain Nicotine, an intensely poisonous,

colourless liquid alkaloid which darkens with ao-e, and
Nicotianine or “ tobacco-camphor,” a concrete volatile oil

to which the odour of tobacco is due, the oppressive

odour which nicotine acquires on keeping being probably
due to the presence of this substance. Other toxic bodies

produced on combustion of tobacco, as in pipe-smoking,
and which aie believed to cause the disagreeable symptoms
sometimes experienced by persons who indulge in this

habit, are Pyridine, Picoline, Parvoline and Collidine
while hydiocyanic, formic, carbolic and other acids are said
to have been found in the residues condensed from the
smoke.

Medicinal uses.—Tobacco is little used in modern medi-
cine on account of its poisonous properties, although it had
a place in the British Pharmacopoeia of 1867, when an
enema, used for the expulsion of worms, was official. It is
gtill used to some extent in veterinary medicine. The
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dried leaves are powerfully sedative, affecting the heart,

frequently causing great depression, antispasmodic, emetic

and narcotic. A decoction has been used as a fomentation

to the spine in tetanus, and as a means of inducing muscu-

lar relaxation, thus aiding in the reduction of strangulated

hernia and dislocations. Tobacco-smoking is resorted to

with excellent effect in many cases of asthma, nervous

irritability and sleeplessness, and it is in common repute as

a prophylactic against diseases of microbic origin. A com-

mon and useful practice in India is to insert the smoothed

stem of the leaf, sometimes dipped in castor oil, after the

form of a suppository, for children as a laxative. Nico-

tine has been recommended in tetanus and as an antidote to

strychnine. Its internal use is attended, however, with

the greatest danger.

NIGELLA SATI VA.

Small Fennel.

Vern.—Beng.—Kala-jxra, Mugrela; Hind.—Kala-jfra, Kalaungi

;

Sans.—Krishna-jiraka
;
Bom.—Kalonji

;
Tam.—Karum-shira-

gan; Tel.—Nalla-jilakara • Pers.—Siyah-danah.

This plant, natural order Ranunculcicece, is cultivated in

some parts of India for its seeds, which are used as a con-

diment in curries. It is believed to be the “ black cum-

min” of Scripture. The small triangular seeds, which

resemble coarse gunpowder, contain a clear fixed and a

yellowish volatile oil of disagreeable odour, and specific

gravity 0'875 (Schimmel, 1895), which is not fluorescent as

has been stated. Greenish found the seeds to contain

Melanthin, a substance allied to helleborin and like saponin

possessing emulsifying powers.
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Medicinal uses.—The Seeds are aromatic, carminative,

and stomachic; they are used as a corrective of purgatives

and other medicines, and are believed by the hakims to

possess diuretic, anthelmintic, and emmenagogue properties.

They have a decided action as a galactagogue. A common

domestic use is as a protection for linen against the ravages

of insects. The oil removes the odour of iodoform to a

great extent.

NYCTANTHES ARBOR-TRISTIS.
Night Jasmine : Weeping Nyctanthes.

Vern.—Beng.—Seoli, Singhar, Harsinghar; Hind.—Har, Har-

singhar
;

Sans. — Sephalika
;
Bom. — Harasingara

;
Tam.—

Manja-pu
;

Tel.—Paghada.

A small tree, also called the square-stalked Nyctanthes

from the shape of the young shoots, natural order Oleacece,

found wild in the forests of Central India and the Sub-

Himakiyan regions and commonly cultivated in gardens

in many parts of India for its fragrant flowers which are

given as votive offerings and of which a perfume is made.

The flowers open at sunset, and before morning the ground

is strewn with the fallen corollas. These are collected by

Native women and children, and the orange-coloured corolla

tubes having been separated from the white petals, they

are dried in the sun, and yield on boiling a beautiful but

fleeting yellow dye for silk.

The leaves have been investigated by the authors of the

Pharmacogra'phia Indica and shown to contain an alka-

loidal principle, named provisionally Nyctanthine.

Medicinal uses.—The Leaves are regarded as antibili-

ous and expectorant; used in bilious fevers. The juice of

the fresh leaves is also a safe purgative for infants.
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NYMPH^A LOTUS.
The Water-Lily.

Vern.—Beng.—Shalulc, Nal; Hind.—Nilofar, Chota Kanval

;

Sans.—Kamala
;

Tel.—Tella-kaluva.

The water-lily is regarded as the queen of Indian flowers,

beloved of the poet3 and sacred to the gods, and only second

in estimation to the lotus (Nelumbium speciosum). ‘ There

are three varieties, the white, red, and blue, and they grow

in tanks and marshes throughout the warmer parts of India.

Natural order Nymphceacece.

Medicinal uses.—These may be considered to be the

same as those of the corresponding parts of Nelumbium

speciosum already described. The roots and seeds are edible,

the latter forming the diet known as Dhapar-lcolci.

OCIMUM BASILICUM.

The Sweet Basil.

Vern. Beng.—Babui-tulsi, Debunsha
;

Hind.—Babul, Sabza,

Kali-tulsi; Sans.—Munjariki; Bom.—Sabja; Tam.—Tiruni-

tru-pachchai ;
Tel—Bhii-tulasi.

A small shrub indigenous to Persia and Sind, cultivated

in wardens in India. It belongs to the same natural order

as the mints

—

Labiates—some of the cultivated forms re-

sembling mint to a small extent in appearance and odour.

The whole plant is aromatic, with an odour slightly re-

sembling that of cloves. On distillation with water the

leaves yield an essential Oil which when kept solidifies as

crystalline camphor allied to menthol and called Basil-cam-

phor. The seeds are mucilaginous.

Medicinal uses.—The plant is regarded as carminative

and stimulant, the Seeds demulcent and diuretic.
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The plant has lately been stated (.Pharm . Journal, IV,

1306, p. 51), to be useful in nasal myosis, used by irrigation

in the form of a 12 per cent, decoction, producing local anaes-

thesia, and acting as a parasiticide and antiseptic so that

the larvae which cause the disease are rendered inactive and

expelled. It has long been used in Bengal with like effect

for a similar affection known as 'pino.sli.

OCIMUM SANCTUM.
The Sacred Basil.

Vern.—Beng.—Tulasi; Hind.—Kala-tulsi, Varanda; Sans .

—

Manjarika, Tulasi
;
Bom.—Tulasa

;
Tam. and Tel.—Tulasi.

The holy basil is the most sacred plant of the Hindus,

being dedicated to Vishnu, the Preserver of the World.

It is an herb or small shrub belonging to the natural order

Labiatoe, found throughout India and universally cultivated

for ceremonial purposes. It may be seen everywhere near

Hindu houses, and near the doorways of nearly all Euro-

pean houses, where it is tended by Hindu servants. The

wood is made into beads.

Medicinal uses.—The dried plant has expectorant and

stomachic properties. It is a domestic remedy for croup.

The seeds are mucilaginous and demulcent.

OLDBNLANDIA CORYMBOSA.
Vern.—Beng. — Khetpapra

; Hind. — Daman-papar
; Sans.—

Parpata.

A Plant belonging to the Rubiaceoe, common as a weed
throughout India. It is considered useful as an alterative

in low forms of fever, administered in decoction. The root

of 0. umbdlata is the chay-root or Indian Madder, used as

a dyeing material.

K, ID 14
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ONOSMA BRACTEATUM.
Vern.—Seng.—Gao-zaban.

A plant of the Boraginece growing on the Western

Himalaya. The leaves are imported from Persia and sold

in the bazars, and the flowers are known as guli-i-gao-zaban.

Gao-zaban has the reputation among the hakims of being

a mild tonic and alterative. It has perhaps little medicinal

value.

ONOSMA ECHIOIDES.

Vern.—Beng. and Hincl.—Ratanjot.

This plant is plentiful in the Western Himalaya. The

root is used as a red colouring matter to medicinal and toilet

oils.

Medicinal uses.—The bruised Root is applied externally

to eruptions, and the Flowers as a cardiac and stimulant

in rheumatism and palpitation of the heart.

OPHIORRHIZA MUNGOS.
The Mongoose Plant.

•yera.

—

Beng.—Gandhanakuli
;

Ilind.—Sarahati
;
Sans .—Sar

paksbi
;
Tam.—Kiripurandan

;
Tel.—Sarpashi-chettu.

An herb belonging to the Rubiacece, found in the moun-

tains of Assam, Burma, the Western Peninsula and Ceylon.

The roots are sold to ignorant people in some places as a

charm against snake-bite, the name of the plant having

some relation to the fact that the plant is supposed to

afford the curious little animal, the mongoose, an antidote

to the bites of poisonous snakes. Medicinally the Root is

an agreeable bitter tonic.
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OPIUM.
See Papaver somniferum.

OPUNTIA DILLENII.

Syn.—Cactus indicus.

The Prickly Pear.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Phani-manasa
;

Nag-phana; Tam.

and Tel.—Nagadali

A native of America, now naturalised in India, great

tracts growing in Rajputana and in Madras and Mysore

and other places. Natural order Cactece. The cochineal

insect might be profitably fed on the prickly pear in many
parts of India.

Medicinal uses.—The Fruit is refrigerant and has been

recommended, made into a syrup, as an expectorant and

remedy in whooping cough and asthma. It contains malic

acid and manganese. The Leaves made into a pulp are

used as a poultice.

ORCHIS MASCULA.
The Salep Orchid.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Salep-ruisri, Salab-misri
; Tam. -

Shala-mishiri
;

Tel.—Sala-misiri
;

Pei's .—Salabmisri.

Several species of terrestrial orchids, natural order

Orchideai, found in Europe and Northern Asia, yield the

salep of commerce. The most important are :

—

0. mctscula

0. latifolia, 0. laxijiora, 0. maculatci, aud others. The
salep of the Indian bazars is principally imported from
Persia and Afghanistan via Bombay, some of it beino-

probably of European origin. Several species of Eido'phia

(cp v.) found in Northern India, yield tubers which are

used locally as substitutes for salep. A bitter variety

known in India as Royal Salep (Badsah-Salab) 'is derived
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from Allium Macleani (Liliacece). Salep misri consists of

the washed, scalded and dried Tubers, hard and horny,

translucent in appearance, almost odourless,and with a very

slightly sweetish mucilaginous taste. It is met with in

several forms—palmate (one eknown and highly esteemed as

Radix Palmce Ghristi
)
and in more or less ovoid or rounded

tubers, sometimes strung together. It yields a large quan-

tity of mucilage to water, and on boiling, even with 40 parts

of water, forms a thick jelly which is regarded as highly

nutritious.

Medicinal uses.—Salep has long been esteemed in India

as a tonic aphrodisiac. It is now generally regarded as a

valuable nutritive diet specially useful in diarrhoea aud

dysentery and in chronic fever. For this purpose it may

be boiled with milk.

ORIGANUM VULGARE.
Vern.—Hincl.—Sathra.

A common herb of the temperate Himalaya. Natural

order Labiatce. It is used in some parts of the Punjab as

a pot-herb like mint. It }delds a volatile Oil which is used

as an aromatic stimulaut in colic and locally in rheumatism

and earache* 0. Marjorana (Marjoram)

—

Marwa—of the

bazars is also cultivated in gardens for the same purposes.

OROXYLUM INDICUM.
Syn.—Bignonia indica.

Vern.—Beng.—Sona, Nasona
;
Hind.—Arid, Sauna

;
Sans.—

-

Syonaka; Bom.—Tetu, Sauna assar; Tam.—Yanga-maram;

TeL—Dundillam.

A small tree with terminal spikes of large, fleshjq lurid

flowers, natural order Rignoniacecv, growing all over
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India and Ceylon. The Root-bark is well known and

much esteemed by the Natives, being an ingredient of the

Dasamula of Hindu medicine, a compound decoction of ten

drugs held in great repute and used in remittent fevers and

other diseases. An exhaustive examination of the root-

bark by Naylor and Chaplin (1890) revealed the presence

of a yellow crystalline body which was named Oroxylin,

in addition to acrid, pectinous, and astringent principles

and citric acid.

Medicinal uses.—The Root-bark is regarded as astringent

and tonic, useful in diarrhoea and dysentery. It is said to

be used by the Gonds, b}? whom it is known as Jaimangal,

as a discutient application to rheumatic swellings and in

powder (5 to 15 grains) as a diaphoretic.

ORYZA SATIYA.
Rice.

Vern.— Beng.—Cli&l Chaul (husked), Dhan; Hind,—Dhan, Cha-

val, (husked); Sans .—Dhanya, Yrihi; Bom .—Bhdt, chokha
;

Tam.—Arishi
;
Tel.—Biyyam

;
Arab.—Arruz

;
Pers.—Biranj.

This well-known cereal, natural order Graminece, occu-

pies the foremost place among the food-crops of India, and

forms the staple-food of the people of Bengal, Assam,

Burma, and several parts of Madras and Bombay. The
total area under cultivation in Bengal has been estimated

at 50 millions of acres, and the total annual production

of the grain in that Presidenc}7
,
most of the land yielding

at least two harvests, at nearly 15 millions of tons. Dr.

Watt has stated that no fewer than 4,000 varieties of rices,

wild and cultivated, are known and named in Bengal
alone, and that, if the varieties produced in all India were
enumerated, they would probably be little short of 10,000.

Two principal divisions are known in cultivation, q,man
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or winter rice, and dus or autumn rice. Unhusked rice is

known as “ paddy ” (Mai. pacli), and the husked and

cleaned grain, which is exported very largely from Burma,

is the rice of commerce.

Its nutritive value is comparatively small, containing as

it does only 9 per cent, of nitrogenous, and about 89 per

cent, of non-nitrogenous, principles, while the proportion of

mineral matters is small. In chemical composition rice

approximates to that of the potato, consisting largely of

starch. (See Appendix, “ Foods of India.”) A common

kind of alcoholic liquor, known as rice beer (pachwai)

prepared in a very simple manner by half boiling the grain

in water and allowing it to ferment slightly, is in almost

universal use by the lower classes in many parts of India.

A raw spirit is prepared from this liquor to a considerable

extent by a rude process of distillation. Rice is much used

in the relieious and marriaqe ceremonies of the Hindus.

Medicinal uses,—Rioe is free from laxative properties,

and is therefore admirably adapted as a diet for the sick

and convalescent, especially in cases where there is a

tendency to diarrhoea. The decoction (rice water) is a

pleasant demulcent and refrigerant drink in fevers and

inflammatory affections of the bowels and kidneys. It

may be improved by the addition of a little lemon juice

Rice poultice is sometimes used instead of linseed meal.

OXALIS CORNICULATA.
The Indian Sorrel.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Amrul, Chuka-tripati
;
Hind.—Amrul

;
Satis .

—

Amlalonika
;

Bom.—Bhui-sarpatf
;
Tam.—Puli-ydrai ;

Tel —
Puli-chintaku.

A common garden weed found throughout India, natural

oyder Gevaniacece. The plant has an acid taste, due to
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the presence of acid oxalate of potassium to which is due

its property in domestic use of removing iron stains from

linen.

Medicinal uses.—The Leaves have long been considered

cooling, refrigerant and antiscorbutic. They have also-

been used for removing corns and other excrescences on

the shin. The fresh juice is believed to counteract the

intoxication of datura. *

OXYSTELMA ESCULENTUM.
Vern.

—

Beng. and Hind.—Dudhlata
;
Sans.—Tiktadugdha.

A climbing plant with edible fruit belonging to the

Asclepicidece, wild in the plains.

Medicinal uses.—A decoction of the Plant is used as a

gargle in aphthous ulcerations of the mouth and in sore-

throat. The fresh Loots are said to be used in Orissa as

a specific for jaundice.

PACDERIA PCETIDA.

Vern.

—

Beng.— Gandhabh&duli
;

Hind.—Gandhali, Kdiip •

Sans.—Prasdranij Bom.—Prasaram Tel— Savirela.

A twining plant of the natural order Rubiacece, found in

the Central and Eastern Himalaya, Western India and
Bengal and Assam. The plant gives off when bruised a

marked odour of carbon disulphide. The authors of the

Pharmcicographia Inclica obtained a volatile Oil, by dis-

tillation of tne plant with water, which has the highly

offensive odour of the fresh drug. They obtained evidence
of the presence of at least two alkaloids which they named
provisionally a and

ft Pcederine.

Medicinal uses.—The Leaves and Root are considered
Wholesome and tonic, and are used to a considerable extent
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in Bengal as a constituent of a food given to sick and

convalescent patients. The offensive odour is removed iu

the process of cooking.

The Plant has had some repute in rheumatism according

to Sanskrit writings.

PiEONIA EMODI.
The Pa;ony Rose.

Vern.—Hind.—Ud-salap, Marnekh
;
Bom.—Ud-salam.

The Tubers of this plant and those of P. officinalis

natural order Ranunculacece, which are imported from

Turkey, have some reputation in uterine disorders, epilepsy,

bilious obstructions, convulsions and hysteria.

It was once a common belief, which is probably not

yet extinct among the peasantry of Europe, that the pteony

root worn round the necks of children had the effect of

preventing and curing epileptic attacks.

PANDANUS ODORATISSIMUS.

Vern.—Beng.—Keora, Keya; Hind.—Keora; Sans.—Ketakd

;

Bom .—Kenda
;
Tam.—Tazhan-chedi ;

Tel.—Mogali-chettu.

A shrub with fragrant flowers, belonging to the natural

order Pandanece, wild in Southern India, Burma, and the

Andamans, cultivated in gardens in Bengal. A perfumed

Oil is extracted from the floral bracts by means of sesa-

mum oil, and a fragrant Otto and water, Keora-lca-ar&k,

are also preparecl from the bracts. At the instance of Mr.

E. M. Holmes, Curator of the Pharmaceutical Society’s

Museum, Mr. J. G. Prebble lately undertook to distil a

quantity of the bracts to ascertain the probable yield of

essential oil. None was however obtained, only a small
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quantity of fatty matter, and it was assumed that the

odorous principle was a stearoptene allied to that contained

in elder-flower oil.

Medicinal uses. — The Oil and distilled water are

regarded as stimulant and antispasmodic. The former is

useful in earache.

PAPAVER RHCEAS.
The Red Poppy or Corn Rose.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Lal-posta
;
Hind.—Lal-post, Lala ;

Sans .

—

Rakta-p6sta
;

Bom.—Jangli-mudrika ;
Pers.—Koknare-surkh.

This herb and P. dubium, natural order Papaveracece,

are abundant in Kashmir and occasionally to be seen in

gardens in the plains. The Petals are of a bright red

colour and contain a colouring principle, attributed to

the presence of two acids, Rhceadic and Papaveric. The

Capsules on incision yield a milky juice with a slightly

narcotic odour. It contains no morphine but a crystal-

lisable, non-poisonous principle named Rhceadive. The

fresh petals are used in the preparation of Syrup Rhoeados

of the British Pharmacopoeia, which is given to infants to

allay cough, but chiefly used as a colouring agent.

PAPAVER SOMNIFERUM.
The Opium or White Poppy.

Vern.—Beng. — (The Capsules) Posto-dheriq Iiind.—(Opium)

Afim, Afiyun— (The Seeds) Kashkesh, Post
;

Sans.—Ahi-

phena; Bom.—Aplilm, appo
;
Tam .—Abini, Gaslia-gasha

—

(The Capsules) Postaka-tol
;

Tel.—Abhini, Gasagasalu
;
Burn

—Bhain
;
Arab.—Afiun, Qishrul-khash-khash

;
Pers.—Afiun,

Khash-khash.

The opium-poppy (P. somniferum var. album), with

white flowers and white seeds, is very extensively growp
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in India for the manufacture of opium, and is by far the

most important of the indigenous medicinal plants. It

belongs to the natural order Pcipaveracece. The three

main centres of cultivation, embracing great tracts in the

respective localities are :—(1) in Behar, with head-quarters

at Patna, the produce being known as Patna Opium and

usually considered the best; (2) in Benares and the North-

West Provinces, with a central depot at Ghazipur, producing

Benares Opium; and (3) in Central and Western India and

Rajputana, the source of what is known as Malwa Opium.

The two former, called the Behar and Benares agencies, are

directly under the administration of the Government of

Bengal, and their product is known collectivel}’’ as Bengal

Opium. The opium produced in great quantity in the

province of Malwa, which is less esteemed and usually

fetches little more than half the price of Patna opium, is

grown and manufactured in the Native States without

jurisdiction of Government, but a large revenue is derived

from a heavy duty levied on the produce brought in transit

to a British port for exportation. The opium industry is

thus entirely under the monopoly of the Government of

India. Opium is also grown and produced in Nepal, Assam

and Burma, in the districts outside the limits of British

territory, that of Nepal being regularly exported into

India.

The area under poppy cultivation for Bengal opium is

about 550,000 acres,* the number of licensed cultivators

usually exceeding a million. The amount of opium pro-

duced annually is about 96,000 maunds (71,000 cwts.)

Of this quantity not more than 2,500 maunds (1,850 cwts.)

* In 1893-94 it bad fallen, cultivators being discouraged by a series of

bad years to 473,000 acres. [Note.—'The Indian land measure ligha

(Bengal) is equal to 3TV acres.]
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are used in India, the remainder being exported from

Calcutta to China and the Straits Settlements. Malwa

opium is also exported to China from Bombay.* The

revenue accruing from this export trade to China amounts

to about £8,000,000 sterling (8 crores of rupees) per annum,

about a seventh part of the total revenue of India.

Opium

This is the concrete inspissated juice (or milky sap) by

spontaneous evaporation, obtained b}7 scarification of the

unripe poppy capsules. The opium of European medicine

is obtained from P. somniferum var. glabrum, grown in

Asia Minor, as it has been for the past 2,000 years. The

soporific properties of the drug have been known from

ancient classic times and from a very remote period in

India, possibly from the 7th century, although it is said not

to be mentioned in early Sanskrit writings.

The opium of Asia Minor is alone official in the British

Pharmacopoeia for the manufacture of pharmaceutical pre-

parations, although other opiums may be employed as a

source of alkaloids.

Indian opium in the manufactured state and in powder
and Indian-manufactured alkaloids are used exclusively at

the Government Medical Stores in India. Excise opium,
the special form of the drug issued for consumption in the

country, is generally used in pharmacy in India, although
the Pharmacopoeial drug is also imported, usually in the
diy powder and extract. The alkaloids are imported and
are also manufactured to some extent by private concerns.

* The opium-producing area of all India is probably about one mil-
lion acres, and the total annual production about 150,000 maunds [over
6^600 tons] the average yield per acre being about 10 seers [201bs I-
(W att s Diet. Econ, Products of India.)
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Indian Opium.

The method of opium extraction and manipulation, as

followed at the Government agencies, has been several

times described in official publications* and in the phar-

maceuticalf and medical journals. The latest and best

account is that given by Surgn.-Capt. F. P. Maynard,

Calcutta, formerly Officiating Factory Superintendent and

Opium Examiner to the Behar Agency, in the Indian

Medical Gazette, February 1894<, from which the following

extracts are taken :

—

“When the poppy flower is in full bloom, about February,

the ryots, or Assamis, as the licensed opium cultivators are called,

first collect the petals by gently removing them from the capsules,

never plucking them off forcibly as this would injure the latter.

[The petals are subsequently made into the ‘ leaves’ which are used

in making the shells of the opium cakes.] The next proceeding is to

collect the poppy juice, and this is a very critical operation, depend-

ing largely for its success on favourable climatic conditions. Excess

of humidity in the atmosphere increases the flow of juice, but at the

same time gives rise to a substance termed pasewha, a hygroscopic

liquid of strong opiate smell and very acrid taste, which, though

perfectly pure opium and indeed valuable for its alkaloids, causes

the opium containing it to give a higher assay than a hand estima

tion would lead one to infer, and so giving the cultivator, who is

paid for his opium on its consistence a higher price than he deserves :

and, moreover, its hygroscopic quality renders it unfit to be used for

the interior of the opium cakes.

The Assamis turn out in the afternoons armed with scarifiers

made of 4 to 6 pointed flat pieces of iron, 4 inches to 6 inches long,

bound together with cotton thread. By passing the thread between

each piece and binding them up to within £ inch or J inch of the

end, a very good scarifier, capable of making limited incisions, is

* Eatwell, The Opium Poppy
;

Scott, Manual of Opium Husbandry.

t Dr. P. A. Weir, Pharmaceutical Journal
,
August 31st, 1889, quot-

ing the Journal of the Society of Chem ical Industry.
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made. With these they incise the capsules vertically in three or

four places, and at once a milky juice exudes. This is collected the

following morning by means of a small iron scoop and stored in

earthen vessels. Each set of incisions yields a grain or two of opium,

and the scarifications are repeated as long as any juice flows. As

thus collected opium is a granular rose-red liquid containing 46 to

49 per cent, of moisture. It is kept in the shade in earthen vessels

tilted to an angle of 45 degrees—to allow the pasewlia to separate

and be removed—and contamination with dust avoided, until it has

become inspissated, when it is brought in, at the appointed time, to

the District Officer.

The remains of the poppy plant, stems, leaves and capsules are

broken up and sent in also as trash, which is used for packing the

opium sent to China.

[After examination, assay and classification the drug is packed in

the three forms in which it is issued.] I .—Provision Opium for the

China market. This is always sent out [in round balls] at a standard

consistence of 75° [?.e., 25 per cent, moisture.] It is packed in chests and

despatched to Calcutta, where it is sold at auction to the highest bidder

at the monthly sales by the Board of Revenue. II .—A bhari or Excise

Opium for consumption in India. This is the same opium as for

provision purposes, but it is dried in shallow wooden trays in the sun

and stirred till its consistence reaches 90°, when it is made into

[square] cakes, weighing a seer [2l-bs.] each, in a hand-press. The

cakes are wrapped in three layers of Nepal paper, the inner of which

is oiled with poppy oil. III .—Medical Opium is all made at Patna

and is of two kinds—cakes and powder—and is made from the same

opium as I and II, that of the highest consistence and lightest colour

being selected. It is spread out in shallow wooden trays in the shade,

carefully protected from dust and kneaded by hand every few days

until it rises to 90° consistence. This takes months to effect, and it

is then pressed in a hand-press into cakes of one seer each, wrapped

in Nepal paper and issued on indent to the Medical Store-keepers.

The powder is simply opium dried to a powder on plates on the

steam table and is pure opium at 100° consistence. IY.—Opium
not suitable for any of the above purposes, confiscated opium, and
pasewha is sent to Ghazipur, where it is used for the extraction

of alkaloids.”
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Chemistry of Opium.

The chemical composition of opium is extremely com-

plex. The following 18 alkaloids have been isolated.

Alkaloids :

Primary Derived

Morphine. Apomorphine.
Oxydimorphine.

Codeine. Apocodeine.
Desoxycodeine.

Thebaine or Para- Thebenine.
morphine. Thebaicine

Narcotine or Anarcotine.

Narceine.
Cryptopine.
Hydrocotarnine.
Pseudomorpbine.
Protopine.
Laudanine.
Codamine.
Papaverine.

Cotaruine.

Rhoeadine.
Meconidine.
Laudanosine.
Lanthopine.
Gnoscopine.
Xauthaline.

Rhoeagenine.

The last mentioned was announced by Messrs. T. and H.

Smith, Edinburgh, in 1893, although it was discovered by

them twelve years previously. There are also present

Acids :

Meconic, Thebolactic, Acetic.

Neutral Principles :

Meconine or Opianine, Meconoiosin.
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An additional neutral constituent was isolated by Pedler

and Warden in 1886 from Bengal opium, but not named.

Another principle, Porphyroxin, first described by Merck

and found in Bengal and Smyrna opiums is interesting as

being a means of detection of opium in medico-legal re-

search in cases of suspected poisoning by the drug. Por-

phyroxiu has the property of turning purple in presence

of hydrochloric acid, and is at once evident on applying

Reinsch’s test in the preliminary examination for mineral

poisons in the viscera. This test was first applied by the

author while additional Chemical Examiner to Government

in 1867, and communicated to the International Pharma-

ceutical and Medical Congress held in London in July, 1881.

There are numerous other derivatives of minor interest.

Morphine and the more important of the other alkaloids are

in combination with meconic acid as meconates; narcotine is

present in the free state. Only those in italics in the above

list have been investigated therapeutically. The medicinal

value of the opium of course depends on the presence of these

alkaloids, the proportion of which varies greatly indifferent

opiums. Good Smyrna opium in powder should not yield

less than 10 per cent, of morphine. Indian opium is notable

for its low percentage of that alkaloid— 3 to 5 per cent, is

a fair average, although 8 per cent, has been reached,—and

large proportion of narcotine*—about 4 to 6 or even 8 per-

cent., as compared with the Smyrna drug 1 to 2 per-

cent. A special research undertaken by Dr. B. H. Paul and
Mr. A. J. Cownley (.Pharm . Journ., 24th December 1892),

* This circumstance has been attributed by the authors of the Pliar-

macographia to “ a method of collection which is radically defective : it

is scarcely conceivable that the long period during which the juice re-

mains in the wet state—always 3 to 4 weeks—does not exercise a destruc-

tive action on its constituents*” . ...
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with a view to ascertain the applicability of Indian opium
for general pharmaceutical purposes* resulted, in a sample
of dried Patna opium supplied by Dr. Warden, in a yield

of 8-55 per cent, of morphine. A tincture made from it was
found to yield on evaporation 2P3 grains of dry extract

per fluid ounce, as compared with a sample of Turkey
opium which yielded 10 84 per cent, of morphine and 19 -8

grains of extractive. The former was equal to 2 74 grains

of morphine in each ounce of tincture, and the latter to 34
grains, the British Pharmacopoeia requirement being 3'3

grains. Dr. George Watt, C.I.E., Reporter on Economic
Products to the Government of India has recently f re-

expressed the desirability^ that experiments should be un-

dertaken to determine definitely whether the low percent-

age of morphine in Indian opium is due to the Indian

mode of preparation of the drug, or whether the alkaloid

is deficient in the juice of the poppy. He suggests that

since the crude product is collected by the Natives in porous

or unglazed earthen vessels and “in consequence a large

amount of its fluid contents is absorbed and drained off

before it reaches the factory, it is possible that a larger

proportion of the morphine may be thus lost than there is

any conception of at present.”!

* Mr. E. M. Holmes, F.L.S., had expressed the opinion at a meeting of the

British Pharmaceutical Conference held in Cardiff in 1892 that “ there is

no reason why India, instead of Turkey, should not supply the whole

world with medicinal opium.”

f Pharmaceutical Journal, Sept. 7, 1895, quoting the Imperial Insti-

tute Journal.

f Dr. Watt further suggests that the objection to the use of Indian

opium in European Pharmacy “ proceeds more from prejudice than fact,

the drug being universally prescribed iu India (in the ordinary European

preparations and in the same dose) with therapeutic effects identical

with the European experience acquired with Turkey opium.”
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The hydrochlorate, sulphate aud acetate of morphine and

the alkaloid codeine are manufactured at Ghazipur. Nar-

cotine was formerly prepared, but is not now in demand.

The chemical constitution of the vapour produced when

opium is smoked has not yet been clearly ascertained. The

active principles of the drug are not, or to a very slight

extent, volatilizable by heat, although morphine is probably

carried into the lungs in finely divided particles with the

carbonaceous matter of the smoke.

The poppy juice also contains a peculiar gum, wax,

caoutchouc, albumen, sugar, and an undetermined essen-

tial oil.

Medicinal uses.

—

The therapeutics of the drug opium are

well and popularly known. It is the most largely used and

perhaps the most important agent in the Materia Medica.

Primarily and in small doses its action is stimulating,

secondarily it is narcotic, anodyne and antispasmodic : under

its influence the pupil of the eye becomes contracted: in

overdoses it is a powerful poison. The internal and external

applications of the numerous pharmacopoeial and other

preparations of opium are too numerous to be detailed

here * Of the alkaloids, morphine is almost purely narcotic.

The action of the morphine salts is similar to that exerted

by opium generally : they are much administered hypoder-

mically and have less tendency to nausea and headache

than the crude drug. Codeine has a feebly narcotic action

and is much used to allay cough in phthisis. Thebaine

is purely convulsive in its action, resembling strychnine

in this respect. Narcotine has no narcotic properties (its

newer name, Anarcotine, is to be preferred on this account)
;

it was formerly issued by the medical depots in India and

* See “ A Note on the Therapy of Opium and its Alkaloids,” by the
author, in Medical Reporter, Calcutta, October 16th, 1891.

K, ID 15
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much used as au antiperiodic* in remittent fever and ague,

•but has now been entirely superseded by quinine and
cinchona febrifuge : its use has recently been re-advocated.

f

Narceine is a soporific. Apomorphine is a powerful ex-

pectorant and non-irritant emetic.

Bruised “ poppy-heads ” are used as a sedative foment-

ation and poultice. They contain a trace of opium. As
grown in India they are much smaller than those imported

from and grown in England.

Toxicology.

Opium is sold in common with many other dangerous

poisons without restriction in the bazars throughout Bengal

and elsewhere. Cases of opium-poisoning, chiefly suicidal,

£

are of very frequent occurrence in the towns
;
they are

recorded daily in the newspapers, and the number of cases

which remain unrecorded in the country districts must be

considerable.

A new, prompt and reliable antidote to opium and

morphine poisoning is announced by Dr. William Moor of

New York (British Medical Journal, 22nd June 1895)

and recently confirmed by Dr. Raw of Dundee, in per-

manganate of potassium. It has been shown that this salt

completely oxidises the alkaloid and renders it void of

toxic properties. One grain of the permanganate has been

* It has been contended that the preponderance of narcotine over

morphine in Indian opium (see the Chapter on “ Chemistry of Opium”),

is a natural provision against malaria in those districts where it abounds

and an argument in favour of its habitual use as a prophylactic,

f Sir William Roberts, M.D., British Medical Association, 1806.

J The number reported by the Chemical Examiner to the Government

of Bengal during 1891 was 76 (including 14 by morphine) out of 290

human viscera examined, although this does not indicate the actual

number of deaths due to opium-poisoning.
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found to oxidise exactly one grain of a morphine salt.

It is administered in solution in water, repeated two or

three times, and in the case of the alkaloid itself or opium

and its preparations it is considered advisable to acidulate

the antidotal solution with dilute sulphuric acid.

The Opium Habit in India.

The habitual use of opium by a large proportion of the

people of India and the policy of Government in encouraging

its cultivation and manufacture and export to China have

been subjects of much discussion and agitation during many

years. The last Royal Commission on Opium—appointed

in 1893, to enquire whether the Government of India should

not diminish or suppress the cultivation of the poppy in

British India, except for medical purposes—has set at rest

for a considerable period many questions upon which much

opinion and sentiment have been expended. The consensus

of medical evidence, European and Native, official and

private, adduced in India before the Commission showed

that opium was a 'panacea with large communities of the

people from childhood to old age and their only safeguard

in unhealthy environments in many large districts where

their poverty and the comparative scarcity of medical

men prevented their obtaining medical advice. It was

commonly believed to be a prophylactic against malaria,

rheumatism, diabetes, endemic diarrhoea, cholera and dy-

sentery, while the belief in its use in the mitigation

of suffering and in painful and wasting diseases was all

but universal. It further appeared that, although much
of the virtue attributed to it, for instance, as tend-

ing to longevity, was probably over-estimated, and much
of the invigoration produced by it was largely artificial,

there was no evidence of extensive moral, physical or
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social degradation from its use in any measure comparable
with the use of alcohol in other countries similarly as an
article of luxury and indulgence. The author, in the

course of his evidence, stated that no injurious effects

attended its moderate use, and that it was believed to have

the desirable effect in old age of arresting or retarding

molecular change. The report of the Commission, issued

in 1895, was in effect that the non-medical and quasi-

medical uses of the drug were so interwoven with the

purely medical uses, that it would not be practicable to

draw a distinction between them in the distribution and

sale of the drug, and that it would be impolitic to interpose

any obstacle to the easy acquisition by the people of so

important a household medicament. The habitual use of

opium as a stimulant by young people was generally

condemned, and opium-smoking, in the forms of chandu

and madat, though now little practised in India, was

considered a disreputable habit.*

It should be noted that the opium habit is practised in

India to a much smaller extent than in China. The present

system of administration, which has been a State monopoly

since the time of the Mogul dynasty and subsequently in

the days of the Honourable John Company, was considered

satisfactory by the Royal Commission. It has the advan-

tage over private enterprise in precluding to a large extent

the possibility of adulteration and corruption.

Other products of P. somniferum.

Poppy Seeds are exported : they are cooked and eaten in

certain curry powders, and are used by the sweetmeat

makers. They yield by expression about 50 per cent, of a

clear Oil, having a similar composition to linseed oil and

* Report of the Royal Commission on Opium, 1896, Yol. 6, p. 97
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drying slowly in the air. Poppy-seed oil is well adapted as a

substitute for olive oil in dispensary practice, and it is pro-

bably used to adulterate olive oil. It has no narcotic pro-

perties, although it is much used as a soothing application.

PARMELIA PERLATA.
Vern.

—

Hind.—Charela, Pathar-ke-phul.

The above and several other species of the lichen order

are sold in the bazars under vernacular names meaning
“ stone-flowers.”

Medicinal uses.—These lichens have long been regarded

iu India as astringent and resolvent. They were formerly

considered useful as a diuretic, applied in the form of a

poultice to the renal and lumbar region.

PAVETTA INDXCA.
Vern.

—

JBeng.—Kukura-chura
;
Hind.—Papari, Kankra

;
Sans.

—Pdppana
;
Tam.—Pavuttay-vayr

; Tel.—Paputta-vayru.

A common shrub, natural order Rubiacece, found through-

out India. The authors of the Pharmacographia Indica

isolated from the root a bitter glucoside closely allied to

salicin.

Medicinal uses.—The bitter Root is frequently prescribed

by Native physicians in visceral obstructions. It has a

purgative action.

PAVONIA ODORATA.
Vern.

—

Beng.—Bala ; Hind.—Bala, Sugandha - bala
; Sans.

. Bala, Hrivera; Bom.—Kala-val;i; Tam.—Perform tiver; Tel.

Erra kuti.

An herb of the Malvacece, with a musk-like odour, wild

in the North-West Provinces, the Western Peninsula, Sind
and Burma.
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Medicinal uses.—The Roots, which also have the odour

of musk, are regarded as cooling and stomachic and enter

into the composition of a well-known fever drink called

Sadgdndha pdniya. The carminative action of the root

is believed to be due to the aromatic odorous principle.

PEARLS.
Vern.—Hind.—Moti

;
Sans.—Mukta

;
Tam.— Muthu-chippi

;

Tel.—Muti-amu.

The Indian pearl fisheries have been notable from time

immemorial. Quite an industry still exists off the coast of

Ceylon and the South-Eastern Coast of India, near Tinne-

velly and Madura in fishing for the ' pearl-o}? ster.’

The Gcdcctrea Garb, of the homoeopaths is the calcined

“ mother-of-pearl ” from the inside of the shell.

Medicinal uses.—The pearl has been held in great re-

pute in Indian medicine for many centuries. It formed an

ingredient in several of the complex prescriptions peculiar

to Sanskrit Materia Medica. Its only virtue was probably

in the calcined state as an alkaline ash, chiefly carbonate

and oxide of lime, acting as an antacid in heart-burn and

bilious affections. It was formerly esteemed by the Hindus

in urinary diseases and consumption, and was believed

to increase the strength, nutrition, and energy of weak

patients. It once had a place in the British Pharmacopoeia.

PEDALIUM MUREX.
The Burra GoicerA.

Vern.—Beng.—Bara-gh6kru
;

Hind.—Bara-gokhru, Faridbuti
;

Bom. — Motto-ghdkru
;
Tam.— Peru-nerunji

;
Tel. — Pedda-

- palleru.

A succulent herb, natural order Pedalinece, common in

the Deccan, Southern India and Ceylon. The four-angled
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spiny Fruit is easily obtained in the bazars under the

.

above names. It has the property, in common with the

Leaves, of rendering water or milk mucilaginous when

steeped in them, without imparting any colour or taste.

The fresh plant and fruit are covered with minute

crystalline glands to which this property is attributed.

The chotci-golchru is the fruit of Tribulus terrestvis (q. v.).

Medicinal uses.—The mucilaginous property alluded to

above has long been utilized in India, the cold watery

infusion being used as an effective demulcent and diuretic

in disorders of the urinary system where a mucilaginous

ao-ent is indicated. The Seeds have of late years gained

some reputation as remedies for spermatorrhoea and in-

continence of urine, in cold infusion of one ounce to a

pint, this quantity being administered daily. The Leaves

are used very largely by the common people as a healing

application to ulcers.

PEGANUM HARMALA..
Harmal : Syrian Rue.

Vern. — Seng. — Isband
;
IHnd.— Harmal, Hurmul

;
Bom.—

Hurrnal; Tam.—Shimai-azha-vanai-virai
;
Tel.—Shimagoranti-

vittulu
;
Pers.—Ispand.

A shrub of the Ratacece found in North-Western India,

the Punjab, Sind and Persia, and in the Western Deccan.

The Seeds are imported from Persia and are easily obtain-

able. They yield a red dye. They also contain two alka-

loids, Harmaline and Harmine, and a soft red-coloured

resin with a narcotic odour resembling that of Cannabis

indica.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds may be regarded as narcotic,

anodyne, emetic and emmenagogue. The powdei’, in doses

of \ to 2 drachms, is a good anodyne in asthma, colic and
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jaundice, and the watery infusion is similarly useful. A
tincture has been found to have mild emmenagogue pro-

perties resembling those of ergot. Wounds are fumigated

by burning the seeds, the smoke being believed to have

antiseptic properties.

PERICAMPYLUS INCANUS.
The Roots of this Menispermaceous plant are sold in

the Bengal bazars under the name of Bardlc-lcanta. They

have long been held in great repute among snake-charmers

in India as an antidote to the bites of poisonous snakes.

An interesting research lately concluded by Surgeon-Lieu-

tenant-Colonel D. D. Cunningham,* has proved that a fluid

extract of the roots, when injected into the bitten place,

possesses decided remedial power, though it has no general

action. It acts by precipitating the poison, and thus ren-

dering it inert when brought into direct relation with it

prior to the absorption of the venom into the system gen-

erally. The chemical constitution of the drug is under

investigation by Mr. David Hooper.

PETROSELINUM SATIVUM.
Syn.—ApIUM PETROSELINUM.

The Parsley.

This culinary herb is cultivated in gardens in India.

Natural order Umbelliferce. It is interesting as being the

source of Apiol, a green oily liquid which is distilled from

the Root. The name is also applied to a crystalline

stearoptene contained in parsley Oil distilled from the

Seed.

* Department of the Sanitary Commissioner with the Government of

India, 1895. - - _
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Medicinal uses.

—

Apiol has been much recommended in

amenorrhcea and in dysmenorrhcea, in doses of 2 to 3

minims, administered in capsules.

PEUCEDANTJM GrRAVEOLENS.
Syn.

—

Anethum sowa.

The Dill : Sowa.

Vern.—Beng.—Sowa, Sulpha; Hind.—Sowa, Soya; Sana.—

Satapushpi.

This herb, natural order Umbelliferce, is cultivated in

Indian gardens for culinary purposes. The Seeds yield

an essential Oil which is largely used for its valuable

carminative properties. Its principal constituent is a fluid

hydrocarbon Anethone. Another constituent is believed to

be identical with the Garvol of Garum carui. P. grande,

growing on the Hills of Western India, also yields an essen-

tial oil with a more lemon-like flavour than the true dill.

Medicinal uses.

—

The oil, essence and water of dill are

much esteemed in India as carminatives for flatulence in

children and in adults.

PHARBITIS NIL.

See Ipom^ia hederacea.

PHCENIX DACTYLIFERA.
The Edible Date.

Vern.— Beng.— Gharar-khejur
;
Hind ,— Khurma, Chhuhara

Sans.— Kharj
jura

; Bom.—Chuara, Kurma
;

Tam.—Pericli-

chankay; Tel.—Karjuru-kaya; Arab.—Khurmal-yabis; Pers.—
Khurmal-Khushk.

This tall date-palm (Palnice) is cultivated in Sind and
in Southern aud Western Punjab, chiefly in the Mult n
district. The tree is known generally as Ichajiir. The
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Fruit has long been valued in India, and in some parts

used as a food, although it is much inferior to that im-
ported from Arabia and Egypt. The Seeds have been
roasted and ground and used as coffee—“ date coffee.”

Medicinal uses.—The sweet, pulpy Fruit is demulcent,

expectorant, laxative and nutrient. A paste made of the

ground Seeds is said to be applied in Southern India for

opacity of the cornea. A Gum, kuJcm chil, obtained from the

tree, is used as a demulcent in genito-urinary affections.

PHCENIX SYLVESTRIS.
The Wild Date Palm : The Date-Sugar Palm.

Vern.—Bencj.—Khejur; Hind.—Khajur, Sendhi, Thalma
;

Sans.—Kharjjura
;
Tam.—Itchamnar; Tel.—Ishan-chedi.

This is the date-palm of India and is widely distri-

buted in India and Ceylon. It is common in Bengal and

Behar, regions where the cultivated variety (P. clactylifera)

is not found. Date-sugar (dhulua) is made by evaporat-

ing the sap obtained from notches cut in the tree : this soft

yellowish sugar is an article of considerable commerce in

Jessore. The juice is also fermented and used as an intoxi-

cating drink or toddy (tetri').

PHYLLANTHUS EMBLICA.
Syn.—Emblica officinalis.

Emblic Myrobalan.

Vern.—Beng.—Amla, Amlaki ;
Hind.—Aonla, Amlaki

;
Sans.

Amalaki
;

Bom.—Avalkati
;

Tam.—Nelli-kai
;

Tel.

—

- Ilserekl.

A medium sized tree, natural order EwpliorbiacecB,

common all over Tropical India, found also in Burma. The

leaves, bark and the fresh, unripe fruit contain tannin, the

latter about 35 per cent. (Pharmacographia Indica.)
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Medicinal uses.—The fresh juice of the round, acidulous

Feuit is used in combination with that of the other My-

robalans—Chebulic (.Terminalia Ghebula)
and Beleric (T

.

belerica) q.v., in the form of a decoction known as triphala

(three fruits)—as a cooling and refrigerant sherbet, and as

an astringent medicine in diarrhoea, hsemoptysis, hsemate-

mesis, and the like. The Root also contains an astringent

principle.

The fresh ripe Feuits of Emblic Myrobalan are used very

largely in India as a laxative, one or two being sufficient

for a dose. They have been exported to Europe, preserved

in sugar, and are valued as a pleasant laxative for children

and made into a confection -consisting of the pulp of the

fruit freed from the seeds.

PHYLLANTHUS NIRURI and P. URINARIA.

Vern.—Beng.—Bhui-amla; Hind.—Jaramla
;

Sans.—Bhumya-

malaki; Bom.—Bhui-dvala
;

Tam.—Kizhkay-nelli
;

Tel .

—

Ndla-usirika.

These herbs, belonging to the Euphorbiacece, are com-

mon in Central and Southern India, extending to Ceylon.

Both plants are used for the same purposes, P. urinaria

being known by the addition of the adjective red to the

above vernacular names. The authors of the Pharmaco-

graphia Indica isolated from the whole plant of P. Niruri

a bitter neutral principle which they named provision-

ally Pseudo-chiratin, and which has subsequently been

investigated and named Phyllanthin.

Medicinal uses.— The plant is considered deobstruent,

diuretic, astringent and cooling. It is administered in

jaundice in doses of a teaspoonful of the dried powdered

plant, and in decoction.
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PHYSALIS FLEXTJOSA.
See WlTHANIA SOMNIFERA.

PICRASMA QUASSIOIDES.
Vern.—Beng.—Charangi

;
Hind.—Bharangi.

A small tree belonging to the sub-tropical Himalaya.

The wood of this tree was many years ago advocated as an

indigenous substitute for the true Quassia—the wood of

Picrcena excelsa—of the West Indies. It belongs to the

same natural order, Simarubece. According to the Pharma-

copoeia of India the wood is brought to Bengal from the

hills under the name of Bharangi, but the authors of the

Pharmacographia Indica have shown that what is usually

sold under this name is the root and stems of Cleroden-

dron serratum. An exhaustive research by Dymock and

Warden
(
Pharm . Journ., 20th July 1889) into the actual

chemical constitution of the wood of P. quassioides as

compared with quassia, indicated the presence of a bitter

crystalline principle, probably the Quassiin of the true

quassia. The wood is not so bitter to the taste as ordinary

quassia. The structure of both closely corresponds.

Medicinal uses.—The Wood might be employed as a

bitter tonic and stomachic in the same way as the import-

ed drug.

PICRORHIZA KURROOA.
Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Kutki, Katki, Karu

; Sans.—
Katuka

;
Bom.—Kali-kutki

;
Tam.—Katuku-rogani ;

Tel.—
Katuku-roni.

An herb common on the Alpine Himalaya from Kashmir

to Sikkim. Dr. Watt has lately stated* that the plant is

* Indian Medical Congress, December 1894.
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very prevalent at altitudes of 10,000 to 15,000 feet, and

that its collection and transportation gives employment

to a large number of persons. He had seen in Kangra

alone during a march of about a week’s duration quite 100

mule loads of this drug being carried towards the plains.

Natural order Scrophularinece. The drug consists of the

small, thin Rhizome. Considerable confusion has been occa-

sioned through the name JcutJd having been applied to

several drugs, chiefly the poisonous Black Hellebore.

The authors of the Pliarmacographia Indica have isola-

ted a bitter principle, named Picrorhizin, and a decomposi-

tion product, Picrorhizetin, which is believed to exist in

small proportion naturally formed in the drug. Cathartic

acid was supposed also to be a constituent.

Medicinal uses.—The Rhizome is bitter and stomachic,

in doses of 10 to 20 grains, much used as a popular remedy

in dyspepsia. It has been found useful as an antiperiodic

in doses of 30 to 40 grains. In both instances it may be

advantageously combined with aromatics and in smaller

doses may be given to children.

PIMPINELLA ANISUM.
Anise.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Muhuri, Mithe-jira; Hind.—Saurif, Anisun;

Bom.—Ervados; Tarn.— Sombu
;

Tel.—Kuppi.

This well-known herb of the Umbelliferce is cultivated

in Persia and in Northern India. The Fruit yields an
essential Oil— Oil of Anise-seed—which consists mainly of

Anethol or Anise camphor.

Medicinal uses.—The Fruit and essential Oil are much
valued in India as being aromatic, stomachic and carmina-
tive. Anise water

—

Aralc Badiav—is also much used for
the same purposes.
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PINUS DEODARA.
See Cedrus deodara.

PINUS LONGIFOLIA.
The Long-leaved Pine : Chir Pine.

Vern,— (The Tree) Hind.—Saral, Chir, Chll;

(The Oleo-Resin) Hind.—Gandha-biroza, Chir-ka-gond.

This tree is the commonest of the Himalayan Coniferce.

It covers great areas in Upper and North-Western India

from Afghanistan to Kashmir. Like the Deodar and seve-

ral other Indian pines it is the source of an Oleo-Resin

which is a product of considerable importance to the people

of India. Extending to comparatively low altitudes and

therefore more accessible, the resin of this tree is perhaps

the most largety collected and made use of. The oleo-resin

exudes naturally in small quantity from the bark and is

collected in larger quantity by making incisions or notches

into the wood. This crude product is heated in order to

obtain the Resin which is usually employed medicinally,

the valuable volatile principles being thus dissipated.

A very pure turpentine, Chir Pine Oil, may be distilled

from the oleo-resin, leaving a fine light-brown colophony

resin. It is distilled and collected to a small extent from

chips of the aromatic wood during the production of Chir

Pine Tar.

Dr. Watt has suggested that the wood might prove suit-

able for the manufacture of wood- wool, now largely used

as a highly absorptive surgical dressing, and for pine-wood

paper and other useful products.

Medicinal uses.—The Oleo-Resin and resin are much

used as external stimulating applications, for ulcers, abscesses

and the like, and as a basis for plasters and an ingredient
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in ointments. Internally they are used to some extent

and with some success as a stimulant diuretic in gleet and

similar affections. The purified oleo-resin might be given

in doses of one to two drachms in emulsion. The tar is

employed in chronic bronchitis and phthisis, and is a

favourite application in skin diseases.

PIPER BETLE.

Syn.—Chavica Betle.

Betel Pepper.

Vern.—Beng.—Pan
;
Hind.—Pan, Tambuli

;
Bans.—Tambula,

Nagavalli; Bom.—Pan, Vilyadele
;
Tam .—Vettilai

;
Tel .

—

JNTaga-valli
;
Pers .—Tarnbol.

A twining plant of the natural order Piperacece, culti-

vated very extensively in the warm and moist parts of

India, in Bengal and Orissa, Madras, the North-West and

Central Provinces, Bombay and Burma, for its Leaves,

which form the basis of the favourite masticatory (pan

-

supdri) of the East. The ‘ betel-vine ’ is a delicate plant

and requires great care and skill in its cultivation. In

Bengal, the pdn garden is carefully enclosed and covered

over with wicker work and the prettily trellised plants

form an interesting object. The gardens producing the best

leaves are said to be those of the banks of the Hooghly.

The practice of chewing the betel leaf is universal among
the Natives of India of all classes and castes. Slices of

areca nut (Areca catechu, q. v., erroneously but popularly

called the betel nut) with a proportionate quantity of

catechu and various spices according to the means and

taste of the individual are wrapped in the leaf previously

smeared with a little churnam or shell-lime. This combina-

tion is believed to act as a gentle stimulant, tonic and
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digestive. It certainly has a useful action in increasing

the salivary secretion, while the antiseptic property of the

betel leaf is beneficial, but, as practised, betel-chewing has

the unpleasant effect of highly colouring the saliva and

staining the teeth.

Betel-leaf contains an aromatic essential Oil (isolated

by Kemp, in 1885, as a heavy and a light volatile oil).

Treatment of the oil by caustic potash yields Chavicol, a

phenol having powerful antiseptic properties, said to be

five times more powerful than carbolic acid and twice as

strong as eugenol. To this “ betel-phenol ” is due the

characteristic odour of the leaves and oil. It is stated in

Dr. Watt’s Dictionary of the Economic Products of India

that an alkaloid named AraJcene, with properties some-

what allied to those of cocaine, has been extracted from

the leaves.*

Medicinal uses.—The fresh Leaves and the fresh juice

of the leaves and the Oil have aromatic, carminative and

astringent properties. The warm leaves form a valuable

application to the chest in cases of bronchial difficulty, and

are applied to the mammce to check the secretion of milk.

A little of the juice of the leaf is dropped into the ear to

relieve earache. A common practice is to insert the stalk

or midrib of the leaf, previously dipped in castor oil, after

the manner of a suppository for constipation of children.

It is remarkable that, notwithstanding the extensive use

of the leaf in India, and “ in spite of repeated efforts to

introduce it to European practice, the oil has never given

rise to the slightest interest in medical circles.” (
Berichte

von Schimmel & Go., April 1892.) Its employment has

* [Mr. David Hooper, F.C.S., F.L.S., commenting' on this statement,

in a revisal of the proofs of this work, says that he can find no chemi-

cal authority for it.]
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been suggested in recent years in inflammation of the

mucous membrane of the larynx, and in diphtheria, used as

a gargle. It is very powerful and must be largely diluted. .

PIPER CHABA.
Syn.

—

P. OFFICINARUM.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Chai
;

Hind.—Chab, Cliavi
;
Sans.—Chavikaj

Bom .—Kankala, Chavak.

This plant, natural order Piperacce, is a Native of the

Indian Archipelago (Java and Sumatra). Its fruit is the

Long Pepper of European commerce, and is imported into

Calcutta via Singapore (see also P. longum).

Medicinal uses.—The Fruit is considered aromatic,

stimulant and carminative, occasionally used in medicines

for coughs and throat affections. It is obtainable in the

bazars, but is not much used in Native medicine.

PIPER CUBEBA
Syn.—CUBEBA OFFICINALIS.

CUBEBS

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Kabab-chim
; Sans.—Sugandha-

muricha
;

Bom.—Kabab-chim; Tam.—Val-milaku; Tel.

Chalava-miriyalu
;
Pers.—Kibabeh

;
Arab.—Kababah.

A climbing woody shrub or bush, belonging to the natural

order Piperacece, indigenous to Java and Sumatra, and
probably cultivated to a small extent in India. The dried,

unripe full-grown Fruits or berries are the cubebs of com-
merce, and are easily obtainable in the Indian bazars, beino-

imported from Singapore, and the drug is therefore noticed

briefly in this place. The berries somewhat resemble those
of black pepper in general appearance, the distinguishing

k, ID 16
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feature being the short pedicel or stalk attached to the base

of the cubebs. The English name is derived from the

Arabic, Jcababah.

The characteristic constituent of cubebs is the aromatic

volatile Oil which deposits on cooling crystals of Camphor

of Cubebs. It also contains a resin, consisting partly of

Cubebic Acid and a crystalline body termed Cubebin. The

essential oil and cubebin are believed to be inert therapeu-

tically and are eliminated in the preparation of the Oleo-

Resin of cubebs of the British Pharmacopoeia.

Medicinal use.—Stimulant to the mucous membranes,

especially those of the throat and of the urino-genital

organs, usually employed in powder, tincture or oleo-resin.

PIPER LONGUM.
Long Pepper.

Vern.— Benq.—(The Fruit)—Pipul, Pipli. (The Root)— Pipul-

miil; Sind. 'The Fruit)—Pipul, Pipli. (The Root)—Fipli

mul
;

Sans.—Pippaii ;
Bom.—Pipli, Piper; Tam .—Tippili;

Tel.—Pippaii katte
;
Arab.—Dar-filfil

;
Pers.—Maghz-pipal.

This plant, also belonging to the Piperacece, is ndigenous

to Eastern and Southern India from Nepal and Assam to

Ceylon, and is cultivated in Eastern Bengal for its Fruit,

which is exported from India to some extent as Long

Pepper as well as that of P. Chaba, the true long pepper

(q.v.). The article consists in either case of the full-grown,

sun-dried, unripe fruit, or spike of small fruits, that of the

Indian product being somewhat smaller and thinner, but

quite similar to that grown in Java, which usually averages

H inch in length and about \ inch in thickness. The

former is also less pungent in taste and aroma. The con-

stituents of both fruits are the same as those of P. nigrum
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(q.v.) viz., an aromatic volatile oil, an acrid oleo-resin

and a crystalline substance called Piperin. The Root of

P. longum, sliced and dried, is known among the Native

druggists as pipul-miU, and is believed to possess the virtues

of the fruit in a weaker degree.

Sugandhi pippctli is the name of a third variety of long

pepper which, according to Dymock, is imported from

Zanzibar and sold in the bazars of Bombay.

Medicinal uses.—Stimulant, carminative and alterative

tonic: more powerful than black pepper. The powdered

pipul is given with honey in catarrhal affections, in colic

and cholera, and used as an external stimulant application

rubbed over painful parts. The fruit is used to some

extent as a spice. The root is much used as a stimulant

remedy and spice.

PIPER NIGRUM.
Black Pepper.

Vern.

—

Peng.—G61-marich, Kala-morich
; Hind.—Gulmirch,

Mirch, Kali-mirch
; Sans.—Maricha

;
Bom.—Miri, Kala-miri

;

Tam .

—

Milagu • Tel.—Miriyalu
;
Mai—Kuru-mulaka

; Bunn.

Sa-yo mai.

The “ pepper-vine” (Piperacece) is a perennial, climbing
shrub indigenous to the Malabar and Travancore coasts,

whence, according to the Pharmacographia, it has been
introduced into Sumatra, Java, the Malay Peninsula, Siam
the Philippines and the West Indies. The plant is exten-
sively cultivated in South Western India, and the Fruit
is very largely exported from Madras, Bombay, Karachi
and Calcutta, forming a considerable portion of the world’s
supply of black pepper. The principal exporting centre
for the Malayan and West Indian product is Singapore.
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The spice lias been exported from India from about the

11th century, “and was for many ages the staple article

of trade between Europe and India”
(Pharmacographia

)

having been to a large extent the nucleus of the commerce

now existing between these two continents.

The globular berry-like fruit is collected when fu

grown but unripe, when it begins to turn from green to

red : it assumes the blackish-brown colour and wrinkled

appearance of the commercial article on drying in the sun.

The chemical constituents of black pepper are 2 to 8

per cent, of a crystalline substance called Piperin, which

is the active principle, having the same chemical composi-

tion as morphine, although almost devoid of taste, colour

or smell, and which is resolvable into Piperic Acid and a

colourless liquid alkaloid, Piperidine (now believed to be

also present in the fruit): an acrid oleo-resin to which the

well-known pungent taste and aromatic odour is due, and

an aromatic essential oil, starch and gum.

White Pepper,

(Piper Album) consists of the Fruits of P. nigrum

divested of the dark outer skin, which is easily removed by

soaking in water, the berries being subsequently dried and

bleached in the sun.

This treatment removes some of the pungent and acrid

principles, these being contained chiefly in the pericarp

or outer coat of the fruit. The vernacular names are as

above with the prefix safed or sadcc (white).

The popular use of the commercial varieties of pepper

as culinary spices is well-known, and would appear to be

extending to all countries of the world.

Medicinal uses.—Black pepper has held an important

place in Indian medicine for many centuries, a popular
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Sanskrit prescription having been a confection of pepper.

It is still regarded and much, used as an aromatic stimu-

laut and carmiuative, useful in dyspepsia and flatulence, in

haemorrhoids, and occasionally employed as an antiperiodic

in obstinate fevers. Externally it is valued as a rubefacient

and stimulant to the skin. It is little used in modern

European medicine except as an ingredient of several of

the confections of the Pharmacopoeia, that of pepper being

used chiefly in the treatment of hgemorrhoids. Piperin is

official in the United States Pharmacopoeia, and used as a

febrifuge in doses of 2 to 8 grains.

Adulterations.—Black pepper, which is always exported

unground, is seldom adulterated in India. The berries of

Embelia Ribes (q.v.) are occasionally found as an admix-

ture, sometimes accidental. Powdered black pepper is

believed to undergo a considerable amount of sophistica-

tion in commerce.

PISTACIA INTEGERRIMA.
Vern.—(The Galls)— Beng.—Kakra-sringi

; Hind.—Kakrasingi;

Sans.—Karkata sringi
;
Bom.—Kakrasingi

;
Tam.—Kakkata

shingi
;

Tel.—Kakara-shingi.

The drug sold in the bazars of Northern India under the

above names consists of the gall-like excrescences formed

by insects on the leaves and petioles of this tree (natural

order Anacardiacece
) found on the mountain ranges of the

North-West from Peshawar to Simla. The Galls are hard,

hollow, irregular, greyish externally and yellow internally,

usually 1 to long, sometimes much larger and shaped
like a hoi’n, hence the name singi.

The galls have been examined by Mr. J. G. Prebble
(Pharmacographia Iadica

) and found to contain 75 per
cent, of tannin.
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Medicinal uses.

—

The powdered Galls have been given

as an expectorant in coughs and phthisis, in doses of 20

grains combined with demulcents, and in diarrhoea with

other astringents.

PISTACIA LENTISCUS.
The Mastiche Tree.

Vern.—Hind.—Rumi mastiki • Pers.—Mastika-i-rumi.

The mastiche or mastic Resin, imported in small

quantity into India from Asia Minor, through Persia and

Afghanistan, is an exudation obtained by incision from the

bark of this tree. Natural order Anacardiacece. It is

used as a masticatory by persons of high rank in India to

preserve the teeth and sweeten the breath. Mastiche was

formerly employed to some extent in medicine, but is now

regarded as having little therapeutic value. It is used by

dentists for filling carious teeth.

PISTACIA TEREBINTHUS.
The Terebinth or Chian Turpentine Tree,

Bombay Mastiche.

Vern.—(The Resin)

—

Hind.—Mastaki,. Kabuli-mastaki,

Khinjak.

Three varieties of this tree, also belonging to the Ana-

cardiacece, indigenous to Sind, Beluchistan and Afghanis-

tan

—

P. mutica, P. cabulica and P. Khinjuh, now gen-

erally regarded as one species—yield oleo-resins allied more

or less to that of true mastiche and used in India as

substitutes for it. The Oleo -Resin exudes, like mastiche,

from incisions in the bark and is of a darker colour than

the true drug, the finer qualities (in tears when fresh)
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usually running into a pasty mass which becomes hard

and brittle on exposure to the air. It i s known as Bombay

or East Indian mastiche, and is identical with the product

known as Chian turpentine, although this drug, as used in

medicine, is collected solely from P. Terebinthus growing

in the Island of Scio (Ohio) in the Mediterranean.

Chian turpentine consists of a resin and an essential oil

as contrasted with mastiche which consists essentially of

two resins.

Medicinal uses.

—

Bombay mastiche is not used medici-

nally in India, although the better qualities might be used

in the same way as Chian turpentine. The latter had

almost fallen into disuse in European medicine until revived

some years ago as a remedy in uterine cancer, given in

emulsion or in a pill with sulphur in doses of 5 to 10

grains.

PISTACIA VERA.
The Pistachio-nut Tree.

Vern.

—

Beng. and Rind.

—

Pista
;
Pers.

—

Pisteh.

The tree, natural order Anacardiacece, grows in the

forests of Syria and Persia, and is cultivated to some extent

in Afghanistan. The Fruit or nuts are brought to India

in considerable quantities by the 'Kabul traders along with

asafcetida and other drugs. The pistachio nuts are used as

food by some high class Indian people and regarded as

very nourishing. They also enter into certain confections.

The fruit somewhat resembles that of the olive, ovoid and

reddish externally, astringent and terebinthinate, with a

kernel which yields a sweet, aromatic oil. Galls are formed

on the leaves which have been found to contain 45 per

cent, of tannin allied to gallo-tannic acid, besides gallie

acid and 7 per cent, of a resin or oleo-resin to which their
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terebinthinous odour is due
(Pharmacographia Indica).

They are known as Gul-i-pisteh or Bazghanj, and are also

imported into India.

Medicinal uses.—The Nut has been regarded as tonic

and useful in debility. The Oil expressed from it is

used as a demulcent. The Galls are useful as an astrin-

gent.

PISTIA STRATIOTES.
Vern.—Beng.—Toka-pana

;
Hind.—Jal-kunbhi; Sans.—Kum-

bhikaj Bom.—Praslini
;
Tam.—Agasa-tamard

;
Tel.—Antara-

tamara.

An aquatic stemless plant, belonging to the natural order

Aroidece, growing on the surface of the water in tanks and

stagnant pools in Bengal and also found on the sea-shore.

The ash of the plant, known as pdnd salt, has some repute

in some parts of India as an application for ringworm. It

has been found by Dr. Warden to consist chiefly of potas-

sium chloride and sulphate.

PLANTAGO OVATA.
Syn.—P. ispagula.

IspaghAl or Spogel Seeds.

Vern.—Beng.—Isabgul, Ispaghul, Eshopgol
;
Hind.—Isabgkul,

Ispaghul, Issufgiil
;

Bom.— Isapghol
;

Tam. — Ishappukol-

virai ;
Tel.—Isapagala-vittulu

;
Pers.—Ispaghul, Isparzah.

A Persian herb, found also in North-Western India, the

Punjab and Sind : cultivated to a small extent in Bengal.

Natural order Plantaginece. The minute boat-shaped

Seeds, of a pinkish-grey colour, are well-known and

easily obtain.iMe in all the bazars under the above verna-

cular names, being for the most part imported from Persia.
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They were made official in the Pharmacopoeia of India,

and are much valued in India for their demulcent and

emollient properties. Steeped or boiled in water they

become coated with an abundant, adherent, bland mucilage.

The seeds of several other species of the same genus

exhibit a similar property, those of P. amplexicaulis being

the brown variety of the drug sometimes met with in the

bazars.

Medicinal uses.—A decoction of the Seeds (about 1 in

60) is used in India as a cooling demulcent drink. Their

more important use, however, is as a valuable remedy in

chronic diarrhoea and dysentery, especially in that peculiar

form of intestinal irritation known as “hill” diarrhoea.

The medicine has been given with advantage in powder, in

doses of J to 2 drachms, sometimes mixed with sugar,

although the best method of administration is in decoction

(1 in 40), or about one drachm of the seed after soaking

in water. Surgn.-Lieut.-Col. C. H. Joubert has stated* that

he has found Ispaghul to be a very valuable remedy in the

conditions indicated, given in spoonful doses of the whole

seed, steeped for 15 or 20 minutes in water, the resulting-

mucilaginous mass being swallowed. Many of the swollen

seeds pass out whole with the motions, and he believes their

action to be mechanical as well as astringent to the
intestinal ulcers.

The remedy is perfectly tasteless, and therefore equally
suitable foi children as adults and so safe that it may be
given almost ad libitum. Afy hile practically non-astringent
it forms an admirable adjunct to astringent medicines, with
which, however, it should not be combined. It has a
beneficial action in other inflammatory affections of the

* Watt’s Dictionary of the Economic Products of India .
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mucous membrane of the alimentary canal, as in gastric

catarrh.

The bruised seeds moistened with water form a good

emollient poultice.

PLUMBAGO ROSEA.

Vern.—Beng.—Lal-chita, Rakto-chitra
;

Hind.—Lal-chitarak,

Lal-chitra
;
Sans.—Raktachitraka

;
Bom.—Lal-chitra

;
Tam.—

Shivappu-chittira
;

Tel.—Yerra- chitra.

A plant commonly cultivated in gardens in India.

Natural order Plumbaginece. The Root has vesicant pro-

perties when applied to the skin, and it has been proposed

as an efficient substitute for cantharides. The bruised root

mixed with oil is used as a rubefacient application in

rheumatism. Taken internally it is a powerful acro-

narcotic poison. The records of the Chemical Examiner’s

Departments show that it is employed to procure criminal

designs.

The root contains a crystalline principle, Plumbagin,

which is the active constituent.

PLUMBAGO ZEYLANICA.

Vern.—Beng.—Chita, Chitruk safaid ;
Hind.— Chitra, Chitarak;

Sans.—Chitraka
;
Tam.— Chittira

;
Tel.—Ckitra-mulam.

A plant closely allied to the former, growing wild and

cultivated as a hedge plant in Bengal and Southern India.

P. rosea is sometimes regarded as a cultivated variety of

the plant under notice. The Root contains the same active

principle and has similar properties although in a smaller

degree. It is in popular use as a counter-irritant and

vesicant. It was formerly and is still used as a stimulant
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adjunct to other medicines in small doses of the powder.

Like the root of the former species it is powerfully

poisonous and its use is attended with great danger.

PODOPHYLLUM BMODI.

Indian Podophyllum.

Vern.

—

Hind.—Papra, Papri, Bhavan-bakra, Bakra-chimyaka.

A herbaceous plant of the natural order Berberidece,

indigenous to the temperate Himalaya from Sikkim to

Kashmir, plentiful near Simla, usually at altitudes above

9,000 feet. It is more plentiful on the Western Himalaya

than on the Eastern ranges. The plant is closely allied

in botanical characters to the American species, P. peltatum,

the source of the Resin of Podophyllum of the British Phar-

macopoeia ; the lobed leaves have the same appearance

that has given the name to the American plant of “ duck’s

foot”; the scarlet red pulpy fruit, of the size and shape of a

pigeon’s egg, is eaten by the hill tribes as the “May-apple”

(fruit of P. peltatum) is in America, and the Rhizome or

underground stem and rootlets contain similar medicinal

principles.

The resinous constituents of both species, called collec-

tively Poclophyllin, are obtained by re-percolation of the

dried and powdered rhizomes, precipitation by acidulated

water and drying at a low temperature. Podophyllin is

an amorphous powder, usually of a bright brownish yellow

colour, soluble in rectified spirit and in aqueous ammonia.
It has been found, according to a research made by Podwis-
sotzki (1882) that the physiologically active portion of

podophyllin consists of an amorphous principle soluble in
alcohol, isolated from a chloroformic extract of the root
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and named Podophyllotoxin. It contains none of the

fatty or colouring matters of the official resin, and has been

administered as a purgative in doses of ^ to £ grain.

Podophyllotoxin is composed of a bitter, crystalline, neutral

body, Picropodophyllin, probably held in solution by
Picropodophyllic Acid. The resin also contains Podo-
pliyllic Acid, which is inert, a yellow: colouring matter,

Podophylloquercetin (not berberine as formerly supposed)

and fatty matter.

Mr. David Hooper showed in 1888 that Indian podo-

phyllum yielded 12 per cent, of resins as compared with

4 per cent, yielded by the American drug. Practical

working averages are about 10 and 5 percent, respectively.

Following a communication to the Pharmaceutical Journal

by Dj'mock and Hooper (26th January 1889) introducing

P. emodi as a desirable addition to the Materia Medica,

and partly through interest being aroused in it by Dr.

George Watt, c.i.e., Reporter on Economic Products to the

Government of India, considerable quantities of the drug

were exported from India, and found a ready market in

London.

In a paper contributed to the British Pharmaceutical

Conference, held in Edinburgh in 1892, Mr. John C. Umney
reported the results of a series of experiments undertaken

with a view to determine whether an occasional uncertainty

of action attributed to the podophyllin of P. emodi was

due to a difference in chemical constitution as compared

with the official resin. Parallel analyses by Podwissotzki’s

method showed that while the rhizome of P. emodi yielded

nearly double the amount of resin yielded by P. pelta-

tum, the former contained only about half the quantity

of podophyllotoxin, and consequently of picropodophyl-

lin, to which the value as a cathartic was believed to
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be due. On the other hand, an analysis published by

Mr. F. A. Thompson, Ph. G. {Am. Journ. Pharm., May, 1890)

.shows the percentage of podophyllotoxin as fully 25 per

cent, higher than the average amount found in the podo-

phyllin of P. peltatum. Active commercial interest in

the Indian drug: has somewhat waned since these conflict-

ing results have been published, but a more extended

chemical and physiological investigation is desirable before

the claims of P. emodi to recognition as an additional

official source of podophyllin resin can be altogether

set aside.

The plant is very plentiful and easily accessible on the

Himalaya. Dr. Watt reports* that the number of persons

who make a living by collecting and exporting drugs

from the higher ranges of Kangra and Kulfx, where it

abounds, is very great, and that if European merchants

wished to procure it they would find little difficulty in

organizing an agency.

Medicinal uses.—It is remarkable that the medicinal

value of the podophyllum should have escaped the notice

of the Indian people, who are now, however, beginning to

recognise the purgative property of the roots. Podophyllin
Resin is one of the most popular of modem medicines
It is a powerful biliary purgative, its action somewhat
corresponding to that of mercury, hence the name “ vege-

table calomel.” It is an active cholagogue and aperient in

doses of ^th to 1 grain, usually in pills, alone or combined
with other hepatics and purgatives or in solution in alcohol

(Tincturci Fodophylli, B. P.) The rhizome itself is not
employed in medicine.

* Indian Medical Congress, 1894. Presidential Address in the Section
of Pharmacology.
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PONGAMIA GLABRA.
Vern.—Beng.—Karanja, Karrnuj

;
Hind.—Karanj, Kiramalj

Sans.—Karanja, Naktamala
;

Tam.—Ponga, Pungam-ma-

ram
;
Tel.—Kanuga, Ranagu

;
Bom.—Karanj; Mai.—Pongam.

A moderate sized tree of the Leguminosce, common all

over India from the temperate Himalaya to Central and

Southern India and Ceylon. The Seeds yield on expres-

sion about 25 per cent, of a thick, yellowish brown bitter

Oil of specific gravity about 0 -

935, which is used for

illuminative purposes and is likely to prove of considerable

value medicinally.

Medicinal uses.

—

Pongamia Oil (known in some parts

also as hong

4

oil) has marked antiseptic, cleansing and heal-

ing properties when applied to skin diseases, in scabies,

herpes and the like. An embrocation made of equal parts

of the oil and lime or lemon juice is useful in rheumatism,

and the same combination has proved efficacious as an

application in psoriasis and pityriasis. The juice of the

Stem, Leaves and Root appear to possess similar properties.

POTASSII NITRAS.
Nitrate of Potassium.

Vern.—Beng.—S6ra
;
Hind .—Short!, Suriakhar

;
Bom .—Shdra

mitha.

This salt, known commonly as nitre or saltpetre, is pro-

duced very largely as a natural efflorescence on the surface

of the soil in many parts of India.

In Bengal it occurs as a thin white crust not unlike

frost-rind, chiefly in the Behar district, whence the partially

purified salt is brought down in great quantities to Calcutta

for export, while it is also collected in the North-West

Provinces, throughout the course of the Ganges, from land
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which has been inundated during the rains, and in the

Punjab.

The Native saltpetre refiners, or leonahs as they are called,

commence operations soon after the rains by collecting

the efflorescence from the land and from mud-heaps, mud

buildings, and other places on which it lias formed. The

saline earth is now subjected to a process of solution and

filtration through a crude mud filter. The solution, which

has now been freed of earthy matters, contains a certain

proportion of nitrate of lime, to remove which it is passed

-through layers of wood-ashes and ashes of plants (impure

carbonate of potassium), carbonate of lime being deposited,

and the nitrate of potassium solution evaporated and

crystallized. The impure nitre is now known as dhoah

and contains about 45 to 70 per cent, of the actual salt,

the remainder being sulphate and chloride of sodium and

insoluble matter. It is again dissolved and crystallized

before it is sent, under the name of shora Icalmi (refined)

to the bazars for sale, while it is further re-crystallized in

Calcutta and elsewhere before being sold for use.

Indian saltpetre formerly constituted the whole of the

world’s supply of that valuable chemical substance, the

trade having been a profitable monopoly of the East India

Compauy for over a century. It is still very largely ex-

ported from Calcutta, although it has a formidable rival in

Chilian saltpetre, and that produced by chemical manufac-

ture. It is much used in India for some industrial pur-

poses, and saltpetre is not imported except for medicinal

purposes.

Medicinal uses.—In solution, diuretic and diaphoretic,

irritant if given in the solid form or in concentrated solu-

tion : locally as a refrigerant lotion. Inhalation of the

fumes of bibulous papers soaked in a saturated solution
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of the nitrate and dried, sometimes combined with datura

and other drugs, and burned, often affords marked relief

in asthma and other spasmodic affections, the virtue being

believed to reside in the oxygen which the salt evolves on

ignition or strongly heating.

PRUNTJS AMYGDALUS.
Syn.—Amygdalus communis

The Almond,

Vern.—Beng .—Bilati-badam ; Hind.—Badam
;

Sans.—Bada-

mitte
;
Bom.—Badam; Tam.—Vadam-kottai

; Tel.—Badam

vittulu
;

Pei's .—Badam.

The almond tree is a Native of Western Asia, and has

now become naturalized in the Mediterranean countries of

Europe and Africa. It is cultivated in the Punjab,

Kashmir and Afghanistan, whence the Fruit (almond in

shell) is exported in large quantities to India. The natural

order is Rosacea}. The almond tree is veiy frequently

cultivated for ornamental purposes in the plains and the

fruit forms but does not ripen.

Two varieties of tbe tree are recognised

—

clulcis and

amara—yielding respectively sweet and bitter almonds,

but without other botanical difference. The distinction

in the fruits may be made in the above vernacular

names by the addition of the words “sweet” or “bitter.”

Both varieties yield to expression about 50 per cent, of a

fine, clear, yellowish, fixed Oil, contained in the kernel,

with an agreeable flavour and no odour. They also

contain a neutral principle called Emulsin or Synap-

tose and the bitter almond in addition a crystalline

glucoside, AmygdalMi' These bodies do not leact in the

dry state, but in the presence of water the emulsin acts as
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a ferment on the amygdalin, producing benzoic aldehyd

(essential oil of bitter almonds), hydrocyanic or prussic

acid and glucose. The essential oil, thus produced only

from bitter almonds and in the presence of water, is pre-

pared commercially by treating the almond cake, left after

expression of the fixed oil, with water and distilling. It

is highly7' poisonous, due to the presence of the prussic

acid, which is, however, usually removed by distillation

with lime and sulphate of iron. The tree yields a gum

known as Badam-i-gond which is exported from Bomba}7

and occasionally used in place of tragacanth.

Medicinal uses.—Almonds per se are little used in medi-

cine. The white emulsion produced when the blanched

and powdered kernels are triturated with water is used as a

vehicle for medicines. The essential oil is much employed

as an agreeable flavouring agent. Almond meal has been

recommended as a suitable diet for diabetic patients, as it

contains no starch. The burnt shell (almond shell charcoal)

is used in India as a tooth powder.

PRUNUS COMMUNIS.
VAR.—INSITITIA.

The Bokhara Plum.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Alu, Alu-bokhara, Alucha.

The Fruit of this tree, which belongs to the natural

order Bosacece, and grows on the Western Himalaya, is

common in the Indian markets, being brought down by the

Afghan traders, and largely consumed by the rich in

various fdrms of chatrii. It acts as a cooling- laxative aiid
L

f r
' * *

is regarded as suitable for all the purposes to. which the'

English plum is put, as in the prepaVatiou of Confection

Of Senna.' > ai a rA '"
-

i.

K, ID 17
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PSIDIUM GUYAVA.
VaR.—PYRIFERUM (white) ANE POMIFERUM (red).

The Guava.

Vern.—Beng.—Goachhi-phal, Piyara; Hind.—Am, Amrufc;

Bom.—Perala; Tam.—Goyya-pazham
; Tel.—Jam-pandu.

This tree, natural order Myrtacece, cultivated nearly all

over India and common in Bengal, is much valued on

account of its pleasant fruit which forms when stewed the

well-known guava jelly. The Stem-Bark has attracted

some attention as an astringent, and has been found to con-

tain about 25 per cent, of tannic acid.

Medicinal uses.

—

The root-bark has been recommended

in chronic infantile diarrhoea, in decoction of \ oz. in 6 oz.

of water, boiled down to 3 oz., and given in teaspoon-

ful doses: and as a local application in prolapsus ani of

children.

PSORALEA CORYLIFOLIA.

Syn.—-Trifolium unifolium.

Babchi' Seeds.

Vern.—Beng.—Latakasturi, Babachi, Hakuch
;
Hind.—Babchi,

Babachi, Bhavanj
;
Sans.—Vakuchi; Bom.—Bawachi; Tam.

—Karpo-karishi
;

Tel.—Bhavanchi-vittulu.

The Seeds of this common weed are ovate, very small,

of a dark brown colour, with an aromatic and bitter taste.

The plant belongs to the natural order Leguminosce, and

is common in Bengal and all over the plains of India.

The seeds jdelded the authors of the Pharmacographia

Indica a colourless essential oil, lighter than water, and

which possessed in a marked degree the odour of the
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drug, and a crystalline colouring matter. The consti-

tuents were found to be partly soluble in water, alcohol 1

«,nd ether.

Medicinal uses.—The author communicated to the

International Pharmaceutical Congress held in London in

1881, the results of a series of experiments he had conduct-

ed with an oleo-resinous extract of the Seeds, diluted with

-cliaulmugra oil, as an application in cases of leucoderma or

white leprosy. The course of the treatment was thus de-

scribed :
—“ After application for some days the white patches

appear to become red and vascular; sometimes a slightly

painful sensation is felt. Occasionally some small vesicles

or pimples appear, and if these be allowed to remain undis-

turbed, they dry up, leaving a dark spot of pigmentary

matter, which forms, as it were, a nucleus. From this spot,

as well as from the margin of the patch, pigmentary matters

gradually develop, which ultimately coalesce with each

other, and thus the whole patch disappears. It is also re-

markable that the appearance of fresh patches is arrested

by its application.” (Pharm. Journ., 24th Sept. 1881.)

The late Brigade-Surgeon W. Dymock, commenting on this

mode of treatment, stated that in the hands of other

observers only negative results had been obtained. The

author has found, however, as the result of mauy years

experience in the treatment of the disease, which is very

prevalent in Bengal, that he has no reason to alter his

original announcement of the merits of this drug as a reliable

specific in the conditions indicated. It may be noted that

the treatment is more successful in young persons than

in older patients where the circulation is slower and;

the pigmentary matter in the blood smaller in quantity^

The ointment may be prepared by combining one part
of an alcoholic extract of the seeds with two parts of
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chaulmugra oil and two parts of lanoline. The proportion

of . the active ingredient may be increased if the action,

is delayed.

v - ' 1
•

*

PTEROCARPUS MARSUPIUM.
The Indian Kino Tree : Malabar Kino.

Vern.—Beng.—Pft-sal; Hind.—Bija, Bijasar
;
Bom.—Bibla,

., Honne
;
Tam.—Vengai-maram

;
Tel.—Peddagi.

- A large tree of Central and Southern India and Ceylon,

belonging to the natural order Leguminosce.

• It is the official source of the kino of the European

Pharmacopoeias and that of the United States. Kino is a

natural exudation obtained by incisions in the trunk, in-

spissated without artificial heat. It occurs usually in small

qngular, dark brownish-red, glistening brittle fragments,

with a very astringent taste. The kino trees are carefully

reserved by Government both in the Malabar and Madras-

forests and are leased out to collectors.

The principal constituent of kino is a peculiar tannin.

Kino-tannic Acid, usually believed to be identical with the

tannin of catechu (catechu-tannic acid) and distinct from

gallo-tannic acid. Bjt boiling an aqueous solution of kino-

tannic acid a precipitate of Kino-red is obtained : treated

with dilute acid a similar precipitate occurs and crystals of

Kino'in separate. By dry distillation kino yields Pyro-cate-

chin and heated with caustic alkalies, Protocatechuic Acid

and Phloroglucin, similar products to those afforded by

catechu.
- Malabar kino is little used in Native medicine in India r

It is reserved for export to Europe, Bengal or Butea kino

(cpv.), an inferior product, taking its place,

o .Medicinal use.—Kino is a simple astringent, adminis-

tered in^diarrhoea, somewhat milder in action than catechu-
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FTEROCARPUS SANTALINUS.

Red Sanders or Sandalwood.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Rakto-chandana
;
Hind.—Rukhtu-chandan, Lai

chandan ;
Sans.—Raktachandana

;
iJo/ra.—Ratanjli

;
Tam .

—

Sken-shandanam ;
Tel.— Rakta-gandham

;
JPers.— Sandale-

surkh.

A small tree, natural order Leguviinosce, belonging to the

forests of Madras and Mysore and the Coromandel and

Malabar Coasts of Southern India. .1

The felling of the trees is under strict Government con-

trol and yields a considerable revenue. The wood, formerly

•called by the Dutch “calliature wood,” is exported

chiefly from Madras in large logs consisting chiefly of the

lower portion of the tree trunk and roots, much of the

actual wood being retained in India for ornamental wood-*

work.

The chips or raspings of the bright—red heart—Wood, as

found in the pharmacies, are the red sanders wood (Lignum
Pterocarpi

)

of the Pharmacopoeias. . . ]

Although misnamed “red sandalwood” and .described

in Sanskrit writings as a variety of the true sandalwood

(iSantaluvi album), q.v., the products are quite distinct. i

Red sanders wood contains a red, crystalline, resinoid

colouring matter, insoluble in water, soluble in alcohol,

-named Santalin or Santalic Acid. From the wood has

-also been isolated a colourless principle, called Santal
, which

is capable of being converted into what is believed to be
resorcin. Another crystalline body, Pterocarpin, has also

•been isolated. /

The wood is not employed medicinally. In pharmacy it

is a colouring ingredient in the compound tincture of
lavender.
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PUNICA GRANATUM.
The Pomegranate.

Vern.—(The Fruit)

—

Beng.—Dalhn, Darim, Anar
;

Hind.—
Anar, Darim

; Sans. — Dadima-phalam
;

Bom. — Dalrmba,

Anara; Tam. — Madalaip-pazham • Tel. — Danimma-puvvu j;

Arab.—Rumman
;
Pers .—Anar.

The pomegranate tree, natural order Lytltracece, is wild

in Persia, Afghanistan and Beluchistan and cultivated1

chiefly for its Fruit nearly all over India. The fruit is-

always plentiful in the cold weather in the bazar in Cal-

cutta, that grown in the plains being, however, much infe-

rior to that brought down by the Kabuli fruit merchants.

The fruit is usually as large as a good sized apple, with a

hard, leathery rind of a brownish-red colour externally

enclosing very numerous yellowish seeds embedded in a

pellucid red pulp. It is occasionally exported whole, more

commonly in portions of the rind. The pomegranate fruit

has been esteemed in the East from a very remote period

as is evidenced by the numerous references to it in Scrip-

ture. In India it has been used as food and medicine for

centuries. The Rind of the fruit and the Root-Bark are

the officinal portions, the latter having been adopted in

many of the Pharmacopoeias. The root-bark is not usually

sold in the drug shops in India, being usually obtained

fresh as required.

The principal chemical constituent of the rind of the

fruit is tannin, which it may contain to the extent of 22 to

25 per cent. The root-bark contains 20 to 25 per cent, of

the same astringent principle, considered to be a peculiar

variety and named Punico-tannic Acid, which, when

boiled with dilute sulphuric acid, is resolvable into

EUagic Acid and sugar. According to the authors of the

Pharmcicographia, punico-tannic acid is accompanied by
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common tannic acid, yielding by means of sulphuric acid,

gallic acid, which appears sometimes to pre-exist in the

bark. Mannite is also obtainable from the bark, which was

believed by the same authors to be the Punicin or Granatin

of former observers. It has been stated by an American

investigator (J. Culley, Year Booh of Pharmacy, 1894,

p. 63) that, as the result of several experiments, there

is sufficient agreement in the properties and composition

of punico-tannic acid with gallo-tannic acid obtained from

galls, to justify the conclusion that these two tannins are

identical.

A liquid volatile alkaloid, named Pelletierine (Tanret,

1878) has been isolated from the root-bark, to which the

medicinal value of the bark as a tsenifuge is attributed.

Another alkaloid, Isopelletierine, was subsequently dis-

covered by the same investigator.

Medicinal uses.—The pomegranate Rind, known as

dalim chal or naspal in the bazdr, is a valuable astringent

in diarrhoea and dysentery, usually administered in decoc-

tion (1 in 10) with the addition of cloves or other

aromatic and opium. The Root-Bark is very generally

recognised, and has long been used in India, as a reliable

tsenifuge or specific for the expulsion of taenia or tape-

worm. It should be obtained fresh, and is administered in

decoction, which is best made by digesting two ounces of

the bark and a little clove or other aromatic in a pint of

cold water for six hours and reducing the strained liquor

by evaporation to ten ounces. This quantity should be
given fasting in doses of two ounces at intervals of .two
hours, and preceded and followed by a full dose of castor

oil or compound powder of jalap with the addition of two
grains of calomel, for an adult. This treatment rarely fails

in effecting the removal of the organism, together with the
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head, so that there is no relapsed There is little of the

i.ausea usually experienced in the use of the drug as much
of the tannin that is extracted in the usual method of

boiling remains in the bark. A fluid extract of the fresh

bark in doses of half an ounce, repeated, is equally effec-

tual. The alkaloid, pelletierine, and its compounds have

also been used as anthelmintic and tienicide, the most suit-

able being the tannate which is difficultly soluble and

therefore not readily absorbed, and is administered in doses

of 3 to 8 grains, fasting, and followed by a purgative.

The acid, saccharine juice of the fresh fruit is much

esteemed in India as a cooling beverage in fevers and sick-

ness, and it is one of the phala-traya or favourite fruit

triad, of Sanskrit writers. The Flowers are said to be

also used as an astringent where they are obtainable.

QUERCUS INFECTORIA.

Oak Galls.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Majuphul; Hind.—Maziiphal, Muphal
;
Sans .

—

Majuphal; Bom.—JVlaiphala
;
Tam.—Machakai; Tel.—Maski-

kaya; Pers.—Mazu.

The tree bearing the oak galls of commerce is a native

of Greece, Asia Minor and Syria, extending to Persia,

whence they are imported into India in considerable quan-

tities, as they have been from an early period. They are

therefore noticed briefly in this place.

The oaks belong to the natural order CupulifercB. The

Galls are excrescences caused by an Hymenopterous insect

(Cynips Qallce tinctorice) puncturing the twigs or young

branches of the oak and depositing its ova. The irritation

produced causes a flow of the natural juices of the plant to

the part, which surround the ova and develop into a gall.
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sometimes of considerable size. Within the gall thus

-formed the larva undergoes its various transformations until

the winged insect bores a passage for itself from the centre

to the surface and escapes. The best quality of galls are

those collected before the fly has escaped. They are

darker in colour and known in the bazdrs as the “ black
”

or “blue” variety, the “white” or perforated galls being

lighter in colour.

Most of the above vernacular names signify “magic

nuts,” from the fact that galls have been much employed

in India by magicians.

The principal chemical constituent of galls is Tannin or

Tannic Acid, usually distinguished as Gallo-tannic Acid,

to the extent of 50 to 60 or 70 per cent., and about 3 per

cent, of Gallic Acid.

Medicinal uses.—Galls constitute a powerful vegetable

astringent. The powder is used to some extent in India

as an astringent in diarrhoea. A more general application

is in the form of an ointment or suppository, usually com-

bined with opium as a remedy for haemorrhoids. Tannic

and gallic acids are valuable styptics and astringents.

RANDIA DUMETORUM.
Vern.— Beng.—Menphal, Madan; Hind.—Mainphal, Manyulj

Sans.—Madana
;
Bom.—Gelaphala; Tam.—Maruk-kallan-kai *

Tel.—Manda; Pens.—Juz-ul-kueh.

A small thorny tree of the Rubiacece, common in the
jungles all over India, distributed from the Himalaya to
Ceylon. The Fruit when ripe looks like a small apple and
has a sweetish, sickly smell. It is described by Sanskrit
writers as the best and safest of emetics, and the drug on
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..which the ancient Hindus chiefly depended for causing

emesis. The pulp of one ripe fresh fruit was usually suffi-

cient for the purpose. It is still considered a reliable emetic

and expectorant, useful in charitable dispensary work on

account of its cheapness. The pulp may be removed, dried

and powdered and kept ready for use, the dose being

15 to 60 grains as an emetic, and 5 to 10 grains as an

expectorant.

The authors of the Pharmacographia Indica have shown
the active principle of the fruit to be saponin, while valeric

acid was also found to be present.

Medicinal uses.—In addition to the useful emetic pro-

perty above indicated the fruit was advocated by Sir James

Sawyer of Birmingham, in 1891, as a nervine calmative and

antispasmodic,with properties resembling those of valerian.

The drug had been brought to his notice by Mr. David

Hooper. He recommended a tincture prepared with Spirit-

us Etheris, B. P., in doses of 15 to 30 minims in water.

RAPHANUS SATIVUS.

The Radish.

Vern.—Beng.—Mula • Hind.—Muli, Muro
\

Sans.—Mulaka;

Bom.—Mula
;
Tam. and Tel.—Mullangi.

• An annual herb belonging to the Cruciferce,
cultivated

everywhere in the plains for culinary purposes.

The Seed and Root yield to distillation a foetid essential

Oil allied in its nature to that of mustard and other Cruci-

ferous plants, and containing a certain proportion of organi-

cally combined sulphur.

Medicinal uses.—The seed and root are regarded as

Stimulant and diuretic.
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RAUWOLFIA SERPENTINA.
Vern.—Bencf .

—

Chandra
;
Hind.—Chota-cliand

;
Sans .

—

Chundrika
;
Teh—Patala gandhi.

A climbing shrub found in the tropical Himd.la}ra and at

moderate altitudes in Sikkim, Assam, Pegu and Tennas-

serim. Natural order Apocynacece. The Root is said to

have been long known to the people of India as an antidote

to poison and to the bites of poisonous reptiles and stings

of insects. It seems to have some beneficial action as a

febrifuge. In the Pliarmacographia Indica, Prof. C. J. H.

Warden indicated the presence of alkaloidal constituents

and in a later research, conducted in conjunction with

Assistant-Surgeon C. L. Bose (Year Boole of Pharmacy,

1893, p. 128), has shown the root to contain an alkaloid

allied in some respects to brucine and which was named

provisionally, Pseuclobrucine. Comparative physiological

experiments with pseudobrucine and brucine showed the

former to be weaker and slower in its action.

RHEUM EMODI.
Indian Rhubarb.

Vern.—Beng.—Bangld-revan-chini
;
Ilind.—Hindi-revand-chini,

Chukri
; Bom.—Ladaki-revanda-chini

;
Tam. and Teh—Nattu-

ireval-chinni.

The Hirmllayan Rhubarb is usually considered to be
the produce of Rheum emodi and the allied species R.

Moorcroftianum, R. Webbianum, and R. Spiciforme,
natural order Polygonacece, found wild in great abundance
at altitudes of 11,000 to 12,000 feet on the Himdlaya, in

Kashmir and in Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan. The rhubarb
of commerce, known as Chinese or East Indian, is attri-
buted to R. officinale and R. palmatum, growing in the
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adjacent territory of South-Eastern Thibet and North-

Western China. - r

V

The officinal part of the plants is the decorticated and

dried Root or root-stock, known as “rhubarb,” the Indian

drug being of a darker colour, inferior aroma and coarser

texture, and untrimmed, as contrasted with the commercial

variety, while the powder is of a dull browuish-yellow

colour instead of bright yellow.

The rhubarb of the Indian bazars is for the most part an

inferior grade of the Chiuese drug, the better qualities sold

by the Native druggists being English-grown and. imported

from London. The indigenous root is not used to any large

extent in the country, although Dr. Watt reports having

discovered on a recent visit to Kashmir and the Punjab,

that it is exported from the Kangra District alone to the

extent of 1,000 maunds (4,000 cwts.) annually.

Rhubarb root of commerce contains a large proportion

of Chrysophanic Acid, sometimes called Chrysophcin, to

which is due the yellow colour and probably some part of

its cathartic property, although this has been attributed to

Cathartic Acid. AD allied substance, Emodin, has also been

isolated, and a tannin, named Rheo-tannic Acid, besides

resinous and mucilaginous principles. It usually contains

a large proportion of crystals of oxalate of calcium.

Dr. O. Hesse has recently (1895) shown that rhubarb

contains a series of substances related to each other in

chemical composition, viz., chrysophanic acid, emodin and

Rhein, and these substances probably originate from an

unknown constituent by oxidation* [D. Hooper.]

Medicinal uses.—Stomachic and purgative, the latter

action being followed by constipation, hence employed in

simple diarrhoea. It has been little used in India as a pur-

Pharmaceutical Journal
,
IV., 1321, 19th Oct. 1S95.
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gative. Dr. Watt lias lately stated that he has found it used

externally as an ingredient in certain preparations applied

to wounds and in ophthalmia, uses which are probably

applied in ignorance of the actual medicinal nature of the

drug.

Substitute.—The root of a species of dock, Rumex
nepalensis, very abundant in some parts of India, is sold

under the name of ‘ Rewand chini
’

in the bazars of

Bengal. It is used medicinally for rhubarb and contains

similar constituents [D. H.]

RHINACANTHUS COMMUNIS.
Syn.—Justicia NASUTA.

Nagamulli.

Vern.—Beng.—Jui-pana; Hind.-—Palak-julii
; Sans.—Yuthika-

purni
;

Bom.—Gajkarni, Gachkaran
; Tam .—Naga-malli

;

Tel.—Nagamalle.

A small shrub, belonging to the natural order Acantliacece

said to be indigenous to the Deccan and Ceylon, cultivated

in many parts of Western and Southern India. The Leaves
and Root have long been regarded by the people of
Southern India as antidotes to the bites of poisonous
snakes; the name. naga-mulli, by which the plant is most
commonly known, indicating this property.

The active principle is a red resinous substance named
Rkinacanthin : it is believed to be related to chrysophanic
and frangulic acids.

Medicinal uses.

—

The root, powdered and made into a
paste with lime juice, has been used with beneficial effect

in eczema and ringworm, especially the variety of that
affection known in India as dhobie itch (Tinea circinata
tropica). The remedy was introduced to European practice
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some years ago under the name of Tong-pang-chong and an

alcoholic fluid extract tried in the treatment of cutaneous

affections of a parasitic nature, with doubtful results.

RICINUS COMMUNIS.
The Castor-Oil Plant.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Bherenda; Hind.—Arand, Brand
; Sans .

—

Eranda
;

Tam.—Amanakkam
;

Tel — Eramudapu
;
Bom.—

Erendi
;
Assam.—Eri.

The castor-oil plant, natural order Eaphorbiace®
,
al-

though common and apparently quite wild in the jungles

in India, has afforded great botanists some scope for specu-

lation as to whether it is really a native of India and not

of Africa.

It has been cultivated in India from a remote antiquity.

Two primary forms are known in this country :—(1),—

a

perennial bushy shrub, or small tree, grown usually as a hedge

plant, with large fruits and large red seeds which may yield

40 per cent, of oil, used chiefly for lubricating and illumi-

nation; and (2),—a much smaller, annual plant, grown as a

distinct crop or planted in rows in betel and sugar-cane

and other gardens, with small grey seeds with brown spots,

yielding 37 per cent, of oil, the better qualities of which

are used for medicinal purposes. There are many local

forms which serve to give a distinct character to the seeds

of different districts, which are classed accordingly and

named with the name of the district in which they are

grown. The cultivation of the castor-oil plants extends

throughout India, chiefly in the Madras, Bengal and Bom-

bay Presidencies, and the transmission of the seeds to

Calcutta and Bombay for export forms an important part

of the coastwise and inland traffic.
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The Seeds contain a fixed Oil, castor- oil of commerce and

pharmacy, Oleum Ricini of the Pharmacopoeias, once known

also as Oleum Palrnce Christi, in relation to the palmately

shaped leaves. The oil is obtained chiefly by expression,

and when “ cold-drawn ” or extracted without the aid of

heat is colourless, or of a faintly yellowish or straw colour,

practically odourless, with a bland and very slightly acrid

taste. The following grades of castor-oil are known in the

Calcutta bazar :

—

1.—Cold-drawn.

2.—No. 1. Hot-drawn.

3.—Good second. Hot-drawn.

4.—Good second No. 2.

5.—Ordinary No. 2.

6.—Ordinary No. 3.

There are also intermediate qualities. The “ cold-drawn ”

is not made at the present time in Calcutta, one firm which

attempted to place it on the market having, it is said,

become bankrupt. Nos. 2 and 3 are made from the small

Madras seed by the owners of hand presses in Calcutta, of

whom there are about 300, and by certain Native firms who

own screw presses, worked by bullocks, and in the Bengal

jails, where screw presses are employed. Hydraulic power

is not used, as there is said to be a difficulty in regulating

the exact amount of pressure for the different grades of oil

required. Nos. 4, 5 and 6 in the above list are made from

inferior seeds of the large variety grown in Bengal, and

used and known as “ lamp oil ” and for lubricating.

For the medicinal oils the seeds are hand-cleaned and

husked, the kernels dried in the sun and afterwards broken

in a crushing machine. They are then placed in canvas

bags and pressed between alternate iron-plates, the oil being

collected in a vat beneath. In the hot-pressing process

commonly in vogue a slow fire is placed beneath the hand-

mill, which liquefies the oil and increases the yield. The
oil is subsequently bleached by exposure to the sun and
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partially clarified by boiling with water. This has the

effect of coagulating the albumen, dissolving out mucilagi-

nous matters and separating impurities. It is then filtered

through a bed of animal charcoal and six or eight folds of

flannel cloth and is ready for use.

The inferior qualities are made by a similar process, less

care being taken in the extraction and purification,

many parts of India an inferior oil is produced by boiling

the crushed seeds in water, the oil being collected as it

rises to the surface.

An improved process* of manufacture of medicinal cas-

tor-oil has been perfected in Calcutta, and in London, where

great quantities of Indian seed are expressed annually.

It consists essentially of subjecting the carefully cleaned

seeds, whole and unhusked, in a specially designed hydrau-

lic press, to a pressure of 480 tons, without the aid of heat,

the oil being drawn at once into a series of filters through

which it passes in vacuo to the bottles in which it is ulti-

mately placed upon the market. The advantages of this

process are that while the oil is absolutely “cold-drawn,”

thus avoiding much of the acridity and nauseousness

c.ommonly associated with it, it is less complicated and

more economical than the process ordinarily employed.

Only half of the available 44 per cent, of oil is extracted

by the first pressure; the marc is subsequently subjected

to a second, giving an additional 16 per cent., which is

employed as a lubricant.

The chemistry of castor-oil is scarcely complete. It has

been the subject of many investigations, but the identity of

the active principle has not yet .been satisfactorily settled; 1

The oil consists chiefly of Ricin'oleate of Glyceryl, or>

* Mitchell’s Process. Pharmaceutical Journal, Chemist and Druggist,

and British and Colojtial 'DruggistyMay 11, 1896.
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Tri-ricinoleine, soluble in all proportions, unlike most fixed

oils, in absolute alcohol and glacial acetic acid. The seeds

have also been stated to contain an alkaloid, Ricinine,

which has no purgative property. Ricinoleic Acid has

been believed to be the purgative principle, and it has been

isolated and employed as such,* while it has been con-

tended that the action is due, not to an intestinal irritant

ready formed in the oil, but to ricinoleic acid which is set

free by the partial saponification of the oil by the alkalis

of the small intestine. The poisonous constituent of the

seed has been isolated and named Ricin. -f- It is believed

to be an albuminoid body, identical with the “/3 phytal-

burnose,” separated from the dried juice of Carica Papaya

and belonging to the class of unformed ferments. It is a

most powerful poison, exercising a remarkable power of

coagulation on the blood. It does not act as a purgative

but produces haemorrhagic inflammation of the gastro-

intestinal tract, even when administered hypodermically.

Subsequent experiments have shown this substance to be

identical with similar ferments contained in other drastic

seeds of Euphorbiaceous plants, including Croton Tiglium

and Jatvopha Curcas, q. v. To the presence of this body

is therefore attributed the fact that three of the seeds have

been known to he poisonous to an adult, while the castor-

oil cake after expression of the oil has been fatal to cattle

when given as a food.j;

* Prof. Ham Mayer: Pharmaceutical Journal, January 31, 1891,

p. 661.

+ Her Stillmark. Pharmacological Institute, Dorpat : Pharmaceuti-

cal Journal, November 2, 1889, p. 344.

X A valuable Report on the Castor Oils in the Indian Section of the

Imperial Institute, London, by Deering and Redwood, has been pub-

lished as Part 17 (1894) of the Agricultural Ledger, obtainable at the

Imperial Institute and at the Indian Museum, Calcutta.

K, ID 18
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Commercially the seeds and oil are products of great

importance. The amount of castor-oil seed exported from

India, chiefly from Calcutta, during the year ending March
1895* amounted to 1,174,895 cwts. (1,044,850 maunds)

valued at Rs. 55,07,182 (about £280,000), and of castor-oil to

2,679,230 gallons, valued at Rs. 25,60,253 (about £130,000)

about one-half of the export going to the United Kingdom.

An important economic use of the plant is that of rear-

ing the eri silk-worm, which feeds on the leaves, and

which Mr. T. N. Mukharji, F.L.S., has done much of late

years to popularize.

Medicinal uses.—The use of pure, medicinal castor Oil

as a mild, reliable, non-irritant, and safe purgative is uni-

versal. It is official in all the Pharmacopoeias of the

world. The finer qualities are now popularly termed

“ tasteless.” It is specially useful (plain or in emulsion

with mucilage) in inflammatory conditions of the bowels,

in diarrhoea of childhood, and often combined with opium

in simple diarrhoea. The purgative effect should be

obtained with doses of one to two drachms taken on an

empty stomach. Larger doses frequently induce diarrhoea.

A compound of the oil with magnesia, called Magnesium

Ricinoleate, has been suggested*)* as probably presenting the

active principles in an elegant form, butits therapeutic action

proved disappointing. The corresponding Soda Ricinoleate

was also suggested as a useful form for suppositories.

The oil is largely used in India as a basis of perfumed

toilet oils for anointing the head. The Root-Bark and

Leaves have purgative properties and have been used in

* Trade and Navigation Report of British India, 1895.

f Ralph Stookman, M.D., and D. B. Dott, F.R.S.E., in Pharmaceutical

Journal, February 23, 1896, p. 706.
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India. The leaves applied to the breasts of women, and a

fluid extract given internally, act as a galactagogue.

a Alliteration.—Inferior equalities of seeds aie often mixed

with superior and the oil is adulterated in Calcutta with

Malma and other oils that may be found cheaper at the

time, but adulteration is practised on a limited scale.

ROSA DAMASCENA.
The Damask or Persian Rose.

Vern.—Beng.— Golap-phul ;
Hind.— Gulab-ke-phul

;
Sans. —

-

Satapattri (hundred-leafed) ;
Bom.— Gulab-nu-phul

;
Tam.~

Gulappa, Irojappu
;

Tel.—Roja-puvou, Gula-puvou
;
Pers.—

Guli-surkh.

Several species and cultivated forms of roses (natural

order Ro’sacece), are grown in India. The shrubby plant,

with the familiar red, double flowers, R. damascena, is

the most important : it is cultivated on large areas of

ground set apart as rose gardens in several places in Bengal

and the Punjab, chiefly near Patna, Ghazipur and Lahore,

and the rose-leaves, or more correctly, petals of the flowers,

•are sold to distillers for the production of rose-water and

attar of roses. R. centifolia is also cultivated, and several

less important species occur wild, the latter including R.

bengalensis, which hasan odour suggestive of jargonelle pear.

Rose-water (guldb )
is distilled in simple Native stills,

a lakh (1,00,000) of roses being reckoned to produce 100

bottles of rose-water, each containing about 20 ounces.

The newly distilled water is set aside over-night and the

slight ‘scum’ of attar which floats on the top is carefully

removed with a feather and placed in the sun to clear.

This is best effected in the cold weather, when the yield is

greatest. The average yield of good attar from a lakh of

roses has been estimated at one tola weight or 180 grains
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The calyces of the flowers are not removed before distillino-

as they do not affect the odour and perhaps slightly increase

the 3'ield.

The essential Oil (rose-oil) or Otto, or attar of roses, to

which the flowers owe their fragrance, and which is so

important an article of perfumery, is greatly esteemed in

India, practically all that is produced in the country being

consumed, while it is also imported in considerable quanti-

ties from Persia and also from Turkey and, in the ordinary

course of European trade, from London. It is freely used

as a perfume by the wealthier classes of the people : its

distribution along with pan-supdri is the common expres-

sion of good feeling towards guests, and it is an essential

accompaniment of festive occasions, durbars and pujas.

Rose-water is equally popular and similarly used : it is also

imported, as are dry roses for distillation.

Rose-oil may vary in colour from emerald green to reddish

yellow: the specific gravity ought to be -87 to ‘89, and it

may solidify at 11° to 18° C. according to the amount of

stearoptene it contains, which is very variable according to

the circumstances of growth and frequently of adulteration.

This stearoptene or solid hydrocarbon constituent differs

from other bodies of the same class in other essential oils

(e.g., thymol from the oil of Carum copticum ) in being

odourless. Fliickiger believed it to belong to the paraffin

series. The remaining liquid constituent or elseoptene

constitutes the odorous portion of rose-oil.

An abstract of the newer chemistry of otto of roses will

be found in the Year Book of Pharmacy, 1894, page 74,

where it is stated that the chief constituent of the elseop-

tene is an alcohol which has been named Roseol.

Medicinal uses.—A conserve known as gullcand is made

in India from the fresh rose petals. It has mild laxative
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properties : the unexpanded flower buds are considered

astringent. Rose-water is much used as a vehicle foi*

medicines. The otto is seldom used medicinally except

for perfuming emollients and medicinal soaps.

Adulteration.—Rose-oil, as retailed by the attar-wallahs

(otto-sellers) all over India, is much adulterated with sandal-

wood and other oils. Sandal-wood chips are also added to

the rose leaves before distilling. The essential oil of An-

dropogon Schoenanthus (geranium grass oil) is exported

from India to Turkey for the express purpose of adulterat-

ing otto of roses, but it does not appear to be used for this

purpose in India.

RUBIA CORDIFOLIA.
The Indian Madder.

Vern.—Manjft, Manjishtha.

A climbing plant of the Rubiacece, growing in the North-

West Himalaya and the hill}'- districts of India generally.

The Roots are collected and used in India for a red dye

which they yield. The chemical constituents are a red

principle, Purpurin, and a yellow colouring matter, named

Munjistin.

Medicinal uses.

—

Manjit was formerly used to some

extent in medicine and was believed to have deobstruent

properties. It is chiefly used as a colouring ingredient of

medicinal oils.

RUTA GRAVEOLBNS.
Garden Rue.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Ispand
; Hind.—Saddb

;
Sans.— Sadapaha

)

Tam.—Arvada
;

Tel.—Sadapa.

This plant is cultivated in Indian gardens. It belongso o
to the natural order Rutacece. An essential Oil distilled
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from the Herb is used in medicine as a stimulant to the
uterine and nervous systems, given in hysteria and amenor-
rhcea.

SACCHARUM OFFICINARUM.
The Sugar-cane.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Ak
; Hind.—TJkh, Ganna

;
Sans.—Ikshu ;

Bom.—Us, Sheradi
;
Tam .—Karumbu

;
Tel.—Cheruku.

The Saccharum genus belongs to the grass order (Qra-
rninece). The common sugai’-cane is very extensively culti-

vated throughout India in several varieties or races. It is

considered doubtful by botanists whether it is a native of

India, although there is much evidence that is believed to

indicate that it may have been. It has been cultivated in

this country for many centuries, during which time it has

been held in great veneration by the Hindus and used by

them as votive offerings at the shrines of their gods.

Besides the varieties of S. ojjicinarum which are culti-

vated for the sugar which they yield, several varieties of

Saccharum are grown as fibre producers. In the hot weather

the thin, tender portion of the stem is cut into small pieces

and very largely consumed raw throughout the country as

a sweetmeat, being simply chewed. The expressed juice

is also much used as a sweet drink.

The chief constituent of the sugar-cane is

Sugar,

which is contained in the expressed juice, from the hollow

jointed stem of the mature plant. The chemical compound,

known as cane-sugar is a most interesting product-ef the

chemistry of Nature. It is a derivative of starch, a carbo-

hydrate, and is believed to be produced by the action of the

sun’s rays in the leaves of certain plants and stored up, in
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aqueous solution, in the tissues as reserves in the plant econ-

omy. It occurs in several members of the vegetable king-

dom besides the sugar-cane, the most important commercially

being the root of Beta maritima, the beet, which is grown

in India as a culinary vegetable, in the juice of certain

palms, chiefly Cocos nucifera, Borassns fiabeWiformis and

especially the date-palm, Phoenix sylvestris.

In the process of manufacture of Indian sugars the sweet

juice or jaggery, also known as ras, is strained and boiled

down to a dark-brown thick consistence in which form it

constitutes gtir or gul, the crude form of sugar commonly

used by the people of India. It contains a considerable

proportion of “ molasses ” or “ treacle” known as chhoa, the

uncrystallizable portion, invert sugar, of the saccharine juice,

which is drained off and sold as a distinct product. Indian

molasses does not quite correspond to that produced in

European sugar refining : it has a deep black colour aud

pronounced bitter taste of “caramel” or “burnt sugar,” due

to over-boiling, and is of thinner consistence and usually

fermented. When the better qualities of giir have been

more or less completely drained of molasses the3T consti-

tute the coarse brown sugar, known as “ country ” sugar,

shahkar or bangla chini* which is much used, and which

consists of a soft, moist, partly crystalline mass varying

much in quality. A coarser description of gior called

rab is sold to the refiners, and from this the crystalline

forms of sugar are directly prepared. The molasses having

been pressed out, the crystalline portion is bleached in the

sun, dissolved, clarified, and crystallized, the resulting pro-

duct being the familiar white sugar, cliini or safed sliaklcar

* The term is believed to indicate that the process of sugar-refining

may have been learned from China at an early period of the Indian
sugar industry.
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This is now very successfully manufactured at several sugar

mills in Bengal and Madras, those of the Cossipore Sugar

Works, near Calcutta, and the Rosa Factory near Shahja-

hanpur, being the most important. Double refined and re-

crystallizedsugar , misri or Jchand *
is alsoproduced in seve-

ral forms, including/atsa misri, sugar-candy, which is made

by pouring the clarified solution or syrup in to vessels in which

strings are suspended round which the crystals congregate.

The export trade in Indian sugar lias declined from the

very important position to which it attained in the time

of the Honourable the East India Company, due in large

measure to the advent of beet-sugar and its extensive

manufacture in Europe, but crudely refined or unrefined

sugar is exported annually from Madras, Bombay and

Calcutta to the extent of about a million hundred-weights

and of refined sugar about a fourth of this quantity. The

imports of refined sugar show a decline during recent years,

due to improvements in local manufacture, but the amount

imported during the year 1894-95 was 2,296,193 cwts.,

valued at Rs. 283,59,600 of which quantity more than one-

tenth part consisted of German beet-sugar.

Medicinal uses.— Sugar has practically no direct thera-

peutical effects. It is a sweet demulcent, and may be

regarded as nutritious and pectoral. It is a valuable agent

in pharmacy, and is much used in the preparation of syrups

and confections, for disguising the taste of unpleasant medi-

cines, as a preservative and for protecting ferruginous pre-

parations from oxidation. Treacle is employed as a pill

excipient and caramel as a colouring agent.

* It is interesting to note that the Sanskrit word hhanda (candied sugar)

is the origin of the familiar term •• candy” or " sugar-candy ” as applied

to crystalline forms of the commercial product.
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SALIX CAPREA.
The Sallow.

Vern.—Ind.—(The Flowers) Bed-mushk.

This is a species of willow, natural order So HcinecB, culti-

vated in Persia, and in North-Western India, in Kashmir,

and at Peshawar and Lahore.

From the fragrant Flowers are distilled an essential Oil

or attar and a perfumed water (
via-el-lchildf

)

which is

much used in Northern India, chiefly by Persians, and in

Western India by Parsis, and regarded as stimulant and

aromatic. The Bark contains the crystalline glucoside,

Salicin, and tannin. Salicin is contained in the bark of

several species of willow grown in India: it is not, however,

extracted.

The leaves of this and several other Indian willows are

occasionally covered with a syrupy exudation, which dries

up in thin, white flakes to a sugar or manna. Mr. J. G.

Prebble has described* such an exudation which he found

on the leaves of a tree of S. tetrasperma, growing at

Mahableshwar in the Western Ghats. It was very soluble in

water and seemed to correspond in chemical composition to

a Persian manna described as Bidangubin or “ willow-

honey” which contains 12 per cent, of a peculiar sugar

which has been named Bidenguebinose

Medicinal uses.—The Bark of S. Caprea is said to be

used as a febrifuge in the localities where it grows. Salicin

was formerly much used as an autiperiodic, but it has been

found to possess little, if any, such property. It is now
used as a tonic and anti-rheumatic, and was used some
years ago with beneficial effect in influenza.

* Pharmaceutical Journal. July 8th, 1893, p. 21.

f Pharniacorjraphia Indira
,
Vol. Ill, p. 368.
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SALVADORA PERSICA.
The T.ooth Brush Tree.

Vern.

—

Beng. and Eincl—Pilu, Chhota-pilu, Jhal; Sans.—Pilu;
Bom.—Pilvu, Piludi, Kakhan

;
Tam.—Ughai-puttai, Rarkol

;

Tel.—Vara-gogu
;
Pers.—Darakht-i-miswak.

A small tree or shrub, which, with the allied S. oleoides,

natural order Salvadoracece, is found in the arid tracts of

Sind, in the Punjab, and in North-Western India and Per-

sia. The Persian name given above signifies “ tooth-brush

tree,” from the fact that pieces of the root are used as

tooth-brushes by the people in the regions where the plant

grows.

The fresh Root-Bark, bruised and applied to the skin, is

said to act as a vesicant : in actual experience it has been

found to cause redness without vesicating, and may be

regarded as an active external stimulant.

The root-bark of S. persica afforded Warden (Pharmaco-

graphia Indica
)
a quantity of trimetliylamine which was

believed to partly exist in the free state and partly as

chloride, and to which the stimulating effects of the fresh

bark when applied to the skin were believed to be due.

A trace of an alkaloid was also separated, for which the

name Salvadorine was proposed.

From the Seeds, an Oil of thick consistence, bright green

colour and pungent odour is expressed, which is used as a

stimulant application in rheumatism. The Leaves are

used as a poultice with like effect in similar affections.

SALVIA SPINOSA.

Dymock, in the Pliarmacographia Indica, describes un-

der Phyllanthus madraspatensis, natural order Eupliorbia-

cece, a Persian drug, known as Kanocha seed in the bazars
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of Western India, a small triangular seed which, when

soaked in water, immediately becomes thickly coated with

a semi-opaque mucilage. The seeds are oily and have a

sweet nutty taste, and are said to be used medicinally on

account of the mucilage which they afford. O. Stapf

(Pharm. Journ. [3], XXIII, p. 745) announces that he has

found these seeds to be the nutlets of Salvia spinosa

(natural order Labiatce), which are sold under the name of

Marv, and believed to be used as above.

The seeds of S. plebeia and S. cegyptiaca are used in the

North of India for gonorrhoea and as aphrodisiacs.

SAMADBRA INDICA.

Vern.—Tam. and S. Ind.—Niepa, Samadara.

A tree, belonging to the natural order Simarubece, found

in Western India and extending to Malabar and Ceylon.

The Bark and Wood contain a bitter principle, Saviaderin
,

also called Quassiin by Fluckiger. The wood has proper-

ties resembling those of quassia, and was considered by

Dymock an efficient substitute for it. The Seeds contain

a similar principle, together with a quantity of fixed oil.

Medicinal uses.—The wood may be regarded as a bitter

tonic resembling that of quassia.

SANTALUM ALBUM.
The Sandal-wood Tree.

Vern.—Beng.—Chanand, Swet-chandan, Pitchandan
;
Hind.—

Chandal, Sandal
;

Sans.—Chandana
;

Bom.—Safed-chandan

;

Tam.—Sandanalc-kattai
;
Tel .—Gandhapu-chekka.

A small, somewhat delicate evergreen tree, natural order

Santalacece, indigenous to, and cultivated in, the Mysore
State, grown also in Coimbatore and the Southern parts of
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Madras, adjoining Mysore. The cultivation and felling of
the trees is entirely under Government monopoly in Mysore,
and produces a considerable portion of the forest revenue.

There is no actual monopoly in the Madras Presidency, but
the greater portion of the trees is “ reserved ” and under
the administration of the Forest Department.

The tree is valuable for its aromatic, yellowish-brown

heart-woOD, which contains an essential Oil—

S

andal-wood
oil. The wood reaches maturity at about the age of thirty

years, when the tree is felled, now more generally uprooted,

the bark removed, and the white outer sapwood and branches,

which are odourless and useless, rejected. The wood is

then roughly shaped into billets—the sandal-wood of com-

merce—sorted into various grades and sold by auction,

being exported chiefly to Bombay, whence it is distributed

to the drug markets of the world. The export from India,

for the year ending March 1895, amounted to £56,736.

The essential oil is distilled from small chips or raspings of

the heart- wood, which usually yields in India about 2| per

cent., although as much as 5 per cent, is said to have been

obtained with more efficient appliances. The Roots are

considered to yield a larger quantity and a finer quality of

oil and usually fetch a good price at the auctions.

The oil has a persistent, somewhat roseate odour and

aromatic, bitterish, slightly acrid taste. It consists almost

entirely of two bodies—an alcohol, named Santalol (80

to 90 per cent.), and a small quantity of a corresponding

aldehyde.

The oil is distilled in Mysore and exported, but it is not

of high quality, dark-coloured and usually much adulterat-

ed before it reaches the markets. The bulk of the oil of

English commerce is distilled in London or in France and

Germany and the quality varies very considerably.
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The fragrant wood has been used in India from a very

early period. It occupies an important place in Hindti.

ceremonials : the last mark of respect usually paid to a

departed chief is to afford him a funeral pyre entirely com-

posed of sandal-wood. It is much used by the Parsis in

their fire temples. The powder rubbed into a paste is

used by the Brahmins for their sectarial markings on the

forehead.

Carved work in sandal-wood employs quite an industry

in Southern India and Ceylon; fancy boxes are made of the

wood which retain the odour of the oil for many years.

The oil forms the basis of many of the perfumed ottos

so popular in India. A fixed oil is obtained by expression

from the seeds, which is used in Mysore for burning in

lamps.

Medicinal uses.—Sandal-wood has long been regarded in

India as bitter, cooling, astringent and useful in bilious

fevers : applied externally in the form of a paste with

water in prickly heat and skin eruptions. The essential

Oil is largely used as a popular remedy as a demulcent,

diuretic and mild stimulant in gonorrhoea and kindred affec-

tions and in chronic cystitis, given in doses of 10 to 30

minims, commonly in capsules or emulsion. A fluid extract

of the wood is given in America in similar cases with good

effect.

Adulterations.

—

Castor-oil is a common adulterant

of Indian sandal-wood oil. In the oils of commerce

cedar-wood and copaiba oils are veiy frequently found,

as much as 10 per cent., and are exceedingly difficult

of detection. A method of detecting the admixture of

at least 2 per cent, of the former was communicated

to the British Pharmaceutical Conference, 1895, by

E. J. Parry, B. Sc.
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SAPINDUS TRIFOLIATUS
Syn.—S. EMARGINATUS.

The Soap-nut Tree.

Vern.—

.

Beng .,—Ritha, Bara-ritha
;
Hind.—Ritha

;
Sans.—Phe-

nila
;

Bom.—Ritlia, Aritha
;

Tam.—Ponan-kottai
;

Tel.

—

Kunkudu-kayalu.

A larce tree common in Southern India, cultivated in

Ben cal. The Fruit, and that of S. Mulcorossi (Syn.—S.

detergens) the soap-nut tree of Northern India (Hind.—

Ritha, Dodan)
are the soap-nuts which are used so largely

in India by the people as soap-substitutes for washing.

Both trees belong to the natural order Sapindacece. The

fruits contain Saponin, estimated in those of S. trifoliatus,

by the authors of the Pharmacographia Indica at 115 per-

cent.

Medicinal uses.—Soap-nuts have long been used in India

in domestic medicine. They may be employed as emetic;

in doses of 1 to 2 drachms (purgative in larger doses),

nauseant, and as expectorant, in doses of 10 to 20 grains

of the pericarp, or pulp and kernel of the fruit.

SARACA INDICA.

Syn.—

J

onesia Asoka.

The Asoke Tree.

Vern.—Beng. and Bind.—Asok ;
Sans.—Asoka, Kankeli

;

pom ,
Ashoka, Jasundi ;

Tam.—Ashogam
;

Tel. Asek.

The asok is one of the sacred trees of the Hindus. It

is cultivated throughout India, forming a very attractive

object in gardens with its dense clusters of brilliant oiauge

or yellow-coloured flowers. It belongs to the natural order
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Leguminosce. The bark is used in Native medicine: it

contains a quantity of tannin.

Medicinal use.—The bark is an astringent : it is much

used by Indian practitioners in uterine affections, especially

in menorrhagia.

SAUSSUREA LAPPA.

Syn.—Aplotaxis Lappa : Aucklandia Costus.

The Costus.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Pachakj Hind.—Kut, Kust, Pachak
; Sans .

—

Kushtha
;
Bom.—Ouplate, Upalet

;
Tam.—Goshtan

;
Tel.—

Kustam.

The Costus of the Greeks and Romans was a medicine

held in high repute from the remotest antiquity. Its origin

was for long shrouded in obscurity, but the drug now
known and easily obtainable in the bazars under the same

name, and believed by some to be identical, is now referred

to Saussurea Lappa and probably also S. hypoleuca

(Syn.

—

Aplotaxis auviculata), stout herbs belonging to the

natural order Compositce, and growing abundant^ in the

mountains of Kashmir. It was formerly erroneously refer-

red to Costus speciosus (q. v.), a plant of the natural order

Scitaminece, common in the jungles in Bengal, the roots of

which are named by the same vernacular names, although

quite destitute of odour, that of the true Icust suggesting

the perfume of orris or violets.

The Roots are dug up in large quantities in Kashmir
where its collection is a State monopoly, and, as Dr. Watt
has lately discovered, in Kulu and Kangra; it is cut into

small pieces of two or four inches long and sent down
to Calcutta and Bombay, whence it is exported very
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largely to China, where it is used as an incense and as

a medicine.

The Costus root, when dry, is brown-coloured, brittle and

resinous : it has a bitter pungent and camphoraceous taste

and faint fragrant odour of orris and violets, as indicated

above, or of musk and orris root. It contains Inulin, a form

of starch peculiar to the roots of the Composites, and resi-

nous principles to which the odour is due. It somewhat

resembles elecampane in appearance, structure and chemi-

cal composition. It is used as a perfume.

Medicinal uses.—The drug has been used in India from

the earliest times as a tonic and aphrodisiac. It may be

regarded as an aromatic stimulant. It is used in India as

an ingredient in stimulating mixtures for cholera and in

an ointment applied to ulcers.

Adulteration.—Kust is said to be sometimes adulterat-

ed before it reaches India, with a root known as tut, refer-

red to a species of Salvia.

SCHLEICHERA TRIJUGA.

Vern.—Hind.—Kosum, Kosumba; Bom .—Kosamb
;
Tam .—

.

Pu-maram
;

Tel.—Pusku, Roatanga.

A large tree, of the natural order Sapindacece, growing

in the lower Himalaya towards the North-West, and also

in Central and Southern India, Burma and Ceylon. A fine

quality of lac is produced on the young branches. The

seeds contained in the pulpy fruit yield to expression

a fixed Oil which is said to be the original “ Macassar

Oil.” A recent chemical examination of the oil under this

name appears in the Year Book of Pharmacy for 1894,

p. 179.
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This oil has been ranch recommended as a stimulating

and cleansing application to the scalp, promoting the

growth of the hair.

SCILLA INDICA.

Syn.—Ledebouria hyacinthina.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind ,—Suphaidi-khus ;
Bom.—Bhuikanda :

Tam.—Shiru-nari-vengayam.

A Liliaceous plant very common in sandy soil in the

Konkan. The squill of the Indian bazars is believed to

partly consist of the Bulbs of this plant
(S . inclica, Baker)

and chief!}7 of Urginea inclica (the S. inclica of Roxburgh)

q. v. Both have been found to be efficient substitutes for

the official squill (the sliced and dried bulbs of Urginea

Scilla). As found in the bazars, the drug is usually in the

whole or unsliced state. The two kinds of squill may be

distinguished b}7 the Urginea bulb being imbricated and

the Scilla bulb being tunicated.

Medicinal uses.—Squill is much used in medicine as a

stimulant, expectorant and diuretic.

SCINDAPSUS OFFICINALIS.

Vern.—Beng.—Gaj-pipul
; Hind.—Gaj-pipli, Bari-pipli

;
Sans .

—

Kari-pippali
;
Bom.—Thora-pimpali

;
Tam .—Atti-tippili

; Tel.

—Enuga-pippalu,

A large climbing plant growing in tropical parts of India,

common in the Miduapur district, where the sliced and
dried Fruit is sold in the bazars as a carminative and sti-

mulant medicine. It is chiefly used as an aromatic adjunct

to other medicines.

K, ID 19
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SEMECARPTJS ANACARDIUM.
The Marking-nut Tree.

Vern.

—

Beng. and Hind.—Bhela, Bhilawa; Sans.—Bhallataka;

Bom—Bibba Tam.—Shen-kottai
;
Tel.—Jidi-vitfculu.

A moderate-sized tree, belonging to the natural order

Ancicardiacece, growing on the temperate Himalaya and in

the hotter parts of India : common in Eastern Bengal, but

not extending further South.

The pericarp or fleshy pulp of the fruit or Seed abounds

in a black, oily, acrid juice which is universally utilized by

the people of India as “ marking ink ” for cotton fabrics,

hence the popular name applied to the tree. It is used in

combination with lime water or caustic lime, which act as

mordants, and it is practically indelible, being insoluble in

water, although soluble in alcohol after treatment with

strong alkali. The juice acts as a powerful escharotic

when applied to the skin : it is little used medicinally. A
dark brown Oil is extracted, to the extent of 32 per cent.

(Dymock), by boiling the bruised seeds in water, which re-

tains the acrid properties of the crude juice, and is closely

allied to the vesicating oil of the Cashew-nut (Anacardium

occidental) q. v. aud that of the Holigarna, q. v., the

active principles being doubtless the same—anacardic acid

and cardol.

The kernels yield to expression a sweet Oil which has

no vesicant properties. The root-bark contains similar

vesicating principles.

Medicinal uses.—The juice of the nut is sometimes used

in small quantities as a counter-irritant in rheumatism and

sprains. If not used with caution it causes erysipelatous

imflammation and swelling. Its irritant properties are

sometimes employed to simulate marks of bruises by persons

feigning disablement.O O
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It is occasionally used internally in small doses (1 to 2

minims) diluted with a bland oil in scrofulous affections

and syphilis. The vesicant oil is similarly employed to a

small extent. Both are used in horse medicines.

SESAMUM INDICUM.

Sesame or Gingeli Oil : Til : BennA Oil.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Til; Hind.—Til, Gingli
;
San .—Tila

;
Bom .

—

Tal
;
Tam .—Ellu

;
Tel.—ISTuvvulu.

An annual herb or small bush, 2 to 4 feet in height,

belonging to the natural order Peclalinece, indigenous to

India and very extensively cultivated, especially in the

warmer regions, for its oil-yielding seed. Several varieties

are known in commerce—black, white and red—according

to the colour of the seed, the first giving the largest yield

and the best quality of oil.

The minute flat seeds yield to expression about 30 to 40

per cent, of a clear, limpid, non-drying Oil, of a pale straw

to dark amber colour and, in the finer qualities, with prac-

tically no odour and bland taste, not readily becoming

thick or rancid. It consists chiefly of oleine, which consti-

tutes the liquid portion to the extent of about 75 per cent.,

the solid portion being palmitic, stearic and myristic acids.

Sesam6 seed and oil form an important article of export

from Calcutta and Madras, Bombay and Karachi, the

amount of seed exported, chiefly to France and Italy, from

the whole of British India in 1894-95 being 2,324,793 cwts.

(32,55,000 maunds) valued at Rs. 1,88,08,353 (about

£945,000). Dr. Watt estimates* that the total area of land

under sesam^ in India must be about 10,000,000 acres,

* Dictionary of the Jioonomio Products of India.
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probably much more, and that the local consumption is,

on an average, two-thirds of the actual outturn.

Sesamd oil has been used from time immemorial for die-

tetic purposes throughout India, and the seeds enter largely

into the composition of Native confectionery.

The oil forms the basis of the majority of the perfumed

and medicinal oils so popular with all classes of the people :

the odours of fragrant flowers—jasmine and the like—are

extracted by means of the seeds, placed in alternate layers

with those of the flowers and, after a few days, the scented

oil expressed.

Til oil is also much used as an emollient and as an illu-

minant.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds are emollient, demulcent aud

laxative, hence used with good effect as a decoction, taken

internally for piles, and in sweetmeats against constipation.

The Oil may be employed in pharmacy for all the purposes

to which olive oil is applied. The Leaves are used in

America as a demulcent. They are mucilaginous when

placed in water : an emollient poultice is also made from

them.

Adulteration.— Sesamd oil is probably a very common

adulterant of the olive and almond oils of commerce. It is

itself adulterated in India with ground nut and mustard

oils.

SESBANIA iEGYPTIACA.
Syn.—JEschynomene Sesban.

Vern,—Beng.—Jayanti; Hind.—Jayanti, Jet, Rasin
;
Sans.—

Jyantika ;
Bom.—Janjan, Shevari

;
Tam.—Champai

;
Tel.—

Somanti.

A small tree, of the natural order \Leguminosce ,
found

wild and cultivated in almost all parts of India.
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Medicinal uses.

—

The Leaves are much used in the form

of poultices to promote suppuration of boils and abscesses

and absorption of hydrocele and inflammatory swellings.

The Seeds are supposed to have stimulant, emmenagogue

properties.

SESBANIA GrRANDIFLORA.
Vern.—Beng.—Bak; Hind.—Bak, Agasta; Sans.—Baka, Vaka;

Bom .—Agasta
;
Tam .—Agati

; Tel .—Avesi.

A tree, also belonging to the Leguminosce, cultivated in

Bengal for its flowers which are given as an offering to the

gods. It is also largely cultivated in South India to afford

shade to the betel vine, as also for its leaves, which are used

as a pot-herb. The flowers and the young pods are eaten

cooked.

Medicinal use.—The fresh Bark is astringent and con-

tains a red gum resembling Bengal kino : an infusion of it

Is given in small-pox and other eruptive fevers.

SHOREA ROBUSTA.
The Sal Tree.

Vern.—Beng.—Sal, Shal
;
Hind.—Sal, Sala. (The Resin) Ral,

Dhuna; Sans.—Sala; Bom.—Sal; Tam.—Kungiliyam
; Tel.

•—Guggilamu.

A large timber tree, of the natural order Dipterocarpece,

common in the Sub-Himalayan regions and the forests of

Western Bengal. Large quantities of a brown, tasteless and
odourless Resin exude from incisions made in the bark,
known as the Dammar resin of the Indian bazars. It is

used for several of the purposes to which ordinary pine
resin is put, as an astringent aud as an ingredient of
stimulating plasters and ointments. It is also used as
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incense and for fumigating apartments. The Bark contains

tannic principles and yields, on boiling with water, an
extract similar to catechu, which is used to a small extent

medicinally as an astringent.

SHTJKAI.
Vern.

—

Ind.—Shukai.

• This is a Persian drug which is sold in all the Indian

bazars. It was described by Dymock and Warden in the

Pharmaceutical Journal, January 9, 1892, and ascribed

to Noea spinosissima (natural order Ghenopodiacece), but

doubtfully : the popular name is therefore adopted at the

head of this article. The drug as met with in India consists

of all parts of the plant, including the roots, broken up, the

greenish-yellow, crooked, channelled, branched stems and

leaves with petioles clasping the stem being the most promi-

nent portions.

An exhaustive chemical examination showed the pre-

sence of an alkaloid, a glucoside, a characteristic acid prin-

ciple and two distinct resins, besides other less important

constituents.

Medicinal uses.—Shukai is said to be held in great

repute in Persia as a remedy for ague, and it has been

regarded as useful in palsy, melancholia and leprosy.

SIDA CORDIFOLIA.
Vern.

—

Beng. and Hind.—Bala, Berela, Bariara
;
Sans.—Bala

j

Bom.—Chikana; Tam.—Mayir-manikham; Tel.—Chitimutti.

The Roots of this and several other species of the genus

Sida (S. carpinifolia, S. rhomhifolia, S. spinosa), natural

order Malvacece, weeds common in most places all over

India, are used in infusion as cooling, astringent and tonic

medicine, and occasionally7 given in nervous disorders.
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SIEGESBECKIA ORIENTALIS.

Vern.

—

S. Ind.—Katampam.

A Composite plant common throughout India. It has

leu 0' been known in China, where it is called lcau-lcau, as

a remedy for ague, rheumatism and renal colic: its medici-

nal properties are not known to the Natives of India

(Dymock). It contains a bitter crystalline principle which

has been named Darutine, which is believed to be a deri-

vative of salicylic acid, and which does not appear to be an

alkaloid, glucoside, acid or resin.

Medicinal uses.—& tincture of the drug has been recom-

mended, in doses of 1 to 2 drachms, as a remedy in scrofu-

lous and syphilitic affections: externally a mixture of

equal parts of the tincture and glycerine has been tried in

Europe with good effect in ringworm and similar parasitic

eruptions. Antiseptic properties have been ascribed to the

fresh plant, applied to unhealthy sores.

SINAPIS sp.

See Brassica.

SMILAX CHINA.
China Root.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind .—Chob-chim, Shuk-china
;

Sans .

—

Chobachini
;

Bom.—Chob-chfni ;
Tam.—Paringay

;
Tel.—

Pirangi-chekka.

A shrub indigenous to China and Japan, where it is call-

ed Too-fuh, not found in India, although the drug, China

Root, is common in all the bazars. It is believed, however,

that the roots of S. glabra growing in Assam, Sylhet and

the Khasia Hills probably constitute part of the drug as

sold in India. The natural order is Smilacece. The druo1

O
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consists of the dried tuberous Roots, usually peeled by the

Native drug-sellers
;

it has long held the reputation of

possessing properties allied to those of sarsaparilla, 'which

is the root of several species of Smilax indigenous to tropi-

cal America. A glucosidal principle has been isolated

from this root corresponding to that reputed to be the

active constituent of sarsaparilla.

The drug is imported from China to a considerable extent

by coasting steamers trading with Calcutta and Bombay.

It is now completely neglected in European medicine,,

although once held in considerable esteem and official in the

jBritish Pharmacopoeia : it still occasionally appears, how

ever, in the London drug market.

Medicinal uses.—China root is still used to some extent

in India, in the same manner as sarsaparilla, as a depura-

tive, alterative, anti-syphilitic and aphrodisiac, in decoction

(2 ounces to 1 pint, boiled to 10 ounces: dose 2 to 4

ounces).

SODII BIBORAS.

Biborate of Sodium : Borax.

Vern.—Beng .—Sohaga
;

Hind.—Sohaga, Tinkal
;

Sans.—Tan-

kana
;
Tam.—Venkaram; Tel .—Velligaram ;

Arab.—Burak-

es-Saghah ;
Pers.—Tinkar, Bureh

)
Thibetan.— Chu-sal.

Borax was known to the ancient Hindus from a very

remote period : it is believed that its uses were first dis-

covered in India, and that the first supplies of the article

received in Europe were from this country.

It is brought to India in considerable quantities, about

50,000 maunds (35,730 cwts.) yearly, carried on the backs

of sheep and goats across the frontier from Nepal and

Thibet, where it occurs in the waters of certain lakes, and

from Persia. In Thibet there is a chain of salt lakes, one
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of which is said to be about 20 miles in circumference and

supplied by brackish springs rising from the bottom, the

waters of which contain boras associated with common salt.

The borax crystallizes on the edges and shallows of the lakes

and is taken up in large masses, broken up, dried and sent,

in the impure state, to India, where it is roughly purified by

re-crystallization at places on the frontier. It was formerly

exported to England, but is now being superseded by arti-

ficial manufacture and by borax deposits in more accessible

parts of the world.

Indian borax is very largely used by Native gold and

silver-smiths and by potters as a glaze, and it is easily ob-

tainable in all the bazars.

Medicinal uses.—Borax is given internally as a diuretic,

and emmenagogue (dose 5 to 30 grains) : externally as a

local sedative and antiseptic lotion, and in aphthese and

sore mouth or throat, the official Mel Boracis and Glyceri-

num Boracis being useful preparations. It is also effectual

as a detergent lotion in certain skin diseases—pruritus,

psoriasis and eczema. It sometimes enters into the compo-

sition of pills curative of enlarged spleen.

SODII CARBONAS.
See Barilla.

SODII CHLORIDUM.
Chloride of Sodium : Common Salt.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Lavan, Nun, Bun; Hind.—Nimak, Lon
; Sans.

Lavana
;
Bom.—Mithu

;
Tam.—Uppu

;
Tel.—Lavanam.

“In India salt has been lavishly provided by Nature; it

is dissolved in a wide expanse of sea which lashes the
shores of the Peninsula; is stored up in mines; is spread
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out in salt-impregnated lakes and marshes
;
and is found to

effloiesce at many localities in the interior and on the sea-

board.

“In Upper India, with a population of over 100 millions

(including the Punjab, North-West Provinces, Oudh, Rajpu-
ts 11 *1 and Central India), only local salt is consumed, of

which there are practically inexhaustable sources in mines
in the Punjab and in the salt lakes and marshes of Rajpu-
tdna. Some salt from Thibet is imported into the Himalayan
districts of Kumaon and Gharwal. Earth-salt is made
under treaty with the British Government in the feudatory

States of Gwalior, Dattia and Bikanir, and a little salt is

also made in the Patiala State in the Punjab/'*

The salt supply of India is almost completely under excise

control and yields an annual revenue of about 8 crores of

rupees (or 8 millions sterling).f The preparation of salt by

lixiviation of saline soils or by solar evaporation of the

water of brine wells is practically prohibited except in the

regions indicated above, and the impure product of local

manufacture is almost entirely superseded by Cheshire salt,

which is imported in enormous quantities, chiefly from

Liverpool, as ballast for ships coming to Calcutta, Chitta-

gong and Rangoon for Indian produce.

Black salt
(
Bit-nun) is prepared for medicinal purposes

by heating the crude common salt with myrobalans. It is

regarded as a digestive.

Khari-m'tn, an impure sulphate of soda, is produced at

the salt works by crystallization from brine. It is used to

some extent as a saline purgative for cattle.

* Excerpt from a note on Salt by Mr. G. F. Buckley, Superintendent,

Northern India Salt Revenue, in Watt’s Dictionary of the Economic Pro•

ducts of India.

f Computed at the nominal rate of exchange—2 shillings per rupee.
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Medicinal uses.—In addition to its great importance as

a dietetic agent, common salt is a good antiseptic. In large

doses (2 to 4 drachms) in so \tion it acts as an emetic.

SOLANTJM DULCAMARA.
Dulcamara : Bitter-sweet.

Vern.—Ind.—(The Berries) Anab-es-salab.

A shrub, belonging to the Solanacece, met with in Kash-

mir. The young shoots or Stems and Leaves are used in

medicine in India, and the red Berries are imported,

according to Dymock, from Persia into Bombay.

The drug contains a peculiar bitter-sweet principle

(hence the popular name) which has been believed to con-

sist of a poisonous alkaloid, named Solanine, resolvable

into sugar and Solanidine. The characteristic principle is

now believed to be Dulcamarin, a yellowish substance,

not an alkaloid, which has at first a bitter and subsequent-

ly permanently sweet taste. Solanine is common to seve-

ral species of Solanum, including the potato, in which

it is, however, rendered innocuous on boiling.

Medtcinal uses.

—

Dulcamara is almost completely

neglected in European medicine : it is still used by Indian

physicians and considered alterative and diuretic, usually

in decoction. The berries are similarly employed.

SOLANUM INDICUM.
Vern.—Beng.—Byakura

;
Hind.—Barhanta

; Sans.—Vrihati

Bhantaki.

A plant of the Solanacece, common all over India. The
Root is one of the drugs required in the preparation of the
much esteemed Dasamula Kvatha, or decoction of ten drugs
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of Hindu medicine. It is seldom used alone, but is regard-

ed as diuretic, useful in dropsy. The Root of S. xantho-

ccirpum
(Kantalcari

)

is similarly employed. The Seeds of

these plants are largely used for the cure of toothache.

The vapour of the burning seeds relieves the pain.

SOLANUM MELONGENA.
The Egg-plant ; Brinjal.

Vern.—Beng.—Begun; Hind.—Brinjal; Sans.—Bartaku
;

Bom.—Baigana.

The egg-plant, another of the Solanciceous species, is

extensively cultivated all over India for its Fruit, which

is used by both Europeans and Natives as a culinary vege-

table. It is white, ovoid and somewhat similar in appear-

ance to an ordinary hen’s egg, but much larger. There are

several varieties in cultivation differing in shape aud colour.

It is the “aubergine” of the French, with whom it is

popular as a vegetable. It is insipid and uninviting even

when cooked. The fruit has lately been noticed* as “ an

excellent remedy for those suffering from liver complaints.”

SOLANUM NIGRUM.
Vern.—Beng.—Kakmachi

;
Hind.—Gurkamai; Sans .—Kaka

macbai; Bom.—Kamuni
;

Tam.—Manattak-kali
; Tel.—Ka-

manchi-chettu.

A plant of the order Solanacece, common throughout

India. It has the same chemical constituents as S. Dulca-

mara, the alkaloid solanine having been first isolated from

this plant.

* British Medical Journal
,
April 6, 1895.
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Medicinal uses.—The black Berries are available in the

bazars in some parts of India. They are believed to have

alterative and diuretic properties. The Leaves and young

Stems are reputed to have similar properties, a fluid extract

being recommended in dropsy, in doses of \ to 2 drachms.

SOYMIDA FEBRIFUGA.
Syn.—SwiETENIA FEBRIFUGA.

The Indian Red-wood Tree.

Vern.— Beng. and Hind.—Rohun, Rohan; Sans .—Rohuna

Tam.—Shemmarum
;

Tel.—Somida-manu.

A large forest tree, belonging to the mahogany order;

Meliacece, common in the North-West and in Central,

and Southern India. The Bark, occurring usually in half

quills of a rich red-brown colour, is to be regarded as an

astringent tonic. It contains tannic acid and an undeter-

mined resinous bitter principle.

STROPHANTHUS.
Several species of the Strophanthus genus, natural order

Apocynacece, are indigenous to tropical India. None are

however used medicinally. An allied African species, S.

Hispiclus, var. Kornbd yields the Strophanthus Seeds which

have become a most important agent in modern medicine.

Its cultivation has been tried experimentally, and with

some success, in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Calcutta.

The seeds are poisonous : they afford the Kombe arrow

poison of Africa. A tincture prepared from them is now
much used, in doses of 2 to 10 minims, as a heart tonic and
diuretic, its action resembling that of digitalis, though more
powerful and non-cumulative. The active principle is a
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glucoside Strophanthin which has been resolved into glu-

cose and Strophanthidin. It has not been ascertained

whether the Indian species contain Strophanthin.

STRYCHNOS IGNATII.

St. Ignatius’ Beans.

The Seeds of a tree growing in the Phillipine Islands,

natural order Loganiaoece. They are occasionally to be

met with in the drug bazars of the large cities in India

and are said to be used in cholera. They are roundish or

oval, and usually about an inch in length, varying much

in size, and contain the same alkaloidal constituents as

nux-vomica seeds

—

Strychnine and Brucine, in varying

proportion, about T5 per cent, of the former toU -

5 per cent,

of the latter. The glucoside Loganin is also believed to be

present.* They are sometimes utilized in Europe for the

strychnine which they yield in somewhat larger quantity

than nux-vomica. A tincture (known as Tinctura Ignatice)

is also prepared (1 in 10) and administered in doses of 3 to

20 minims as a nervine tonic. A similar preparation is

used in homoeopathic medicine.

STRYCHNOS NUX VOMICA.
The Nux-vomica or Strychnine Tree : Snake-wood.

Vern.—Beng .—Ivuchila
;
Uincl.—Kuchla

;
Bom.—Kajra

;
Tam.

—Yetti-kottai
;

Tel.—Mushti-vittulu.

A moderate sized evergreen tree, 40 or 50 feet high, wild

and plentiful throughout tropical India, and extending

southwards to Madras and the Travancore and Coromandel

Coasts. Natural order Loganiacece. The lozenge-like

* F. Ransom, F.C.S., British Pharmaceutical Conference, 1893.
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flattened, round Seeds separated from the orange-coloured,

pulpy fruit and washed and dried constitute the drug, nux-

vomica.

The active constituents are two alkaloids, in varying

proportions

—

Strychnine (0 2 to 05 per cent.), and Brucine

(0T2 to 1 per cent.) in combination with Strychnic or

Igasuric Acid as igasurates. [In a sample of seeds from

Ceylon, Dunstan and Shortt found over 5 per cent, of total

alkaloids D.H.] The probable existence of a third crystalline

principle, named Igasurine, has long remained unconfirmed.

A glucoside, named Loganin, is present in the pulp of the

fruit and to a small extent in the seeds. Nux-vomica also

contains mucilage and sugar (6 per cent.). The Bark and

Wood, which are also used medicinally in India contain

brucine and the Leaves contain 0 -

3 per cent, of brucine

(Hooper, 1890), no strychnine having been detected. The

pulp of the fruit contains strychnine, it is nevertheless eaten

with avidity by certain birds which appear to be insuscep-

tible to the action of the poison.

The galenical preparations of nux-vomica in the British

Pharmacopoeia are standardized, the extract to contain 15

per cent, of total alkaloids, and the tincture (which is now

prepared from it, instead of from the seeds as former^) to

1 grain of alkaloids in each fluid ounce. According to an

analysis of 25,500 prescriptions * dispensed in various parts

of the world, nux-vomica is the most frequently employed

drug in the Materia Medica. The extract and tincture

find a place in all the pharmacopoeias. The drug is similarly

one of the chief agents in homoeopathic medicine.

The seeds are exported very largely from Cochin, in

Southern India and from Bombay, Madras and Calcutta,

* The Extra Pharmacopoeia—Matindale and Weatcott,8tli Ed., 1895"
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the total export from India being about 20,000 cwts. annu-

ally, almost entirely to Great Britain. It may be noted

that practically all the nux-vomica used in India is re-

imported, chiefty in the form of extract.

Medicinal uses.—Nux-vomica is a powerful nervine tonic

and stimulant: in excess doses a virulent poison producing

tetanic convulsions. It is employed in doses of J to 2 grains

of the extract and 5 to 20 minims of the tincture.*

The powdered seed is also occasionally administered in

doses of 1 to 5 grains. Strychnine presents the same thera-

peutic action and is prescribed in doses of to grain.

It is antagonistic to calabar bean and has been used success-

fully as an antidote to that poison. It is also employed hy-

podermically as a remedy in narcotic poisoning and against

the effects of chronic alcoholism. It has for some years

been popularly regarded as an antidote to snake-bite, ad-

ministered hypodermically (jV to ^ grain) near the bitten

part, favourable results having been obtained in Australia

with this method of treatment, but as the result of an

exhaustive research by Surg.-Lieut.-Col. D. D. Cunningham,

published in 1895,'f it has been shown that it is not an

antidote chemically or physiologically, to the bites of the

poisonous snakes of India. Brucine has been used in epilepsy

in doses of £ to \ grain in solution.

The Bark and Wood are commonly used as bitter tonics

in the native habitat of the tree. An Oil, obtained by

heating the fresh seeds, is used externally in rheumatism.

Substitution.—The bark is known in Europe as “false

angostura bark ”, having on one occasion been sold in the

* A resume of the therapy of the drug and of strychnine, by the author,

is given in the Indian Medical Record, 16th Nov. 1894.

^-'Department of the Sanitary Commissioner with the Government of

India.
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London drug market by mistake for the true angostura or

cusparia bark. It has been repeatedly substituted in mis-

take, and with fatal effect, by ignorant drug sellers in the

bazars in India for the Icurchi bark (Holarrhena untidy-

senterica), the similarity of this name with Icuchld and the

slight resemblance of the drugs, probably causing the con-

fusion. The simplest distinguishing feature is the intensely

bitter taste of the nux-vomica bark as compared with that

of the Icurchi. The former is also of a dirty white and buff

colour externally, and the latter grey, with bright, rust-

coloured patches of cork, and white warty excrescences.

STRYCHNOS POTATORUM.
The Clearing Nut Tree.

Vern.

—

Beng., Hind., Bom., §-c.—Nirmali
; Sans.—Kataka,

Ambu-prasada
;
Tam.—Tetran-kottai ;

Tel.—Chilla-chettu.

A small tree, of the Loganiacece, belonging to Bengal,

Central and Southern India and Burma. It is notable on

account of its Seeds which have been used from early times

in India for their property of clearing muddy water, hence

their popular name. The seeds are button-shaped and con-

tained in a black pulpy fruit about the size of a cherry.

They are commonly sliced and rubbed round the sides of

the unglazed earthen vessels in which drinking water is

stored, having the effect of acting as a mechanical precipi-

tant of suspended matter present in the water. The action

is clearly due to albumen, which becomes evident as a thick

mucilage on simple maceration of the seed in water and

yields a white coagulum on boiling. The seeds were for-

merly used medicinally in affections of the eyes but are not

now employed.

K, ID 20
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STYRAX BENZOIN.
: The Gum Benzoin Tree.

Vern.

—

Ind.

—

(The Resin)—Luban.

The tree is a native of the Malay Peninsula (Lower Siam)

and Sumatra : natural order Styracece. It yields, along

with probably one or two other species, the balsamic resin,

Gum Benzoin or Gum Benjamin, of commerce, which is

largely imported into India (about 12,000 cwts. annually)

from Penang, chiefly into Bombay, and used throughout

India as an incense. It is also exported to Europe. Gum
Benjamin is the source of Benzoic Acid, which is large-

ly used in medicine, It also contains Cinnamic Acid.

Dymock says that in the Bombay bazar an artificial ben-

zoin is manufactured in which pieces of silicate of magnesia

are imbedded in common American resin and sold to the

poor, who use it for religious purposes.

Medicinal uses.—Stimulant and expectorant. The com-

pound tincture of benzoin is employed as an expectorant

and inhalant, and externally as a styptic and antiseptic.

SULPHUR.
Vern.

—

Beng.

—

Gandrok
;
Hind.—Gundhak

;
Sans .

—

Gandhaka.
<r-

Sulphur occurs naturally in some parts of India, in Nepal,

Kashmir and Afghanistan and in Burma. Country sulphur

is little used, however, although a pure variety of washed

sulphur known as amlasa gundhalc, may be obtained in

the bazfirs of Bengal.

Medicinal uses.—These are well-kndwn. Sulphur is used

internally as a laxative and alterative in skin diseases;

externally in similar affections and in rheumatism.
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SWERTIA CHIRATA.
Syn.—Ophelia Chirata : Gentiana Chirayita.

Chirata : Chiretta.

Vern.—Beng.— Chireta ;
Hind.— Charayatah, Kirayat

; Sans.

—Kirata-tikta
;
Bom .—Chiraita

;
Tam .—Nila-vembu

; Tel.

—

Nela-vemu.

An annual ei’ect herb of the gentian order, 2 to 4 feet

high, indigenous to the temperate Himalaya, at altitudes

above 4,000 feet, from Simla to Nepal and Bhutan.

The drug consists of the entire, dried Plant, including

the branched stems and roots. It is official in the British

Pharmacopoeia and in that of the United States. It is

plentiful in the bazars in Bengal, and brought down in large

quantities from Nepal to Calcutta packed in square bales

of about 1 cwt. each, made up of small bundles of H to

‘2 lbs., bound with a slip of bamboo, in which form it is

exported to London.

The principles to which the intensely bitter taste of

chiretta is due, are Ophelic Acicl and Chiratin.

Medicinal uses.—Chiretta has been used in India as a

bitter tonic and stomachic from a remote period. It is not

used to any large extent in European medicine, probably

on account of its intense and persistent bitterness, consider-

ably exceeding that of gentian. It is antibilious, and has

no tendency to constipation, hence much esteemed in India

as a remedy in liver disorder, preferably in the form of

liquid extract or of the official tincture and infusion.

Substitutes.—Chiretta is seldom adulterated in India.

Herbs of other species have occasionally been found inter-

mixed, usually in mistake. The plant, Swertia angustifolia,

known as the sweet chiretta (mitha Icirayat), and several

others of the same genus have been recognised : they are

deficient in bitterness as compared with the true drug
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The stems of madder, llubia cordifolia (manjit), have

also been said to have been discovered in chiretta consign-

ed to London.

The true drug is frequently confused in India with the

cveat, Andrographis paniculata (q. v.), which is sometimes

known as Indian Chiretta. This article was lately offered

for sale as chiretta in the London drug market.*

SYMPLOCOS RACEMOSA.
The Lodh Tree.

Vern.—Beng., Hind., fyc.—Lodh, Lodhra
; Sans.—Lodhra,

Tilaka.

A small tree of the lower hills of Bengal, Assam and

Burma: natural order Styracece. Lodh Bark is easily ob-

tainable in the Calcutta bazar, and is soft, friable and fawn-

coloured : it is occasionally used in dyeing. It was formerly

exported to Europe and known as Lotur bark. Three

alkaloids have been isolated from the bark, named respec-

tively, Loturine, Golloturine and Loturidine. Kinovin

(Quinovin) has also been separated. The bark contains no

tannin.

Medicinal uses.—The Bark has been used in Hindd

medicine as a mild astringent. It has been- recommended-f*

in doses of 20 grains in powder, mixed with sugar, as a

useful remedy in cases of menorrhagia, due to relaxation of

* A description by Mr. J. S . Ward, with a figure, appears in the Pharma•

-ceutical Journal (IV), 1316,7th Sept. 1895, and an illustrated account

of the histology of Andrographis paniculqta by Professor H. G. Greenish,

Pharmaceutical Journal (IV), 1325, 16th Nov. 1895.

-f-
By Dr. T. E. Charles, formerly Professor of Materia Medica in the

Medical College, Calcutta, and the author

—

Pharmaceutical Journal,

24th Sept. 1881.
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the uterine tissue, given two or three times a day for three

or four days. A fluid extract, in half-drachm doses would

be a more suitable form for exhibiting the remedy in such

cases.

TAGETES ERECTA.

The French Marigold.

Vern.—Beng. and Hind.—Genda
;
Bom.—Makhmal, Gul-jafari;

Mar.—Rojia-cha-phul.

This plant and T. patula, the African marigold, belong-

ing to the natural order Compositce, are commonly cultivat-

ed in Indian gardens, their bright yellow flowers being

much admired and made into garlauds to hang round the

necks of idols. The flowers yield a yellow dye which is

occasionally employed by poor people. The juice of the

Flowers is said to be occasionally used medicinally as a

purifier of the blood and as a remedy in piles. It is, how-

ever, little used or known. Genda, has been referred in

some books to Calendula officinalis. This is an error, the

latter being a rare plant of the Punjab and not found in

Bengal.

TAMARINDUS INDICA.
\ )

The Tamarind Tree.

Vern.—Beng.—Tentul, Ambli, Imli
;

Hind.—Amll, Amlica;

Sans.—Tintidi, Amlika
;
Bom.—Chintz

;
Tam.—Puliyam-paz-

ham; Tel.—Chinta-pandu.

A handsome evergreen tree of the Leguminosai, common-
ly 50 to 70 feet high, cultivated throughout India and

Burma, and in tropical countries generally. It is believed

by botanists to be indigenous to Southern India. The
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Fruit has been known and valued in India from a remote

period: the name (tamar-liindi) is of Persian origin and

means “Indian date.” The preserved pulp of the tamarind

fruit is official in the British Pharmacopoeia. It consists

of a reddish-brown, moist, sugary mass—enclosing the

stringy fibres found within the pulp, and the seeds, enclosed

in a tough membranous coat—having been prepared by

pouring boiling syrup over alternate layers of the fruit and

sugar. A corresponding product occurs in India as a black

solid mass of the pulp, more or less freed from fibre and husk,

pressed into round cakes and preserved with salt. This

form is known in the Home markets as East Indian on

Black Tamarinds and the former as West Indian or Red

Tamarinds.

The acidulous pulp contains acid tartrate of potassium

(cream of tartar), tartaric, citric, acetic and a trace of malic

acids. A peculiar exudation occurring on an old tamarind

tree, observed by Mr. J. G. Prebble and recorded in the

Pharmacographia Indica, was found to consist almost

entirely of oxalate of calcium and flows from the tree in a

liquid or syrupy state, afterwards drying into white crys-

talline masses.

Tamarinds enter largely into the composition of Native

dietary in curries, chutnies, and boiled in water and sweet-

ened as a cooling sherbet; the fruit could be exported

from India with advantage if preserved in the same man-

ner as the West Indian.

Medicinal uses.—The pulp of the fruit is cooling, car-

minative and laxative : it is used as an adjunct toother

laxatives as in the confection of senna and presumably

as the basis of the preparations of which “ Tamar-

Indien ” is a type. It is a useful addition to cough

mixtures.
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TAMARIX GALLICA.
The Tamarisk.

Vern.—(The Galls)

—

Beng. and Hind.—Bari-main; Sans .

—

Jhavuka; Horn.—Magiya-main
;

Pers.—Gazmazaj. (The

Manna)—Gazangabin.

A small tree or shrub belonging to the natural order

Tamariscinece, found throughout India, common in Persia

and Afghanistan. The Galls produced on this shrub, and

a smaller kind produced on T. articulata, common in Sind

and the Punjab, are occasionally found in the bazars of

Western India and used as a substitute for oak-galls. Th?

galls of T. gallica are somewhat smaller than oak-galls and

three-angled
;
both varieties equal the true galls in their

yield of tannic acid.

A variety of this species (var. mannifera)
yields the

tamarisk manna which is known in the bazars of Northern

India under the Persian name given above. It exudes on

the leaves and slender branches in consequence of the punc-

ture of an insect and solidifies into a more or less solid mass,

liquefying on keeping to a honey -like consistence. It is

occasionally used in India as a mild laxative.

TARAXACUM OFFICINALE.
The Dandelion.

Vern.—Hind.—Dudal, Baran, Kanphul.

This familiar Composite plant is found on the temperate

Himalaya, common in Thibet, and on the Nilgiris. It is

cultivated at Saharanpur for the Med ical Stores Depart-

ments of Bengal and the North-West Provinces, that of

Madras being supplied from Ootacamund where the plant"

grows in abundance as a weed in the cinchona plantations.
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The Root is officinal : as sold in the bazars, it is smaller

than the imported root. The bitter principles are Taraxacin

and Taraxcicerin, with inulin, a common constituent of the

roots of many members of the order Compositev, and sugar

and levulin, to which is due the sweetish taste of the root.

Medicinal uses.—Dandelion Root is a valuable hepatic

stimulant, and mild tonic and diuretic. A popular combi-

nation is that of the fluid extract with podopbyllin, which

may be reckoned a good remedy in liver congestion. An-

other popular form is the admixture with coffee in the

same manner as chicory root (see Cichorium).

Substitutes.

—

Dymock (Pliarviacog . Ind.) enumerates

four plants of the same natural order, yielding roots which

are substituted for dandelion in Western India, viz., Lau-

ncea pinvedifida, Lactuca Heyneana, Sovclius oleraceus

and Emilia sonchifolia, the latter being a common weed

in Indian gardens and known in Bengal as Shudimudi.

TAXUS BACCATA.
The Yew.

Vern.

—

Hind.

—

Thuno, Birmf, Geli, Lust.

A large evergreen tree of the temperate Himalaya and

the Khasia Hills: natural order Coniferce.

The sprigs or young branches and the linear Leaves are

exported to the plains and used in medicine. They are

known in the bazars of Bombay as Talispatra, and were

believed by Dymock to be the true Talispatra of ancient

Sanskrit Materia Medica. The drug sold under the same

name in the Calcutta bazar consists of the leaves of Abies

Webbiana (q. v.).*

* The name, Talispatra, has also been applied to the leaves of Cinna-

momum Tamala and to those of Flacourtia Gataphracta.
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Yew leaves contain a volatile oil, tannic acid and a toxic

crystalline alkaloid, named Taxine. The leaves and seeds

are poisonous : the red pulp of the fruit contains no poi-

sonous principle and is eaten by the hill tribes.

Medicinal uses.—The leaves and fruit have been reput-

ed to have emmenagogue properties : they are little used

except in domestic medicine. Tdlispatra was recommend-

ed as an expectorant in phthisis, and the different drugs

now sold under this name are used as such.

TERMINALIA ARJUNA.
The Arjuna Myrobalan.

Vern.

—

Beng. and Hind.—Arjun, Kahu
;
Sans.—Arjuna, Ku-

kubha
;

Bom.—Arjuna-sadra
;

Tain.—Yella-mardaj Tel.—
Yermaddi.

A large deciduous tree of the Lower Himalaya, Bengal,

Burma, Central and Southern India and Ceylon. Natural

order Combretacece. The Bark is astringent, containing

about 15 per cent, of tannin. It is used to prepare a lotion

applied to ulcers. The bark also contains a large propor-

tion (over 30 per cent.) of calcium carbonate, minute ciys-

tals of which may be observed in the pinkish, quilled bark.

TERMINALIA BELERICA.
Beleric Myrobalans.

Vern.

—

Beng.—Bahera, Bohora; Hind.—Bhaira, Baliera, Barla;

Sans.— Vibhitaka, Bahira
;
Bom.—Behada, Yahela; Tam .

—

Tanrik-kay
;

Tel.—Tandra-kaya.

A large tree, also belonging to the natural order Combre-
tacece, common in the forests of India and Burma. The
astringent Fruit is one of the “ myrobalans ” of commerce.
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There are two principal varieties, yielded by different trees,

one globular in form, | to f inch diameter, the other ovoid

and about twice the size: both contain tannin in variable

proportions. They are collected and sold at auction by

the Forest Department and largely exported for dyeing

and tanning purposes. An insoluble gum exudes in some

quantity from the bark : it is little used, but is said to be

sometimes mixed with soluble gums. The kernel of the

fruit is popularly believed to act as a narcotic and

intoxicant when taken internally
;

this has now, however,

been disproved in both varieties. An oil expressed from

it is used as a dressing for the hair.

Medicinal uses.—The unripe Fruit is purgative: the

fully ripe fruit is astringent. The latter is used in dropsy,

piles and diarrhoea. It is an ingredient of the famous

tviphcila or fruit triad, a remedy much prescribed in a large

variety of cases. (See also T. chebula and Phyllanthus

emblica.)

TERMINALI A. CATAPPA.
The Indian Almond.

Vern.—Beng

.

—Bangla-badam
;

Hind.—Jangli-badam, Hindi-

badam; Mai.—Katappa.

A large ornamental tree of the CombretacecB
,

commouly

cultivated throughout India. The Kernel of the fiuit is

not unlike the almond in taste and yields to expression

50 per cent, of an oil which may be regarded as a good sub-

stitute for almond oil. It has the same taste and odoui,

although slightly darker in colour: it deposits stearin at a

temperature under 5° C. The kernel is about half the

size of the true almond and nearly cylindrical; they are

also known as “leaf nuts.” The bark and leaves contain

tannin.
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TERMINALIA CHEBULA.

Syn.—Myrobalanus Chebula.

The Chebulic or Black Myrobalan.

Vern.—(The Tree) Beng.—Haritaki
;

Hind.—Har, Harra.

—

(The Fruit) Beng.—Hora, Haritaki ;
Hind.—Har, Hara, Bal-

har, Zanghi-har
;
Sans .—Haritaki, Abhaya, Pathya

j
Bom.

Harda, Harle, Hirada; Tam.—Kaduk-kai ;
Tel—Karakkaya

—(The Galls) Hind.—Haritaki-phul.

Another large tree of the Combretcicece order, yielding

Fruits which constitute the greater part of the “ M.yro-

Lalans ” of commerce. It is wild in the forests of Northern

India, the Central Provinces and Bengal, common in Mad-

ras and in Mysore and in the Southern portion of the

Bombay Presidency, where it forms an important source of

revenue for the Forest Department. It is found and culti-

vated, in several varieties, chiefly vars. typica and citvi-

na, the latter believed by some botanists to be a distinct

species.

The dried fruits form one of the most valuable of Indian

tanning materials, and they are veiy largely exported from

India for this purpose, chiefly from Bombay. The better

qualities contain about 25 per cent, of gallo-tannic acid

residing in the pulp surrounding the seed, which is itself

devoid of astringent principles. The Galls produced on

the leaves are rich in tannic acid and are used locally for

tanning and as a mordant in dyeing.

Two principal kinds of chebulic myrobalans are sold in

the bazars—one smaller than the other—the smaller beino-

used in medicine and consisting probably of the young or

unripe fruits. They are somewhat ovoid in shape, pointed,

about an inch in length, shrivelled and yellowish-brown to

black externally : they sink when placed in water. The
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larger fruits are rounder and smoother : they are chiefly

used in tanning.

The chemistry of myrobalans has received considerable

attention in recent years. Chebulic myrobalans may con-

tain varying proportions of gallo-tannic acid according to

the stage of maturity to which the fruit lias reached, the

fully grown fruits containing less of the tannic principles.

Mr. A. Campbell Stark* found 18 8 per cent, of tannin

in a sample of commercial ground myrobalans.

Fridolin (1884) isolated an organic acid which he nam-

ed Ghebulinic Acid, and which he believed to be the source

of the gallic and tannic acids detected by previous observers

in the fruit. Another research (Year Book of Pharmacy,

1893, p. 156) resulted in the isolation of about 3 5 per cent,

fo an acid named Chebulic Acid, “in addition to a large

proportion of tannin,” the latter named acid being probably

identical with the former. Another contribution to the

literature of the subject is recorded in the Pharm. Journ.,

27th June 1891, in which it is stated that the tannin of

myrobalans had been found to be a mixture of two tannins,

one of which is the glucoside of gallic acid and named

Ellagic Acid, and the other a tannic acid proper, named

Ellagotannic Acid.

A green-coloured oleo-resin has been extracted from the

fruits and named Myrobalanin. A transparent fixed Oil

is expressed from the kernels.

Medicinal uses.

—

The dried unripe Fruit, notwithstand-

ing the astringent nature of its constituents, is very com-

monly used in India as a purgative and antibilious: 1 to 2

drachms of the pulp, corresponding to 3 or 4 fruits, is

usually sufficient and may be taken in decoction combined

* British Pharmaceutical Conference, 1892.
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with aromatics. It is an essential ingredient of the tri-

phdla or three fruits (the chebulic, beleric and emblic

myrobalans), a favourite remedy of the Jcavirajs, and a

popular domestic aperient medicine and liver regulator and

adjunct to other medicines. A conserve is made of the

large, fully ripe fruit which is considered a good digestive.

Substitute.—The fruits of T. tomentosa are sometimes

mixed with those of T. Ghebula. They are smaller and

much inferior in every respect.

THALICTRUM POLIOLOSUM.
Vern.—Hind.—Pinjari, Pilijari, Gurbiani

;
Bom.—Mariran.

An herb, belonging to the natural order Ranunculacece,

found on the temperate Himalaya and the Khasia Hills.

The Roots, which are not unlike liquorice in appearance,

but very bitter, are exported to the plains and sold in the

shops under the name of Pilijari or Piaranga. Thalictrum

root contains the alkaloid Berberine, combined in such a

form, as in rusot, as to be readily soluble in water.

Medicinal uses.—A cold infusion of the Root is used as

a lotion for ophthalmia. It is also a valuable tonic in dys-

pepsia and has been found to possess antiperiodic proper-

ties.

THEVETIA NERIIFOLIA.
The Exile or Yellow Oleander.

Vern.—Beng.—Kolkephul
;
Hind.—Pila-kandr;

Tam. and Tel.—Pachchai-alari.

A plant commonly cultivated as an ornamental shrub in

gardens in the plains. Natural order Apocynacecv. The

Seeds contain a fixed Oil, to which poisonous properties

have been attributed. Dr. Warden has discovered that
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the oil, when pure, is quite inert, but that a highly poison

ous alkaloid, which he has named Thevetine, may be iso-

lated from the cake left after expression of the seeds. It

is probably allied in its nature to the alkaloids of Nerium
cdorum (q. v.). The milky Juice of the plant is poisonous.

The Bark is bitter, cathartic and antiperiodic in small doses

of a tincture, but its use is attended with considerable

danger.

TINOSPORA CORDIFOLIA.
Syn.—Cocculus cordifolius.

Vern.—(The Root) Beng.—Gulancha, Gurach, Gilo; Hind.

—

Gulancha, Gurch, Gul-bel
;
Sans.—Guduchi, Amrita

;
Bom .

—

Gulwail, Gulavela
;

Tam.—Shindil-kodi
; Tel.—Tippa-tege

;

Burm .—Singo-mone.

A common climbing shrub, growing on Nim and other

high trees in tropical India and Burma, and Ceylon.

Natural order Menispermacece. The whole Plant (Stem,

Leaves and Root) is used in medicine,preferably in the fresh

state : it may be readily obtained in the dried state in any

bazar. A dry aqueous extract (Hind.

—

Palo or SaU-gilo)

prepared from the stem and root, is used in Native medicine.

It is of a dirty white colour and consists almost entirely

of starch. Fluckiger detected a trace of berberine in

the stem, but no crystallizable bitter principle could be

isolated.

A tincture, infusion and extract (the latter corresponding

to paid
)
was made official in the Pharmacopoeia of India.

Medicinal uses.

—

The herb and the extract have un-

doubted tonic and alterative properties and in a less degree

antiperiodic and diuretic. They have been found useful

in chronic rheumatism. A fluid extract of the plant is

probably the most useful preparation.
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TODDALIA ACULEATA.
Syn.—SCOPOLIA ACULEATA.

Vern.—Beng.—Kada-todali ;
Hind.—Jangli-kalf-mirch

;
Sans.

—Kanchana, Dahana
;

Bom.—Limri
;

Tam.—Mila-karanai •

Tel.—Konda-kashinda.

A climbing shrub (natural onjer Rutcicece
)
found in the

Lower Himalaya, common in Bhutan at altitudes of about

5,000 feet and in Western and Southern India. The fresh

Root-Bark and the whole plant are pungent and aromatic.

The former is well known to the Natives and used in

medicine in Southern India and the ripe golden coloured

pungent, unripe berries are pickled and eaten. The root-

bark, separated from the white woody root, was included

in the Pharmacopoeia of India : it was formerly known in

European medicine as “ Lopez root,” but has long ago

fallen into disuse. Messrs. Hummel and Perkin have recently

found that the alkaloid berberine in the root-bark is the

source of the bitterness and colouring matter. The Leaves
yield to distillation a yellowish-green volatile oil having an

odour somewhat resembling that of citron, and containing

citronella-aldehyde. [D. H.]

Medicinal uses.—The fresh Root-Bark given in infusion

(1 to 2 ounces) or fluid extract (£ to 2 drachms) is a useful

-stimulating tonic and carminative. The drug has decided

antiperiodic and antipyretic properties useful in simple

fever.

TRAPA BISPINOSA.

The Indian Water Chestnut : The Singhara Nut.

Vern.—Beng.—Pamplial; Hind.

—

Singhara
; Sans .

—

Sringataka.

An aquatic plant found commonly floating on the surface

of lakes, tanks and pools throughout India. Natural -order
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Onagracece. The white kernel contained within the red-

brown, spiny fruit is used as a food by large com-

munities of the poorer classes in Northern India. The

plant is cultivated for this purpose in the North-West

Provinces and in Kashmir, affording in some places a source

of land revenue in rents from tanks devoted to its culture.

It abounds in starch and resembles the chestnut in flavour.

An analysis of the kernels by Mr. D. Hooper
(Pharm

.

Journ. (3) XXIV, 8th July 1893) showed the nutritive

value to be equal to that of rice. Plants of the Trapa

species have been noted as remarkable for their power

of taking up manganese. The same investigator records

that that metal was fouud in small quantity in the kernel

while the pericarp was very rich in manganese.

Medicinal use.—The fruits are considered useful in some

parts of Northern India as useful in bilious affections with

diarrhoea.

TRIBULUS TERRESTRIS.

Syn.—T. LANUGINOSUS.

The Chhota Gokeru.

Vern.

—

Beng.—G6khru, Gokshura
;
IHnd.—Gokhuru, Chkota-

gokhru; Sans.—Ikshugandha
;
Bom.—Lahana-gokhru, Mitha-

gokhru; Tam.—Nerunji; Tel.—Palleru-mullu
;
Mai—Nerin-

giL

A trailing plant common in sandy soil throughout India,

plentiful in the North-West Provinces and in Madras.

Natural order Zygophyllece. The whole Plant, including

the root and the Fruit, are used medicinally in India.

The fruit is covered with stout, blunt spines
;

it has a

faintly aromatic odour and little taste. The authors of

the Pharmacographia Indica have isolated from it an
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alkaloidal principle, a fat and a resin, to the latter of which

the aroma of the drug is supposed to be due.

The burra-gokhru is the fruit of Pedalium murex (q. v.).

Medicinal uses.—The plant and more especially the dried

Fruit, in infusion, have long been much esteemed in India as

possessing diuretic properties, useful in spermatorrhoea and

diseases of the genito-urinary system. Mr. Thomas Christy,

F. L.S., London, author of New and Rare Drugs, introduced

to the medical profession some years ago a fluid extract and

syrup of the chota-golcerit which were used with much success

as remedies in spermatorrhoea and kindred affections.

TRICHOSANTHES DIOICA.

Vern.—Beng.—Pat61 ;
Hind.—Palval, Parwar

;
Sans.—Patola.

A climbing plant common in Bengal, and cultivated

in Northern India and the Punjdb. The Fruit is a pepo

and has properties resembling those of colocynth, belong-

ing, as it does, to the same natural order, Gucurbitacece.

In Western India the fruit of T. cucumerina, the Wild

Snake Gourd ( jangli-chi-chonda

)

is, according to Bymock,
regarded as the patola. The dried pulp of the unripe fruit

of either species may be regarded as purgatives. The}' were

formerly considered febrifuge.

From the rind and pulp of the fruits of another gourd T.pal-

mata (Hind.

—

lal-indrdyan )
commonly sold in the bazars of

India has been isolated a bitter principle resembling colocyn-

thin to some extent and named provisionally Tricliosantliin.

TRIGONELLA FCENUM-GR^ECUM.
The Fenugreek.

Vern.— Beng., Hind., Sans.—Methl, Methika.

An annual herb belonging to the natural order Legumi-
nosce, found wild and extensively cultivated in Kashmir,

K, ID 21
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the Punjab, and some parts of the Bombay and Madras
Presidencies. The Seeds are exported from Bombay to the

extent of over 10,000 cwts. annually. The seeds are small,

mucilaginous when placed in water and have a faint odour

suggestive of coumarin, which is contained in an allied

species (see page 188). Fliickiger and Hanbury
(Pharmaco-

graphics) found that the air-dried seeds gave off 10 per cent,

of water at 100° C., and on subsequent incineration left

7 per cent, of ash, of which nearly a fourth was phosphoric

acid. They yielded 6 per cent, of a foetid fatty oil, hav-

ing a bitter taste. A later research indicates the presence

in the seeds of two alkaloids, Choline, a base found in

animal secretions, and another, named Trigonelline, having

a weak saline taste.

Fenugreek is now quite neglected in European medicine

although formerly held in some repute. It frequently

occurs however in the drug markets, being an important

constituent of foods and condition powders for horses and

cattle, and used also to some extent in the preparation of

curry powders.

Medicinal uses.—The Seeds have long been valued in

India as tonic and carminative. The young plants and

aromatic leaves are much used as culinary vegetables and

the seeds as a condiment.

TRITICUM SATIVUM.
Syn.—T. VULGARE : T. j3ESTIVUM.

Wheat.

Vern.—Beng.—Gam, Giun
)
Hind.—Gehun, Ivanak

; Sans.—
Godhuma; Bom.—Gahun

;
Tam.— Godumai

;
Tel.—Godmulu.

Indian wheat has attained a position of great importance

in the commerce of the country during a comparatively

recent period. It is extensively cultivated, in various local
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forms or varieties, in the Punjab and in the North-West,

Central and Bombay Provinces, and exported, chiefly from

Bombay, Karachi and Calcutta, to the extent, from all

India, of about 1,500,000 tons annually.

It is the most important of the cereals, and forms the

staple food of a large proportion of the better classes of the

people in extensive areas of Northern and Western India

which are not dependent upon rice, pulses, millets, and

other food-grains. It belongs to the grass order, Graminea?.

The grain consists essentially of starch, about 70 per cent.,

with nitrogenous (including gluten) and albuminoid matters,

sugar, gum, oil and phosphates of potassium, m
lime and sodium.

Medicinal uses.

—

Wheaten flour
(Farina Tritici, B. P.)

is official for making yeast poultice. It is used in domes-

tic medicine as a dusting powder applied over inflamed

surfaces, as in erysipelas and burns. Crumb of bread

made from wheaten flour is also included in the British

Pharmacopoeia, as Mica Panis, for the preparation of char-

coal poultice. It is used in pharmacy as a basis for pills

containing kreosote and similar medicaments. “ Bran,” the

ground, husked grain, is used in baths in psoriasis and in

making poultices.

TYLOPHORA ASTHMATICA.
Vern.—Beng.—Antamul

; Hind.—Jangli-pikvan
; Bom. Pitma-

ri; Tam.—Nay-palai
;
Tel.—Veri-pala; Mai.—Valli-pala.

A small twining plant of the natural order Asclepiadeoc

common in the jungles throughout Eastern India, in Ben-
gal, Assam, Southern India and Burma. All parts of the
plant, and especially the Leaves and Root contain emetic
principles which it was proposed many years ago to utilize
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in place of ipecacuanha. The leaves were consequently

made official in the Pharmacopoeia of India at a time

when a probable scarcity of ipecacuanha was apprehended,

but this and other indigenous substitutes (see Randia
dumetorum and Navegamia alata

)
for that drug are now

seldom employed except in domestic medicine.

Hooper has isolated from the leaves and root a crystalliz-

able alkaloid which he has named Tylophorine.

Medicinal uses.—The dried Leaves and the dried and

powdered bark of the fresh Root have been administered

in doses of 30 to 40 grains as emetic, and 5 to 10 grains as

expectorant and diaphoretic. They have also been used

in dysentery with good effect, and may be regarded as

resembling ipecacuanha in their properties, the dose re-

quired being however about double.

UNCARIA GAMBIER.
Gambier : Pale Catechu : Terra Japonica.

Vern.—Beng.—Papri
;
Hind.—Katli, Katha; Bom.—Chinai-

katha
;
Mai .—Gambir.

Gambier is the product of a shrub or bush, natural order

Rubiacece, cultivated in Malacca, Penang and Singapore,

and largely in the forests of Johore. It is extracted from

the leaves and young shoots by boiling and subsequent

evaporation. It is imported into India in considerable

quantity in irregular, sometimes partly agglutinated, cubes,

and is therefore briefly noticed in this place.

Gambier is closely allied to catechu in its nature and

characters : it is commonly known as “ pale catechu ” and

is the “ catechu ” of the Pharmacopoeia. It contains the

same chemical constituents, principally “tannin” (catechu-

tannic acid) in equal quantity (40 to 50 per cent., reckoned
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as gallo-tannic acid) and the yellow colouring pi’inciple

Quercetin. Catechu Nigrum is the product of Acacia

Catechu (q. v.) Both are largely used in tanning and medi-

cinally as astringents. Gambier is used very largely in

India as an ingredient in pdn-supdri.

Adulteration.—Mr. J. G. Prebble has described a sophis-

ticated gambier imported into Bombay from Singapore,

which he found to contain a large percentage of starch.

Mr. Peter MacEwan, F.C.S., in an excellent monograph on

gambieiyj* states that a very light clay or earth is used

as an adulterant.

URGINEA INDICA.

Indian Squill.

Vern.—Bene/, and Hincl.—Kanda, Jangli-piyaz
;
Sans.—Vana-

palanddu
;

Born.—Kol-kanda
;

Tam.— Nari-vengayam
;

Tel.

—Nakka-vulli-gadda.

This plant, the Scilla indica of Roxburgh, yielding

the bulk of the squill of the bazars, grows throughout India

in sandy places near the sea and is found in the Lower

Himalaya. It belongs to the natural order Liliacece. The

bulb is the officinal portion, and it is to be preferred when

well-formed, but not mature, as the outer coats of the older

bulbs are inert. As met with in the bazars, the drug is

believed to consist chiefly of the bulbs, whole and unsliced,

of the plant under notice, with those of Scilla indica, q. v.,

frequently mixed. It majr be regarded as equal in medici-

nal value to the official drug from Urginea Scilla, cultivated

on the shores of the Mediterranean and imported into India.

* Pharmaceutical Journal (3) Vol. XXIV, p. 21, 8tk July 1893.

f Pharmaceutical Journal (3) Vol. XV, p. 793, 28th March 1885.
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It has been used for several years in place of imported

squill at the Government Medical Store Depots in India.

The chemical constituents of squill are a glucoside, Scil-

lain, and Scillipicrin and Scillitoxin, hitter principles.

Mucilage, sugar and crystals of calcium oxalate are also

present. The Indian drug has been investigated by Assis-

tant-Surgeon Chuni Lai Bose, but not with regard to its

relation to the official article. The medicinal properties of

squill have been indicated at S. iadica.

VALERIANA WALLICHII.
Indian Valerian.

Vern.—Beng ., Iiind., &c.—Tagar, Naliani, Shumeo, Asariin
;

Bom.—Tagar-ganthoda
;

Sans.—Tagara.

Several plants of the Valerian species (natural order

Valerianece)
are indigenous to the temperate Himalaya,

found in Kashmir and Bhutan. The most important is the

above, the Rhizomes or root-stocks of which are collected

in Afghanistan regularly and exported to the plains for medi-

cinal use and as a perfume. V. Hardwiclcii is also similar-

ly exported into India, and the true valerian, V. officinalis,

is said to be found in North Kashmir.

The chemical constitution of the roots of V. Wallichii

approximates very closely to that of the official drug, for

which it has been found an efficient substitute medicinally.

It has a more powerful odour and yields a larger propor-

tion of volatile Oil and Valeric Acid, on distillation with

water.

Medicinal use.—Valerian acts as a stimulant and anti-

spasmodic : its use is indicated in nervous and hysterical

symptoms.
(
See also Nardostachys Jcitamansi.)
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VATERIA INDICA.

The Piney Resin or Indian Copal Tree : White Dammar.

Vera.— Bind.—Sufecl damar
;

Tam .—(The Tree)—Dupada.

(The Resin)—Vellai-kungiliyam.

A large evergreen tree of the natural order Dipterocar-

pece, indigenous to South-Western India, Canara and

Travancore. A fine resin, the better qualities not unlike

amber, exudes from incisions made in the trunk and is

used like copal for making varnishes : it dissolves in tur-

pentine and is less soluble in alcohol. It has been recom-

mended for use in pharmacy in place of the official pine

resin. The large, fatty seeds contain nearly half their

weight of a concrete Oil, resembling kokum butter (see

Garcinia inclica) in consistence, which is employed locally

as an emollient in rheumatism and which might be utilized

as a basis for ointments.

VIOLA ODORATA.
The Wild Violet.

Vera.—(The Plant)

—

Hind., Bom., Pers., tyc.—Banafshah.

(The Flowers)—Gul-i-Banafshah.

This and several closely allied species (natural order

Violacece) are found in Kashmir and the temperate Wes-
tern Himalaya, above 5,000 feet. The flowering plants,

including the root, chiefly of V. serpens, are collected for

export to the plains and may easily be obtained in the

dried state in the drug bazars of Bengal.

The violet flowers and root contain an emetic principle

named Violin, believed to resemble emetine in some of its

characters : the flowers also contain, in addition to traces

of a volatile oil, several peculiar colouring matters and
Viola-quercitrin, a yellow principle, and sugar.
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Medicinal uses.—The Flowers are regarded and much
used by the hakims as cooling aud diaphoretic

;
they have

slight aperient and diuretic properties, aud are suitably

combined with other vegetable laxatives. The Root, and

the flowers in large doses, are reputed to have emetic pro-

perties.

The banafshah of the bazars cannot be said to possess

the valuable medicinal properties once attributed to the

drug of that name, which probably consisted of V. oclorata.

VITIS VINIFERA.

The Grape Vine.

Vern.—(Grapes)

—

Beng.—Drakhyaluta
;
Hind.—Angur, Drakh

Tam.—Dirakhsha-pazham
;

Tel.—Draksha-pandu
; Sans.—

Draksha, Mridvika
;
Pers.—Kishmish, Munakka.

Grapes are now largely cultivated, in many varieties, in

North-Western India, in the Punjab, Kashmir, Beluchistan

and Afghanistan. Natural order Ampelidece
( Vitacece).

They have been highly esteemed in India from a very

remote period and the ripe Fruits, parity dried in the sun,

‘-'raisins,” have been used in Sanskrit medicine for many

centuries.

Grapes and raisins, grown in extensive vineyards in Kabiil,

are sold in the bazars of Calcutta and Bombay and else-

where, the former article in neat little baskets containing

about 100 half-dried grapes. Two varieties of raisins are

sold in the market, one large and purplish in colour, with

seeds, called Munakka, and used in medicine
;
the other

small, seedless, brownish in colour, called Kishmish.

Raisins ( Uvce Passce of the B. P.) contain grape sugar,

malic and other fruit acids, acid tartrate of potassium

y
t
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(cream of tartar) and mucilage. The seeds contain a dense

fixed oil or fat, and about 5 per cent, of tannic acid, which

also exists in the skin of the fruit.

Medicinal uses.—Raisins have long been used in Native

medicine as an ingredient in laxative, demulcent and ex-

pectorant medicines and of confections as a vehicle for

unpleasant medicaments. Wine is made from grapes in

Kashmir, but the wines used in medicine and pharmacy

in India are imported.

WITHANIA COAGULANS
Vegetable Kennet.

Vern.—Beng .—Ashvaganda
;
Hind.—Akri, Punir

;
Bom.—Ka-

kanaj
;

Tam .—Amukkura
;

Tel.—Penneru-gadda
;

Pers .

—

Panir-bad.

A small shrub of the natural order Solanacece, common

in the Punjab, Sind, Afghanistan and Beluchistan. The

round, capsular Feuit is used in the fresh state in these

countries as an emetic and in small doses as a remedy in

dyspepsia.

An application of more general interest, to which it is

also commonly applied in North-Western India, is that of

coagulating or curdling milk. A small portion is rubbed’

up with a little water or milk and added to the milk to be

coagulated. The dried capsules have been found by Sir

J. D. Hooker, from experiments conducted at Kew, to retain

the coagulating property in an equal degree, a decoction

made with one ounce of the powdered fruits to one quart of

boiling [?] water, giving an excellent curd in about half an

hour with one tablespoonful to one gallon of warm milk.

The active principle resides in the numerous small seeds

contained within the capsules and is believed to be a
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ferment closely allied to the rennet of the animal organism.

It has been isolated and the name, Withanin, proposed for

it. It is destroyed by boiling and is precipitated by alco-

hol, which latter does not however affect its coagulating pro-

perty. A careful research by Mr. Sheridan Lea* has shown

that it can be extracted from the seeds either by glycerin or

by a moderately strong solution of common salt, extracts

prepared by either means having strong coagulating powers

even in small amounts.

It was found that these extracts could be preserved by

means of common salt or alcohol, and that their activity

was about equal to that of most commercial extracts of

animal rennet, an important matter in certain parts of

India where caste prejudice precludes the use of animal

preparations.

WITHANIA SO.MNIFERA.

Syn.—Physalis flexuosa : P. somnifera.

Vern.

—

Bene/.—Asvagandha
;

Hind.—Asgandh
;
Sans.—Asva-

gandha
;
Bom.—Asgand.

A small shrub, common in Bombay and Western India,

occasionally met with in Bengal, natural order Solanacece.

The long, tapering, brittle, light-brown Root, white inter-

nally, has a peculiar pungent odour of horse’s urine, which

has given rise to vernacular names conveying this meaning.

Asgand is a name also applied to the roots of Ipomcea digi-

iata (q. v.), sold in Bombay. An alkaloid possessing hyp-

notic properties and named Somnifevine has been isolated

from the plant as grown in Southern Europe.

* Pharmaceutical Journal (3) XIV, p. 606, quoting’ the Proceedings of

•the Royal Society, 1883.
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The seeds have been found to possess the property of

coagulating milk, like those of W. coagulans, but they

also contain poisonous principles.

Medicinal uses.—The leaves and root are reputed to

have narcotic properties
;
tlie latter is also considered diure-

tic and deobstruent. They are little known or used in

Bengal.

WOODFORDIA FLORIBUNDA.

Vern. Beng.—Dhai-phul
;
Hind.— Dha, Dhaura

;
Sans.—Dlia-

taki
;
Bom.—Dhayati

;
Tel.—Seringi.

A large shrub, of the natural order Lythracece, common

in many parts of India.

The bright red flowers are used as a dye in Northern

India, and are collected in the jungles in Bengal and else-

where, and largely used as a tanning material. They

contain a large quantity—about 20 per cent.—of tannic

acid which circumstance accounts for their use as an

astringent in Native medicine. They are employed in

dysentery and other forms of haemorrhage.

WRIGHTIA ANTIDYSBNTERICA.
See Holarrhena antidysenterica.

ZANTHOXYLUM ALATUM.
Vern.—Beng.—Tambul; Hind.—Tejphal, Tumru

;
Sans.—Tum-

buru.

A shrub or bush common in the temperate Himalaya, in

Bhutan and in the Khasia Hills, found also in the Darjiling

district. Natural order Rutacece. The carpels of the fruits,

which resemble those of coriander, yield an essential Oil,

which has been investigated by Stenhouse and later by
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Pedler and Warden. It is isomeric with turpentine and is

somewhat similar to eucalyptus oil in odour and properties.

The oil may be found to possess antiseptic, disinfectant and

deodorant properties similar to those of eucalyptus.

The bark of this and several other species of the same

genus contain berberine.

ZINGIBER OFFICINALE.
G-inger.

Vern.—The Root : Bang.— (Fresh)—Adrok, Ada. (Dried)

—

Sont
;

Hind.—(Fresh)—Adrakh. (Dried)—South
; Sans .

—

Sringavera
;
Bom .—(Fresh)—Alem. (Dried)—Sunta

;
Tam .

—

(Fresh) — Inji. (Dried) — Sliukku
;

Tel. —(Fresh) — Allam.

(Dried)—Sonti
;
Arab .— Zanjabll.

Ginger has been cultivated in India and used as a spice

and medicine for many centuries. The plant yielding it

belongs to the natural order Scitaminecv, formerly called

the Zingibercicece

.

or ginger order. It is now cultivated on

a large scale in the warm, moist regions of India, chiefly

in Madras, Cochin and Travancore, and to a somewhat less

extent in Bengal and the Punjab. The officinal portion is

the dried Rhizome, the ginger or ginger root of commerce.

Cochin ginger is very largely exported from the port

of that name and from Calicut and other places on the

Malabar Coast, forming a considerable portion of the ginger

supply of the world, and is reckoned in the London market

as next in value to the more carefully prepared, and con-

sequently better looking, Jamaica ginger. Bombay and

Calcutta also export large quantities annually. The me-

thod commonly employed in India in the preparation of

ginger for the market is crude and imperfect. The rhi-

zomes having been dug up and washed, they are shaken
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together in a rough basket, to remove more or less of the

brown outer skin, and subsequently gradually dried in the

sun. The better qualities are more carefully scraped, which

considerably improves the appearance, and occasionally

bleached.

Ginger is always easily obtainable, in the fresh or dried

states in all the baz&rs. The latter is commonly used as a

condiment, and a conserve is made from the fresh younger

rhizomes corresponding to the preserved “green ginger”

exported from China.

The chemistry of ginger was fully investigated in 1880-2

by Mr. J. C. Thresh, B.Sc. He found Cochin ginger to

contain 0'6 per cent, of Gingerol, the active principle,

a straw-coloured, viscid, odourless fluid of extremely

pungent taste
;
T4 per cent, of a pale yellow essential oil,

with an aromatic but not pungent taste, to which the

fragrant aroma of ginger is due : odour somewhat camphor-

aceous in bulk
;

besides resins and several other less

characteristic constituents. It was also found that, in

general, Jamaica ginger contains only about half the

quantity of essential oil yielded by the Cochin although

the former possesses a much finer fragrance.

“ Gingerin ” is a crude, liquid oleo-resin prepared from

the root. It is usually extracted with ether, has the

colour and consistence of treacle and retains the aromatic

and pungent constituents of the drug. East Indian ginger

yields about 8 per cent., Jamaica ginger about 5 per cent.-f-

Medicinal uses.—In addition to numerous popular and

domestic uses ginger root is much valued and largely used

in medicine. It is aromatic, carminative and stimulant,

* Pharmaceutical Journal (8), Vols. X & XII.

f Year Book of Pharmacy
,
1892, p. 188.
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useful in. dyspepsia, flatulence and spasmodic affections of

the stomach, and as a corrective adjunct to purgatives to

prevent nausea and griping. The tincture and the stronger

tincture are the most important official preparations. Gin-

gerin is a convenient form for addition to pills.

ZIZYPHUS JUJTJBA.

The Jujube Fruit.

Vern.— Beng.—Ber, Kul
;
Hind.—Ber; Sans.—Badari

; Bom.

—Bor
;
Tam.—Elandap

;
Tel.—Regu

;
Pers.—Kunar.

A small or moderate sized tree found wild and cultivated

in many parts of India and in Burma. Natural order

Rhamnece. The fruit of the wild variety is not unlike a

crab-apple in appearance and taste, palatable, very acid

and astringent. It is eaten raw and also preserved by

drying. The fruits of the cultivated varieties are more

palatable and less acid. The jujube fruit sold in the mar-

ket is imported from China, probably also from Nepal,

and is believed to be the product of Z. vulgaris.

The Fruit contains mucilage and sugar, in addition to

fruit acids. The bark contains much tannin (named Zizi-

photannic Acid)
and a crystallizable principle, Ziziphic

Acid, has been isolated from a watery extract of the wood.

Medicinal uses.—The bark is said to be used in some

localities as a simple remedy in diarrhoea and as a domestic

application in cases where an astringent is indicated.



APPENDICES.

I.

ACONITUM NAPELLUS.

The chemistry of the aconite alkaloids having been the subject of

several recent researches, concluded since the earlier portions of this

book had been printed, a brief resume is presented.

Professor Wyndham R Dunstan, in conjunction with Messrs. E. F.

Harrison, E. H. Carr, and H. A. D. Jowett, has determined that “pure

crystalline Aconitine
,
a highly toxic base of definite and invariable

composition, and capable of producing constant therapeutic effects,

is associated in Aconitum Napellus with at least three amorphous

and much less poisonous alkaloids, viz., Aconine, Isaconitine and

Homoisaconitine, which constitute at least 75 percent, of the total

bases, and occur likewise to a very large extent in many commercial

specimens of aconitine. It is therefore considered most important

that in future none but the pure crystalline base should be used in

medicine. Two of the amorphous alkaloids, aconine and isaconitine,

have been isolated in a pure condition and their properties and

composition investigated. Isaconitine, which is regarded as a new
base, entirely different from the variable mixture of amorphous

alkaloids, described by earlier workers under the name of napelline, is

found to occur in aconite root to as large an extent as aconitine, and

to be the chief base present in the aconitine salts of commerce.

While differing essentially from aconitine in chemical constitution and

physiological activity, it proves to be isomeric with the latter base,

to be readily obtainable from it, and to agree with it in yielding

aconine and benzoic acid on hydrolysis.” ( Tear Book of Pharmacy,

1893.)
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The determination of the composition of pure aconitine, based on

the hydrolytic conversion of aconitine into aconine and benzoic acid

has been the subject of further important research.

The isaconitine above described has been discovered by Dunstan

to be identical with the amorphous alkaloid previously de-

scribed by T. B. Groves and C. R. A. Wright under the name of

picraconitine. “ It further appears that the conversion of aconitine

into isaconitine invariably precedes the hydrolysis of the former into

aconine and benzoic acid, that this conversion is always accompanied

by the formation of a definite and constant proportion of acetic

acid, and that aconitine must therefore be regarded as acetyl-benzoyl-

aconine, and isaconitine (picraconitine) as benzoyl-aconine. It has

further been observed that when aconitine is heated at its melt-

ing-point it is decomposed into acetic acid and Pyraconitine (anhy-

dro-benzoyl-aconine), a new base which yields on hydrolysis benzoic

acid and Pyraconine (anhydro-aconine) and agrees with isaconitine

in being non-poisonous. The formation from aconitine of a constant

quantity of acetic acid ou heating or by hydrolysis, promises to serve

as the basis of a satisfactory process for the assay and standardiza-

tion of galenical preparations of aconite.”

“The identity of isaconitine andGroves and Wright’s picraconitine,

as well as the formation of this body along with acetic acid in the

first stage of the action of boiling water on aconitine, have also been

observed, independently of W. R. Dunstan and his collaborators,

and practically at the same time, by M. Freund and P. Beck.” ( Tear

Book of Pharmacy, 1894) The question of priority has been the

subject of controversy : in the latest contribution* to the subject M.

Freund establishes the independence of his own work and maintains

that the analytical results of Beck and himself, which were very

extensive, are not only different from Dunstan ’s, but show that the

-chemical formulae assigned to aconitine and aconine by the latter

investigator are incorrect.

A research into the chemical constitution of the alkaloids of

Aconitum Napellus and A.ferox,
as grown in the Himalaya, is under-

stood to be in progress (1896) at the Research Laboratory of the

Pharmaceutical Society.

* Translation from the Beriohte in the British and Colonial Druggist,

22nd November 1895. v •
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ACONITE COLLECTION IN THE HIMALAYA.

The following extract, from an official report (1895), indicates

the nature of drug-collecting at high altitudes in Northern India,

and accounts in some measure for the fact that aconite root as com-

monly sold in the bazars is extremely variable in character and

consists of a mixture of the roots of several species of aconite, while

the cost to the purchaser usually exceeds that of the imported

drug.

“Aconite is collected by Sirba Bhutias dwelling in the Darjiling

district, and occasionally making a journey to their native country,

Bhutan. It is to be found growing at an elevation of ten thousand
feet above the sea-level, and among other places on the Singalilas, a

mountain range which is the watershed boundary between Nepal
and British territory North-West of Darjiling. Here two species of

aconite, Aconitum palmatum and A. JYapellus or Nepalus, grow
freely.

“ Aconitum palmatum is collected in abundance at Tonglu, the
southern termination of the Singalilas

; but Napellus
,
the more poi-

sonous variety, requires a higher elevation in which to thrive. It takes
kindly to the bleak, rugged crags of Sundakphu (12,929 feet), and is

to be found under the rhododendron covers and cold shady water-
courses. It seldom grows taller than three feet, a single stock with
blue flowers springing from each bulb or root. The Natives, espe-
cially the hill-tribes, take aconite in its crude state as a remedy for
various ailments, and every Bhutia has a few dried roots put away
in some secure corner of his hut.

“ Early in October, when the aconite root has matured, one of the
leading men in the village organises a party comprised of both sexes.
He for the time being becomes their leader, settles all disputes and quar-
rels while out in camp, and while keeping an account of the general
expenses, supplies to each the daily requirements in the way of food
His first step is to take out a ‘ permit ’ from the Forest Department*
which costs fifteen rupees. (If the party is proceeding to the Nepal
hills, no permit is required, but a toll is charged at each station on
every load). He wraps the pass up in a rag, and places it in his net-
work bag of valuables, collects his band together, and sets out for the
higher ranges. They travel as lightly as possible, each carrying a
thumsi, or large bamboo basket, which contains a brass pot for cook-
ing, a flat iron spoon to help out the rice, with a sufficient quantity
of rice and vegetables to last five or six days. They also carry a
thick Bhutia blanket, with the indispensable kukri, or hatchet-knife

K
,
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fastened through the waistband. A strong sapling serves as a walk-

ing-stick and as a support for the basket, which is not unstrapped

from the back until a halt is made. When tired, they relieve

themselves by balancing their load on the stick.

“The first stoppage in their march is generally made near a running

stream, when they remove the burdens off their backs and light a

fire or two of brushwood by the aid of flint and steel carried in the

sheaths of their kukris. They do not drain the water off the rice,

as is generally done, but eat it in a moist mass on big leaves fetched

out of the jungle, with vegetables fried in oil, and an amazing num-
ber of hot chillies. One hour sees them through their meal and

ready to continue their march again. When evening comes on they

make a second halt in some desirable jflace to spend the night, where

they knock up temporary shelters made of bamboos, to keep off the

night-dew, squat round the fires they have lighted, crack jokes, and

relate adventures they have met with. The headman, who is usually

the centre of attraction, has a fund of stories at his command. Or if a

Lama (priest)—as is not unfrequently the case—is the leader of the

party, he gives extracts out of their religious writings. It is an

interesting sight to see him perched on a raised bit of ground, with

his followers lying round him in all postures, gazing with rapt atten-

tion while he gives episodes out of their sacred books. The Bhutias

are of the Buddhist religion, and own as their spiritual head the

Great Lama of Thibet, but the Buddhism to which they adhere is

much interwoven with demon-worship.

“ As night advances, and the party think it is time to retire, they

disappear within their bamboo shelters, taking the precaution to put

their kukris under their heads, incase of a night attack from the

robber tribes who hover about the frontier. Some of the hardier of

the Sirbas sleep in the open air, with a blanket about them, heedless

of the cutting wind and thermometer at zero. They are generally

followed by a big Thibetan dog, a fierce-looking animal resembling a

bear, with large blue eyes. He sleeps during the day, and keeps

watch at night, giving low growls every now and again.

“As soon as the party has arrived at the slopes where aconite is

plentiful, they build bamboo huts about five feet high, with leaves for

the roofs, and make the place generally habitable. After their

morning meal, each shoulders his basket, and takes a spade, fcr

which a handle has been made from a jungle sapling. They start

for the slopes lower down, leaving the dog and one of the company

behind in charge of the camp. Before beginning operations, a cere-

mony has to be performed.
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« The Nepalese seldom take up the trade of aconite collecting, as they

have a superstition that the presiding demon of the hills imprisons

evil spirits in this plant, which fly out as soon as it is dug up,

and inflict dire calamity on the digger. Bhutias have this supersti-

tion also, with a remedy. They always have in their party a de-

stroyer of these spirits; and every morning before digging, the Lama,

standing on a convenient hill with his crowd round him, makes a

fire and burns some dhuna, a sort of resin, then putting two fingers

in his mouth, he gives several shrill whistles. All wait in breathless

silence till an answering whistle is heard, an echo, the cry of a bird

—pheasant as a rule from the gorge below, or the soughing of the

wind among the pines—which they take as the dying dirge of the

spirits.

“Thus satisfied, they commence the digging, shake out the mud, and

throw the roots into the basket. By evening you can see them

climbing up the hillsides from various directions, making for the

encampment, where they empty out the contents of their baskets in

heaps, and cover them with bamboo leaves, to keep out the heavy

frost of the night. The collectors work in couples, and during the

day the roots are spread out to dry in the sun. When a sufficient

quantity is collected and dried, bamboo frames are made, with a fire

below, on which the aconite is placed when the flame has died out.

Three to four days over this artificial heat dries up the root. While
the firing process is going on, the man attending to it has a cloth tied

round his head, covering his nose, as it is injurious to inhale the

fumes. It causes a feeling of heaviness, followed by symptoms not
unlike intoxication.

“While the aconite is drying, ',the collectors fill in all their time
snaring pheasants, which come to the open country to feed, trapping

musk deer, which are plentiful on the Singalilas, and shooting vari-

ous other kinds of game to supply their immediate wants. The live

pheasants and deer they put into bamboo baskets, and bring into

the stations for sale.

“ The whole trip generally lasts a month, and when sufficient aco

nite has been collected and dried, the roots are packed in baskets, witfi

other goods and chattels on the top, which make a very decent load,

varying from one hundred and twenty to two hundred pounds.
Sirba women are as sturdy as the men, and it not unfrequently
happens that their loads are heavier than those of the so-calied

stronger sex. When all <1re ready, they shoulder their baskets and
start off at a brisk pace, walking one behind the other, from a distance
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looking not unlike a huge serpent, winding along the hill-path. Keep-

ing step they move so rapidly that it is difficult for others unaccus-

tomed to hill-climbing to keep up with these hardy mountaineers.

To one who understands their language, it is by no means dull work
walking with them, as they are a jolly crowd, laughing, chatting,

and relating stories in their graphic Oriental manner—the sum and

substance first, theu the narrative in extenso, not leaving out the

most minute detail.

“ Arriving at the commercial centre at the termination of their

march the goods are disposed of, and each man receives his share of

the profits according to the amount of aconite he has collected. They

then make their purchases for the winter, besides vegetable and

other seeds for the coming season, and once more settle down to their

quiet village life, to attend to the cultivation of potatoes, Indian

corn, bringaels (or brinjals, the fruit of the egg plant), and carda-

mom.”

II.

AILANTHUS EXCELSA.

Mr. David Hooper, f.l.s., has recently re-examined the bark

of Ailanthus exr.elsa. ( Pharrn . Journal (IV) 1322, 26th Oct., 1895.)

He finds that the bitter principle, formerly believed to be ailantic

acid (page 15) has no claim to be considered an acid, but rather to

belong to a neutral class of substances related to quassiin. The

fluorescence of its solutions, the abundant precipitate it gives with

tannin, and the purplish colour it communicates to strong sul-

phuric acid are characteristic of the bitter principles of many

plants of the Simambacece, and Hooper believes that “the cedrin

obtained by Lewy in the seeds of Simaba cedro?i, the princi-

ples separated byWarden from the wood of Picrasma quassioides,

and by Shimojama and Hirano from P. ailanthoides, and the

samaderin from Samadera indica may, on more complete analysis,

prove to be one and the same active principle, and that principle,

quassiin.”
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III.

FLUID EXTRACTS

OF INDIAN INDIGENOUS DRUGS.

In the prefatory portion of this book the suggestion has been

made that the form of pharmaceutical preparation best suited for

the exhibition of many of the medicinal products enumerated in these

pages, which it may be desirable to put to more extended use, is the

general one of Fluid Extracts.

They are official in the Pharmacopoeia of the United States and

very popular in America, where they were originated, and where

their manufacture is carried to great perfection by pharmaceutical

specialists. Several “liquid extracts” are official in the British

Pharmacopoeia.

Fluid extracts are defined by Professor Remington* as “ liquid

alcoholic preparations of uniform and definite strength, made by

percolating drugs with menstrua, and concentrating a portion of the

percolate, so that in each case a cubic centimetre represents the medi-

cinal virtues of one gramme of the drugt : they are mostly concen-

trated tinctures.” Alcohol, of various strengths, is used exclusively

as the extractive and preservative medium. The advantages possess-

ed by this class of preparation have already been cited. Various

methods of manufacture are adopted in practice, and various

modifications even of official formulae, according to the treatment

best suited by experience to each individual drug. Although the

preparation of such products comes essentially within the domain of

the practical pharmacist, a description of the principal processes

involved, and of the preparation of a typical fluid extract are append-

ed, together with a brief enumeration of the more important drugs

according to the menstruum best suited for their extraction, in

order that their experimental preparation and therapeutical trial

may be encouraged, specially in charitable dispensary practice in

India.

* “ Practice of Pharmacy."

t [Approximately one fluid ounco represents one ounce of the original drug :

one part by measure is made from one part by weight.
]
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The process of “ percolation ” or displacement, official in the

United States Pharmacopoeia
, 1890, is well described in that volume

as follows :

—

“ It consists in subjecting a substance or a mixture of substances,

in powder, contained in a vessel called a percolator, to the solvent

action of successive portions of a certain menstruum in such a

manner, that the liquid as it traverses the powder in its descent

to the receiver, shall be charged witli the soluble portion of it, and
pass from the percolator free from insoluble matter.

“When the process is successfully conducted, the first portion of the

liquid, or percolate, passing through the percolator, will be nearly

saturated with the soluble constituents of the substance treated
;
and

if the quantity of menstruum be sufficient for its exhaustion, the

last portion of the percolate will be nearly free from colour, odour and

taste, other than those of the menstruum itself.

“ The percolator should be nearly cylindrical or slightly conical,

with a funnel-shaped termination at the smaller end [capacity about

1 litre or If (1 ’76077) pint]. The neck of the funnel-end should be

rather short and should gradually and regularly become narrower

towards the orifice, so that a perforated cork, bearing a short glass

tube, may be tightly wedged into it from within until the end of the

cork is flush with the outer edge of the orifice. The glass tube, which

must not project above the inner surface of the cork, should extend 3

to 4 centimetres [about 1 inch] beyond the outer surface of the cork

[and should be provided with an arrangement for opening and

closing, such as a tube and pinchcock]. * * * The shape of the

percolator should be adapted to the nature of the drug to be operated

upon. For drugs which are apt to swell, particularly when a feebly

alcoholic or an aqueous menstruum is employed, a conical percolator

is preferable. A cylindrical or only slightly tapering percolator

may be used for drugs which are not liable to swell, and when the

menstruum is strongly alcoholic, or when ether or some other volatile

liquid is used for extraction. The size of the percolator should be

in proportion to the quantity of drug extracted. When properly

packed in the percolator, the drug should not occupy more than two-

thirds of its height. The percolator is best constructed of glass or

stone-ware, but, unless otherwise directed, may be made of any

suitable material not affected by the drug or menstruum.

“ The percolator is prepared for percolation by gently pressing a

small tuft of cotton into the neck above the cork, a thin layer of

clean and dry sand [or powdered glass] being then poured upon the

surface of the cotton to hold it in its place.
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“The powdered substance to be percolated (which must be of uni-

form fineness and should be perfectly air-dry before it is weighed)

is put into a basin, the specified quantity of menstruum is poured on,

and it is thoroughly stirred with a spatula, or other suitable instru-

ment until it appears uniformly moistened. The moist powder may
be passed through a coarse sieve and is now transferred to a sheet of

thick paper and the whole quantity poured from this into the perco-

lator. It is then shaken down lightly, and allowed to remain in that

condition for a period varying from fifteen minutes to several hours,

unless otherwise directed
;
after which the powder is pressed, by the

aid of a plunger of suitable dimensions, more or less firmly, in pro-

portion to the character of the powdered substance and the alcoholic

strength of the menstruum
; strongly alcoholic menstrua, as a rule,

permitting firmer packing of the powder than the weaker. The per-

colator is now placed in position for percolation, and the surface of

the powder covered by an accurately fitting disk of filtering paper,

or other suitable material, and a sufficient quantity of the menstruum
poured on through a funnel reaching nearly to the surface of the

paper. If these conditions be accurately observed, the menstruum
will penetrate the powder equally : the percolator is now closely

covered to prevent evaporation. The apparatus is then allowed to

stand at rest for the time specified in the formula [usually for

forty-eight hours].”

The following typical formula from the United States Pharmaco-

poeia will illustrate the preparation of a fluid extract :

—

EXTRACTUM CHIRAT^E FLUIDUM.

Fluid Extract of Chirata.

Chirata, in No. 30 powder,* one thousandgrammes ... 1,000 Gm.
Alcohol,

Water, each, a sufficient quantity.

To make owe thousand cubic centimeters ... l,000 Cc.

Mix six hundred (600) cubic centimeters of Alcohol with three
hundred (300) cubic centimeters of Water, and, having moistened the
powder witlW/tree hundred and fifty (350) cubic centimeters of the
mixture, pack it firmly in a cylindrical percolator, then add enough

* [A moderately coarse powdor, which should pass through a sieve haviing 3
meshes to the linear inch.]
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menstruum to saturate the powder and leave a stratum above it.

When the liquid begins to drop from the percolator, close the lower
orifice, and, having closely covered the percolator, macerate for forty-

eight hours. Then allow the percolation to proceed, gradually

adding menstruum, using the same proportions of Alcohol and
Water as before, until the Chirata is exhausted. Eeserve the first

eight hundred and fifty (850) cubic centimeters of the percolate.

Distil off the Alcohol from the remainder by means of a water-bath,

and evaporate the residue to a soft extract,* dissolve this in the re-

served portion, and add enough menstruum to make the Fluid Ex-

tract measure one thotisand (1,000) cubic centimeters.

A simple percolator for small experimental quantities of a few

ounces may be made from an inverted conical flask or champagne

bottle from which the bottom portion has been cut away.

The process of “ repercolation ”
is an improvement on the method

above described, because the drug is percolated to exhaustion and

evaporation obviated by storing away the weak percolate until the

next operation upon the same drug, when it is used in place of fresh

menstruum. It is defined by its author, Dr. E. E. Squibb, as “ the

successive application of the same percolating menstruum to fresh

portions of the substance to be percolated.” (Eemington’s Practice

of Pharmacy.) The process also obviates the use of heat and possible

loss of volatile constituents. Eepercolation and expression is the

process generally followed on the large scale in America.

Processes have been devised for the assay of fluid extracts contain-

ing powerful active principles. Standardised fluid extract of nux-

vomica is official in the United States Pharmacopoeia
, 1890, and among

others for which assay methods have been proposed are aconite root and

belladonna leaves and root (based on alkaloidal yield); cannabis indica

(10 per cent, resinous principles, soluble in chloroform)
;
cinchona and

henbane (alkaloidal); jalap (12 per cent, of resin); podophyllum (yield

of podophyllotoxin) ;
stramonium leaves and seeds (total alkaloid

reckoned as daturine).

The following table indicates the menstruum suggested for the

preparation of fluid extracts of some Indian indigenous drugs, and

includes those at present official.

* [Heat is thus applied only to a small proportion relatively, about 1-lOtli part

of the finished product.]
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FLUID EXTRACTS

Arranged in classes, according to tlie alcoholic strength of their

menstrua.

The articles printed in heavier- faced type are official in the United States

Pharmacopoeia ,
where full working- formulas are given.

ALCOHOL.*

Calamus
Cannabis Indica.

Capsicum
Cimicifuga.

Cub eh.

Ginger.

Kala-dana.

Indian Jalap (root-

bark).

Sandal-wood.

ALCOHOL ... 4

WATER ... 1

Babchi.

Belladonna (root).

Chamomile.

Costus.

Podophyllum.

Rhubarb.
Ptychotis.

ALCOHOL ... 3

WATER .„ 1

Aconite (root).

Antamul (root-bark).

Calumba.
Indian Valerian.

Ipecacuanha.

Jatamansi.

Naregamia.

ALCOHOL ... 2

WATER

Betel (leaves).

Bitter-orange peel.

Castor (leaves).

Chirata.

Colehicum (Hermo-

dactyl).

Hyoscyamus.
Pliyllanthns Niruri.

DILUTED ALCO-
HOL.f

Acalyplia indica

(leaves).

Coca.

Dulcamara.

Dita (bark).

Indian Gentian,

Piororhiza Kurooa.

Senna.

Taraxacum.

WATER ... 2

ALCOHOL ... 1

Abroma augusta (root-

bark).

Adliatoda Vasica.

Ailantlius excelsa

(bark).

Asok (bark).

Bael (fresh unripe

fruit).

China root.

Euphorbia pilulifera.

Hemidesmus.

Eydrocotyle asiatica.

Jambul.

Jute (leaves).

Kreat.

Kurchi.

Lodh (bark).

Mangosteen (rind).

Piorasma quassioidcs.

Pomegranate (rind).

Samadera (wood).

Sarsaparilla.

* Consisting of about 91 per cent., by weight, of Ethyl alcohol, and

about 9 per cent., by weight, of water.

f Diluted alcohol, TJ. S. P., corresponding to Proof Spirit B.P. : 600 c. c,

alcohol mixed with 600 c. c. distilled water, at 16 0° C. (60° F.) measure

when cooled to the same temperature, about 97 1 c. c.
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ALCOHOL ... 3

AMMONIA
WATER ... 0-5

WATER ... 6 5

Liquorice.

Abrus precatorins

(leaves or root).

ALCOHOL ... 3

WATER ... i

ACETIC ACID 0-5

Nux~vomica.*

ALCOHOL ... 4
glycerine 1

Subsequently,

ALCOHOL ... 4
WATER ... l

Cinchona.

GLYCERINE 3
WATER ... 5

ALCOHOL ... 2

Cotton-root hark.

Gokhru (ckhota).

» (bara).

Gulancba (herb).

Indian Barberry.

Mishmi Teeta.

Nim (bark).

Pericampylus (root).f

Pomegranate (fresh

root-bark).

Siegesbecltia orientalis,

GLYCERINE 1

ALCOHOL ... 9

Nut-galls.
Myrobalans.

Pistachio nut.

POSOLOGY.

General adult dose of the above preparations :—5 to 30 minims :

with the following exceptions :

—

Aconite.

Belladonna.

Cannabis Indica.

Cimicifuga.

Colchicum.

Jlydvocotyle asiatioa.

Nux- vomica.

Stramonium,

• 1 to 5 minims.

Pomegranate (root-bark).

Gokhru.
j-

r to 1 fluid ounce.

While the above safe limit of dosage has been indicated, and the

therapeutics of all important indigenous drugs given in the text,

no attempt has been made to attach arbitrary statements of doses

of individual medicines as suited to particular requirements. This is

best learned from actual practice and trial with small quantities,

judiciously increased where desirable.

* Standardised to l -6 per cent, of total alkaloids,

f For Hypodermic Injection : see page 232.
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IY.
POODS OF INDIA.

The following table, prepared by the author from an extensive

series of experiments conducted by him some years ago, gives the

average percentage composition and comparative value of the most

important dietetic articles used in India, some of which have been

incidentally referred to in the preceding pages :
—

Average percentage.

Articles of Food.
Popular and Verna-

cular Names. Scientific Names.

Flesh

-formers.*

Heat

givers.

f

M

ineral

m

attersj

j

Watery

matters.

Eice dial

AmylACEOUS.

Oryza sativa 7 78 1 14

Arrow-root
Sago

Ararut
Sagu

Maranta arundinacea
Sagus lasvis V 82 1 13

Water-Caltrop . .

.

Potato
Pani-phul
Alu

Trapa bispinosa§

Solanum tuberosum . .

.

J
2 23 1 74

Sugar Ohini

Saccharine.

... 1 Saceharum officinarum 0 100 0 0

Butter Ghee

Oleaginous.

... 1 Butyrum 0 100 0 0

Wheat

Fibrinous a

Gam
nd Albuminous.

Tritieum vulgare 13 72 2 13
Maize Jaiiar . Zea mays 9 75 2 14
Great Millet ... Jaware Sorghum vulgare 9 74 1 16
Spiked Millet ... Ilajra Penicillaria spicata

. .

.

10 73 2 15
Little Millet ... JLanqni * .

.

Panicum miliaceum .

.

12 70 1 17
Oats Jai Avena sativa 11 69 3 17
Barley Jab Hordeum hexastichum 11 72 2 15
Pish Mach Piseis 14 7 1 78
Meat Mangsha Carnis 22 14 1 63

Gram Chliollar Dal

CasEINOUS.

Cicer arietinum 19 62 3 16
Pigeon Pea Arttlmr Dal Cajanus indicus 20 61 3 16
Common Pea ... Matav T)al Pisum sativum 25 58 2 15
Lentils Musur Dal Ervurn lens 24 59 2 15
Vetch Khesare Dal Lathyrus sativus 28 56 3 13
Chouli Barbuti Dal Dolichos sinonsis 24 59 3 14
Green Gram ... Mug Dal Pliaseolus mungo 24 60 3 13
Phnseol Mash Knlaya Dal Phaseolus radiatus

,
22 62 3 13

Green Peas Karie Still Pisum sativum 7 36 2 55
Milk Dudh ... Lactis 5 8 1 86

*
'!' t See next page. § See page 320.
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* Flesh-formers are nitrogenous matters which supply nutriment and
form the tissues of the body. The nutritive or flesh-forming parts of a

food are called fibrin, albumen and casein ; they contain the four ele-

ments,

—

carbon, hydrogen
, nitrogen

,
and oxygen,—in exactly the same

proportions, and are found both in vegetable and animal food. Fibrin

may be got either by stirring fresh-drawn blood, or from the juice of a

cauliflower
;
albumen, or white of egg, from eggs, from cabbage juice,

or from flour : casein or cheese exists more abundantly in peas and beans,

than it does in milk itself. Both the animal and vegetable casein puts a

great strain on the digestive functions to convert it into fibrin and al-

bumen, Vegetables are the true makers of flesh.

+ Heat-givers, or carbonaceous food, consist of starchy, saccharine,

and oleaginous matters, which supply fat and heat to the animal system.

J Mineral matters supply the various salts which enter into the com-

position of the blood and tissues. These salts are iron, phosphate of lime

and potash, carbonate of lime, fluoride of calcium, phosphate of magne-

sium, chloride of sodium and potassium, sulphates, silica, and manganese.



BOTANICAL CLASSIFICATION
IN

NATURAL ORDERS
OF

PLANTS ENUMERATED IN THIS WORK.

“ Flora of British India.After the

-

I.—RANUNCULACEiE.

Thalictrum foliolosum, DC.
Coptis Teeta, Wall.

Delphinium denudatum, Wall.

Aconitum ferox, Wall.

„ heterophyllum, Wall.

„ Napellus, Linn.

Actasa spicata, Linn.

Paeonia emodi, Wall.

II .—Dilleniace.®.

Dillenia indica, Linn.

III.—MAGNOLIACEiE.

Miclielia Champaca, Linn.

IY.—An onace^e.

Cananga odorata, Hoolc. fil.

Anona squamosa, Linn.

V.— MENISPERMACEiE.

Tinospora cordifolia, Miera.

Anamirta Cocculus, W. & A.
Coscinium fenestratum, Cole-

brooke.

Cocculus villosus, DC.
Pericampylus incanus, Miers.

Cissampelos Pareira, Linn.

YI .—Berberidem .

Berberis aristata, DC.
,. Lycium, Royle.
,, " asiatica, Roxb.

Podophyllum emodi, Wall.

Y 1 1 .—1STtmph^aceas.

Nymph tea Lotus, Linn.
Euryale ferox, Salisb.

Nelumbium speciosum, Will'd.

YIII.—PapaveracEj-e.

Papaver Rhceas, Linn.

,, somniferum, Linn.
Argemone mexicana, Linn.

IX.—PlJMARIACEiE.

Hypecoum procumbens, Linn.
Corydalis Govaniana, Wall.
Fumaria officinalis (parviflora)
Lamb.

X.

—

CRUCIFERiE.

Brassica nigra, Kocli.

,,
campestris, Linn.

„ juncea, Hook. fil.

Capsella Bursa-pastoris, Mcench.
Lepidium sativum, Linn.
Raphanus sativus, Linn.
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XI—Capparideje.

Cleome viscosa, Linn.
Gynandropsis pentaphylla, DC.
Mrerua arenaria, H. F dt T.

Crataeva religiosa, Forst.

Capparis spinosa, Linn.

„ aphylla, Roth

XIII.—VlOLACEAE.

Viola odorata, Linn.
Ionidum suffruticosum, Ging.

XIV.—BlXINEiE.

Bixa Orellana, Linn.
Gynocardia odorata, R. Br.

XX.—Tamariscineas.

Tamarix gallica, Linn.

XXI 1 1.—Guttifer.e.

Garcinia Mangostana, Linn.

„ indica, Chois.

„ Morelia, Desrouss

Mesua ferrea, Linn.

XXIV.—TERNSTRCEMIACEAS.

Camellia theifera, Griff.

XXV.

—

Biptkrocarpe.e.

Dipterocarpus turbinatus, Gcertn.

Shorea robusta, Gcertn.

Hopea odorata, Roxh.
Vateria indica, Linn.

XXVI.

—

Malvage/e.

Althaea officinalis, Linn.
Malva sylvestris, Linn.
Sida cordifolia, Linn.
Pavonia odorata, Willd.

Hibiscus Sabdariffa, Linn.

„ Abelmosclius, Linn.

,,
esculentus, Linn.

„ Rosa-sinensis, Linn.
Gossypium herbaceum, Linn.
Adansonia digitata, Linn.

Bombas malabaricum, DC.

XXVII.

—

Sterculiace.®.

Helicteres Isora, Linn.
Abroma augusta, Linn.
Cola acuminata, R. Br.

XXVIII.

—

Tiliacea3.

Grewia asiatica, Linn.
Corchorus capsularis, Linn.

„ olitorius, Linn.

XXIX.

—

Line^e.

Linum usitatissimum, Linn.
Erythroxylon Coca, Lam.
Erythroxylon monogyuum, Roxh.

XXXI.

—

Zygophylleae.

Tribulus terrestris, Linn.

XXXII.—Geraniace^e.
Geranium Robertianum, Linn.
Oxalis corniculata, Linn.
Impatiens sulcata, Wall.

XXXIII.

—

Rutaceas.

Euta graveolens, Linn.
Peganum Harmala, Linn.
Toddalia acnleata, Pers.

Citrus medica, Linn.

„ Aurantium, Linn.
Eeronia elephantum, Correa.
ZEgle Marmelos, Correa.

XXXIV. SlMARUBEAS.

Ailanthus excelsa, Roxh.
Saruadera indica, Gaertn.
Picrasma quassioides, Benn.

XXXVI —BurseracezE.

Boswellia serrata, Roxh.
Garuga pinnata, Roxh.
Balsamodendron Mukul, Hook.

„ Myrrha, Fees.
Canarium commune, Linn.

XXXVII.—MELIACEiE.

Naregamia alata, IF. & A.
Melia Azadirachta, Linn.

,, Azedarack, Linn.
Amoora Eohituka, IF. & A.
Carapa moluccensis, Lam.
Soymida febrifuga, A dr. Juss.

XLI.— Celastrine^e.

Celastrus paniculata, Willd.

XLII.— EhamnEjE.

Zizyphus Jujuba, Lamk.
XLIII.

—

AhpELIDEAS.

Vitis vinifera, Linn.
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XLIV.— SAPINDACEiE.

Cardiospermum Halicacabum,
Linn.

Schleickera trijuga, Willd.

Sapindus trifoliatus, Linn.

XLVI.—-Anacardiace^e.

Pistacia integerrima, Stewart.

„ lentiscus, Linn.

„ Terebintkus, Linn.

,,
vera, Linn.

Mangifera indica, Linn.
Anacardium occidentals, Linn.
Melanorrhoea usitata, Wall.

Semecarpus Anacardium, Linn.
Holigarna longifolia, lioxb.

XLYIII.—Moringeye.

Moringa pterygosperma, Gcertn.

L.—LEGUMlNOSiE.

Trigonella Fcenum-graecum, Linn.
Melilotus officinalis, Willd.

Indigofera tinctoria, Linn.
Psoralea corylifolia, Linn.
Sesbania mgyptiaca, Pers.

,,
grandiflora, Pers.

Astralagus verus (bicuspis.,FYse/t).

Alhagi maurorum, Desv.

iEschynomene aspera, Linn.
Desmodium gangeticum, DC.
Abrus precatorius, Linn.
Lens esculenta, Linn.
Lathyrus sativus, Linn.
Mucuna pruriens, DC.
Erythrina indica, Linn.
Butea frondosa, lioxb.

Clitoria ternatea, Linn
Dolichos biilorus, Linn.
Pterocarpus Marsupium, lioxb.

„ santalinus, Linn.
Pongamia glabra, Vent.

Gsesalpinia Bonducella, Fleming.

„ Sappan, Linn.
Cassia Fistula, Linn.

„ occidentalis, Linn.

„ sophera, Linn.

„ Tora, Linn.

„ obovata, Collad.

,, alata, Linn.

,, angusti folia, Vahl.
Hardwickia pinnata, lioxb.

Saraca indica, Linn.
Tamarindus indica, Linn.
Bauhinia variegata, Linn.
Entada scan dens, Benth.
Mimosa pudica, Linn.
Adsnanthera pavonina, Linn.
Acacia Farnesiana, Willd.

,, arabica, Willd.

„ Catechu, Willd.

Glycyrrliiza glabra, Boiss.

LI.— Bosacea;.

Prunus Amygdalus, Linn.

„ communis, Huds.
Agrimonia Eupatorium, Linn.
Bosa damascena, Mill.

„ centifolia, Linn.
Cydonia vulgaris, Pers.

LIII.—CRASSTTLAOEiE.

Bryophyllum calycinum, Salisb.

Kalanchos laciniata, DC.

LIY.—DroseracejE.

Drosera Burmanni, Vahl.

,, peltata, Sm.

LY.—Hamamelide^e.

Liquidambar orientalis. Miller.

Altiugia escelsa, Noronha.

LVIII.

—

C'OHBRETACEiE.

Termiualia Catappa, Linn.

„ belerica, Lioxb.

„ Chebula, Lietz.

,, Arjuna, Bedd.

LIX.—Myrtace.e.

Melaleuca Leucadendron, Linn.
Psidium Guyava, Linn.
Eugenia Jambolana, Lam.
Barringtonia acutangula, Gaertn.
Careya arborea, lioxb.

Caryopliyllus aromaticus, Linn.
Eucalyptus globulus, Labill.
Myrtus communis, Linn.

LXI.—Lythrace^e.
Ammania baccifera, Linn.

|

Woodfordia floribunda, Salisb.

|

Lawsonia alba, LamJc.
i
Punica Granatum, Linn.
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LXII.—Onagraced.
Trapa bispinosa, Roxb.

LXIV.

—

Passiflore.e.

Carica Papaya, Linn,

LXV.

—

CuCURBITACEiE.

Trichosanthes dioica, Roxb.
Lagenaria vulgaris, Seringe.

Luffa acutangula, Roxb.

Benincasa cerifera, Savi. .

Momordica Charautia, Linn.

Cucumis Melo, Linn.

„ sativus, Linn.

Citrullus Colcynthis, Schrocl.

,,
vulgaris, Schrocl.

Ceplialandra indica, Naud.
Cucurbita Pepo, DC.
Bryonia laciniosa, Linn.

Corallocarpus epigtea, LIoolc. fil.

LXVIII—CACTEA2.

Opuntia Dillenii, Raw.

LXX.

—

TJmbelliferas.

Hydrocofcyle asiatica, Linn.

Apium graveolens, Linn.

Carurn Carui, Linn.

„ copticum, Benth.

Pimpinella Anisum. Boiss.

Foeuiculum vulgar e, Oaertn.

Ferula Narthex, Boiss.

„ alliacea, Boiss.

„ foetida, Rcehl.

,,
galbaniflua, Boiss.

Peucedanum graveolens, Benth.

Coriandrum sativum, Linn.

Cuminum Cyminum, Linn.

Daucus Carota, Linn.

Ligusticum, sp.

Petroselinum sativum, Hoff.

LXXII.

—

CoRNACE-ffl.

Alangium Lamarckii, Thwaites.

LXXV.

—

BUBIA CEA3.

Anthoceplialus Cadamba, Miq.

Uncaria Gambier, Roxb.

Cinchona Calisaya, Weddell.

,,
officinalis, Hook.

„ succirubra, Pavon.
Hymenodictyon excelsum, Wall.

Oldenlandia corymbosa, Linn.

Ophiorrhiza Mungos, Linn.
Bandia dumetorum, Lamk
Gardenia lucida, Roxb.

„ gummifera, Linn.
Canthium parviflorum, Lamk.
Pavetta indica, Linn.
Coffea arabica, Linn.
Mormda citrifolia, Linn.
Psederia foetida, Linn.
Bubia cordifolia, Linn.
Cephaelis Ipecacuanha, Rich.

LXXYI.

—

Yalerianeal.

Valeriana Wallichii, DC.
Nardostachys J atamansi, DC.

LXXVIII.

—

Composite.

Eupatorium Ayapana, Vent.

Blumea lacera, DC.
Heliantlius annuus, Linn.

,, tuberosus, Linn.
Siegesbeckia orientalis, Linn.
Enhydra fluctuans, Lour.
Eclipta alba, Hassle.

Guizotia abj'ssinica, Cass.

Achillea millefolium, Linn.
Anthemis nobilis, Linn.
Anacyclus Pyrethrum, DC.
Matricaria Chamomila, Linn.
Artemisia maritima, Linn.

„ vulgaris, Linn.
Calendula officinalis, Linn.
Saussurea Lappa, Clarke.

Carthamus tinctorius, Linn.
Cichorium Intybus, Linn.
Taraxacum officinale, Wigg.
Lactuca scariola, Linn.
Tagetes erecta, Linn.

LXXXII.—Ericaceae.
Gaultheria fragrautissima, Wall.

LXXXVI .

—

PlumbAGiNEAi.

Plumbago zeylanica, Linn
,, rosea, Linn.

LXXXVIII.—MyrsinejE.

Embelia Bibes, Burm.

„ robusta, Roxb.
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LXXXIX.—Saptoaceas.
Bassia latifolia, Roxb.

„ butyracea, Roxb.
Mimusops Elengi, Linn.

XC.

—

Ebenaceae.

Diospryros Embryopteris, Revs.

XCL—SttraciLe.

Symplocos racemosa, Roxb.
Styrax Benzoin, Dryand.

XGII.

—

Oleace^e.

Jasminum Sainbac, Ait.

„ grandiflorum, Linn.
Nyctanthes Arbor-tristis, Linn.
Fraxinus floribunda, Wall.

„ excelsior, Linn.

XCIII. SALVADORACEiE.

Salvadora persica, Linn

XCIY.

—

Apoctnace^:.

Ramvolfia serpentina, Benth.
Alstonia scbolaris, Brown.
Holarrhena antidysenterica,

Wall.
Wrigbtia zeylanica, Br.
Neriurn odorura, Soland.
Thevetia neriifolia, Juss.

Stropbanthus, sp.

Iehnocarpus frutescens, Br.

XCY.

—

Asclepiade^e.

Hemidesmus indicus, Br.
Oxystelma esculentum, Br.
Calotropis gigantea, Br.
Dsemia extensa, Br.

Gymnema sylvestre, Br.
Tylophora asthmatica, Wight &
Am.

XCYI.

—

LoGANIACEAE.

Strychnos Ignatii, Linn
„ Nux-vomica, Linn.

,,
potatorum, Linn.

Fagrma fragrans, Roxb.

XCYII.

—

GENTIANACEAE.

Exacum bicolor, Roxb.
Enicostema littorale, Blume.
Canscora decussata, Rcem.
Gentiana Kurroo, Royle.
Swertia Chirata, Ham.

K, ID

C.—Boragine^e.

Cordia Myxa, LNnn.
Heliotropium indicum, Linn.
Ouosina cchioides, Linn.

„ bracteatum, Wall.

Cl.—CoNVOLVULACEAS.

Argyreia speciosa, Swiet.
Ipomcea liederacea, Jacq.

„ digitata, Linn.

„ Turpetbum, Br.

,, purga, Hayne.
Cuscuta reflexa, Roxb.
Convolvulus Scammonia, Linn.

CII.

—

SOLANACEAE.

Solanum nigrum, Linn.
„ Dulcamara, Linn.
„ indicum, Linn.

„ Melongena, Linn.
Capsicum frutescens, Linn.
Witliania somnifera, Dunal.

,, coagulans, Dunal.
Atropa Belladonna, Linn.
Datura Stramonium, Linn.

,, fastuosa, Linn.
Hyoscyamus niger, Linn.
Nicotiana Tabacum, Linn.

CIII.—ScROPHULARINEAS.

Herpestis Monniera, H. B. £ K.
Picrorhiza Kurrooa, Benth.

CYII —Bignoniaceas.

Oroxylum indicum, Vent.

CVIII.—Pedaline^e.

Pedalium murex, Linn.
Sesamum indicum, DC.

CIX.

—

A CANTHACEAS.

Hygropbila spinosa, T. Anders.
Andrograpbis paniculata, Nees.
Adhatoda Vasica, Nees.
Pbinacantbus communis, Nees.

CXI.

—

YERBENACEiE.

Gmelina arborea, Linn.
Clerodendron infortunatum,

Gcertn.

23
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CXII.—Labiate.
Ocimmn Basilicum, Linn.

„ sanctum, Linn.
Mentha arvensis, Linn.
Origanum vulgare, Linn.
Hyssopus officinalis, Linn.
Lallemantia Royleana, Benth.

Marrubium vulgare, Linn.

CXIII-—PLANTAGINEiE.

Plantago ovata, Forsk.

CXI Y.—NyCTAGINEAI.

Boerhaavia repens, Linn. var.

diffusa.

CXVI.

—

Amarantace/E.

Amarantus spinosus, Linn.
Acliyranthes aspera, Linn.

CXVII —Chenopodiacsze.

Chenopodium Boti’ys, Linn.

„ ambrosioides, Linn.

CXIX.—POLYGONACEA2.

Rheum emodi, Wall.

CXXIII.

—

Aristolochiaceas.

Aristolocbia indica, Linn.

CXXI V.—PlPERACEAi.

Piper Cubeba, Linn.

„ longum, Linn.

„ Chaba, Hunter.

„ Betle, Linn.

„ nigrum, Linn.

CXXVI.

—

Myristiceas.

Myristica fragrans, Houtt.

„ malabarica, Lamk.

CXXYIII.

—

LAURINEAi.

Cinnamomum Tamala, Fees.

„ zeylanicum,ib,e
<
ym

„ glauduliferum,
Meissn.

Litssea sebifera, Pers.

CXXX.

—

THYMELiEACEJS.

Aquilaria Agallocha, Roxb.

CXXXIII.—Santalace^e.

Santalum album, Linn.

CXXXV.

—

Euphorbiaceas.

Euphorbia pilulifera, Linn.

„ neriifolia, Linn.

,, antiquorum, Linn.
Phyllanthus emblica, Linn.

„ urinaria, Linn.

„ Niruri, Linn.
Jatropha Curcas, Linn.
Aleurites moluccana, Willcl.

Croton Tiglium, Linn.
Acalypha indica, Linn.
Mallotus phillipinensis, Muell.
Ricinus communis, Linn.
Baliospermum montanum (axil-

liare, Blume)

Manihot utilissima, Pope.

CXXXVL—URTIOACBA5.

Cannabis sativa, Linn.
Morns indica, Linn.
Ficus bengalensis, Linn.

„ elastica, Roxb.

„ religiosa, Linn.

„ hispida, Linn.

„ Cunia, Linn.

„ glomerata, Roxb.

„ Carica, Lam.
Antiaris toxicaria, Leschen.
Artocarpus integrifolia, Linn.

CXXXVII.—JUGLANDERS.

Juglans regia, Linn.

CXXXVIII.—Myricaoke.
Myrica Nagi, Thunb.

CXL.

—

CtrPULIl’ERiE.

Quercus infectoria, Oliver.

ICXLI.—Salxcinea;.

Salix Caprea, Linn.

CXLYII.

—

CoNIFERiE.

Juniperus communis, Linn.
Pinus longifolia, Roxb.
Cedrus Deodara, Loud.
Abies Webbiana, Lindley.

CXLYIII.—ORCHIDEiE.
Acampe papillosa, Lindl.

Eulophia campestris, Lindl.

Orchis mascula, Linn.
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CXLIX.

—

SciTAMINEiE.

-Curcuma angustifolia, Roxb.
aromatica, Salisb.

Zedoaria, Roxb.

„ Amada, Roxb.

„ longa, Linn.
Maranta arundinacea, Linn.
Kiempferia rotunda, Linn.
Hedyckium spicatum, Hamilt.
Amomum subulatum, Roxb.
Zingiber officinale, Roxb.
Costus speciosus, Linn.
Elettaria Cardamomum, Maton.
Alpinia Galanga, Willd.
Musa sapientum, Linn.

CLI.—Ibidem.

Iris florentina, Linn.
Crocus sativus, Linn.

CLII.

—

Amaryllideve.

Cureuligo orchioides, Gcertn.

Crinum asiaticum, Linn.
Agave americana, Linn.

CLVII

—

LiliacevE.

Smilax ferox, Wall.
Asparagus adscendens, Roxb.

„ sarmentosus, Linn.
Allium cepa, Linn.

„ sativum, Linn.
Urginea indica, Kunth.
Seilla indica, Baker.
Colckieum luteum, Baker.
Gloriosa superba, Linn.

CLXIII.

—

PALMEiE.

Areca Catechu, Linn.
Phoenix sjdvestris, Roxb.
Phoenix dactlylifera, Linn.

Calamus Draco, Willd.
Borassus flabelliformis, Linn.
Cocos nucifera, Linn.
Lodoicea sechellarum, Labill.

CLXIV.

—

Pandane/E.

Pandanus fascicularis, Lam. (odo-

ratissimus, Roxb.)

CLXVI.—Aroide^e.
Pistia Stratiotes, Linn.
Colocasia antiquorum, Schott.
Alocasia indica, Schott.
Scindapsus officinalis, Schott.
Acorus Calamus, Linn.

CLXXII.

—

Cyperace^e.

Cyperus scariosus, Br.

„ rotundus, Linn.

CLXXIII.—Gramine^e.

Andropogon citratus, DC.
„ muricatus, Retz.

,, Nardus, Linn.
,, Sckcenanthus, Linn.

Bambusa arundinacea, Retz.

Cynodon Dactylon, Pers.
Hordeum vulgare, Linn.
Oryza sativa, Linn.
Triticum sativum, Lindl.
Saccharum Officinarum, Linn.

BROMELIACEiE.

Ananas sativa, Linn.

PTERIDEiE.

AdiantumCapillus-Yeneris, Linn.

Algas,

Gelidium corneum, Lam.
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Aainunnas, 27.

Aal, 192.

Aarar, 170.

Aasl, 183.

Abelmoschus esculentus, 1 52.

,,
moschatus, 151.

Abhaya, 315.

Abies Webbiana, 1.

Abini, 217.

Abir, 109, 148.

Abnuse-pincli, 115.

Abrin, 2.

ABHOMA AUGUSTA, 1.

Abrus PRECATORIUS, 2.

Acacia arabica, 3.

,,
Catechu, 3.

,,
Earnesiana, 4.

Acalypha indica, 5.

Acampe papillosa, 5.

Acetum, 5.

Ach, 192.

Achillea millefolium, 6.

Achyranthes aspera, 6.

Aconite, 8, 337.

Aconitine, 7, 8, 335.

Aconitum ferox, 7.

,,
heterophyllum, 7.

,,
Napellus, 8.

Acorin, 9.

Acorus Calamus, 9.

Acta;a racemosa, 9.

ACTyEA SPICATA, 9.

Ada, 332.

Adansonia digitata, 10.

Adansonin, 10.

Adas, 174.

Adatodai, 10.

Addasaram, 10.

Adenanthera pavonina, 11.

Adha-birni, 151.

Adhatoda Yasica, 10.

Adiantum Capillus-Veneris, 11.

Adityalu, 175.

Adrakh, adrokh, 332.

XEgle Marmelos, 12.

ASschynomene aspera, 13.

,, sesban, 14.

Afim, afiiin, afiyun, 217.

Aftimiin, 109.

Agar, 33.

Agar-agar, 139.

Agaricus campestris, 14.

Agar-ka-atar, 33.

Agar resin, 33.

Agaru, 33.

Agasta, agasti, 293.

Agave Americana, 14.

Aggalichandana, 33.

Agniven-clra-paku, 23.

Agrimonia Bupatorium, 15.

Agrimony, 15.

Agri-turki, 9.

Agru
,
33.

Aguru, 33.

Agya-gkas, 30.

Ailantio acid, 15, 340.
Ailanthus excelsa, 15, 340.
Air-plant, 53.

Aj modi), 33.

Ajowan, 69.

Ajowan (khorasani), 160.
Ajwain-ka-arrack, 69.

Ajwain-ke-phul, 69.

Ajwan, ajwain, 69.

Ajwan (cliuri), 89.

Ale, 278.

Akanadi, 84.

Akanda, 56.

Akarkara, 26.

Akarkarava, 26.

Akas-bel, 109.

Aklirot, 16, 169.

Akkarakamm, 26.
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Akola, 15.

Akri, 329.

Aku-jemudu, 124.
Al, 192.

Ala, 129.

Aldbu, 172.

Alangium decapetalum, 15.

Alangium Lamaeckii, 15.

Alari, 203.

Alarka, 56.

Alaslii-virai, 176.

Alasi, 176.

Alcohol, 16.

Alem, 332.
Aleueites moluccana, 16.

Aleurites triloba, 16.

Algoch-latd, 109.

Algusi, 109.

Alhagi maueoeltm, 16, 133.
Alishi-virai, 175.

Ali-vivai, 175.

Alkushi, 195.

Allium cepa, 17.

Allium Maeleani, 212.

Allium sativum, 17.

Allyl sulphide, 17.

Almond, 25, 256.

,, (Indian), 314.

,, (Java), 58.

Alocasia in dica, 18.

Aloe (Amei-ican), 14.

Aloe indica, 19.

Aloe veea, 18.

„ ,, var. officinalis, 19.

Aloes, Barbadoes, 18.

Aloin, 19.

Alpinia Galanga, 20.

Alpinia officinarum, 20.

Alsi, 176.

Alstonia bark, 20.

Alstonta scholaeis, 20.

Alth.ua officinalis, 21.

Altingia excelsa, 21.

Alu, alucba, 257, 347.

Alu-bokliara, 257.

Alui, 27.

Alum, 21.

Alumen, 21.

Am, 181, 258.

Amada, 106.

Ama-haldi, 106.

Amalaki, 234.

Aman, 213.

Amanakkam, 270.

Amaranth, Prickly, 22.

Amaeantus spinosus, 22.

Amaravela, 109.

Amar kusi, 182.

Amb, amba, ambo, 181.

Amba-liindi, 66.

Ambal, 202.

Ambashthdi, 84.

Ambli, 309.
Ambrette, Grains, d’, 152.
Ambu-prasada, 305.
Amid, 234.
Amlaki, 234.
Amlalonikd, 214.
Amlasa gundliak, 306.
Amli, 309.
Amlicd, 309.
Ammannia baccifeea, 23.
Ammi copticum, 69.
Ammonia, 23.

Ammonium Chloeidum, 23.Amomum subulatum, 24.
Amooea Rohituka, 24.
AMOEPHOPHALUS campanulatus,

Amra, 181.
Amrita, 318.
Am rul, 214.
Amrut, 258.
Amukkura, 329.
Amygdalin, 256.
Amygdalus communis, 25, 256.
Anab es-sdlab, 299.
Anacardic Acid, 26, 155, 290.
Anacaemum occidentale, 25 156
Anacyclus Pyeetheum, 26.

’

Anai-gundtimani, 11 .

Anamieta Cocculus, 26.
Andnas, 27.
Ananas sativa, 27.
Andnasli-pandu, 27.
Anantd, 150.
Anantamul, 150.
Anar, anara, 262.
Anaras, 27.

Anarcotine, 222, 225.
Andshappahane, 27.

Andeogeaphis paniculata, 27
o08.

Andeopogon citeatus, 28.

>. MUEICATUS, 28.

,, Xaedus, 29.

9 >> SCHCENANTHUS, 30,

Anetiiol, 237.
Anethone, 233.
Anetlium Sowa, 233.
Angabin, 183.
Angaraka, angdraka taila, 92.
Angostura (false), 304.
Angur, 328.

Angur-ka-sirka, 40.

,, sliefa, 40.

Anguza, 127.
Anise, 237.
Anise (camphor), 237.
Anjalikarika, 190.
Anjir, 129.

Anjird, 39, 129.

Anjir-dashte, 131.
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Annatto, 47.

ANONA SQUAMOSA, 30.

Antamul, 323.

Anthemis pyrethrum, 26, 31.

Anthemis nobxlis, 31.

Anthocephalus Cadamba, 31.

Antiarin, 32.

Antiarls toxicaria ,
32.

Antimaduram, 141.

Antimonium, 32.

Antimony, 32.

Antmora, 149.

Aonla, 234.

Apamarga, 6.

Apang, 6.

Aparajita, 90.

Apliim, 217.

Apiol, 232.

Apis mellifica, 76, 183.

Apium graveolens, 33.

,, petroselinum, 232.
Apocodeine, 222.

Apomorphine, 222.

Aplotaxis auriculata, 287.

,, Lappa, 287.

Appo, 217.

Aprajita, 90.

Aprang, 55.

Aqudlaria Agallocha, 33.

Arachic acid, 34.

ARACHIS HYPOGiEA, 33.

Arachis oil, 34.

Arakene, 240.

Arand, 270.
Ararut, 182.

Areca Catechu, 34.

Areca-nut, 34.

Arecoline, 35.

Argemone mexicana, 35.
Argentum, 35.

Argyreia speciosa, 36.
Arishi, 213.

Arishta, 186.

Aristolochxa indica, 36.
Avitha, 286.
Arjiin, arjuna, 313.
Arjuna-sadva, 313.
Arka, 56.

Arkainula, 36.

Arkapnshpika, 145.
Arlu, 212.

Armina, 23.

Arrowroot, Bast Indian, 107, 347.

„ West Indian, 182.
Arruz, 213.
Arsaghna, 25.

Arsenic, 37.

Arsenious acid, 37.
Arsenium, 37.

Artemisia maritima, 37.

,, vulgaris, 37.
Artichoke, 149.

Artocarpus integrifolia, 38.

Arum colocasia, 95.

Arusha, 10.

Arvada, 277.

Asafcetida, 128.

Asaliya, 175.

Asarum, 326.
Asclepias gigantea, 56.

Aseb, 286.
Asgand, 165, 330.
Ash, 133.

Ashathwa, 132.

Ashogam, 286.
Ashoka, 286.
Ashvaganda, 329.
Askhota, 16.

Asok, asoka, 286.

Asparagus adscendens, 38.

,, SARMENTOSUS, 8, 39
Aspurk, 188.

Asteracantha longifolia, 159.
Astragalus virus, 39.

Asvagandha, 330.
Aswaththamu, 132.
Ata, 30.

Ataicha, 7.

Atasi, 176.
Atees, 7.

Atis, 7.

Atisine, 8.

Ati-vasu, 7.

Ati-vudayam, 7.

Atropa Belladonna, 40.
Atropine, 40, 113, 161.
Attai, attalu, 153.
Atti, 131.

Atti-tippili, 289.
Aubergine, 300.
Aucklanclia Costus, 287.
Aurantii Cortex, 86.

,, Floris, Aqua, 86.

,, Fructus, 86.
Aurum, 40.
Aus, 213.

Aushbahe-hindi, 150.
Avalkati, 234.
Avesi, 293.
Awartani, 149.
Ayalur-che, 33.
Ayapan, ayapana, 124.
Ayapanin, 124.
Azadirachta indica, 186.

B

Babachi, babclii, 258.
Babenlng, 120.
Babla, 3.

Babreng, 120.
Babui-tulsi, 208.
Babul, 3, 208.
%
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Babiina, babunah, babunaj, 31.

Babunali-phul, 31.

Bach, 9.

Badam, badami, 256.

,, bilati, 256.

,, (bangld), 314.

„ (jangli), 58, 314.

„ i-gond, 257.

,, vittulu, 256.

Baddmitte, 256.

Badari, 334.

Badhara, 142.

Badian (arak), 133, 237.
Bael Fruit Tree, 12.

Bag-berenda, 169.

Bag-berenda, ban-bherenda, 169.
Bagh-anclira, 15.

Baghrenda, 169.

Bahbarang, 199.

Baliera, 313.

Baibarang, 199.

Baigana, 300.

Bak, baka, 293.

Bakam, 55.

Bakas, bakasli, 10.

Bakayan, 187.

Bakra-ehimyaka, 251.

Bakul, bak ula, 191.

Bala, 229, 294.

Bal-clihar, 200.

Bal-har, 315.

BALIOSPERMUM MONTANUM, 41.

Bal-nimb, 186.

Bal-phal, 99.

Bal-phul, 168.

Balsamodendron Berryi, 41.

BALSAMODEX DllON MUKUL, 41.

,, Myrrha, 42.

,, pubescens, 41.

,, -Roxburghii, 41.

Bama, 151.

Bamari, 131.

Bamboo, 42.

BAMBUSA ARUNDINACE/E, 42.

Bamiyah, 152.

Banafshah, 327.

Banana, 196.

Ban-bheranda, 169.

Bandari, bandaru, 159.

Bandi-gurivenda, 11.

Baneberry, 9.

Ban-halud, 107.

Ban-piring, 188.

Bans, 42.

Bansa, 10.

,, rochana, 43.

Ban-sulpha, 134.

Banyan Tree, 3, 129.

Baobab Tree, 10.

Bar, 129.
Bara-chireta, 125.

,, elachi, 24.

Bara gokliru, 230.

,, kern, 125.

,, nembu, 87.

,, ritha, 286.
Baralimi, 151.

Bardk-kanta, 232.
Baramblii, 151.

Baran, 311.

Barberry, 46.

Barela, 294.

Barhanta, 299.

Bariara, 294.

Barijamu, 121.

Barilla, 43.

Barla, 313.

Barley, 156.

Barllii arisi, 156.

Barola, 155.

Barringtonia acutangula, 43.

Bartaku, 300.
Barun, 101.

Barzad, 129.

Bash, 9.

Basil, 208.

,, camphor, 208.

,, sacred, 209.

Bassia butyracea, 44.

,, LATIFOLIA, 6, 44.

Bassora Gum, 45.

Bathu-sag, 77.

Bauhinia variegata, 45.

Bavanclii, 258.

Bawaclii, 258.

Bazghanj, 248.

Bazrul, bazrulbang, 160.

Bazr-ul-khas, 171.

Bdellium, 41.

Bebrang, 199.

Bed-mushk, 281.

Beet, 279.

Begapura, 87.

Beg-i-banfsa, 167
Begun, 300.

Beliada, 313.

Bel, 12.

Bel-suti, 13.

Beleric myrobalans, 31
Belladonna, 40.

Ben oil, 192.

Bena, 28.

Bend, 13.

Bengal Kino, 53.

,, Quince, 12.

Benincasa cerifera, 45.

Benne oil, 291.

Benzoic acid, 306.
Benzoin, 306.

Ber, 334.

Berberine, 46, 97, 100, 318, 319, 332.

Berberis aristata, 46.

„ Lycium, 46.

Beta maritima, 279.
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Betel leaf, 239.

„ nut, 34, 239.

,, -nut Palm, 34.

,, pepper, 239.

,, phenol, 240.

Betula lenta, 139.
Bhain, 217.

Bhaira, 313.

Bliallataka, 290.

Blianda, 140.

Bhandira, 89.

Bhang, blianga, 59.
Bhant, 89.

Bhantaki, 299.

Bhar-jamhol, 23.

Bharangi, 236.
Bliat, 213.

Bhaulan, 159.

Bhavan-bakra, 251.
Bhavanchi-vittulu, 258.
Bhavanj, 258.
Bhela, 290.
Bhenda, bhendi, 152.
Bherenda, 270.

„ ban-, 169.
Bhilawa, 290.
Bhindi, 152,

Bhokara, 99.

Bhui-amla, 235.

,, avala, 235.

,, champa.-champaka, 170.

,, chane, 33.

„ kohala, 165.

,, kumra, 165.

,, sarpati, 214.

,, tulasi, 208.
Bhumydmalaki, 235.
Bhustrina, 28.

Bhutkus, 100.
Bibba, 290.
Bibla, 260.
Bibu, 155.

Bichtarak, 36.

Bidangubin, 281.
Bidenguebinose, 281.
Bignonia indica, 212.
Bihi-ddna, 109.
Bija, bigasdr, 260.
Bilai-khand, 165.
Bile (purified), 126.
Biliva-phal, 12.
Bilva, 12.

Bilvapandu, 12.
Bimba, 76.

Bindal, 179.
Biranga, 120.
Biranj, 213.
Birch, oil of, 139.
Bireja, 129.

Birini-mogrd, 146.
Birmi, 312.
Bish, 7.

Bishaldnguli, 141.

Bishnag, 7.

Bishop’s weed, 69.

Bit-nun, 298.

Bitter almonds, 256.

,, apple, S5.

,, sweet, 299.

Bixa Orellana, 47.

Biyyam, 213.

Black cumin, 105.

,, dammar, 59.

,, Mustard, 52.

,, Snake Root, 9.

,, Varnish Tree, 155, 185.

Bland, 13.

Blistering Ammania, 23.

Blue Gum Tree, 122.

Bluestone, 105.

Blumea densiflora, 47.

Blumea lacera, 47.

Boddu malle, 168.

Bcerhaavia diffusa, 48.

Bohora, 313.

Bokhara plum, 257.

Bol, 42.

Bombax malabaricum, 48.

Bombay catechu, 35.

,, mace, 199.

Bomma jemudu, 124.

Bonduc Seeds, 54.

Bor, 130, 334.

Borassus flabelliformis, 6, 49,
279.

Borax, 296.

Boswellia serrata, 50.
Bottle Gourd, 172.

Brahmamanduki, 158.
Brahmi, 151.

Brahmoka, 149.

Bran, 323.

Brasilin, 55.

Brassica alba, 51.

,, CAMPESTRIS, 51.

,, dichotoma, 51.

„ glauca, 51.

,, JUNCEA, 51.

,, NIGRA, 51.

,, toria, 51.
Brinjal, 300.

Brucine, 302, 303.
Bryodin, 58.

Bryonia epigoea, 52.

Bryonia laciniosa, 52.
Bryonin, 97.

Bryony, 52.

Bryophyllum calycynum, 53.
171.

Buclianaka, 33.

Bukampaddruka, 99.
Bun, 93.

Bureh, 296.
Burra, see Bara.
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Butea frondosa, 53, 92.

,, Gum, 53.

,, superba, 54.
Byakurd, 299.

C

Cactus, 91.

„ indicus, 211.
Cadamba, 31.

C.RSALPINIA BONDUCELLA, 54.

,, Sappan, 55.
Caffearine, 94.

Caffeine, 57, 94.

Cajuput, 184.
Cajuputol, 185.
Calambac, 33.

Calamus draco, 55.

,, root, 9.

Calcarea carb., 230.
Calcii Carbonas, 56.
Calendula officinalis, 309.
Calomel, 157.

,, (Vegetable), 253.
Calotropis gigantea, 56.

,, procera, 56.
Carnbi, 137.

Camellia theifera, 57.
Camphire, 174.

Camphor, 47.

„ Wood (Nepal), 82.

Cananga odorata, 58.

Canarium commune, 58.

,, strictum, 59.

Cannabine, 60.

,, tannate, 60.

Cannabinone, 60.

Cannabis indica, 59.

Cannabis sativa, 59.

Canscora decussata, 62.

Cantharides, 62, 197.

Cantharidin, 197.

Canthium parviflorum, 62.

Caoutchouc, 130.

Caper Berry, 63.

Capparis aphylla, 63.

,, spinosa, 63.

Capsaicin, 64.

Capsella Bursa-pastoris, 63.

Capsicin, 64.

Capsicum annuum, 64.

,, frutescens, 65.

Caramel, 279.

Carapa moluccensis, 65.

Caravella Seeds, 145.

Caraway, 68.

Carbo Ligni, 65.

Cardamom (greater), 24, 340.

,, (lesser), 119.

Cardiospermum Halicacabum,66.
Cardol, 25, 156, 290.

Careya arborea, 66.
Carica Papaya, 66, 273.
Carmine, 91.

Carminic acid, 91.

Caroxylon Griffithii, 43.
Carpaine, 67.
Carrot, 113.

Carthamin, 68.

Carthamus tinotorius, 68, 102
Carurn ajowan, 69.

Carum Carui, 68.

„ copticum, 69.
Carvene, 68.

Carvol, 68, 233.
Caryophyllus aromaticus, 69.
Cashew-apple oil, 25.

,, nut, 25.

Cassava (sweet), 183.
Cassia, 83.

Cassia alata, 70, 73.

„ ANGUSTIFOLIA, 71.

,, Fistula, 71.

,, (foetid), 73.

,, lanceolata, 71.

,, lignea, 83.

,, OBOVATA, 72.

,, OCCIDENTALIS, 72, 73.

„ pods, 71.

„ pulp, 72.

,, SOPHERA, 73.

,, Tora, 73.

Cassie Flower, 4.

Cassopliy, 73.

Castor-oil Plant, 270.

„ Seeds, 270.
Catappa, 314.

Catechu, 3, 324.

,, (Bombay), 34.

,, nigrum, 3.

„ pale, 324.

,, tannic acid, 324.

Cathartic acid, 71, 268.

Cathartocarpus fistula, 71.

Cayenne Pepper, 64, 65.

Cedar (Himalayan), 74.

Cedrat, 87.

Cedrus Deodara, 74.

Celastrus paniculata, 74.

Celery, 33.

Cephaelis Ipecacuanha, 75.

Cephaeline, 75.

Cephalandra indica, 76.

Cera Alba, 76.

,, Flava, 76.

Ceylon cinnamon, 83.

,, moss, 139.

Cha, 57.

Chab, 241.

Chai, 57, 241.

Chakramarda, 73.

Chakunda, 73.

Clid.1, 21.
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Chalava-miriyalu, 241.

Chalk, 56.

Clialla, 39.

Chalmugra, 146.

Chalta, 115.

Chamboli, 16S.

Chameli, 168.

Chamni (safed), 151.

Chamomile, 31.

Champa, 190.

Champac, cliampaka, 190.

Champacol, 190.

Champai, 292.

Chand (chhota), 267.

Chandal, chandan, chandana, 283.

Chandan (rakta), 261.

„ (141), 261.

,, (safed), 283.

Chandi, 35.

Chandra, 267.

Chandra-sura, 175.

Chandrika, 267.

Chandu, 228.

Chansar, 175.

Chara, 53.

Charangi, 236.

Charas, 59.

Clidrati, 164, 307.

Charcoal, 65.

,,
(almond-shell), 257.

,, (areca), 35.

Charei, 155.

Charela, 229.

Charmaghz, 169.

Chata-rashi, 134.

Chaul, 218.

Chaulmugra oil, 117, 146, 187.

,, false, 147.

Chaval, 213.

Chavica Betle, 239.

Chavicol, 240.

Chavika, 241.

Chawa-manu, 24.

Chay root, 209.

Chebulic acid, 316.

,, myrobalans, 315.
Chcbulinic acid, 316.

Chenopodium ambrosioides, 77.

,, Botrys, 77.

Cheruku, 278.

Chha, 57.

Chliagalbanti, 111.

Chhata, 14.

Chhatin, clihattian, 20.

Chlieli, 34.

Chhoa, 279.
Chhota-chand, 267.

,, gokhru, 320.

,, kirayat, 120.

,, pilu, 282.
Chliuhara, 233.
Chian turpentine, 246.

Chicory, 78.

Chikana, 294.

Chil, 238.

Cliilla-chettn, 305.

Chillies, 64, 65.

China root, 295.

Chindar, 101.

Chiner-badam, 33.

Chini, 279.

,, (bangla), 279.

Chinta-pandu, 309.

Cliir, 238.

Chii-ata, 307.

Chiratin, 307.

Chiraunji, 53.

Chirchira, 6.

Chiretta, 307.

,, (bax-a), 125.

,,
(small), 120.

,, (sweet), 307.

Chir-ka-gond, 238.

Chiron j, 53.

Chir pine oil, 238.

,, tar, 238.

Chitimutti, 294.

Chitra, 46.

Cliitrak, chitraka, 250.

„ (ldl), 250.

,, (mulam), 250.

,, (rakto), 251.

Chob-chini, 295.

Chokha, 213.

Choline, 322.

Chonda, jangli-chi, 321.

Chondodendron tomentosum, 84.

Chrysanthemum coronarium, 77.

Clirysophan, 268.

Chrysophanic acid, 73, 268.

Chuara, 233.

Chuka-tripati, 214.

Chukri, 267.

Chdnd, 56.

Chuna-kalai, 56.

Chunia-gond, 54.

Churi-ajwan, 89.

Chuta, 181.

Cichorium Intybus, 78.

ClMICFUGA ECETIDA, 78.

Cinchona angustifolia, 82.

Cinchona Calisaya, 81.

,, Febrifuge, -80.

,, Ledgeriana, 81.

,, Micrantlia, 82.

,, nitida, 82.

,, officinalis, 81.

,, pitayensis, 82.

,, succirubra, 82.

,, bark (crown), 81.

„ „ (pale), 81.

„ „ (red), 82.

,, ,, (yellow) 81.

Cinchon/e Cortex, 78.
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Cinchona; Cortex (Flavse), 81.

„ „ (Pallida;), 81.

,, ,, (Rubric), 82.

Cinchonidine, 82.
Cinchonine, 82.

Cinnabar, 157.

Cinnamic acid, 306.

Cinnamomum Campliora, 83.

,, Cassia, 83.

Cinnamomum glanduliferum, 82.

,, Tamala, 83, 312.

,, zeylanicum, 83.

Cinnamon, 83.

Cissampelos Pareira, 84.

Citric acid, 88.

Citron, 87.

Citronella-aldehyde, 319.

„ grass, 29.

„ ,, oil, 29.

ClTRULLUS COLOCYNTHIS, 85.

,, vulgaris, 85.

Citrus Aurantium, 86.

,, ,, var., Bigara-
i)iA, 86.

,, MEDICA, 87.

,, ,, var., Acida, 88.

,, ,, var., Limonum,87.
CLAVICEPS PURPUREA, 89.

Clearing nut, 305.

Cleome viscosa, 89.

Clerodendron infortunatum,S9.
,, serratum, 236.

Clitorea ternatea, 90.

Cloves, 69.

Cocaine, 122.

Coccinia indica, 76.

COCCULUS CORDIFOLIUS, 318.

,, indicus, 26.

,, VILLOSUS, 91.

Coccus CACTI, 91.

,, DACCA, 92.

Cochineal, 91.

Cocinic acid, 146.

Cocoa-nut Palm, 92.

,, oil, 93.

,, (sea), 178.

Cocos nucifera, 6, 92, 279.

Codamine, 222.

Codeine, 222, 225.

COFFEA ARABICA, 93.

Coflee, 93.

„ (negro), 72.

Coir, 93.

Cola acuminata, 94.

COLCHICUM LUTEUM, 95.

Collidine, 205.

Collodion, 143.

Colloturine, 308.

COLOCASIA ANTIQUORUM, 95.

Colocynth, 85.

Colocynthin, 85.

Colza, 51.

Conessi bark, 154.

Conessine, 154.

Convolvulin, 166.

Convolvulus Scammonia, 96.
Copal (resin), 327.
Copper, 105.

Coptis Teeta, 96.

CORALLOCARPUS EPIGiEA, 97.

CORCHORUS CAPSULARIS, 97.

,, OLITORIUS, 97.

Cordia MYXA, 99.

Coriander, 99.

CORIANDRUM SATIVUM, 99.

Corydaline, 100.

CORYDALIS GOVANIANA, 100.

COSCINIUM FENESTRATUM, 100.

Costus, 287.

Costus speciosus, 100, 287.

Cotarnine, 222.

Cotoneaster nummularia, 133.

Cotton, 142.

,, seed oil, 143.

,, (silk) tree, 48.

Couch grass, 110.

Coumarin, 188, 322.

Country alum, 22.

,, chiretta, 125.

,,
ginger, 332.

,,
ipecacuanha, 201, 324.

,,
sarsaparilla, 150.

,, senna, 72.

,, spirit, 16.

,, sugar, 279.

„ vinegar, 5.

Cowhage, 195.

CRATiEVA religiosa, 101.

Creat, 27, 308.

Cress, 175.

Crinum asiaticum, 101.

Crocus sativus, 102.

Croton, 102.

,,
oblongifolius, 102.

„ oil, 102.

,, -oleic acid, 103.

,,
philippinensis, 179.

,,
resin, 103.

Croton Tiglium, 102.

Cryptopine, 222.

Cubeb camphor, 242.

Cubeba OFFICINALIS, 241.

Cubebic acid, 242.

Cubebin, 242.

Cubebs, 241.

Cucumber, 104.

Cucumis Melo, 103.

,,
Hardwickii, 85.

,,
pseudo-colocynthis, 85.

,,
SATIVUS, 104.

,,
trigonus, 85.

Cucurbita Pepo, 45, 104.

Cumin, 105.

,, horned, 162.
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CUMINUM CYMINUM, 105.

Cupbi Sulphas, 105.

Cuprum, 105.

Curtin, 169.

CURCULIGO ORCHIOXDES, lUb.

Curcuma Amada, 106.

angustifolia, 107.

AROMATIC A, 107.

LONGA, 107.

Zedoaria, 108.

Curcumin, 108.

Cus-cus, 28.

CUSCUTA REFLEXA, 1UJ.

Custard Apple, 30.

Cutch, 3.

Cydonia vulgaris, 109.

Cynodon dactylon, 110.

Cyperus rotundus, 110.

,,
SCARIOSUS, 110.

Cypress, 174.

D
Dadima-phalam, 262.

Dadmavi, 23.

Dadmardan, 70.

Dadrughna-, 70.

DiEMIA EXTENSA, 111.

Drcmine, 111.

Daliana, 319.

Dalchini, 83.

Dalimba, 262.

Dalim dial, 263.

Darnan-papar, 209.

Dam-eththuaban, 55.

Dammar, 293.

„ (kala), 59.

„ (rock), 156.

,,
(white), 327.

Dandelion, 311.

Dandi-nahri, 169.

Danimma-puvvu, 262.

Dankuni, 62.

Danti, 41.

Dantimul, 41.

Darakhtekinnab, 59.

Daraklit-i-miswak, 282.

Darakte-bang, 59.

Daranama, 37.

Darhaldi, 46.

Darim, 262.

Darmanah, 37.

Daruharidra, 46.

Daruharidnikam, 100.

Darutine, 295.

Darvi, 100.

Darya-ka-miriyal, 178.

Dasamula-kvatha, 114, 142, 212,

Date palm, 233.

„ „ sugar, 234.

„ „ wild 234.

Datura alba, 111.

299.

Datura (black), 111.

Datura fastuosa, 111.

„ FASTUOSA, vcir., ALBA, 111.

,,
Stramonium, 113.

,,
tatula, 113.

Daturine, 112, 113.

Daucus Carota, 113.

Deadly nightshade, 40.

Debunsha, 208.

Delphinium denudatum, 114.

Deodar, 74.

Desmodium gangeticum, 114.

Desoxycodeine, 222.

Devadaru, 74.

Dha, Dhai-phul, 331.

Dhak, 53.

Dlian, 213.

Dhania, dhaniya, dhanyaka, 99.

Dhanya, 213.

Dhapar-koki, 208.

Dhataki, 331.

Dhatura, 111.

Dhauli, 159.

Dhaura, 331.

Dheli, 175.

Dhenras, 152.

Dheras, 152.

Dhoa, 255.

Dhop-rai, 51.

Dliud, 167.

Dhulakura, 15.

Dhulua, 234.

Dhuna, 293, 339.

Dhustura, 111.

Dhutura, 111, 113.

„ (kala), 111.

,, (sada), 111.

Diastase, 156.

Digitaleine, 204.

Dikamali, 137.

Dill, 233.

Dillenia indica, 115.

Diospyros Embryopteris, 115.

Dipterocarpus alatus, 116.

,,
incanus, 116.

,, tuberculatus, 116.

Dipterocarpus turbinatus, 115.

Dirakhsha pazham, 328.

Dita bark, 20.

Ditain, 20.

Dodder, 109.

Dog’s Tooth Grass, 110.

Dolichos biflorus, 118.

,, prnriens, 195.

Dona, 37.

Dona-ka-atar, 38.

Doutha, 105.

Dracocephalum Royleanum, 118.
Dragon’s blood, 55.

Drakhyaluta, 328.

Dralcsha-pandu, 328.

Drek, 187.
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Droguamere, 27.

Dkosera burmanni, 118.

,, PELTATA, 118.
Dryobalanops camphora, 4.

Dub, 110.

Diidal, 311.
Dudlii, 125, 154.

Dudhlata, 215.

Dulcamara, 299.
Dulcamavin, 299.
Dumur, 130.

,, (jajnaa), 131.
Dundillam, 212.

Dupada, 327.
Durba, durva, 110.

E
Eagle Wood, 33.

Earth-nut, 33.

Eartli-sugar Root, 179.
ECLIPTA ALBA, 118.

Egg-plant, 300.
Ela, elam, 24, 119.

Elachi, 24, 119.

,, (chhota), 119.

,, (Gujrati), 119.

,, (Malabari), 119.
Elakaya, 119.

Elamavi, 181.

Elandap, 334.
Elecampane, 288.
Elemi (East Indian), 58.

Elephant Creeper, 36.

Elettaria Oardamomum, 24, 119.
Eliya, 18.

Ellagic acid, 262, 316.
Ellagotannic acid, 316.
Ellakay, 119.
Ellu, 291.

Embelia Rises, 120, 245.

,, robusta, 120.

Embelic acid, 120.

Emblic myrobalan, 234.

Emblica officinalis, 234.

Emetine, 75.

,, hydrochlorate, 75.

Emilia sonchifolia, 312.

Emodin, 268.

Emulsin, 256.

Eng, 116.

ENHYDRA fluctuans, 120.

Enicostema littorale, 120.

Entada scandens, 121.

Enuga-pippalu, 289.

Eramudapu, 270.
Erand, eranda, erendi, 270.

» ,, (jangli), 169.
Ergot, 89.

Eri, 270.

Erra-kuti, 229.
Ervados, 237.

Erva-tamara-veru, 202.
Ervalenta, 175.
Ervum Lens, 174.
Erythrina indica, 92, 121.
Erythrine, 121.

Erythroxylon Coca, 121.

J 1UUU,
Esabgol, 332.
Eshopgol, 248.
Eucalyptol, 122.
Eucalyptus globulus, 122, 332.
Eugenia caryophyllata, 69.
Eugenia Jambolana, 123.
Eugenic acid, 70.

Eugenol, 70, 84.

Eulophia campestris, 124.

,, vera, 124.
Eupatorium Ayapan a, 124.
Euphorbia antiquorum, 124.

„ NERIIFOLIA, 124.

,, pilulifera, 125.

,, Tirucalli, 109.
Euryale ferox, 125.
Exacum bicolor, 125.

F
FAGRiEA FRAGRANS, 126.
Faham, 65.

Faridbuti, 230.

Farina tritici, 323.
Febrifuge (cinchona), 80.
Fel, 126.

Fennel, 132.

,, (small), 206.
Fenugreek, 321.

Feronia elephantum, 126.

,, gum, 126.
Ferri Sulphas, 127.

Ferula alliacea, 127.

,, Asafoetida, 127.

,, FOSTIDA, 128.

,, GALBANIFLUA, 129.

,, Narthex, 12S.

,, scorodosma, 128.

Fever Nut, 54.

Ficus bengalensis, 3, 129.

,, Carioa, 129.

,, Cunia, 130.

,, ELASTICA, 130.

,, GLOMERATA, 131.

,, HISPIDA, 131.

,, RELIGIOSA, 132.

Figs, 129.

Fil-zahrah, 46.

Fillile-surldi, 64.

Filfil-i-surkh, 65.

Fir (silver), 1.

Flacourtia Cataphracta, 312.
Flax, 176.

Foeniculum dulce, 132.

Fgjniculum vulgare, 132.
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Frankincense, 50.

Fraxinus excelsior, 133.

,, FLORIBUNDA, 133.

,,
ornus, 17, 133.

Fringhi dhutura, 35.

Fruit triad, 144.

Fumaria officinalis, 134.

,, parviflora, 134.

Fumitory, 134.

G
Gab-bkeranda, 169.

Gachkaran, 269.

Gadha-purna, 4S.

Gadisugandi, 150.

Gahun, 322.

Gaj-pipul, 289.

Gajar, 113.

Gajjara-kelangu, 113.

Gajjaragedda, 113.

Gajkarni, 269.

Gala, 92.

Galangal (great), 20.

,, (lesser), 20.

Galbanum, 129.

Gali, 163.

Gallic acid, 265.

Gallo-tannic acid, 263, 265.

Galls, 264.

,, tamarisk, 311.

Gam, 322.

Gamari, 142.

Gambhar, 142.

Gambier, 324.

Gamboge, 136.

Gandapuro, 138.

Gandha-bena, 28.

,, -bhaduli, 215.

„ -biroja, 50, 238.

,, -mula, 152.

Gandbali, 215.

Gandha-nakuli, 5, 210.
Gandhapu-chekka, 283.

Gandrok, 306.

Ganja, 59.

Ganjni, 29.

Ganna, 278.

Ganneru, 203.

Gao-zaban, 210.

Garbijaur, 177.

Garcinia indica, 134.

,, Mangostana, 135.

,, Morella, 136.
Gardal, 121,

Gardenia gummifera, 137.

„ luoida, 137.
Gari-kun, 14.

Garjan, 115.

„ -ka-tel, 116.

„ -tihya, 115.

Gargu-naru, 52.

Garlic, 17.

Garuga-chettu.

,, pinnata, 13S.

Gasagasalu, 217.

Gasha-gasha, 217.

Gaultheria fragrantissima, 138.

,, procumbens, 138.
Gaultherilene, 138.

Gazangabin, 133, 311.
Gazmazag, 311.

Gehun, 322.

Gelaphala, 265.

Geli, 312.

Gelidium corneum, 139.
Gelose, 139.

Genda, 309.

Gentian, 140.

Gentiana Chirayit/S, 307.

„ lutea, 140.

,, Kurroo, 140.

Gentianic acid, 140.

Geranium Grass, 30.

,, grass oil, 30.

,, nepalense, 140.

,, ocellatum, 140.
Geranium Robertianum, 140.

,, Wallichianum, 140.
Gharar-khejur, 233.
Gharbuli, 113.

Gbarei, 173.

Gbentu, 89.

Gbirta-kumari, 18.

Gliogar, 138.

Gbosba-lata, 178.

Ghota ganba, 136.

Ghunchi, 2.

Ghuya, 95.

Gilla nuts, 121.

Gilo, 318.

Ginger, 332.

,, Cochin, 332.

,, grass oil, 30.
oil 291

Gingerin, 333.

Gingerol, 333.
Giun, 322.
Gloriosa superba, 141.
Glycyrrhiza glabra, 141.
Glyeyrrkizate of Ammonium, 142.
Glycyrrkizic acid, 2.

Gmelina arborea, 142.

,, asiatica, 142.
Gnoscopine, 222.

Goa Pepper, 64.

Goachhi-plial, 258.
Godhuma, 322.

Gokhru bara, 230.

,, cbhota, 320.

,, lahana, 320.

,, mitha, 320.
Gokshura, 320.
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Golap-phul, 275.
Gold, 40.

,, thread, 96.

Gol-kaddu, 45.

Gol-marich, 243.
Gora-nimb, 187.
Gorgon fruit, 125.
Goshtan, 287.
Gossypium herbaceum, 142.
Gourd, bottle, 172.

Goyya-pazham, 258.
Grapilaria lichenoides, 139.
Grain d’ambrette, 152.
Granatin, 263.
Grape vine, 328.
Great Galangal, 20.

Greavia asiatica, 142.
Ground-nut, 33.

Gua, 34.

Guaranine, 57.

Guava, 258.

Gubalc, 34.

Gu-baval, 4.

Guduchi, 318.
Gugal, gugul, 41.

Guggilamu, 293.
Guggul, Guggula, 41.

Guimauve, 21.

,, pate de, 21.

GuiZOTIA ABYSSYNICA, 144.
Gul, 279.

Gulab, 275.

Gulab-ke-phul, 275.
Gul-daudi, 77.

Gulancha, 318.

Gulappa, 275.

Gula-puvou, 273.
Gular, 131.

Gul-bel, 318.

Guli-aftab, 148.

Guli-gao-zaban, 210.

Gul-i-banafshah, 327.

,, -pisteh, 248.

,, -surkh, 275.
Gul-jafari, 309.

Gulkand, 276.

Gul-khairo, 21.

Gul-mirch, 243.

Gumar tek, 142.

Gum Arabic, 3.

,, Benjamin, 306.

„ Hog, 45.

,, Tragacantb, 39.

Gumchi, 2.

Gumri-kachu, 95.

Gumudu teku, 142.

Gun-cotton, 143.

Gundumanni, 2.

Gundbaka, 306.
Gungelii, 2.

Gunja, 2, 59.

Gudserai. 82.

Gur, 279.
Gurach, 318,
Guraku, 205.
Gurch, 318.
Gurgun (balsam, oil), 116.
Guriginja, 2.

Gurjun oil, 115, 147, 187.
Gurjunic acid, 117.
Gurkamai, 300.
Gutta-percha, 20, 56, 130.
Guya-babla, 4.

Gymnema sylvestre, 144.
Gymnemic acid, 145.
Gynandropsis pentaphylla,

145.

Gynocardia odorata, 146.
Gynocardic acid, 146.

H
Hab ul-as, 200.

,, -ban, 187.

Hab-unnil, 165.
Hicmatein, 55.

Hakuch, 258.

Hal.li, 107.

Hakli-gacli, 100.
Halim, 175.

Halud, 107.
Halviva, 27.

Har, 207, 315.
Harda, 315.

Hardwickia pinyata, 147.
Harliuch, 120.

Haridra, 107.
Harin, 24.

Haritaki, 315.

Harmal, 231.

Harmaline, 231.

Harmine, 231.

Harra, 315.

Harsinghar, 207.

Hashish, 60.

Hatisura, 149.

Hatta-juri, 149.

Hatticliok, 149.

Hedychium spicatum, 148.

Helianthus annuus, 148.

,, TUBEROSE'S, 149.

Helicteres isora, 149.

Heliotrope, 149.

Heliotropium indicum, 149.

Hellebore (black), 237.

Hemidesmus Indices, 150.

Hemp, 59.

Hemsagar, 171.

Henbane, 160.

Henna, 174.

Herb Robert, 140.

Hermodactylus, 95, 151.
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Herpestis Monniera, 151.

Hibiscus Abelmoschus, 151.

,, ESCULENTUS, 152.

,, Rosa-sinensis, 153.

„ SUBDARIFFA, 153.

Hijjala, 43.

Hijli-badam, 25.

Hilamochika, 120.

Himalayan Cedar, 74.

,, Silver Fir, 1.

Hing, 127.

Hingcha, 120.

Hingra, 128.

Hingu, 127, 12S.

Hingul, 157.

Hirabol, 42.

Hirada, 315.

Hii-ada, 315.

Hira-dakhan, 55.

Hirakas, hirakasis, 127.

Hirudo medicinalis, 153.

Hog gum, 45.

Hog tragacantli, 45.

Holarrhena antidysenterica,
154.

Holigarna longifolia, 155.
Holy Basil, 209.

Honey, 76, 183.

,, willow, 281.
Honge oil, 254.
Honne, 260.

Hopea odorata, 156.
Hora, 315.
Hordeum vulgare, 156.
Hordeum decoi-ticatum, 156.
Horeliound, 183.

Horse-gram, 118.

Horse-radish tree, 192.
Hrivera, 229.

Hul-geri, 155.
Hurt, 175.

Hur-hur, hur-huria, 89, 145.

„ (jangli), 89.

,, (sada), 145.
Hurmal, hurmul, 231.
Hursini, 59.

Hydnocarpus Wightiana, 147.
Hydrargyrum, 157.
Hydrocotarnine, 222.
Hydrocotyle asiatica, 151, 158.
Hygrophila spinosa, 159.
Hymenodictyon excelsum, 159.
Hymenodictyonine, 160.
Hyoscine, 161.
Hyoscinie acid, 161.
Hyoscyamine, 40, 113, 161, 172.
Hyoscyamus albus, 161.
HYOSCYAMUS NIGER, 160.
Hypecoum procumbens, 162.
Hypogsoic acid, 34, 146.
Hyssop, 162.
Hyssopus officinalis, 162.

K, ID

I

Ich-chura-mutiver, 36.

ICHNOCARPUS FRUTESCENS, 162.

Igasuric acid, 303.

Igasurine, 303.

i

Idi-mamidi, 25.

Ignatius’ beans, 302.

Ikshu, 278.
Iksliughandha, 159, 320.
Ilachi, 119.

Ilaik-kalli, 124.

Ilang-ilang, 58.

Ilayachi, 119.

Ilkil-el-malik, 188.

IMPATIENS SULCATA, 163.

In, 116.

Incense, 50.

Indarjao, 155.

Indar-javitalkh, 154.

India rubber, 130.

Indian Aconite, 7.

,, Almond, 314.

,, Aloes, 18.

,, Barberry, 46.

,, Bdellium, 41.

,, Birthwort, 36.

,, Butter Tree, 44.

„ Chiretta, 27, 308.

,, Copal Tree, 327.

,, Gentian, 140.

,, Gum Arabic Tree, 3.

,, Hemp, 59.

,, Hemp (perennial), 1.

,, Jalap, 167.

,, Laburnum, 71.

,, Lilac, 186.

„ Liquorice, 2.

,, Madder, 209, 277.

,, Mulberry, 192.

,, Mustard, 51.

,, Olibanum, 50.

,, Opium, 220.

,, Pennywoi’t, 158.

,, Podophyllum, 251.

,, Rhubarb, 267.

,, Sarsaparilla, 150.

,, Screw Tree, 149.

,, Senna, 71.

,, Sorrel, 214.

„ Squill, 325.

„ Valerian, 326.

,, Walnut, 16.

,, Water Chestnut, 319.

„ Wintergreen 138.

,, Wormwood, 37.
Indican, 163.

Indigo, 163.

,, blue, 164.
Indigofera tinctoria, 163.
Indigotin, 164.
Indrajab, 154.

24
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Inclrajao shirin, 155.

,, talk, 155.

Indra varuni, 85.

Indrilyan, 85.

„ (lal), 321.
Indrayava, 154.

Inji, 332.

Inulin, 28S.
IONIDIUM SUFFRUTICOSUM, 164.
Ipecacuanha, 75.

,, (country), 201, 324.

,, de-emetinized, 76.

,, (Goanese), 201.

,, sine emetine, 75.

,, — tannic acid, 75.

Ipecacuanhic acid, 75.

Ipomsea bona-nox, 167.

IPOHiEA DIGITATA , 165.

,, HEDERACEA, 165.

,, PXJRGA, 166.

,, Turpethum, 167.

Iridin, 168.

Iron Pyrites, 127.

Iris florentina, 167.

,, german ica, 168.

Irisa, 167.

Irojappu, 275.

Ivsa, 167.

Irulli, 17.

Isabgul, 248.

Isapagala-vittulu, 248.

Isarmiil, 36.

Isband, 231.

Isban-cliedi, 234.

Isbappukol-virai, 248.

Isinglass, 140.

,, (Japanese), 139.

Isopelletierine, 263
Isorottlerin, 180.

Ispaghul, 248.

Ispand, 231, 277.

Isparzah, 248.

Issufgul, 24S.

Itchanmar, 234.

J

Jab, 156.

Jaba, 153.

Jack-fruit Tree, 38.

Jadikkay, 198.

Jadi-pattri, 198.

Jadwar, 114.

Jaggery, 279.

Jahari naral, 178.

Jaimangal, 213.

.Taiphal, 198.

„ (jangli), 199.

Jaitri, 198.

Ja.jikaya, 198.

Jala, jalaka, 153.

Jalap, 166.
Jalapin, 166.

Jal-kunbhi, 248.
Jam, 138.

Jamal-gota, 102.
Jaman, 123.

Jambira, 87.

Jambu, jambul, 23.
Jambulin, 123.

Jam-pandu, 258.

Jamsar, 22.

Jamti-ki-bel, 91.

Jamun, 123.

Ja ngli-akhrot, 16.

,, badara, 58, 314.

,, erendi, 169.

,, haldi, 107.

,, hur-liur, 89.

,, jaiphal, 199.

,, mudrika, 217.

,, pikvan, 323.
Janjan, 293.

Japatri, 198.

Japhran, 102.

Jaramla, 235.

Jdri, 132.

Jao, jaoa, 156.

Jasavanda, 153.

Jasmine (Arabian), 168.

„ (night), 207.

,, (Spanish), 168.
Jasminine, 16S.

Jasminum grandiflorum, 168.

„ SAMBAC, 168.
Jasundi, 286.

Jasut, 153.

Jatamanslii, 200.

Jati, 168.

Jati-patri, 198.

Jati-phalam, 198.

Jatf.opha Ourcas, 169.

Jatropliic acid, 169.

Jawantri, 198.

.Jawashir, 129.

Jawitri-ka-tel, 198.

Jayanti, 292.

Jayapala, 102.

Jayapatri, 19S.

Jayasi, 16.

Jaypal, 102.

Jayphal, 198.

Jequirity, 2.

Jerusalem Oak, 77.

Jesuits’ Bark, 7S.

Jot, 292.

Jethimadh, 141.'

Jhal, 212.

Jliar-haldi, 100.

Jhinjarvatto, 6.

Jidi-vittulu, 290.

Jira, 68, 105.

„ (kala), 206.
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Jiraka, 105.

„ (krislina), 206.

Jir-kliar, 46.

Jok, 153.

•Tonesia Asoka, 286.

Jonlc, 153.

Jouz, 169.

Jouz-ul-matkil, 111.

Jowan, 69.

Jui-pana, 269.

JUGLANS REGIA, 16, 169.

Jujube fruit, 334.

Jiim, 138.

Juniper, 170.

Juniperine, 170.

JUNIPERUS COMMUNIS, 170.

Justicia nasuta, 269.

Jute, 97.

Juwasa, 16.

Jiiz-ul-kueb, 265.

Jyantika, 292.

Jyotishmati, 66.

K
Kababah, 241.

Kdbab-chini, 241.

Kabare-hindi, 76.

Kabra, 63.

Kabuli-mastaki, 246.

Kacbnar, 45.

Kachoram, 108.

Kaclui, 95.

Kachvir, kachura, 108.

Kadali, 196.

Kadam, kadamba, 31.

Kada-todali, 319.

Kadat-ngan, 58.

,, rengay, 178.

Kaddu, 172.

Kadi, kadi nillu, 5.

Kadu-sirola, 178.

Kaduk-kdi, 315.
Kadut, 131.

IOempferia rotunda, 170.
Kafl, 93.

Kagslia, 131.

Kagzi, 88.

,, nembu, 88.

Kalni, 171, 313.

Kahwa, 93.

Kaidaryamu, 197.

Kaipbal, 197.

Kaitba, 126.

Kaijali, 157.
Kdjra, 302.
Kdjii, 25.

Kakad, 138.

Kdkadumbar, 131.
Kakanaj, 329.

Kdkaphala, 26.

Kakara-chettu, 191.

Kakhan, 282.

Kakilahe-khurd, 119.

Kdkmdcbi, 300.

Kakmari, 26.

Kdkra-sringi, 245.

Kakri, 104.

Kala, 196.

Kala damar, 59.

,, ddna, 90, 165.

,, datura, 111.

,, jam, 123.

,, jira, 105, 206.

,, kurwah, 159.

,„ musli, 106.
+;i 1 44

”
tul’si, 208, 209.

,, vald, 229.

,, zirki, 165.

Kalaippaik-kishangu, 141.
Kalanchoe laciniata, 171.
Kalaungi, 206.

Kalinga, 85, 154.

Kalkashunda, 72, 73.

Kallu-riva, 23.

Kalmegh, 27.

Kaloabavla, 3.

Kalu-geri, 155.

Kalvari, 63.

Kama-kher, 29.

Kamala, 179.

Kamanchi-chettu, 300.
Kambilipiicli, 193.

Kamela, kamild, 179.
Kamila-gundi, 179.

„ guri, 179.

Kdmuni, 300.

Kdnana-eranda, 169.
Kanblier, 179.

Kanakaphala, 102.
Kdnari, 58.

Kanbela, 179.

Kanchana, kanclianara, 45, 319.
Kandd, 17, 325.
Kaner, 203.

„ (pild), 317.
Ivanduri-ld-bel, 76.
Kangsmuki, 127.
Kanhera, 203.

Kankala, 241.

Kankar, 56.

Kankcli, 286.

Kankra, 229.

Kanocha, 282.

Kdnpliul, 311.

Kanta-mi-dant, 22.

Kdntdnatia, 22.

Kdnthal, 38.

Kdnuga, 254.

Kanval (chbota), 20S.
Kanwal, 202.

Kanyin, 115.
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Kapas, 142.

Kapikachchhu, 195.

Kapila, 179.

Kapittha, 126.

Kapur-kachri, 148.

Kapura-kacliali, 148.

Karabi, 203.

Karakkaya, 315.

Karanj, karanja, 54, 254.

Karanja-nata, 54.

Karavella, 145, 191.

Karavira, 203.

Karawya, 68.

Karel, 63.

Karela, kareli, 191.

Kavi-pippali, 289.

Karianag, 141.

Karlhari, 141.

Karinga, 158.

Karira, 63.

Kariya-potam, 18.

Karjuru-kaya, 233.

Karkata sringi, 245.

Karkol, 282.

Karla, 191.

Karmelam, 3.

Karrauj, 254.

Karoya, 68.

Karpas, 142.

Kavpo-karishi, 258.

Karpur, 148.

Karpura-haridra, 106.

Kara, 140, 236.

Karumbu, 278.
Karura-sbiragan, 206.

Karun-cbarei, 155.

Karva-indrajou, 154.

Karvambii, 138.

Karvi-taru, 178.

Karwa-bopla, 172.

Kasamarda, 73.

Kashkash, 217.

Kashmalu, 173.

Kasisa, 127.

Kasni, 78.

Kasturi, 193.

Kasturi-bendavittulu, 151.

,, dana, 151.

,, raanjal, 107.

,, pasupa, 107.

Kasunda, 72, 73.

Kataka, 305.

Katampam, 295.

Katappa, 314.

Katbish, 7.

Kath, 324.

Kath-bel, 126.

Katha, 126.

Katila, 39.

Katira, 45.

Katki, 236.

Katpliala, 197.

INDEX.

Kattamanaku, 169.
Kattuk-lcasturi, 151.
Kataka, 236.
Katu-tumbi, 172.
Kau-kau, 295.
Kavali, 144.

Kavanchi, 149.
Kawa, 93.

Kawale cliedole, 52.
Kayapati-ka-tel, 185.
Kazhur, 108.
Kebir, 63.

ICela, 196.

Kelu, 74.

Kenda, 216.
Keora, 216.
Kerani, 144.

Kersani, 144.
Kern, 125.

Kesar, kasara, 102.
Kesaraja, 118.

Kesari, 173.

Kesar-ki-roti, 102.
Kesuri, kesuti, 118.
Ketaka

,
216.

Keya, 216.

Khajur, 233, 234.
KhaAhra, 53.

Khanda, 280.

Kharbuja, 103.

Kharevazhun, 6.

Khari-nun, 298.
Kharjjura, 233, 234.
Khark, 56.

Kharmnj, 103.
Kliar-sajji, 43.

Kharua, 192.

Kharvaja, 103.

Khas khas, 28.

,, lchas-ka-atar, 29.

Khasb-khash, 217.
Khaya, 191.

Khersal, 4.

Khesari, 173.

Khetpapra, 209.
Khinjak, 246.

Khira, 104.

Khip, 215.

Kliorasani-ajowan, 160.
Khubazi, 180.

Khulakbudi, 158.

Khura-sani-ajwan, 160.

Khurkur, 130.

Kliurma, 233.

! Khurnial-yabis, 233.

Klius-klius, 2S

|

Kiahong, 185.

Kijapute, 1S4.

Kikar, 3.

Kinbil, 179.

Kinnab, 59.

Kino, 260.
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Kino (Bengal), 53, 293.

,, (Malabar), 260.

Kino-red, 260.

Kinoin, 260.

Kino-tannic acid, 260.

Kinovin, 30S.

Kinsukd, 53.

Kiramal, 254.

Kiranda, 91.

Kirata, 27.

Kirata-tikta, 307.

Ivirdyat, 27, 307.

,, (cbhota), 120.

,,
(mitha), 307.

Kiripnrandan, 210.

Kirmdld, 37.

Kirmani, 37.

Kirmdana, 91.

Kislimish, 328.

Kisbniz, 99.

Kisht-bar-kisht, 149.

Kisri, 47.

Kivanch, 195.

Khvachh, 195.

Kiwdnch, 195.

Kizbkay-nelli, 235.

Kodi-kakkatanvirai, 165.

Kodu, 172.

Kohal, 32.

Koliala, 45.

Kokildksba, 159.

Koknare-surkh, 217.

Kokum, 134.

Kokum butter, 134, 327.

,, ehatel, 134.

Kokum-ka-tel, 134.

Kola-nut, 94.

Kola-mara, 25.

Kolanin, 94.

Kolavu, 147.

Kolkephul, 317.

Konda-kasbinda, 319.

Konda-vepa, 187.
Kop-pdtd, 53.

Koshdtaki, 178.

Koshta, 97.

Kosura, kosumba, 288.

Kouz-mdsab-safed, 111.

Ivoydld, 65.

Kreat, 27.

Krislina-jiraka, 206.
Kuamau, 182.

Kuberdkshi, 54.

Kuchild, 302.

Kuchla, 302.
Kuliili, 195.

Kukm-chil, 234.
Kukubha, 313.

Kukur-chhta, 177.
Kul, 334.

Kulappalai-virai, 154.
Kulattha, 118.

Kuliakhdrd, 159.

Kulinjdna, 20.

Kulti, 118.

Kulu-mulalca, 243.

Kumari, 18.

Kurabai, 137.

Kumbliar, 142.

Kumbhika, 248.
Kumbi, Kumblii, 66.

Kumkuma, 102.

Kumra, 45.

Kunak, 322.
Kunar, 334.

Kuncb, 2.

Kunduli-pbal, 54.

Kundur, kunduru, 50.

Kungiliyam, 293.

Kunkbam, 137.
Kunkudu-kayalu, 286.
Kunkvima, 179.
Kunrolr, 14.

Kunvar, 18.

Kuppi, 237.

Kuppin-cbetta, 5.

,, memi, 5.

Kurasani-omam, 160.

Kurasliani-vamam, 160.
Kurchi, 154, 305.
Kurchiene, 154.
Kureya, 154.

Kiirma, 233.
Kurti-kalai, 118.
Kusampbul, 68.

Kusbara, 99.

Kusbmanda, 45.

Kbsht, 100.

Kushuraba, 92.

Kus-kus, 28.

Kust, 100, 186.
Kustha, 287.
Kusumb, 92.

Kusumba, 68.

Kut, 100, 287.
Kutaja, 154.

Kutha, 324.
Kutki, 140, 236.
Kyam, 127.

L
Lac, 92, 288.

Lactuca Heyneana, 312.
Lacttjoa scariola, 171.
Lactucarium, 172.
Lactucerin, 172.
Lactucic acid, 172.
Lactucin, 172.
Ladaki revanda-cliini, 267.
Ladies’ Fingers, 152.
Lsevulose, 184.
Lagenaria vulgaris, 172.
Lajdlu, 190.
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Lajjabati, 190.

Lakh, 92.

Lakhori, 173.
Lakri-ka-tel, 116.

Lakska, 92.

Lakskadi-taila, 92.

Lal-ambari, 153.

,, dana, 166.

,, kumari, 19.

,, marich, 64.

,, posta, 217.

Laid, 217.

Lallemantia Royleana, 173.
Langalika, 141.

Lanka-marich, 64.

Lanthopine, 222.
Lasan, 17.

Lastina, 17.

Latakasturi, 151, 258.
Latapliatkari, 66.

Lathyrus sativus, 173.
Latkan, 47.

Lau, 172.

Laudanine, 222.

Laudanosine, 222,
Laurotetanine, 178.
Lauras gland ulifera, 82.

Lavan, lavana, 297.
Lavanga, 69.

Lauki, 172.

Laumca pinnatifida, 312.
Lawsonia alba, 174.
Leaf-nuts, 314.

LEDEBOURIA HYACINTHOIDES, 289.
Leech, 153.

Lemon, 87.

„ grass, 28.

,, „ oil, 28.

,, juice, 87.

„ oil, 87.

Lens esculenta, 174.

Lentil, 174.

Lepiuium sativum, 175.

Lettuce, 171.

,, opium, 172.

Leucindigo, 163.

Lichens, 229.

Ligusticum (sp.) 175.

,, Aj wain, 69.

Liljahri, 140.

Limbu-turanj, 87.

Lime, carbonate, 56.

,, juice* 88.

,, tree, 88.

Limestone, 56.

Limri, 319.

Linamarin, 176.

Linga-donda, 52.

Linoxyn, 176.

Linseed, 176.

,, meal, 176.

,, oils, 176.

LinCM USITATISSIMUM, 176.
Liquidambar orientalis, 21, 177.
Liquid Storax 177.
Liquorice, 141.
Lits/Ea sebifera, 177.
Lodh, 308.
Lodhra, 308.
Lodoicea sechellarum, 177.
Loganin, 302, 303.
Lon, 297.
Long Pepper, 242.
Lopez root, 319.
Lotur bark, 308.
Loturidinc, 308.
Loturine, 308.
Lotus sacred, 202.
Luban, 50, 306.
Lufa, 97.

Luffa acutangula, 178
,, echinata, 179.

Luffein, 178.

Lukrabo seeds, 147.
Lun, 297.

Lust, 312.

M
Maana, 29.

Macassar oil, 288.
Mace, 198.

,, (Bombay), 199.
Macene, 199.

Machakai, 264.

Machipatri, 37.

Mad, 16.

Madan, 265.

Madala, 15.

Madalaip-pazham, 262.
Madar, 56.

Madat, 228.

Madder, 277.

Maddi-chettu, 192.

Madh-shahad, 183.

Madhu, 183.

Madhuka, 44.

Madhujam, 76.

Madhurika, 132.

MiERUA ARENARIA, 179.

Ma-el-khilaf, 281.

Magliz-pipal, 243.

Magnesium Gynocai-date, 147

,, Ricinoleate, 274.

Magrabu, 150.

Maliajambira, 87.

Mahan, 126.

Maha-nimb, 187.

Maharukha, 15.

Mahatika, 27.

Mahmira, 96.

Mahua, 6, 44, 274.

,, wine, 44.

I Maida-lakri, 177
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Maiden-hair fern, 11.

Main, bari, 311.

,, magiya, 311.

Mainphal, 265.

Maiphal, 264.

Majurn, 60.

Majuphal, 264.

Makal, 85.

Makaradhwaja, 158.

Makliana, 125.

Makhmal, 309.

Makki-maram, 136.

Mala, 52.

Malabar Cardamom, 119.

,,
Kino, 260.

Malai-vembri, 1S7.

Malkangni, 74.

Malligiri, 82.

Mallika, 16S.

Mallipu, 168.

Mallotus philippicensis, 179.
Mallow, 180.

,, (Mask), 151.

Malt, 156.

Malva sylvestris, 180.

Malwa Opinrn, 218.

Mamekh
,
216.

Mamiran, 96.

Manaka, 18.

Manattak-kali, 300.

Manda, 265.

Mandukaparni, 158.

Mangas, 181.

Mangamaram, 181.

Manggusta, 135.

Mangifera indica, 181.
Mango, 181.

Mango-ginger, 106.

Mangostan, 135.

Mangosteen, 135.

„ oil, 134.
Mangostin, 136.

Mangustin, 135.

Manihot utilissima, 182.
Manioc, 183.

Manja-pu, 207.

Manjal, 107.

Manjarika, 209.

Manjishtha, 277.
Man'jit, 277, 308.

Mankachu, 18.

Mankanda, 18.

Manmanda, 18.

Manna, 133.

Manna (Alhagi), 17.

„ Ash, 17, 133.

,, (Cotoneaster) 133.

,, (Tamarisk), 311.

,, Tree (Persian), 16.
Mannite, 133, 184.
Mansa-sij, 124.
Manyul, 265.

Marachini, 182.

Maranta arundinaoea, 182.

,, ramosissima, 183.

Maravali, 1S2.

Marg-mosh, 37.

Margosa, 186.

Mari, 129.

Marich (gach), 65.

„ (gdl), 243.

„ (kala), 243.

,, (lal), 65.

Mariclia, 243.

Marichi-plialam, 64.

Marigold (African), 309.

,, (French), 309.

Marjoram, 212.

Marking-nut, 290.
Maroutonri, 174.

Marrubium vulgare, 183.
Marsh-mallow, 21.

Marudam-pattai, 197.
Maruk-kallan-kai, 265.
Marv, 283.

Marwa, 212.

Masang, 173.

Mashi-kaya, 264.
Mastaki, 246.

,, i-rumi, 246.

,, (Kabuli), 246.
Mastiche, 246.

,, (Bombay), 246.
Masiir, masura, 174.
Mathosan, 175.

Matkalai, 33.

Matricaria Chajiomilla, 31.

Matta pal-tiga, 165.
Mauri, 132.

Mayaphal, 264.

Mayir-manikham, 294.
Mazuphal, 264.
Meconic acid, 222.
Meconidine, 222.

Meconine, 222.
Meconoiosin, 222.
Mehedi, 174.

Meih-sila, 177.
Mel, 183.

Melaleuca Leucadendron, 184.
Melanorrhcea usitata, 185.
Melantliin, 206.

Melia Azadirachta, 186.

,, Azedarach, 187.
Melilot, 188.

Melilotus Alba, 1S8.
Melilotus officinalis, 188.

,, parvifiora, 1S8.
Melissa oil, 28.

Melon, 103.

Mena, 133.

Mendhi, 174.

Mengkop, 135.

Mengut, 135.
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Menphal, 265.

Mentha arvensis, 188.

„ „ var., piperascens, 189.

,, piperita, 188.

,, sylvestris, 188.
Menthol, 189.

Menthone, 189.

Mera-singi, 144.

Mercury, 157.

,, (percliloride), 157.

,, (sulphide), 157.

,, (vegetable), 56.

Merendera persica, 95.

Mesliasringi, 144.

Mesta, 153.

MESUA FERREA, 1S9.

Methi, methika, 321.
Methyl salicylate, 138.

Mica Panis, 323.

Michelia Champaca, 190.
Milagu, 243.
Milfoil, 6.

Mimosa Farnesiana, 4.

Mimosa pudica, 190.

Mini ulus moschatus, 195.
Mimusops Elengi, 191.

Mina maram, 192.

Mint, 188.

Mirapa-kaia, 65.

Mirch, 243.

Mirchai, 165.

Mirch, jangli-kali, 319.

Mircli-wangum, 64.

Mirchi (lal), 65.

Miri (kala), 243.

Miriyalu, 243.

Mislik-dana, 151.

Mislimi-tita, 96.

Misri, 280.

,, (kuza) 280.

Misur-pappu, 174.

Mitlia-jira, 237.

,, -kirayat, 307.
Mithazahar, 8.

Mithu, 297.

Mocha, 48, 196.

Mocliaras, 48.

Mogadam, 191.

Mogali-chettu, 216.

Moghli-erendi, 169.

Mogi-a, mogi-i, 168.

Moksha, 14.

Molasses, 279.

Mom, 76.

Momordica Charantia, 191.

Mongoose Plant, 210.

Monkshood, 8.

Morarpliali, 149.

Morinda citrifolia, 192.

Moi-indin, 192.

Moringa pterygosperma, 192.

Morphine, 222, 225, 244.

Morungai, 192.

Morus alba, 193.

Moschus moschiferus, 193.
MosinA, 176.
Moss (Ceylon), 139.
Moti, 230.

Motiya, 168.

Moydi, 131.

Mridvilca, 328.

Mriga-nAbhi, 193.

Mriga-shinga, 149.

Mritasanjibani, 16.

Mucuna pruriens, 195.
Mudar, 56.

Muhori-ka-arak, 133.
Muhuri, 237.

Mukha-jali, 118.

Mukta, 230.

Muktabarshi, 5.

Mulctahuri, 5.

MulA, muli, 266.

Mulaka, 266.

Mulberry (Indian), 192.

„ (White), 193.

Mulla-gliai, 65.

Mullangi, 266.

Mulsari, 191.

Muluk-kirai, 22.

Munaga, 192.

Munaklca, 328.

Munchal, 37.

Mungphalif, 33.

Munjistin, 277.

Murga, 14.

Muro, 266.

Muruka, 121.

Musabbar, 18, 19.

Musa paradisiaca, 196.

Musa sapientum, 196.

Musliali, 106.

Mushambaram, 18.

Mushk, 193.

Mushk-dana, 151.

Mushroom, 141.

Musk, 193, 339.

,, Mallow, 151.

,, seeds, 152.

Musla, 49.

Musli (kala), 106.

,, (safecl), 106.

,, kand, 106.

Mushti-vittulu, 302.

Musta, 110.

Mustard, 51.

,, (black), 52.

„ oil, 52.

,,
oil (essential), 51.

,, (white), 51.

,,
(wild), 89.

Mutlia, 110.

Musuri, 174.

Muthu-cliippi, 230.
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Muti-amu, 230.

Mya-sheik, 32.

Mylabris chicorii, 197.

Myrica Nagi, 197.

„ sapida, 197.

Myristic acid, 198.

Myristica fragrans, 19S.

„ - MALABARICA, 199.

,, moscliata, 198.

,, officinalis, 198.

Myristicene, 199.

Myristicol, 199.

Myristin, 198.

Myrobalan (arjun) 313.

,, (beleric), 314.

,, (black), 315.

,, (chebulic), 315.

,, (emblic), 234.

Myrobalanin, 316.

Myrobalanus Chebula, 315.

Myrosin, 52, 63, 67.

Myrrh, 42.

Myrtle, 200.

Myrtus communis, 200.

N
Nadika, 97.

Nag-cliampa, 189.

Nag-phana, 211.

Nagadali, 211.

Nagamulli, 269.

Nagar mustaka, 110.

,, mutba, 110.

Naga-valli, 239.
Nagesar, 189.

Nagdamani, 37.

Nagdona, 37.

Nagdown, 101.

Naghzak, 181.

Nagkesar, 189.

Nagnal, 189.

Naliani, 326.

Naineliavandi, 27.

Nakka-vulli-gadda, 325.
Naktamala, 254.
Nal, 208.

Nalitapat, 97.

Nalla-jilakara, 206.

Nalla-tady-gudda, 106.
Nallu-tuma, 3.

Nan-i-kiilagli, 180.

Nannari, 150.

Nan-ta-yok, 21.

Napelline, 7.

Narceine, 222.

Narcotine, 222, 225.
Nardostachys Jatamansi, 200.
Nardus, 200.

Naredu, 123.

Naregamia alata, 201.
Naregamine, 202.

Narikel, narikela, 92.

Nari-vengayam, 325.

Nariyal-ka-tel, 93.

Narsij, 124.

Naryeti, 125.

Nasona, 212.

Natar-phal, 54.

Nattu-ireval-chini, 267.

Naval, 123.

Nay-palai, 323.

Naya-phatki, 66.

Neem, 186.

„ (gora), 187.

,, oil, 186.

Negro coffee, 72.

Nela-naringu, 201.

,, usirika, 235.

,, vemn 307.

Nelli-kai, 234.

Nelumbicm speciosum, 202.

Nelu-veuin, 27.

Nembu (bara), 87.

„ (gora), 87.

,, (kagzi), 88.

„ (pati), 88.

Nepaline, 7.

Neriantine, 204.

Neri-arisbippal, 177
Neriine, 204.

Neriodorein, 203.
Nerioclorin, 203.
Nerin-gil, 320.

Nerium odorum, 203.
Neroli, 86.

Nerunji, 320.
Nicotiana rustica, 204.

Nicotiana Tabacum, 204.

Nicotianine, 204.

Nicotine, 204.
Niepa, 283.

Nigella sativa, 206.
Niger seed, 144.

Nil, nila, nilali, nilam, 163.
Nil-tutiya, 105.

Nilap-panaik-kizliangu, 106.
Nila-tuta. 105.

Nila-vembu, 307.
Nilavembu, 27.

Nili-mandu, 163.
Nilofar, 208.
Nilufer, 202.
Nira, 186.

Nimak, 297.
Nimar oil, 30.
Niiub, nimba, 186.
Nimgach, 186.

I Nirauka, 84.

Nirbislii, 84.
Nirbisi, 114.

Nir-brami, 151.
Ninnali, 305.
Nirmulli, 159.
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Nirul li, 17.

Nishedal, 23.
Nisliotar, 167.
Nitre, 254.
Noea spinosissima, 294.
Noshadar, 23.

Nousadar, 23.

Nuga-tumma, 4.

Nun, bit-, 298.

,, khari, 298.
Nunbora, 164.
Nuwulu, 291.
Nutmeg, 198.

,, butter, 198.
Nuttavil, 32.
Nut oil, 34.

Nux-vomica, 302.
Nyaung bandi, 130, 132.
Nyctanthes Arbor-tristis, 207.
Nyctanthine, 207.
NympHjEa Lotus, 208.

O

Oak galls, 264.

Ocimum Basilicum, 208.

„ SANCTUM, 209.

Okro, 152.

01
,
25 .

Oldenlandia corymbosa, 209,

,, umbellata, 209.
Oleander, scented, 203.

,, yellow, 317.

Oleandrine, 203.

Oleic acid, 34.

Oleum Nigra, 74.

Olibanum, 50.

Olla, 25.

Omnm water, 69.

Onion, 17.

Onosma bracteatum, 210.

,, echioides, 210.

Ophelia Chirata, 307.

Ophelic acid, 307.

Orhiorrhiza Mungos, 210.

Opianine, 222.

Opium, 219.

,, Abkari, 221.

,, chemistry of, 222.

,, Benares, 218.

,, Excise, 221.

,, habit, 227.

,, Maiwa, 218.

,, medical, 221.

,, Patna, 218.

,, Provision, 221.

,, toxicology of, 226.

Opuntia Dillenii, 211.

Orange bitter, 86.

,, flowers, 86.

„ Seville, 86.

O) KX.

Orange, sweet, 86.
Orchids, 5, 211.

I

Orchis latifolia, 211.

,, laxiflora, 211.

,, maculata, 211.
Orchis mascula, 211.
Origanum Marjorana, 212.
Origanum vulgare, 212.
Orilai tdraarai, 164.
Oroxylin, 213.
Oroxylum indicum, 212.

,
Orpiment, 37.

[

Orris root, 167.
Oryza sativa, 213.
Otto of roses, 275.
Oxauis corniculata, 214.
Oxydimorpliine, 222.
OXYSTELMA ESCULENTUM, 215.

P
Pachak, 2S7.

Pachclia-alari, 317.

,, yava, 156.

Pacliwai, 214.

Paddy, 214.

Padi, 214.

Padma, 202.

PjEDERia fcetiua, 215.

Picderine, 215.

PiEONIA EMODI, 216.

,, officinalis, 216.

Pteony rose, 216.

Paghada, 207.

Pala, 130.

Palak-juhi, 269.

Palandu, 17.

Pal as, 53.

Palas-papra, 54.

Palasa-gond, 54.

Palita-madar, 121.

Palleru-mullu, 320.

Palm (fan), 49.

|

Palmitic acid, 34.

Palm (Palmyra), 49.

,, (rattan), 55

,, sugar, 93.

,, wine, 93.

Palmas Christi (Radix), 212

,, ,, (Oleum), 271.

i

Palmyra, 49.

Palo, 318.

Palval, 321.

Pan, 4, 204, 239.

Panas, 38.

Pana salt, 248.

Panclioti, 130.

Pandanus odoratissimus, 216.

Pandhrakura, 154.

Pangra, 121.

Panir-bad,329.
Pansa, 38.
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Pan-supari, 34, 239, '276, 325.

Papain, 66.

Papari, 229.

Papaveh Rhceas, 217.

,, SOMNIFERUM, 217.

Papaveric acid, 217.

Papaverine, 222.

I

Papaw, 60.

Papaya, 66.

,,
amba, 66.

Papayotin, 66.

Pappana. 229.

Papra, 251.

Paputta-vayru, 229.

Paramorphine, 222.

Para, parada, 157.

Pariera Brava (False), 84.

K
Parmelia perlata, 229.

Parijata, 121.

Parpata, 209.

Parsley, 232.

Parusha, 143.

Parvoline, 205.

Pasewlia, 220.

Pasupa, 107.

Pat, 97.

Patang, patanga, 55.

Patarkuchu, 53.

Patkar-ke-pliul, 229.

Patkya, 315.

Pati-karam, pati-kuram, 21.

,, nembu, 88.

Patol, 321.

Pat-san, 97.

Patwa, 153.

Patala-gandhi, 267.

Pavakka-eberli, 191.

Pavetta ineica, 229.
Pavonia odokata, 229.
Pearls, 230.

Pea-nuts, 34.

Pear, prickly, 211.
Pe-atiss, 131.

Pedalium murex, 230.

Peddagi, 260.

Pedda-jilakurra, 132.

„ palleru, 230.

Peepul, 132.

Peganum Harmala, 231.
Pen-bwa, 182.

Pelletierine, 263.
Pellitory, 26.

Penneru-gadda, 329.

Peony, 216.

Pepiya, 66.

Pepper (betel), 239.

,, (black), 243.

,, (cayenne), 64.

,, (Goa), 64.

„ (goat), 64.

„ (long), 64, 241. 242.

„ (pod), 64.

Pepper (red), 64.

„ (spur), 65.

,, (white), 244.

Peppermint, 188.

,, camphor, 189.

Pe-pirkliam, 178.
Pepsin (vegetable), 66.

Peramutiver, 229.

Pericampylus inca xuk, 232.

Pericli-chankay, 233.
Persian lilac, 187.
Peru nerunji, 230.
Peruvian Bark, 78.

Petarkura, 146.

Petit Grain, Essence, 86.

Petroselinum sativum, 232.

Peucedanum grande, 233.

Peucedanum graveolbns, 233.

Phala-traya, 144.

Phalasi, 143.

Phalsa, 143.

Phanas, 38.

Phani-manasa, 211.

Pharbitis nil, 165.

Pharbitisin, 165.

Phashanveda, 140.

Phatkiri, phitkari, 21.

Phenila, 286.

Phloroglucin, 260.

Phcenix dactylifera, 233.

,, SYLVESTRIS, 6, 234, 279.

I Pliulwa, phuhvara, 44.

Phutkari, 167.

Phyllanthin, 235.

Phyllaxthus emblica, 234.

,, madraspatensis, 282.

,, Niruri, 235.

,, urinaria, 235.
Physalis flexuosa, 330.

,, somnifera, 330.
Physic nuts, 54, 169.
Pial, 153.
Picoline, 205.
Picrcena excelsa, 236.
Picrasma quassioiues, 236.
Picropoclophyllic acid, 252.
Picropodopliyllin, 252.
Picrorhiza Kurrooa, 236.
Picrorhizetin, 237.
Picrorhizin, 237.
Picrotoxin, 26.

Pikvan, jangli, 323.
Pi la, 38.

Pila-kaner, 317.

!
Pilli-adugu, 195.
Pilpipta, 121.

: Pilu, Piludi, 282.

|

Pilvu, 282.

I

Pimpal, 132.

! PlMPINELLA ANISUM, 237,
1 Pine, chir, 238.

,, long-leaved, 238.
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Pineapple, 27.
Piney resin, 327.
Pinus Deodara, 238.

„ LONGIFOLIA, 238.

,, Webbiana, 1.

Pipal, 132.
Piper album, 244.
Piper Betle, 239.

„ Chaba, 241.

,, Cubeba, 241.

,, LONGUM, 242.

,, NIGRUM, 243.

,, officinarum, 241.
Piperic acid, 244.
Piperidine, 244.
Piperin, 243, 244,
Pipli (bari), 289.

,, -mul, 242.
Pippali-katte, 242.
Pipul, 242.

Pirangi-chekka, 295.
Pista, 247.

Pistacia cabulica, 246.
PlSTACIA INTEGERRIMA, 245.

,, LENTISCUS, 246.

,, mutica, 246.

,, Terebinthus, 246.

„ VERA, 247.
Pistachio nut, 247.
Pistia Stratiotes, 248.
Pit-chandan, 283.
Pitkari, pitmari, 323.
Pit-papara, 134.

Pit-sal, 260.
Pitraj, 24.

Pitta, 126.

Pittvel, 201.

Piyaj, piyaz, 17.

,, jangli, 325.
Piyal, 53.

Piyara, 258.

Plantago amplexicaulis, 249.

,, Ispaghula, 248.

Plantago ovata, 248.
Plantain, 196.

Plum (black), 123.

,, (Bokhara), 257.
Plumbagin, 250.

Plumbago rosea, 250.

,, ZEYLANICA, 250.

Poda-patra, 144.

Podina-ka-tel, 189.

Podine-ke-phul, 189.

Podophyllic acid, 252.

Podophyllin, 251, 312.

Podophyllotoxin, 252.

Podophylloquercetin, 252.

POBOPHYLLUM EMODI, 251.

,, peltatum, 251.
Pogada, 191.

Pogaku, 204.

Po-ho-yo, 189.

Polanasia Icosandra, 89.

Pomegranate, 144, 262.
Ponan-kottai, 286.
Ponga, pongam, 254.

PONGAMIA GLABRA, 254.

,, oil, 254.

Popal, 34.

Poppy capsules, 226.

,, (Mexican), 35.

„ oil, 229.

„ (opium), 217.

,, petals, 217.

,, (prickly), 35.

,, (red), 217.

,, seed, 228.

,, seed oil, 229.

,, (white), 217.

Porphyroxin, 223.

Potassh Nitras, 254.

Poshur, 65.

Post, 217.

Postaka-tol, 217.
Posto (lal), 217.

,, dlieri, 217.

Prasarani, 215.

Protocatechuic acid, 260.
Protopine, 222.

Prunus amygdalus, 256.

,, communis, 257.
Pseudaconitine, 7.

Pseudo-brucine, 267.

,, chiratin, 235.

,, curarine, 203.

,, morphine, 222.

Psidium Guyava, 218.

PsORALEA CORYLLFOLIA, 258.

Pterocarpi Lignum, 261.

Pterocarpin, 261.

Pterocarpus Marsupium, 260.

,, SANTALINUS, 261.
Ptychotis Ajwan, 69.

,, coptica, 69.

Pudina, 188.

Pudina-ke-pliul, 189.

Pulan-kishanga, 108.

Puli-chintaku, 214.

Puliyam-pazham, 309.
Puli-yai'ai, 214.

Pulque, 14.

Pu-maram, 288.

Pumichakarei, 179.

Pumpkin, 104.

Punaik-kali, 195.

Punarnaba, 48.

Pungam-maram, 254.

Punica Granatum, 262.

Punicin, 263.

Punico-tannic acid, 262.

Purpurin, 277.
Puslni, 288.

Puta-tiga, 179.

Putiki, 143.
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Pyi-nyoung, 129.

Pyridine, 205.

Pyro-catecliin, 200.

Pyroxylin, 143.

Q
Qakilache-kalan, 24.

Qalambak, 87.

Qishrul-khash-khash, 217.

Quassia, 236.

Quassiin, 236, 283, 340.

Quercetin, 325.

Quercitrin, 164.

QUEROUS INFECTORIA, 264.

Quince, 109.

„ (Bengal), 12.

Quinetura, 80.

Quinidine, 82.

Quinine, 82.

Quinovin, SOS.

Quisaul-barri, 191.

R
Bab, 279.

Radish, 266.

Rai, 51.

,, makra, 52.

,, sarisha, 51.

Raisins, 328.

Rakas-gaddah, 97.

Rakas-pat, 14.

Rakta-chandana, 261.

,,
-gandham, 261.

,,
-kambal, 11.

,,
-kanchan, 45.

,,
-posta, 217.

Ral, 293.

Rala-kadu, 159.

Rampatri, 199.

Ram-til, 144.

Ram turai, 152.

Ranagti, 254.

Ran IIIA DUMETORUJI, 265.

Randuni, 33.

Ran-turai, 178.

Rape seed, 51.

Raphanus sativus, 266.

Ras, 279.

Rasa-karpura, 157.

Rasamalla, 21, 177.

Rasaut, 46.

Rasin, 293.

Rasna, 5.

Rasun, 17.

Ratanjli, 261.

Ratanjot, 210.

Ratanpurs, 164.

Rati, 2.

Raupya, 35.

Rauavolfia serpentina, 267.

Realgar, 37.

Rechanaka, 179.

Reli, 43.

Red Gum, 122.

Red-wood Tree, 301.
Regu, 334.
Rennet, vegetable, 329.
Resorcin, 55, 261.
Revalchini-pal, 136.
Revalenta, 175.
Revand-chini, 267.
Rhein, 268.
Rheum emodi, 267.

,, Moorcroftianum, 267.

,, officinale, 267.

,, palmatum, 267.

,, Webbianum, 267.
Rhinacanthtis communis, 269.
Rhceadic acid, 217.

Rhceadine, 217, 222.
Rhceagenine, 222.
Rhubarb, 267.
Rice, 213.

Ricin, 273.
Ricinine, 273.

Ricinoleate of Glyceryl, 272.
Ricinoleic acid, 273.
Ricinus communis, 270.
Rimda, 156.

Ritlia, 286.

,, bara, 286.
Roatanga, 288.
Rohan, 301.

Roliini, 301.

Rohitaka, 24.

Roja-puvou, 275.
Rojia-cha-pliul, 309.
Rojmari, 6.

Rosa bengalensis, 275.

,, centifolia, 275.
Rosa damascena, 275.
Rosaginine, 204.
Rosaginis, Cortex, 204.
Rosa-sindur, 157.
Rose, 275.

,, attar of, 275.

,, malloes, 177.

„ oil, 176.

Roseol, 276.
Rose water, 275.
Roshel, rosliet, 30.

Rottlera tinctoria, 179.
Rottlerin, 180.

Rouge vdgetale, 68.
Rozelle, 153.

Ru, 142.

Rua-ghas, 30.

Rubber tree, 130.

Rubbi-revand, 136.
Rubia cokdifolia, 277, 308.
Rue, 277.

,, Syrian, 231.
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Rui, 142.

Rumex nepalensis, 269.
Rumman, 262.

Rupa, 35.

Rupi, 5.

Ruralr, 138.

Rusa oil, 30.

Rusa-ka-tel, 30.

Rusot, 46.

Ruta graveolens, 277.

Ruvya, 115.

S
Sabji, 60, 112.

Sabza, 208.

Sacoharum offioinarum, 278.
Sadab, 277.

Sadapa, 277.

Safed-chamni, 151.

,, chandan, 283.

,, chitra, 250.

,, dliatiira. 111.

,, musli, 38, 106.

,, rai, 51.

,, sanbul, 37.

Safflower, 68, 102.

Safra, 126.

Safran, 102.

Saffron, 102.

,, (wild), 68.

Saga, 190.

Sagowani, 111.

Saint Ignatius’ Bean, 302.

Sajji-m&ti, 43.

Sal, sala, 293.

Sala-misiri, 211.

Salab-misri, 211.

,, (badsliah), 211.

Salaparni, 114.

Sal-ammoniac, 23.

Salep orchid, 211.

,, misri, 124, 211.

,, (royal), 211.

Saliciu, 229, 281.

Salicylic acid (natural), 138.

Salix Caprea, 281.

,, tetrasperma, 2S1.
Saiga, 50.

Sallow, 281.

Salpani, 114.

Salsa (hindi),150.
Salt, common, 297.

Saltpetre, 254.

Salvadora oleoides, 282.

Salvadora persica, 2S2.
Salvadorine, 282.

Salvia agyptiaca, 283.

,, plebeia, 283.

Salvia spinosa, 282.

Samadara, 283.

Sanapera indicia, 283.

Samaderin, 283, 340.

Samandarlra-pat, 36.

Sambala-kshara, 37.

Sambrani cliettu, 151.

Samphire, 174.

Sampirani, 147.

Samudrapala, 36.

Samundar-plial, 43.

Sana, 71.

,, -e-hindi, 71.

Sanbul-khar, 37.

Sandal oil, 2S4.

„ (red), 261.

Sandale surkh, 261.

Sandalwood, 283.

Sandanak-lcattai, 283.

Sanders (red), 261.

Sangi-surmah, 32.

Sankhahuli, 62.

Sankhapushpi, 62.

Sankhia, 37.

Santal, 261.

Santalic acid, 261.

Santalin, 261.

Santalol, 284.

Santalum album, 283.

Santonin, 37.

Sapindus detergens, 286.

,, emarginatus, 286.

,, Mukorassi, 286.

Sapindus trifoliatus, 119, 286.

Saponin, 43, 12L, 266, 286.

Sappan Wood, 55.

Saptaparna, 20.

Saraca indica, 286.

Saragavo, 192.

Sarahati, 210.

Saral, 238.
Sarcocephalus Cadamba, 31.

Sarisha, 51.

Sariva, 150, 162.

Sarpakshi, 210.

Sarpashi chettu, 210.

Sarsaparilla (country), 150, 162.

,, (Indian), 150.

Sarsliaf, 52.

Sarsliap, 51.

Sasa, 104.

Sassafras (Nepal), 82.

Satamuli, 8, 39.

Satapattri, 275.

Satapushpi, 233.

Satavari, 39.

Satawar, 38.

Sathra, 212.

Sati, 108.

Sati-gilo, 318.

Satvin, 20.

Sauna assar, 212.

Saunf, 132.

Saurif, 237.

Saussurea hypoleuca, 287.
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Saussurea Lappa, 287.

Savandra-miil, 28.

Savirela, 215.

Sa-yo mai, 213.

Scammony, 96.

SCHLEXCHERA TRI.TUGA, 92, 288.

Scillain, 326.

SciLLA indica, 289.

Scillipicrin, 326.

Scillitoxin, 326.

SCIXDAPSUS OFFICINALIS, 289.

Scopolia aculeata, 319.

Sea-cocoanut, 178.

Sebesten Fruit, 97

.

Seed-lac, 92.

Sehund, 121.

Semecarpus Anacardium, 290.

Semla-gond, 15.

Semul, semal, 18.

Seraul musla, 19.

Sendhi, 231.

Senko bish, 37.

Senlco, jorode, 37.

Senna (country), 72.

,,
pods, 71.

,, sopbera, 73.

„ (Tinnevelly), 71.

Sensitive plant, 190.

Seoli, 207.

Sepbalika, 207.

Seringi, 331.

Sesame, 291.

Sesamum indicum, 291.

Sesbania /F.gyptiaca, 292.

,, GRANDIFLORA, 293.

Shalitava, 131.

Shah-tut, 193.

Sliajna, 192.

Shalcalgul, 39.

Sliakkar, 279.

,, safed, 279.

Shal, 293.

Shala-misli iri,211.
Shaluk, 208.

Shampagni-puvvu, 190.

Shampang, 190.

Sliamuddirap-pach-chai, 36.

Shapussundo, 166.

Sliarab, 16.

Sha.rifa, 30.

She-clie, 155.

Shell-lac, 92.

Shembal, 18.

Shem-maram, 21, 301.

Shendvi, 179.

Shen-kottai, 290,
Slien shandanam, 261.

Shepherd’s purse, 63.

Sheradi, 278.
Sheth karabi, 203.
Shevari, 292.

Shewun, 142.

Shia-jira, 68.

Shib, 21.

Sliib, sliili, 37.

Shila-rasam, 177.

Shimagoranti-vittulu, 231.

Shimai azha-vanai-virai, 231.

,, madalai-virai, 109.
Sbindil-lcodi, 318.
Shingraf, 157.

Sliir-khisht, 133.
Sliiru-kurunja, 141.

,, nari-vengayam, 289.
Shivadai, 167.

Shivappu-chittira, 250.
Sliopa, bari, 132.

Shora-kalrai, 255.

,, mitlia, 254.

Shorea robusta, 293.
Shudi, 171.

Shudimudi, 312.

Shuk-china, 295.

Shukai, 294.

Shukku, 332.

Shul, 12.

Shumeo, 326.

Shunarn, 17.

Sliurali, 147.

Sial lcantfi, 35.

Siama lata, 162.

,
SlDA CORLUFOLIA, 294.

,, carpinifolia, 291.

,, rhombifolia, 294.

,, spinosa, 294.
Siddhi, 59.

SlEGESBECKIA ORIEXTALIS, 295.
Sij, 121.

Silaras, 21, 177.
Silhaka, 177.
Silk Cotton Tree, 48.
Silver, 35.

Simul
;
18.

Sinapis (sp.), 51.
Singhara, 319.

Singo-mone, 318.
Sipandane-sufaid, 51.
Sir, 17.

Sirka, sirkah, sirko, 5.

Sirop de capillaire, 11.
Sitapalam, 30.

Sitapandu, 30.
Sitaplial, 30.

Situshuka, 156.
Siya-dana. 206.
Siya-niusli, 106.

Smilax China, 295.
Snake-wood, 302.
Soap-nut, 119, 286.
Soblianjana, 192.
Soda, carbonate, 43.

,, ricinoleate, 274.

,, sulphate, 298.
Sodium biborate, 296.
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Sodium chloride, 297

.

SohagA, 296.

Sohikire, 132.

Sojna, 192.

Sola, 13.

Solanidine, 299.

Solanine, 299.

Solancm Dulcamara, 299.

,,
indicum, 299.

,,
MELONGENA, 300.

„ NIGRUM, 300.

,,
xanthoides, 300.

Somanti, 292.

Sombu, 237.

Somida-manu. 301.

Somnifevine, 330.

Sona, 10, 212.

Sona-mukhi, 71, 72.

SonapAt, 72.

Sonchus oleraceus, 312.

Sondal, 71.

Sont, sonth, sonti, 332.

Sooran, 25.

SorA, 254.

Sora-kaya, 1(2.

Soviai-kai, 172.

Sorrel, 214.

Sorrel (red), lo3.

Sorson, 51.

Sowa, 233.

Soya, 233.

SOYMIDA FEBRIFUGA, 301.

Sphatika, 21.

Spikenard, 200.

Spirit (country), lb.

Spogel seeds, 248.

Squill, 2S9.

„ (Indian), 32p.

SrigAla kantaka, 35.

Sringataka, 319.

Sringavera, 332.

Sringi, 245.

Sriphal, 12.

Sterculia acuminata, 94.

Stick-lac, 92.

Storax, 21, 177.

Stramonium, 113.

Strophanthidin, 302.

Strophanthin, 302.

Strophanthus 301.

Stryclinic acid, 303

Strychnine, 32, 1-6, 30^, 303.

Strychnos Ignatii, 302.

Nux-vomica, 302.

POTATORUM, 305.

Styr’ax Benzoin, 306.

Sufed. See Safed.

Sugandha-balA, 229.

muncha, 241.

„ pAniya, 230.

„ pippali, 243.

Sugar, 278.

Sugar cane, 278.

„ (grape), 184.

„ (“invert”), 184, 279.

,, (palm), 49.

Sukli-darsan, 101.

Sukli-munia, 96.

Sulpha, 233.

Sulphur, 306.

Sumbnl-i-liindi, 200.

Sunbuluttib, 200.

Sundali, 71.

Sunflower, 148.

Sung-misri, 124.

Snnth, 332.

Supari, 34.

Supari-ka-phul, 48.

Superbine, 141.

Suphaidi-khus, 2S9.

Sura, 16.

Surana, 25.

Surguja, 144.

Suriakhar, 254.

Surinjan, 95.

,, i-sliirin, 95.

Surjavarta, 145.

Surma, 32.

Surrnah-i-isfakani, 32.

Surraali-ka-patthar, 32.

Suryakanti, 164.

Suvarna, 40.

Suvarnaka, 71.

Swallow-wort, 56.

Swarna, 40.

Sweet almond, 256.

,, cliiretta, 307.

„ Flag, 9.

Swertia angustifolia, 307.

Swertia Chirata, 307.

Swet-cliandan, 283.

Swietenia febrifuga, 301.

Syama lata, 162.

Symplocos racemosa, 308.

Synaptose, 256.

Syonaka, 212.

Syzygium Jamrolanum, 123.

T
Tabashir, 43.

Ta-fung-tsze, 147.

Tagar, 326.

,, ganthoda, 326.

Tagetes erecta, 309.

,,
patula, 309.

Taj-kalam, 83.

Taj pat, 83.

Talc, 187.

Talclce, 13.

Tal, tala, 49, 291.

TAla-muli,-mulika, 106.

Talimlchana, 159.
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Talispatra, talisapatra, 1, 312.

T&lmakhana, 159.

Tama, 105.

Tamal, 136.

Tamar-liindi, 310.

Tamarind, 309.

Tamarixdus indica, 309.

Tamarisk, 311.

,, manna, 311.

Tamarix articulata, 311.

Tamarix gallica, 133, 311.

Tambakhu, 204.

Tambuli, 239, 331.

Tamra, 105.

Tanba, 105.

Tanbak, 204.

Tandra-kaya, 313.

Tankana, 296.

Tannic acid, 263, 265.

Tannin, 263, 265.

Tanrik-kay, 313.

Tansapai, 162.

Tapioca, 182.

Tar, 49.

Taranjabin, 17, 133.
Taraxacerin, 312.

Taraxacin, 312.

Taraxacum, 119.

Taraxacum officinale, 311.
Tarbuza, 85.

Tari (palm toddy), 49, 234.
Tarmuj, 85.

Tartaric acid, 53.

Tatties (Khus-Khus), 29.

Tatula, 111.

Tavakshri, 107.

Taxine, 313.

Taxus baccata, 1, 312.
Tazhan-chedi, 216.
Tea, 57.

Teel. See Til.

Tegada, 167.

Tejpat, tejpatra, 83.
Tejphal, 331.

Tekata-sij, 124.
Telinga Potato, 25.
Telini-poka, 197.
Tella-kaluva, 208.

,, kucha, 76.

,, manga, 137.
Tellicberry bark, 154.
Telni-makhi, 197.
Ten, tene, 183.
Tendu, 115.

Tentidi, 309.
Tentul, 309.
Terminalia Arjuna, 313.

„ belerica, 313.
„ Catappa, 314.

Chebula, 315.
,, tomentosa, 317.

Terra Japonica, 3, 324.

K, ID

Tesu, 53.

Tetran-kottai, 305.
Tetrantliera laurifolia, 177.

,, Roxburghii, 177.
Tetu, 212.

Thalictrum foliolosum, 97, 317.
Tlialma, 234.
Thayet, 181.
Thebaicine, 222.
Tliebaine, 222.
Thebenine, 222.
Tbebolactic acid, 222.
Theine, 57, 94.

Thengan, 156.

Theobromine, 94.

Thevetia neriifolia, 317.
Thitsi, 185.

Thol-kuri, 158.

Thor, 196.

Thora-pimpali, 289.
Thorn-apple, 113.
Thridace, 172.
Thuno, 312.

Thymol, 69.

Thymus vulgai’is, 69.
Ticlhara sehund, 124.
Tikar, 107.

Tikhor, 182.

Tikta-dugdha, 215.
Tikta-raj, 24.
Til, tila, 291.

,, (kala), 144.
Tilaka, 308.
Tinduka, 115.
Tinkal, tinkar, 296.
Tinospora cordifolia, 318.
Tinpani, 201.
Tippa-tege, 318.
Tirikallu, 124.
Tisi, 176.

Tita, 96.

,, indrajao, 154.
Tobacco, 204.

yy campnor,
Toddalia aculeata, 319.
Toddy (palm), 49, 93.
Tong-pang-chong, 270.
Tooth-brush Tree, 282.
Toka-pana, 248.
Tragacanth, 39.
Trapa bispinosa, 319.
Trapusha, 104.
Treacle, 279.
Tribulus terrestris, 320.

,, lanuginosus, 320.
Tnchosanthes cucumerina, 321.
Trichosanthes dioica, 321

_ . >> palmata, 321.
Tnchosanthin, 321.
Trifolia, 201.
Trifolium unifolium, 258.
TRIGONELLA PCENUM-GRyECUM, 321.

25
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Trigonella uncata, 188.

Trigonelline, 322.

Trimethylamine 282.

Trinaraj, 49.

Tripatra, 12.

Tripbal, tripliala, 235, 264, 314.

Triputi, 173.

Tri-ricinoleine 273.

Tri-stearin, 134.

Triticum sestivum 322.

Triticum sativum, 322.

,, vulgare, 322.

Tukhm-i-nil, 165.

Tukhmi-balanga, 173.

Tuk-kung, 146.

Tukm-i-kahu, 171.

Tula, 142.

Tulasi, 20S, 209.

Tulsi (babni), 208.

„ kala, 208, 209.

Tumbika, 115.

Tumburu, 331.

Tumil, 115.

Tumri, 172.

Tumru, 331.

Tura, 134.

Turai, 178.

Turbund, 167.

Turmeric, 107.

„ (Cochin), 107.

,, (wild), 107.

Turpeth Root, 167.

Tui'pethin, 167.

Tut, 193, 288.

Tutri, 193.

Tuttha, 105.

Tylophora asthmatica, 323.

Tylophorine, 324.

u
Uchcklie, 191.

Ud-salap, 216.

Udumbara, 131.

Ugliai-puttai, 282.

Ukli, 278.

Ulatkambal, 1.

Umatai, 111.

Ummatta-vriksha, 111.

Uncaria Gambier, 324.

IJpalet, 287.

Uparsara, 150.

Upas Tree, 32.

Uppu, 297.
Urginea indica, 325.

„ Scilla, 289.

Us, 278.
Usereki, 234.

Usira, 28.

Utarni, 111.

Utta-reni, 6.

V
Vabbula, 3.

Yach, vacha, 9.

Yadaja, 9.

Vadan-kottai, 256.
Vahela, 313.

Vaivarang, 120.

Vajra-kantaka, 124.
Valta, 293.
Vakuchi, 258.

Valei, 196.

Valeriana Hardwickii, 326.

,, Jatamansi, 200.

,, officinalis, 326.
Valeriana Wallichii, 326.
Val-milaku, 241.
Valeric acid, 266,326.
Vallarai, 158.

Valli-pala, 323.

Valumberi, 149.

Vanaharidra, 107.

Vana-palan dam, 325.

Vanatiktika, 91.

Vanda Roxburgliii, 5.

,, Wightiana, 5.

Vanga-maram, 212.

Vansa, 42.

Vara-gogu, 282.

Varanda, 209.

Varuna, 101.

Vasa-nubhi, 7.

Vasaka, 10.

Vasliambu, 9.

Vata, 129.

Valeria indica, 327.

Vayavarna, 101.

Vayu-vilamgan, 120.

Vedda-vela, 4.

Vegetable Marrow, 04.

Veila, 189.

Vela-kura, 145.

Velai, 145.

Vella, 31.

,, marda, 313.

Vellai-kungiliyam, 327.

Vellarin, 158.

Velligaram, 296.

Velluli, 17.

Vembu, 186.

Vendaikkay, 152.

Vendakaya, 152.

Vengai-maram, 260.

Venkaram, 296.

Vepa-chetta, 186.

Veppalei, 154.

Vei’i-pala, 323.

Verkadalai, 33.

Vernsana-gakaya, 33.

Verri-bira, 178.

Veti-vert, 28.

Vettilai, 239.
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Yettiver, 28.

Vidanga, 120.

Vidari, 165.

Vilayati-babul, 4.

,, kangai, 180.

,, melmdi, 200.

„ nim, 187.

Yilva-pazbam, 12.

Vilyadele, 2.39.

Vine, 32S.

Vinegar, 5.

Viola odorata, 327.

Viola-quercitrin, 164, 327.

,, serpens, 327.

,, suffruticosa, 164.

Violet (wild), 327.

Violin, 327.

Virana, 28.

Visha, 7, 8.

Vishna nuir, 7.

Vitis VINIFERA, 328.

Vrihati, 299.

Vrihi, 213.

Vriddlia-daraka, 36.

Vuchnag, 7.

Vuggi-turki, 7.

W
Wah, 142.

Walnut (Indian), 16.

Water-melon, 85.

Wax (white), 76.

„ (yellow), 76.

Wheat, 322.

Wild Mustard, 89.

,, Saffron, 67.

„ Turmeric, 107.
Willow-honey, 281.
Wintergreen, 138.

WlTHANIA COAGTJLANS, 329.

,, SOMNIFERA, 330.
Withanin, 330.

Wood-apple, 126.

„ oil, 116.

WOODFORDIA FLORIBUNDA, 331.
Worm-seed, 37.
Wormwood, 38.

Wrightia antidysenterica, 154.

,, tinctoria, 155.

X
Xanthaline, 222.

Y
Yamani, 69.

Yarrow, 6.

Yashti-madh u
,
-mathukam

,
141.

Yava, 156.
Yebruj, 40.

Ye-kha-ong, 130.

Yela-kulu, 24.

Yermaddi, 313.

Yerra-chitra, 250.
Ye-tha-pan, 131.

Yetti-kottai, 300.
Yew, 312.

Ylang-ylang, 58.

Yuthika purni, 269.

Z
Zafran, 102.

Zaghu, 176.

Zak-safed, 21.

Zake-sabz, 105.

Zakkam-haiyat, 53.

Zaklim-hyat, 171.
Zambak, 168.

Zamin-kand, 25.

Zanghi-har, 315.
Zanjabil, 332.
Zanthoxyltjm alatum, 331.
Zaravandi hindi, 36.

Zardak, 113.

Zedoary, 108.

„ (yellow), 107.
Zingiber officinale, 332.
Zira, 105.

Zirir, 188.

Ziziphic acid, 334.
Zizipho-tannic acid, 334
ZlZYPHUS JUJUBA, 334.

,, vulgaris, 334

.

Zufah-i-yabis, 162.

Zuglial, 65.
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PUBLICATIONS.

—CONTENTS—

Page

Poetry, Fiction, etc. ... 2

History, Customs, Travels, etc. 8

Capt. Hayes’ Works on Horses 11

Sport and Veterinary Works 13
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A HANDBOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY for Amateurs in India. By
George Ewing. With Illustrations. 1 Volume. Crown 8vo. 623 pages.

Rs. 7.

“This excellently prepared Handbook will probably find a large public-

It is conceived on a capital scheme, and is provided with an intelligent

index. All obscure points are illustrated by diagrams. A most useful and
practical Handbook.”

—

Indian Daily News.
“The Indian amateur is to be congratulated in having now a book that

will give him all the information he is likely to require. Mr. Ewing’s
Handbook will obviate the necessity for collecting a number of works—it is

a library in itself Excellently planned, it is full of valuable
information conveyed in the most happy and lucid language.”

—

Journal of the
Photographic Society of India.

“ All amateurs who procure it will find this Handbook an ever, useful and
reliable companion ; for it is a book which can be turned to for information
and guidance on all points connected with Photography, whilst it is replete

with time-saving tables and calculations which only an amateur knows how
to value.”

—

Pioneer.

“We can confidently recommend it to Indian amateurs.”

—

Statesman,

THACKER, SPINK AND CO., CALCUTTA.
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POETRY, FICTION, etc.

THE SPOILT CHILD. A Tale of Hindu Domestic Life. A Trans-
lation by G. D. Oswkll, m.a., of the Bengali Novel

,

u Alaler Gharer
Dulal,” by Picary Chand SIitticr (Tek Chand Tkakur). Crown 8vo.
cloth, Rs. 3 ;

paper, Rs. 2-8.

“Interesting as throwing a fairly vivid light upon the intimate life of a

Hindu household.”—Daily Chronicle.

“ May be heartily commended both for its literary qualities and for the vivid

picture it gives of Bengali manners and customs.”

—

Scotsman.

“ Every chapter of the story is a picture of native thought and native

prejudice, presenting the ever-enduring hatreds of Hindoo and Mussalman
in a vivid light.”—Times Weekly.

“ its merit lies in the quaint humour and quaint illustrations with which

the author embellishes his narrative.”—Academy.

“ Mr. Oswell’s pleasant translation.”—Athenaeum.

SONG OF SHORUNJUNG & other Poems. Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs. 2-8.

Contents:—Darjeeling: Summer—The Song of Shorunjung—The Tsari

Reed To the Uplands—A Pastoral—The Jessamine—The Fakir—The Fisher’s

Supper A Son—Two Moods— Farewell to Devon—Song—The London Maid
—Infancy—A Lullaby—There are Words—Borodino—The Lone Night—The
Captive—Cossack Cradle Song—Gifts of the Terek—The Cup of Life— Scenes

from Eugene Onyegin.

“Full of tastefully conceived description. . . . Some of the single verses

are very tuneful. . . A number of translations from the Russian form a note-

worthy part of it. The poems have been admirably done into English, the

translator having not only retained the sense of the original but the distinctive

Russian character of expression and metre.”

—

Englishman.

SOUIBS FROM THE “PIG”: being a Series of Nonsensical Lays,
V

compiled from the “Indian Planters’ Gazette.” By H. E. Abbott.

Crown 8vo, sewed. Rs. 3.

“Thev have not a little humour and smartness, and they are very fearless

indeed. Sport, politics, journalism and society all come under the poetical

lash, and are laughed at not unskilfully.”—Indian Daily News.

“ Good natural hits at passing topics of the day of the most varied character

which raised a good laugh on their first appearance, and can still re-call

nleasant recollections to the many residents of Calcutta and sporting men who

are able to read between the lines.”—Civil and Military Gazette.

STRAY STRAWS : being a Collection of Sketches and Stories.

By“MiGNON.” Crown 8vo. Re. 1-8.

“It its a capital book to take up wtien one has a few spare moments on

hand."

—

Englishman.

“ A very interesting collection of short stories and sketches.”— Morning

Post (Allahabad).
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RHYMING LEGENDS OF IND. By H. Kirkwood Gracey, b.a., c.s.

Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs. 3-8.

Contents The City of Gore—A Mother’s Vengeance—The Blue Cow-
Famine—A Terrible Tiger—The Lesrend of Somnath—Treasure Trove—The
Idol of Kalinga—Mind vs. Matter

—

Vultur in partibus.

“ A collection of bright little poems. Keen satirical touches are introduced

here and there throughout the volume. . . The clever little book.”

—

Morning
Post.

“ A charming little book. Of the poems here collected the majority will

bear reading several times over. The author writes in lively mirth-provoking
fashion.”

—

Express.

“The whole volume is, indeed, well worth reading
;

it is an enjoyable little

publication.”

—

Madras Mail.

“ The writer of the present volume handles his theme with remarkable
ability.”

—

Bookseller.

ELSIE ELLERTON. A Novelette of Anglo-Indian Life. By May
Edwood, author of “ Stray Straws,” “ Autobiography of a Spin,” etc.

Crown 8vo. Re. 1-8.

“ This novel is amusing, pure in tone, and distinguished by much local

colouring.”

—

Athencerim.

“ Rudyard Kipling has taken the most becoming phase of Anglo-Indian
life and in the main made the worst of it. Miss Edwood takes the pleasantest,

and makes the most of it.”

—

Borne News.

INDIAN LYRICS. By W. Trego Webb, m.a., Professor of English
Literature, Presidency College. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, Rs. 2-8

;
sewed, Rs. 2.

“Vivacious and clever ... He presents the various sorts and conditions
of humanity that comprise the round of life in Bengal in a series of vivid
vignettes . . He writes with scholarly directness and finish.”

—

Saturday Review,

“ A volume of poems of more than ordinary interest and undoubted ability.”
—Oxford and Cambridge Undergraduates' Journal.

LIGHT AND SHADE. By Herbert Sherring. A Collection of
Tales and Poems. Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs, 3.

“ Piquant and humorous—decidedly original—not unworthy of Sterne."
Spectator (London).

POPPIED SLEEP. A Christmas Story of an Up-country Station.
Bv Mrs. H. A. Fletchkk, author of “ Here’s Rue for You.” Crown
8 vo, sewed. Re. 1-8.

A QUEER ASSORTMENT. A Collection of Sketches. By A.
Harvey James. Crown 8vo. Re. 1.
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BARRACK ROOM BALLADS and other Verses. By Rudyard
Kipling. Printed by Constable on laid paper, rough edges, bound in
buckram, gilt top. Post 8vo. Ks. 6. Cheap Edition, Rs. 2-8.

“ Mr. Kipling’s verse is strong, vivid, full of character unmistakable
genius rings in every line.”

—

Times.

“The finest things of the kind since Macaulay’s ‘Lays.’”

—

Daily Chronicle.

THE LITERATURE 01? BENGAL : a Biographical and Critical
History from the Earliest Times, closing with a Review of Intellectual
Progress under British Rule in India. Bv Romksh Chundicr Dutt
C.I.E. Crown 8vo. Rs. 3.

PLAIN TALES FROM THE HILLS. By Rudyard Kipling, author
of “Departmental Ditties and other Verses.” Third Edition. Crown 8vo.
Rs. 5.

“ Rattling stories of flirtation and sport .... Funny stories of practical
jokes and sells .... Sad little stories of deeper things told with an affect-

ation of solemnity but rather more throat-lumping for that.”—Sunday Times.

“ Mr. Kipling possesses the art of telling a story. ‘ Plain Tales from the
Hills’ sparkle with fun; they are full of life, merriment, and humour, as a

rule mirth-provoking. There is at times a pathetic strain
;

but this soon
passes, and laughter—as the Yankees say, side-splitting laughter—is the order

of the day."

—

Allen's Indian Mail.

“It would be hard to find better reading.”

—

Saturday Review.

A ROMANCE OF THAKOTE and other Tales. Reprinted prom
The World

,
Civil and Military Gazette

,
and other Papers. By F. C. C.

Crown 8vo. Re. 1.

INDIAN MELODIES. By Glyn Barlow, m.a., Professor, St.
George’s College, Mussoorie. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. Rs. 2.

“Interesting, pleasant and readable . . . Mr. Barlow’s little volume
deserves a kindly and favourable reception, and well repays perusal.”

—

The
MorninQ Post.

LEVIORA : being the Rhymes of a Successful Competitor. By
the late T. F. Bignold, Bengal Civil Service. 8vo, sewed. Rs. 2.

REGIMENTAL RHYMES and other Verses. By Kentish Rag.
Imp. l6mo. Sewed, Re. 1; cloth, Re. 1-8.

“ ‘Kentish Rag’ has been well advised to collect his writings.”

—

Madras Mail.

“ The verve and go of the Regimental Rhymes are undoubted.”

—

Nilgiri

News.

“The rhymes have a thoroughly pleasing heartiness and frank jollity of their

own which should certainly recommend them to the gallant Regiments-

whose deeds they chronicle.”—The Soldier.
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INDIAN IDYLLS. By an Idle Exile (Mis. Cuthrll). Author of
“In Tent and Bungalow” and “By a Himalayan Lake.” Crown 8vo,

cloth. Rs. 2-8.

Contknts :—The Maharajah’s Guest—The Major’s Mess Clothes In a

Haunted Grove—How we got rid of Hunks—My Wedding Day—Mrs. Cara-

mel’s Bow-Wow—The Tables Turned—A Polo Smash—After the Wily Boar

—In the Rajah’s Palace—Two Strings—A Modern Lochinvar—My First Snipe

—Mrs. Dimple’s Victim—Lizzie; a Shipwreck—How the Convalescent Depot

killed a Tiger—Faithful unto Death—The Haunted Bungalow—Christmas

with the Crimson Cuirassiers—In Death they were not Divided.

“ A pleasant little book of short stories and sketches, bright and light for

the most part, dealing with frays and feasting, polo and pigsticking, with a

ghost story thrown in by way of relief.”

—

Saturday Review.

“ All these are thoroughly Indian in colour and tone, but are not the

less amusing and sprightly matter for reading in idle half hours.”

—

Daily Telegraph.

“ A series of crisp little stories ... we shall be surprised if it fails to

‘fetch’ the public who have had nothing better to amuse them since the

lamented Aberigh Mackay astonished Anglo-India with his Sir Ali Baba’s

revelations.”

—

Express.

THE TRIBES ON MY FRONTIER. An Indian Naturalist’s For-
kiqn Policy. By Eha. With 50 Illustrations by F. C. Macrae*
Imp. 16mo. Uniform with “ Lays of Ind.” Fourth Edition. Rs. 7.

“We have only to thank our Anglo-Indian naturalist for the delightful

book which he has sent home to his conntrymen in Britain. May he live to

give us another such.”

—

Chambers' Journal.

“ A most charming series of sprightly and entertaining essays on what may'

be termed the fauna of the Indian Bungalow We have no doubt
that this amusing book will find its way into every Anglo-Indian’s library.”

—

Allen's Indian Mail.

“ This is a delightful book, irresistibly funny in description and illustration,

but full of genuine science too There is not a dull or unin-
structive page in the whole book.”

—

Knowledge.

INDIA IN 1983. A Reprint of this celebrated Prophesy of
Nativk Role in India. Fcap. 8vo. Re. 1.

“ Instructive as well as amusing.”

—

Indian Daily News.
“There is not a dull page in the hundred and thirty-seven pages of which it

consists.”

—

Times of India.

LALU, THE CHILD-WIDOW. A Poem in seven parts : Proem—The
Zemindar—The Farm—The Betrothal—The Lovers—Widowhood—The
Pyre— Rest. By Lt.-Col. W. L. Grrenstrkkt. Cr. 8vo. Rs. 2.

THACKER, SPINK AND CO., CALCUTTA.
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OF A SPIN. By May Edwood, Author of
Elsie Ellerton,” “ Stray Straws,” &c. Re. 1-8.

“Undeniably a clever and not unaffecting study of the natural history of
flirtation .”—Saturday Heview.

In Anglo-Indian society slang a ‘ Spin ’ appears to be a young lady who
visits India in order to obtain matrimony by means of a vivacious, not to
say bold, demeanour. I'lie author of this book describes such a person,
and her heartless conduct in the pursuit of her object, which, however, does
not appear to have been successful.”—Times Weekly.

BEHIND THE BUNGALOW. By Eha, Author of “The Tribes on
My Frontikk.” With Illustrations by F. C. Mackah. Fourth Edition.
Imp. 16mo. Rs. 6.

“ Of this book it may conscientiously be said that it does not contain a dull
page, while it contains very many which sparkle with a bright and fascinating
humour, refined by the unmistakable evidences of culture.”—Home News.

“The author of ‘Behind the Bungalow ’ has an excellent sense of humour
combined with a kindliness of heart which makes his little book delightful
reading.”—Saturday Review. .

“There is plenty of fun in ‘ Behind the Bungalow.’”— World.
“ A series of sketches of Indian servants, the humour and acute observation

of which will appeal to every Anglo-Indian.”—Englishman.
“ Drawn with delightful humour and keen observation.”

—

Athenceum.

“Every variety of native character, the individual as well as the nation,
caste, trade, or class, is cleverly portrayed in these diverting sketches.”

—

Illustrated London News.

INDIAN ENGLISH AND INDIAN CHARACTER. By Ellis Under-
wood. Fcap. 8vo. As. 12.

LAYS OF IND. By Aliph Cheem. Comic, Satirical, and
Descriptive Poems illustrative of Anglo-Indian Life. Ninth Edition.

Enlarged. With 70 Illustrations. Cloth, elegant gilt edges. Rs. 7-8.

“There is no mistaking the humour, and at times, indeed, the fun is both
‘fast and furious.’ One can readily imagine the merriment created round the

camp fire by the recitation of ‘ The Two Thumpers,’ which is irresistibly droll,”

-~Liverpool Mercury.

“ The verses are characterised by high animal spirits, great cleverness, and
most excellent fooling.”

—

World.

THE CAPTAIN’S DAUGHTER. A Novel. By A. C. Pooshkin.
Literally translated from the Russian by Stuakt H. Godfkky, Captain,

Bo. S. C. Crown 8vo. Rs. 2.

“ Possesses the charm of giving vividly, in about an hour’s reading, a con-

ception of Russian life and manners which many persons desire to possess.”—

Englishman. .

“ The story will interest keenly any English reader.”—Overland Mail.
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A NATURALIST ON THE PROWL. By Eha, Author of “ Tribes on

My Frontier,” “ Behind the Bungalow.” Imp. 16mo. Rs. 8.

Profusely illustrated by Photographs of Animals in their habitat and at

work; and Sketches by R. A. Stkrndale.

“ The Author is a keen observer of nature, and his descriptions are felicitous

and apt. He is entirely at home amid the Indian fauna, and writes of things

which he knows and loves.”

—

Glasgow Herald.
“ A charming record of wild life in the jungle.”

—

Saturday Review.

“ Attractive alike in subject, treatment and appearance.”—Literary World.
“ Very easy and delightful reading.”

—

The Field.

“We have not fora longtime come across so readable a volume as this.”-

—Admiralty and Horse Guards Gazette.

“ Anvone who takes up this book will follow our example and not leave his

chair until he has read it through. It is one of the most interesting books

upon natural history that we have read for a long time.”

—

Daily Chronicle.

“ HERE’S RUE FOR YOU.” Novelettes, English and Anglo-
Indian. By Mrs. H. A. Flktchicr. Crown 8vo, sewed. Rs. 2.

Contents:—A Summer Madness—Whom the Gods Love—Nemesis—

A

Gathered Rose—At Sea : a P. and O. Story—Esther : an Episode.

ONOOCOOL CHUNDER MOOKERJEE. A Memoir of the late
Justice Onoocool Chundku Mookkkjick. By M. Mookkrjee. Fifth

Edition. 12mo. lie. 1.

“The reader is earnestly advised to procure the life of this gentleman,
written by his nephew, and read it.”

—

The Tribes on My Frontier.

DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES AND OTHER VERSES. By Rudyard
Kipling. Eighth Edition. With additional Poems. Cloth. Rs. 3.

“This tiny volume will not be undeserving of a place on the bookshelf that

holds ‘ Twenty-one Dajrs in India.’ Its contents, indeed, are not unlike the

sort of verse we might have expected from poor ‘ Ali Baba ’ if he had been!

spared to give it us. Mr. Kipling resembles him in lightness of touch, quaint-

ness of fancy, ami unexpected humour.”— Pioneer.

“The verses are all written in a light style, which is very attractive, ahd
no one with the slightest appreciation of humour will fail to indulge in many

i

a hearty laugh before turning over the last page.”— Times of India.

“Mr. Kipling's rhymes are rhymes to some purpose. He calls them De-
partmental Ditties: but they are in reality social sketches of Indian officialism

from a single view .point, that of the satirist, though the satire is of then

mildest and most delightful sort .”—Indian Planters' Gazette.

THE INSPECTOR. A Comedy. By Gogol. Translated from the'
Russian by T. IIap.t-Daviks. Bombay Civil Service. Crown 8vo. Rs. 2.

“ Hfs translation, we may add, is a very go.od one."— The Academy.

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM (Shakespeare). Adapted to Pas-
toral Representation. By N. Nkwnham-Davis. Crown 8vo. Re. 1.
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THE SECOND BOMBARDMENT AND CAPTURE OF FORT WILLIAM,
Calcutta. An Account of the Bombardment of Fort William, and the
Capture and Occupation of the City of Calcutta, on the 20th June 1891,
ifcc., by a Russian Fleet and Army. Compiled from the Diaries of Pkincb
Skkgk Wouonzoff and General Yaqodkin. Translated from the
Original Russe by Ivan Batiushka. Crown 8vo, sewed. Re. 1-8.

HISTORY, CUSTOMS, TRAVELS, etc.

THE EARLY ANNALS OF THE ENGLISH IN BENGAL : being the
Bengal Public Consultations for the first half—the 18th Century. Sum-
marised, Extracted and Edited, Introduction and Illustrative Addenda.
By C. R. Wilson, m.a. Volume I. Royal 8vo. cloth. Rs. 12.

THE ORIGIN OF THE MAHOMEDANS IN BENGAL. By Moulvie
FUZL Rubbee. Crown 8vo. Rs. 3-8.

THE HINDOOS AS THEY ARE. A Description op the Manners,
Customs and Inner Life of Hindoo Society, Bengal. By Shib Chundkk
Bosk. Second Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs. 5.

HINDU MYTHOLOGY. Vedic and Puranic. By W. J. Wilkins,
of the London Missionary Society, Calcutta. Profusely Illustrated.

Imp. l6mo, cloth, gilt elegant. Rs. 7-8.

“ His aim has been to give a faithful account of the Hindu deities such as an
intelligent native would himself give, and he has endeavoured, in order to

achieve his purpose, to keep his mind free from prejudice or theological bias.

The author has attempted a work of no little ambition and has succeeded in his

attempt, the volume being one of great interest and usefulness."

—

Home News.
“ Mr. Wilkins has done his work well, with an honest desire to state facts

apart from all theological prepossession, and his volume is likely to be a

useful book of reference.”

—

Guardian.

MODERN HINDUISM : being an Account of the Religion and
Lifk of the Hindus in Northern India. By W. J. Wilkins, author of

“ Hindu Mythology, Vedic and Puranic." Demy 8vo. Rs. 8.

“ He writes in a liberal and comprehensive spirit."

—

Saturday Review.

THE SOVEREIGN PRINCES AND CHIEFS OF CENTRAL INDIA. By
G. R. Abkrigh-Mackay. Volume I.—The House of Holkar. Imp.

8vo, cloth Rs. 12.

THE DHAMMAPADA ;
or, Scriptural Texts. A Book of Buddhist

Precepts and Maxims. Translated from the Pali on the Basis of Burmese

Manuscripts. By James Gray. Second Edition. 8vo, boards. Rs. 2.

THE ETHICS OF ISLAM. A Lecture by the Hon’ble Ameer Ali,

C.I.E., Author of “ The Spirit of Islam,” “ The Personal Law of the

Mahomedans," etc. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt. Rs. 2-8.

An attempt towards the exposition of Islamic Ethics in the English language.

Besides most of the Koranic Ordinances, a number of the precepts and sayings

of the Prophet, the Caliph Ali, and of ‘Our Lady,’ are translated and given.
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THE LIFE AND TEACHING OF KESHUB CHUNDER SEN. By P. C.

Mazumdak. Second and Cheaper Edition. Rs. 2.

THEOSOPHICAL CHRISTIANITY. An Address by L. S. Second
Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Small 4to. As. 8.

KASHGARIA (EASTERN OR CHINESE TURKESTAN). Historical,
Geographical, Military, and Industrial. By Col. Kuropatkin, Russian

Army. Translated by Maj. Gowan, H. M.’s Indian Army. 8vo. Rs. 2.

ANCIENT INDIA AS DESCRIBED BY PTOLEMY. With Introduc-
tion, Commentary, Map of India. By J. W. McCrindlk, m.a. 8vo,

cloth, lettered. Rs. 4-4.

ANCIENT INDIA AS DESCRIBED BY MEGASTHENES AND ARRIAN.
With Introduction, Notes, and a Map of Ancient India. By J. W.
McCrindlk, m.a. Svo. Rs. 2-8.

THE COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION OF THE ERYTHRiEAN SEA

;

Periplus Maris Erythrsei; and of Arrian's Account of the Voyage of

Nearkhos. With Introduction, Commentary, Notes, and Index. By J.

W. McCrindle, m.a. 8vo. Rs. 3.

ANCIENT INDIA AS DESCRIBED BY KTESIAS THE KNIDIAN.
A Translation of the Abridgment of his 4 Indika,’ by Photios. With
Introduction, Notes, Index. By J. W. McCrindlk, m.a. 8vo. Rs. 3.

A MEMOIR OF CENTRAL INDIA, including Malwa and adjoin-
ing Provinces, with the History, and copious Illustrations, of the Past
and Present condition of that country. By Maj.-Gen. S. J. Malcolm, g.c.b.,
&c. Reprinted from Third Edition. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs. 5.

BOOK OF INDIAN ERAS. With Tables for calculating Indian
Dates. By Alkxandicr Cunningham, c.s.i., c.i.r., Major-General,
Royal Engineers. Royal 8vo, cloth. Rs. 12.

TALES FROM INDIAN HISTORY : being the Annals of India
re-told in Narratives. By J. Talboys Whkelkr. Crown 8vo, cloth.
Rs. 3. School Edition, cloth, limp, Re. 1-8.

“The history of our great dependency made extremely attractive reading.
Altogether, this is a work of rare merit.”

—

Broad Arrow.
“Will absorb the attention of all who delight in drilling records of adven-

ture and daring. It is no mere compilation, but an earnest and brightly
written book.”

—

Daily Chronicle.

A CRITICAL EXPOSITION OF THE POPULAR “JIHAD.” Showing
that all the Wars of Mahammad were defensive, and that Aggressive
War or Compulsory Conversion is not allowed in the Koran, &c. Bv
Moulavi Chbragh Alt, author of “ Reforms under Moslem Rule,”
Hyderabad under Sir Salar Jung.” 8vo. Rs. 6.

MAYAM-MA : THE HOME OF THE BURMAN. By Tsaya (Rev. H.
Powkll). (jrown 8vo. Rs. 2.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF HINDUISM. By Guru
Prkshad t-EN. Crown 8vo, cloth, Rs. 3 ;

paper, Ils. 2.
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CHIN-LUSHAI LAND. Including a description of the various
Expeditions into the Cliin-Lushai Hills and the Final Annexation of the
Country. By Surgn.-Lieut.-Oolonel A. S. Reid, m.b., Indian Medical
Service. With three Maps and eight Phototint Illustrations. Cloth,
gilt. Rs. 12.

Contains a description of the Chin-Lushai Hills and their inhabitants,
from the earliest records, with an account of the various expeditions into the
country, the last, viz., that of 1889-90, which led to the Anal annexation of
the wild mountainous tract which lies betv een India and Burma, being given
in full detail.

“ A valuable contribution to the History of our Indian border.”

—

Pall Mall
Gazette.

THE IMAGE OF WAR ; OR SERVICE IN THE CHIN HILLS. A Col-
lection of 34 Full-page Collotypes of Instantaneous Photographs and
160 interspersed in the readmit. By Surgeon-Captain A. G. Newland.
With Introductory Notes by J. D. Macnabb, Esq., B.C.S. 4to, cloth,

gilt elegant. Rs. 32.

“ It would be difficult to give a more graphic picture of an Indian Frontier

Expedition.”

—

The Times.

“Brings home to us the Chins themselves, their ways and homes, the
nature of the country marched through, method of campaign, and daily social

habits and experiences of the campaigners. The letterpress, bright and
simple, is worthy of the photographs.”

—

Broad Arrow.

AN INDIAN JOURNALIST: being the Life, Letters and Corres-'
pondence of Dr. Sambhu Cm. M ookEujub, late Editor of “ lieis and

Ravyet.” By F. H. Skoink, i.c.s. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth. Us. 5

THE RACES OF AFGHANISTAN : being a Brief Account of the.
principal Nations inhabiting that country. By Surg.-Maj. II. W. Bicllew,

c.s.i., late on Special Political Duty at Kabul. 8vo, cloth. l>s. 2.

THE POVERTY PROBLEM IN INDIA : being a Dissertation on the
Causes and Kerned ies of Indian Poverty. By Pttrmwis Chandka Ray.

Crown 8vo, cloth. Ks. 3.

KURRACHEE : its Past, Present, and Future. By Alexander F.

Baillik, f.b.g.s., Author of “A Paraguayan Treasure,” <fcc. With

Maps, Plans, and Photographs, showing the most recent improvements.

Super-royal 8vo, cloth. Rs. 15.

THE TRIAL OF MAHARAJA NANDA KUMAR. A Narrative of a
Judicial Mukdkk. By H. Bkvickidgk, b.c.s. Demy 8vo. Rs. 5.

“Mr. Beveridge has given a great amount of thought, labour, and research

to the marshalling of his facts, and he has done his utmost to put the exceed-

ingly complicated and contradicting evidence in a clear and intelligible form.

—Borne Sews.

THE EMPEROR AKBAR. A Contribution towards the History

of India in the I6th Century. By Fkkdicuick Augustus, Count of Noer,

Translated from the German by Annkttic S. Bicviciudgk. 2 vols. 8vo.

cloth, gilt. Rs. 5.
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ECHOES FROM OLD CALCUTTA: being chiefly Reminiscences
of the days of Warren Hastings, Francis, and Impev. By H. It. bus-

thicd. Second Edition, Enlarged and Illustrated. Post 8vo. Ls. o.

“The book will be read by all interested in India .”—Army <f
Navy Magazine.

“ Dr. Busteed’s valuable and entertaining ‘ Echoes from Old Calcutta lias

arrived at a second edition, revised, enlarged and illustrated with portraits

and other plates rare or quaint. It is a pleasure to reiterate the warm com-

mendatiou of this instructive and lively volume which its appearance called

forth some years since.”—Saturday Review.

“A series of illustrations which are highly entertaining and instructive of

the life and manners of Anglo-Indian society a hundred years ago . . . The

book from first to last has not. a dull page in it.'and it is a work of the kind of

which the value will increase with years.”

—

Englishman.

CAPT. HAYES’ WORKS ON HORSES.

ILLUSTRATED HORSE BREAKING. By Captain M. H. Hayes.
Second Edition. Numerous Illustrations by J. H. Oswald-Brown.
Square. Rs. 21.

Summary of Contents:—Mental Qualiiies of the Horse—Theory of Horse

Control—Theory of Mouthing—Methods of Horse Control— Breaking on Foot

—Ordinary Mounted Breaking—Teaching Horses to Jump— Breaking to

Harness—School Breaking—Breaking for Special Work—Faults of Mouth

—

Faults of Temper—Circus Tricks—Index.

“One great merit of the book is its sim olicity.”

—

Indian Daily News.
“ A work which is entitled to high praise as being far and away the best

reasoned-out one on breaking under a new system we have seen.”

—

Field.

“Clearly written.”

—

Saturday Review.
“The best and most instructive book of its class that lias appeared for many

years.”

—

Times of India.

RIDING: ON THE FLAT AND ACROSS COUNTRY. A Guide to
Practical Horsemanship. By Captain M. II. Hayes. With 70 Illus-

trations by Sturgkss and J. H. Oswald-Brown. Third Edition, Revised
and Enlarged. Rs. 7-8.

The whole text has been so revised or re-written as to make the work the
most perfect in existence, essential to all who wish to attain the art of
riding correctly.

“One of the most valuable additions to modern literature on the subject.”

—

Civil and Military Gazette.

“ A very instructive and readable book.”

—

Sport.
“This useful and eminently practical book.”

—

Freeman's Journal.

THE POINTS OF THE HORSE. A Familiar Treatise on Equine
Conformation. Describing the points in which the perfection of each
class of horses consists. By Captain M. II. IIayes. Illustrated.

[New Edition in the Press.
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INDIAN RACING REMINISCENCES : being Entertaining Narra-
tive and Anecdotes of Men, Horses, und Sport. By Captain M. H.
Haybs. Illustrated with 42 Portraits and Engravings, imp. 16mo. Rs. 6.

“ Captain Hayes has done wisely in publishing these lively sketches of life
in India. The book is full of racy anecdote.”— Self's Life.

“ All sportsmen who can appreciate a book on racing, written in a chatty
style, and full of anecdote, will like Captain Hayes’ latest work.”

—

Field.

“ Many a racing anecdote and many a curious character our readers will
find in the book, which is very well got up, and embellished with many
portraits.”

—

Bailey's Magazine.

VETERINARY NOTES FOR HORSE-OWNERS. A Popular Guide
to Horse Medicine and Surgery. By Captain M. H. Hayes. Fifth Edi-
tion, Enlarged and Revised to the latest Science of the Day. With many
New Illustrations by J. H. Oswald- Bkown. Crown 8vo, buckram.

[ In the Press

The chief new matter in this Edition is—Articles on Contracted Heels,
Donkey’s Foot Disease, Forging or Clicking, Rheumatic Joint Disease,

Abscess, Dislocation of the Shoulder Joint, Inflammation of the Mouth and
Tongue, Flatulent Distension of the Stomach, Twist of the Intestines, Relapsing
Fever, Cape Horse Sickness, Horse Syphilis, Rabies, Megrims, Staggers,

Epilepsy, Sunstroke, Poisoning, Castration by the Ecraseur, and Mechanism
of the Foot (in Chapter on Shoeing).

“Of the many popular veterinary books which have come under our notice,

this is certainly one of the most scientific and reliable The de-

scription of symptoms and the directions for the application of remedies are

given in perfectly plain terms, which the tyro will find no difficulty in com-
prehending.”

—

Field.

“ Simplicity is one of the most commendable features in the book.”

—

Illus-

trated Sporting and Dramatic News.

“Captain Hayes, in the new edition of ‘Veterinary Notes,’ has added con-

siderably to its value, and rendered the book more useful to those non-profes-

sional people who may be inclined or compelled to treat their own horses

when sick or injured.”— Veterinary Journal.

“We do not think that horse-owners in general are likely to find a more
reliable and useful book for guidance in an emergency.”

—

Field.

TRAINING AND HORSE MANAGEMENT IN INDIA. By Captain M.
H. Hayks, Author of “Veterinary Notes for Horse-Owners,” “Riding,”

&c. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. Rs. 6.

“ No better guide could be placed in the hands of either amateur horseman

or veterinary surgeon.”

—

Veterinary Journal.

“ A useful guide in regard to horses anywhere. . . . Concise, practical,

and portable.”

—

Saturday Review.
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SOUNDNESS AND AGE OF HORSES. A Veterinary and Legal
Guide to the Examination of Horses for Soundness. By Captain M. H.
Hayes, m.r.c.v.s. With 100 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. Rs. 6.

“ Captain Hayes is entitled to much credit for the explicit and sensible

manner in which he has discussed the many questions—some of them ex-

tremely vexed ones—which pertain to soundness and unsoundness in horses.”

— Veterinary Journal.
“ All who have horses to buy, sell, or keep will find plenty to interest them

in this manual, which is full of illustrations, and still fuller of hints and
wrinkles.”

—

Referee.
“ Captain Hayes’ work is evidently the result of much careful research, and

the horseman, as well as the veterinarian, will find in it much that is interest-

ing and instructive.”

—

Field.

THE HORSE WOMAN. A Practical Guide to Side-Saddle Riding.
By Mrs. Hayes, and Edited by Captain M. H. Hayks. Illustrated by 48
Drawings by J. Oswaid-Bhown and 4 Photographs. Uniform with
“ Riding : on the Flat and Across Country.” Imp. 16mo. Rs. 7-8.

“ This is the first occasion on which a practical horseman and a practical

horsewoman have collaborated in bringing out a book on riding for ladies.

The result is in every way satisfactory.”

—

Field.

“ A large amount of sound practical instruction, very judiciously and plea-
santly imparted.”

—

Times.

“We have seldom come across a brighter book than ‘The Horsewoman.’”
Athenaeum.

“ Eminently sensible and practical.”

—

Daily Chronicle.

SPORT AND VETERINARY WORKS.

HIGHLANDS OF CENTRAL INDIA. Notes on their Forests
and Wild Tribes, Natural History, and Sports. By Capt. J.Forsyth b.s.c.
New Edition. With Map and Tinted Illustrations. Rs. 7-8.

CALCUTTA TURF CLUE RULES OF RACING, TOGETHER with the
Rules relating to Lotteries, Betting, Defaulters, and the Rules of the
Calcutta Turf Club. Revised May 1892. Authorized Edition. Rs. 2.

THE RACING CALENDAR, Vol. VII, prom May 1894 to April 1895
Races Past. Published by the Calcutta Turf Club. Contents: Rules
of Racing, Lotteries, C. T. C., etc., Registered Colours; Licensed Train-
ers and Jockeys; Assumed Names; List of Horses Aged, Classed and
Measured by C. T. C. and W. I. T. C.

; Races Run under C. T. C. Rules-
Performances of Horses

; Appendix and Index. Rs. 4.

THE RACING CALENDAR prom 1st August 1888 to 30th April 1889
Racks Past. 12mo, cloth. Vol. I, Rs. 4. Vol. 11, to April 1890*
Rs. 4. Vol. Ill, to April 1891, Rs. 4. Vol. IV, to April 1892 Rs V
Vol. V, to April 1893, Rs. 4. Vol. VI, to April 1894, Rs. 4. Voi VII
to April 1895, Rs. 4.

’
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CALCUTTA RACING CALENDAR. Published every fortnight#
Annual Subscription; Rs. 12.

THE SPORTSMAN’S MANUAL. In Quest of Game in Kullu
Lahoul, and Ladak to the Tso Moran Lake, with Notes on Shooting in
Spiti, Sara Bagahal, Chamba, and Kashmir, and a detailed description of
Sport in more than 100 Nalas. With 9 Maps. By Lt.-Col. R. H. Tyacke
late H. M.’s 98th and 34th Regiments. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. Rs. 3-8,

’

SEONEE : or, Camp Life on the Satpura Range. A Tale of
Indian Adventure. By R. A. Sticrndalk, Author of “ Mammalia of
India,” “ Denizens of the Jungles.” Illustrated by the Author. With a
Map and an Appendix containing a brief Topographical and Historical
Account of the District of Seonee in the Central Provinces of India.
Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs. 7.

LARGE GAME SHOOTING IN THIBET, THE HIMALAYAS, Northern
and Central India. By Brig.-General Alkxandkr A. Kinloch. Con-
taining Descriptions of the Country and of the various Animals to be
found; together with extracts from a journal of several years’ standing.
With 36 Illustrations from photographs and a Map. Third Edition, Re-
vised and Enlarged. Demy 4to, elegantly bound. Rs. 25.

“ This splendidly illustrated record of sport, the photogravures, especially

the heads of the various antelopes, are life-like
;
and the letter-press is very

pleasant reading.”—Graphic.

“The book is capitally got up, the type is better than in former editions, and
the excellent photogravures give an exceptional value to the work.”

—

Asian.

DENIZENS OF THE JUNGLES. A Series of Sketches of Wild
Animals, illustrating their form and natural attitude. With Letter-press

Description of each Plate. By R. A. Sticrndalic, f.r.g.s., f.z.s.,

Author of “Natural History of the Mammalia of India,” “Seonee,” &c.
Oblong folio. Rs. 10.

LORD WILLIAM BERESFORD : SOLDIER, STATESMAN AND SPORTS-
man : being a record of his Eighteen years in India and a full resume of
his Racing Career. By H. E. Abbott. Crown 8vo, sewed. Re. 1.

REMINISCENCES OF TWENTY YEARS’ PIG-STICKING IN BENGAL
By Raoul. Illustrated with 6 Portraits. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt. Rs. 6-12

HORSE BREEDING AND REARING IN INDIA. With Notes on
Training for the Flat, and Across Country, and on Purchase, Breaking in

and General Management. By Major John Humfrky, b.s.c., f.z.s.

Crown 8vo, cloth. Its. 3-8.

INDIAN HORSE NOTES. An Epitome of useful Information
arranged for ready reference on Emergencies, and specially adapted for

Officers and Mofussil Residents. All Technical Terms explained and
Simplest Remedies selected. By Major C

,
Author of “ Indian

Notes about Dogs.” Third Edition, Revised and considerably En-
larged. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. Rs. 2. •
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DOGS FOR HOT CLIMATES. A Guide foe Residents in Tropical
CouNTiiiits as to suitable Breeds, their Respective Uses, Management
and Doctoring. By Vkuo Shaw and Captain M. H. Hayks. With
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs. 8.

“ The authors of ‘ Dogs for Hot Climates ’ show in a concise practical way
how to treat dogs out here, and what breeds best stand the climate. The book
should be on every one’s table, for sensible treatment will save the life of

manj' a valuable and much-loved pet.”

—

Indian Planters' Gazette.

A BOBBERY PACK IN INDIA. With an Appendix containing a
short Excursus on Banting and an Interview with Mr. Pickwick. By
Captain Julian. Crown 8vo, sewed. Re. 1-8.

NOTES ON STABLE MANAGEMENT. By Vety.-Surg. J. A. Nunn,
f.k.c.v.S., c.i.e., d.s.o. Crown 8vo, sewed, lie. 1.

GUIDE TO EXAMINATION OF HORSES, foe Soundness foe Stu-
dents and Beginners. By MooRE, F.n.c.V.S., Army Yety. Dept.,
Vety. Officer, Remount Depot, Calcutta. Fcap. 8vo, limp cloth. Re. 1.

RIDING FOR LADIES, WITH HINTS ON THE STABLE. A Lady’s
Hobsk Book, By Mrs. Power O’Donoghuk. With 75 Illustrations by
A. Chantrby Cokbould. Elegantly printed and bound. Imp. 16mo,
gilt. Rs. 7-8.

INDIAN NOTES ABOUT DOGS. Their Diseases and Treatment.
Bv Major C . Fourth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. Re. 1-8.

ANGLING ON THE KUMAON LAKES. With a Map of the Kumaon
Lake Country and Plan of each Lake. By Depy. Surgeon-General
W. Walker. Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs. 4.

“Written with all the tenderness and attention to detail which characterise
the followers of the gentle art.”

—

Hayes' Sporting News.

THE ARMS ACT (XI OF 1878). With all the Notices of the Gov-
ernment of India, the Bengal, North- VVestern Provinces and Punjab
Governments, and High Court Decisions and Rulings. By W. Hawkins.
Second Edition. Svo, cloth. Rs. 7-8.

MODERN POLO. A Guide to the Game, with Instructions on the
Selection and Training of the Ponies. By E. D. Miller (late 17th
Lancers). Edited by Capt. M. H. Hayes. Illustrated from Photographs.
Imp. 16mo, cloth. Rs. 12-8.

POLO RULES. Rules of the Calcutta Polo Club and of the
Indian Polo Association, with the Article on Polo by “ An Old Hand.” Re-

• printed from Hayes' Sporting News. Fcap. Svo. Re. 1.

THE POLO CALENDAR. Compiled by the Indian Polo Asso-
ciation. Contents:—Committee of Stewards, Rules for the Regulation
of Tournaments, &c.—Rules of the Game—Station Polo— List of
Members—List of Existing Polo Ponies, names and description, with
Alphabetical List— Records of Tournaments.— Previous Winners,
Vol. I, 1 892-93.. Vol. II, 1893-94. Each Re. 1-8. Yol. Ill, 1894-95, Rs.2.

Rules of Polo.—From the Polo Calendar. Revised 1895. As. 8.
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MEDICINE, HYGIENE, etc.

AIDS TO PRACTICAL HYGIENE. By J. C. Battersby, k.a., M.b.
b.ch., Univ. Dublin. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. Rs. 2.

“A valuable handbook to the layman interested in sanitation .”—Morning Post.
“To the busy practitioner or the medical student it will serve the purposes

of a correct and intelligent guide .”—Medical Record.

HINTS FOR THE MANAGEMENT AND MEDICAL TREATMENT OF
Children in India. By Edward A. Birch, m.d., Late Principal,

Medical College, Calcutta. Third Edition, Revised. Being the Ninth
Edition of “ Goodeve’s Hints for the Management of Children in India.”

Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs. 7.

The Medical Times and Gazette
,

in an article upon this work and Moore’s
“ Family Medicine for India,” says:—“The two works before us are in them-
selves probably about the best examples of medical works written for non-
nrofessional readers. The style of each is simple, and as free as possible

from technical expressions. The modes of treatment recommended are

generally those most likely to yield good results in the hands of laymen;
and throughout each volume the important fact is kept constantly before the

mind of the render, that the volume he is using is but a poor substitute for

personal professional advice, for which it must be discarded whenever there

is the opportunity.”
“ It is a book which ought to be found in every household.”

—

Pioneer.

THE INDIGENOUS DRUGS OF INDIA. Short Descriptive Notices
of the principal Medicinal Products met with in British India. By
Rai Bahadur Kanny Lall Dry, c.i.r. Second Edition. Revised and

entirely Re-written. Demy 8vo.

QUERIES AT A MESS TABLE. What shall we Eat ? What shall
we Drink? By Surg.-Lieut.-Col. Joshua Dukk. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, gilt,

Rs. 2-4.

BANTING IN INDIA. With some Remarks on Diet and Things
in General. By Surg.-Lieut.-Col. Joshua Duke. Third Edition. Cloth,

Re. 1-8.

OUTLINES OF MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE FOR INDIA. By J. D. B.

Gribble, m.c.s. (Retired), and Patrick Hkhir, m.d., f.r.c.s.k. Third

Edition, Revised, Enlarged, and Annotated. Demy 8vo. Rs. 5-8.

DR ERNEST HART’S ADDRESS BEFORE THE INDIAN MEDICAL
'Congress. The Medical Profession in India: its Position and its Work.

8vo, sewed. Rs. 2-8.

RUDIMENTS OF SANITATION. For Indian Schools. By Patrick

Hkhir, m.d. Second Edition. 12mo, cloth. Re. 1-4.

THE TEETH. Their Structure, Disease, and Preservation.

With some Notes on Conservative and Prosthetic Dentistry. Nine Plates,

By Jos. Millkr, l.d.s., r.c.s.k. Second Edition. 8vo, cloth. Rs. 2-8.
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THE BABY. Notes on the Feeding, Rearing and Diseases of
Infants. By S. O. Moses, Licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians,

Edinburgh, &c. 18mo, cloth. Rs. 2.

MY LEPER FRIENDS. An Account of Personal Work among
Lepers, and their daily life in India. By Mrs. Hayks. With Illustra-

tions from Photographs, and a Chapter on Leprosy by Dr. G. G. Mac-
larkn. Imp. square 32mo. Rs. 2-8.

“ The author pictures a very sad phase of human misery by relating the

story of the inner life of sufferers whom she has known.”

—

Cork Constitution.
“ It is impossible to read Mrs. Hayes’ book without feeling the keenest sym-

pathy with her in her brave and onerous work, and it cannot fail to result in

a considerable return for the advantage of the lepers. Mrs. Hayes writes

well and vividly, and there is a note of thorough sincerity in all she says that

lends an additional charm to the work. . . . There are several

illustrations in the book, reproduced from photographs of lepers.”

—

Home News.
“ On the whole, Mrs. Hayes has written her book in a very sympathising

spirit.”

—

Indian Daily News.

HYGIENE OF WATER AND WATER SUPPLIES. By Patrick Hehir,
m.d., Lecturer on Hygiene, Hyderabad Med. School. 8vo, cloth, flush. Rs. 2.

CHOLERA EPIDEMIC IN KASHMIR, 1892. By A. Mitra, l.r.c.p.,
l.r.c.s., Principal Medical Officer in Kashmir. With Map and Tables.
4to, sewed. Re. 1.

A RECORD OF THREE YEARS’ WORK OF THE NATIONAL Asso-
ciation for Supplying Female Medical Aid to the Women of India,
August 1885 to August 1888. By H. E. the Countkss of Dufferin.
Crown 8vo. Re. 1.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR SUPPLYING FEMALE MEDI-
cal Aid to the Women of India. By H. E. the Countkss of Dufferin.
Reprinted from the Asiatic Quarterly Review

,
by permission. As. 8.

THE INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE. A Guide for intended Candi-
dates for Commissions and for the Junior Officers of the Service. By
William Wkbb, m.b., Surgeon, Bengal Army, late Agencv Surgeon at
the Court of Bikamr, Superintendent of Dispensaries, Jails, and Vaccina-
tion in the Bikanir State, and for some time Guardian to H. H. the Maha-
rajah. Crown 8vo. Rs. 4.

We recommend the book to all who think of competing for admission in rev
the Indian Medical Service.”

—

Lancet.

AGUE
;
OR, INTERMITTENT FEVER. By M. D. O’Connel m d

8vo, sewed. Rs. 2.

THE LANDMARKS OF SNAKE-POISON LITERATURE : being aReview of the more important Researches into the Nature of Snake-Poisons
By Vincent Richards f.b.c.s. Ed., Ac., Civil Medical Officer of
Goalundo, Bengal. Rs. 2-8.
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THE CARLSBAD TREATMENT FOR TROPICAL AILMENTS, and How
to carry it out in India. By Surgn.-Major L. Taklkton Young.
Ex. fcap. 8vo. Rs. 4.

“A book not only most useful and most instructive, but very readable and
interesting. It is short because it is pithy. The subjects are
thoroughly and fully treated : we feel no lack, nothing unexplained : but it is

done in a clear and concise style, every word to the point.”

—

The Pioneer,
“ The book is of a most useful nature, and inspires confidence by the

candour and fulness of its information and points of guidance.”

—

Irish Times.
“ The book contains the result of six years’ practical experience, and should

be of as much advantage to medical men as to sufferers.”

—

Home News.
“We may venture to express the great pleasure we have derived from

reading Dr. Young’s book. Its lucidity and pithiness are indeed refreshing.

There is no verbal plethora here : everything is to the point.”

—

Civil and
Military Gazette.

PERSONAL AND DOMESTIC HYGIENE for the School and Home,
being a Text-book on Elementary Physiology, Hygiene, Home Nursing,

and First Aid to the Injured; for Senior Schools and Family Reference.

By Mrs. Harold Hbndlky, Medallist, National Health Society, Eng-
land. 36 Illustrations. Ex. fcap. 8vo, cloth. Rs. 2; or cloth gilt, "Rs. 2-8.

“ We are decidedly of opinion that it is the most practical and useful book

of its kind which has been published in India. We trust it will gain a large

circulation in the schools and homes of India.”

—

Indian Medical Gazette.

We can recommend this volume without hesitation. In the absence

of the doctor one might obtain hints from any page of it on Hygiene, Nursing,

Accidents and Emergencies. So far as we can see nothing is omitted, and every

direction is given in simple intelligible language.”

—

Statesman.

MALARIA ;
its Cause and Effects ; Malaria and the Spleen ;

Injuries of the Spleen; An Analysis of 39 cases. By E. G. Russicll, m.b,,

b.sc. 8vo, cloth, Rs. 8.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE FOR INDIA. By J. B. Lyon, f.c.s., f.c„

Brigade-Surgeon, Professor of Medical Jurisprudence, Grant Medical

College, Bombay. The Legal Matter revised by J. D. Inverarity, Bar.-

at-law. Second Edition. Illustrated. 8vo, Rs. 16,

INDIAN MEDICAL GAZETTE. Published Monthly. Subscription

Rs. 18 yearly.

DOMESTIC BOOKS.

THE INDIAN COOKERY BOOK. A Practical Handbook to the

Kitchen in India, adapted to the Three Presidencies. Containing Original

and Approved Recipes in everv department of Indian Cookery; Recipes

for Summer Beverages and Home-made Liqueurs; Medicinal aud other

Recipes; together with a variety of things worth knowing. By a Ihirty-

five Years’ Resident. Rs. 3.
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INDIAN DOMESTIC ECONOMY and Receipt Book, with Hindu-
STANEE romanized names. Comprising numerous directions for plain

wholesome Cookery, both Oriental and English
;
with much miscellaneous

matter, answering all general purposes of reference connected with
Household affairs likely to be immediately required by Families, Messes,

and private individuals residing at the Presidencies or Out-Stations. By
Dr. R. Riddell. Eighth Edition. Revised. Post 8vo, cloth. Rs. 6.

FIRMINGER’S MANUAL OF GARDENING FOR INDIA. A New Edi-
tion (the fourth) thoroughly Revised and Re-written. With many Illus-

trations. By H. St. J. Jackson. Imp. 16mo, cloth, gilt. Rs. 10.

POULTRY-KEEPING IN INDIA. A Simple and Practical Book
on their care and treatment, their varions breeds, and the means of

rendering them profitable. By Isa Tweed, author of “ Cow-Keeping in

India.” With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt. Rs. 4.

“ A book which will be found of great use by all those who keep a poultry-

yard.”—Madras Mail.

“We can recommend it to all who either keep poultry from a liking for

fowls, or because they desire something better for the table than bazaar eggs

and bazaar murghis.”— Civil and Military Gazette.

COW-KEEPING IN INDIA. A Simple and Practical Book on their
care and treatment, their various breeds, and the means of rendering
them profitable. By Isa Twbkd. With 37 Illustrations of the various
Breeds, &c. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt. Rs. 4-8.

“ A most useful contribution to a very important subject, and we can
strongly recommend it.”—Madras Mail.

“ A valuable contribution to Agricultural Literature in the East.”— Ceylon
Observer.

ENGLISH ETIQUETTE FOR INDIAN GENTLEMEN. By W. Trego
Whbb, Bengal Educational Department. Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo,
cloth, Re. 1-4; paper, Re. 1.

The book comprises chapters on General Conduct, Calls, Dining-out, Levdes
Balls, Garden-parties, Railway-travelling, &c. It also contains a chapter on
Letter-writing, proper Modes of Address, etc., together with hints on how to
draw up Applications for Appointments, with Examples.

PERSONAL AND DOMESTIC HYGIENE for the School and Home
being a Text-book on Elementary Physiology, Hygiene, Home Nursing,
and First Aid to the Injured; for Senior Schools and Family Reference!
By Mrs. Harold Hrndlky. Ex. fcap. 8vo, cloth. Rs. 2 ;

or cloth gilt*

THE AMATEUR GARDENER IN THE HILLS. With a few Hints
ON Fowls, Pigeons, and Rabbits. By an Amateur. Second Edition Re-
vised and Enlarged. Crown 8vo. Rs. 2-8.

THE MEM-SAHIB’S BOOK OF CAKES, BISCUITS, etc. With Re-
marks on Ovens, and Hindustani Vocabulary, Weights and Measures
18mo, cloth. Rs. 2. ...
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FLOWERS AND GARDENS IN INDIA. A Manual for Beginners.
By Mus. R. Tkmplb-Wkight. Third Edition. Post 8vo, boards. Us. 2.

“ A most useful little book which we cannot too strongly recommend.
We can recommend it to our readers with the utmost confidence, as being not
only instructive, but extremely interesting, and written in a delightfully easy,

chatty strain .”— Civil and Military Gazette.

“ Very practical throughout. There could not be better advice than this

and the way it is given shows the enthusiasm of Mrs. Temple-Wright.”—Pioneer.

“ It is written in a light conversational style, and it imparts instruction

very clearly.”— The Englishman.

HINTS FOR THE MANAGEMENT AND MEDICAL TREATMENT OF
Childukn in India. By EdwaiidA. Birch, m.d., late Principal, Medical
College, Calcutta. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Being the Ninth
Edition of “ Goodeve’s Hints for the Management of Children in India.”

Crown 8vo. Rs. 7.

GUIDE BOOKS.

INCE’S KASHMIR HANDBOOK. A Guide for Visitors. Re-Written
and much Enlarged by Joshua Duke, Surg.-Lt.-Col., Bengal Medical

Service, formerly Civil Surgeon, Gilgit and Srinagar. Fcap. 8vo, cloth,

Maps in cloth case. With Appendix containing the Jhelum Valley Road.

Rs. 6-8.

The Chikf Contknts are:—An Account of the Province of Kashmir, its-

Rivers, Lakes, Mountains, Vales, Passes, Inhabitants—Srinagar—Arts and
Manufactures, Antiquities, etc.— Hequisites for the Journey—Cost—Official

Notification to Travellers—Useful Hints— Routes, Gujrat and Pir Panjal

—

Jhelum, Tangrot and Kotli Poonch—Rawal Pindi and Murree—The New
Road—Husan Abdal, Abbottabad, the Jhelum—The Kishengunga Valley—
Eastern Portion of Kashmir—Leh—Western Portion of Kashmir—Woolar
Lake—Gulmarg—Lolab Valley, Ladak—Pangkotig Lake—Gilgit—Astor

—

Skardu—The Tilaib Valley, &c., and the following —

Maps:— (1) Jammu and Kashmir with adjoining countries. (2) Map showing

Routes to Skardu, etc. (8) Map showing Leh to Himis Monastery, Salt Lake

Valley, Pangkong Lake, Kamri Pass, Burail Pass. (4) Astor and Gilgit with

surrounding country. The Maps arefinely executed by the Survey of India Dept.

CASHMIR EN FAMILLE. A Narrative of the Experiences of a

Lady with Children, with useful Hints as to how the Journey and

Residence there may be comfortably made. By M. C. B. With a Preface

by Major E. A. Burrows. 12mo, cloth. Rs. 2.

RAWAL PINDI TO SRINAGAR. A Detailed Account of the New
Jhelum Valiev Road; together with a Brief Note of five other Routes

leading into the Valley. Being an Appendix to Ince's Handbook to

Kashmir. Re. 1-8.
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FROM SIMLA TO SHIPKI IN CHINESE THIBET. An Itinerary of
THE Roads and various minor Routes, with a few Hints to Travellers,

and Sketch Map. By Major W. F. Gordon-Forbks, Rifle Brigade.
Fcap. 8vo, cloth. Rs. 2.

Itineraries—Simla to Shipki, ‘Charting’ Pass, ‘ Sarahan to Narkunda ’

Forest Road, Simla to the ‘ Cbor,’ Pooi to Dankar, Chini to Landour, and the
‘ Sballe.’

LIST OF ROUTES IN JAMMU AND KASHMIR. A Tabulated des-
cription of over Eighty Routes shewing distance marches, natural
characteristics, altitudes, nature of supplies, transport, etc. By Major-
General Marquis dic Bourbrl.

HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO AGRA AND ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD
By H. G. Keene, c.s. Fifth Edition, Revised. Maps, Plans, &c. Fcap.
8vo, cloth. Rs. 2-8.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO DELHI AND ITS NEIGHBOUR-
HOOD. By H. G. Keene, c.s. Third Edition. Maps. Fcap. 8vo, cloth.

Rs. 2-8.

A HANDBOOK FOR VISITORS TO ALLAHABAD, CAWNPORE,
Lucknow and Buna res. By H. G. Keene. Second Edition, Revised.
With four Maps and a Plan. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. Rs. 2-8.

HILLS BEYOND SIMLA. Three Months’ Tour from Simla,
throusrh Bussahir, Kunowar. and Spiti to Lahoul. (“In the Footsteps of
the Few.”) By Mrs. J. C. Murray-Aynsley. Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs. 3.

THACKER’S GUIDE TO DARJEELING. With two Maps. Fcap. 8vo,
sewed. Rs. 2.

THE 4-ANNA RAILWAY GUIDE. With Maps. Published Monthly.
As. 4.

THACKER’S GUIDE TO CALCUTTA. By Edmund Mitchell. Fcap.
8vo, sewed. Re. 1.

A GUIDE TO THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN, CALCUTTA. By
Geokge King, m.b., ll.d., c.i.k., f.k.s. With a Map. 8vo, sewed. As. 8.

CALCUTTA TO LIVERPOOL, BY CHINA, JAPAN, AND AMERICA, IN
1877. By Lieut.-General Sir Henry-Norman. Second Edition. Fcap.
8vo, cloth. Rs. 2-8.

GUIDE TO MASURI, LANDAUR, DEHRA DUN, AND THE HILLS
NORTH OK Dehka; including Routes to the Snows and other places of
note; with Chapter on Garbwal (Tehri), Hardwar, Rurki, and Chakrata.
By John Northam, Rs. 2-8.

FROM THE CITY OF PALACES TO ULTIMA THULE. With a Map
of Iceland, Icelandic Vocabulary, Money Tables, &c. By H. K. Gordon.
Crown 8vo, sewed. Re. 1.

THE SPORTSMAN’S MANUAL. In Quest of Game in Kullu,
Lahoul, and Ladak to the Iso Morari Lake, with Notes on Shooting in
Spiti, Bara Bagahal, Chamba, and Kashmir, and a detailed description of
Sport in more than WO Nalas. With nine Maps. Bv Lt.-Col. R. H
Tyackk, late H. M.’s 98th & 34th Regts. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. Rs. 3-8.
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THACKER’S INDIAN DIRECTORIES AND MAPS.

MAP OF THE CIVIL DIVISIONS OF INDIA. Including Govern-
MENTS, Divisions and Districts, Political Agencies, and Native States;
also the Cities and Towns with 10,000 Inhabitants and upwards. Colour-
ed. 20 in. x36in. Folded, Re. 1 . On linen, Rs. 2.

CALCUTTA.—Plans of the Official and Business Portion, with
houses numbered, and Index of Government Offices and Houses of Business
on the Map. Plan of the Residence portion of Calcutta with houses num-
bered so that their position may easily be found. Two maps in pocket
case. The maps are on a large scale. Re. 1.

1896.—THACKER’S INDIAN DIRECTORY. Official, Legal, Educa-
tional, Professional, and Commercial Directories of the whole of India,

General Information ; Holidays, &c. ;
Stamp Duties, Customs Tariff,

Tonnage Schedules
;
Post Offices in India, forming a Gazetteer

; List of

Governors-General and Administrators of India from beginning of British

Rule; Orders of the Star of India, Indian Empire, &c. ;
Warrant of Pre-

cedence, Table of Salutes, &c.
;
The Civil Service of India; An Army

List of the Three Presidencies; A Railway Directory; A Newspaper and
Periodical Directory

;
A . Conveyance Directory

;
a Directory of the

Chief Industries of India
;

Tea, Indigo, Silk, and Coffee, Cotton, Jute,

Mines, Flour Mills, Rice Mills, Dairies, etc., etc.., also a separate list of

Tea and Coffee Estates in Ceylon. List of Clubs in India ; Alphabetical

List of Residents, European and Native, and a List of British and

Foreign Manufacturers with their Indian Agents. With 5 Maps. A Rail-

way Map of India. A Map of the Tea Districts. A Map of the Coal and

Iron Mines. A Map of the Official and Business portion of Calcutta

and a Map of the European Residence portion of Calcutta. Thick Royal

8vo, leather bound. Rs. 24.

THE CHIEF INDUSTRIES OF INDIA : A LIST OF INDIAN and
Cetlo*j Tea Gardens, Indigo Concerns, Silk Filatures, Sugar

Factories, Cinchona Concerns, Coffee Estates, Cotton, Jute, Rice and Flour

Mills, Collieries, Mines, etc. With their Capital, Directors, Proprietors,

Agents, Managers, Assistants, &c., and their Factory Marks with a Map
of the Tea Districts and a Map of the Coal and Iron Fields. [1896.] Rs. 4.

THACKER’S MAP OF INDIA, with Inset Maps, of the various

products of India and of the I ea Districts, Sketch Plans of

Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras. Edited by J. G. Bartholomew.

Corrected to date. With Railways, Political Changes, and an Index

of 10,000 Names, being every place mentioned in “Hunters Imperial

Gazetteer.” [
iVea,%

“ An excellent map.”

—

Glasgow Herald.

“ This is a really splendid map of India, produced with the greatest skill

and care.”

—

Army and Navy Gazette.

“ For compactness and completeness of information few works surpassing or

approaching it have been seen in cartography.”—Scotsman.
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NATURAL HISTORY, BOTANY, etc.

THE FUTURE OF THE DATE PALM IN INDIA (Phcenix Dacty-
lipticka). By E. Bonavia, m.d., Brigade-Surgeon, Indian Medical

Department. Crown 8vo, cloth. Bs. 2-8.

GAME, SHORE, AND WATER BIRDS OF INDIA. By Col. A. Le
Messukiek, r.k. A vade mecum for Sportsmen. With 121 Illustrations.

8vo. 11s. 10.

HANDBOOK TO THE FERNS OF INDIA, CEYLON, AND THE MALAY
Peninsula. By Colonel K. H. Bkddomk, author of the “Ferns of

British India.” With 300 Illustrations by the author. Imp. I6mo. Rs. 10.

“ A most valuable work of reference.”

—

Garden.
“It is the first special book of portable size and moderate price which has

been devoted to Indian Ferns, and is in every way deserving,”

—

Nature.

SUPPLEMENT TO THE FERNS OF BRITISH INDIA, CEYLON AND THE
Malay Peninsula, containing Ferns which have been discovered since

the publication of the “ Handbook to the Ferns of British India,” &c.
By Col. R. H. Beddome, f.l.s. Crown 8vo, sewed. Rs. 2-12.

GOLD, COPPER, AND LEAD IN CHOTA-NAGPORE. COMPILED BY
W. King, d.sc., Director of the Geological Survey of India, and T. A.
Pope, Deputy Superintendent, Survey of India. With Map showing the
Geological Formation and the Areas taken up by the various Prospecting
and Mining Companies. Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs, 5.

ON INDIGO MANUFACTURE. A Practical and Theoretical Guide
to the Production of the Dye. With numerous Illustrative Experiments.
By J. Bhioges Lee, m.a., f.g.s. Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs. 4.

“The book is thoroughly practical, and is as free from technicalities as such
a work can well be, and it gives as much information as could well be imparted
in S0 8mall a compass.”—Indian Daily Neios.

“ Instructive and useful alike to planter and proprietor ... A very
clear and undoubtedly valuable treatise for the use of practical planters, and
one which every planter would do well to have always at hand during his
manufacturing season. For the rest, a planter has only to open the book for
it to commend itself to him.”

—

Pioneer.

COMPOSITE INDICHJ descripta: et secus genera Benthamii
Ohdinataj. By C. B. Clarice. 8vo, boards. Re. 1-8.

MANUAL OF AGRICULTURE FOR INDIA. By Lieut. Frederick
Pogson. Illustrated. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt. Rs. 5.

ROXBURGH’S FLORA INDICA
;
or, Description or Indian Plants.

Reprinted litteratim from Cary’s Edition. 8vo, cloth. Rs. 5.
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THE CULTURE AND MANUFACTURE OF INDIGO. With a De-
scription of a Planter’s Life and Resources. By Walter Maclagan
Rkid. Crown 8vo. With 19 Full-page Illustrations. Rs. 5.

“ It is proposed in the following Sketches of Indigo Life in Tirhoot and
Lower Bengal to give those who have never witnessed the manufacture of

Indigo, or seen an indigo Factory in this country’, an idea of how the finished

marketable article is produced: together with other phases and incidents of an
Indigo Planter’s life, such as may be interesting and amusing to friends at

home.”

—

Introduction.

A NATURAL HISTORY OF THE MAMMALIA OF INDIA, BURMAH
and Ceylon. By R. A. Sterndalk, f.r.g.s., f.z.s., &c., author of

“Seonee,” “The Denizens of the Jungle.” With 170 Illustrations by
the author and others. Imp. 16mo. Rs. 10.

“ The very model of what a popular natural history should be.”

—

Knowledge.
“ The book will, no doubt, be specially useful to the sportsman, and, indeed,

has been extended so as to include all territories likely to be reached by the

sportsman from India.”

—

The Times.

A TEA PLANTER’S LIFE IN ASSAM. By George M. Barker.
With 75 Illustrations by the author. Crown 8vo. Rs. 6-8.

“ Mr. Barker has supplied us with a very good and readable description

accompanied by numerous illustrations drawn by himself. What may be called

the business parts of the book are of most value.”

—

Contemporary Review.
“ Cheery’, well-written little book.”

—

Graphic.

•‘A very interesting and amusing book, artistically illustrated from sketches

drawn by the author.”

—

Mark Lane Express.

A TEXT-BOOK OF INDIAN BOTANY : Morphological, Physiologi-
cal, and Systematic. By W. H. Gregg, b.m.s., Lecturer on Botany at

the Hugh Government College. Profusely Illustrated. Crown 8vo. Rs. 5.

THE INLAND EMIGRATION ACT, as amended by Act VII of 1893.

The Health Act: Sanitation of Emigrants; The Artificer’s Act; Land
Rules of Assam, etc. Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs. 2.

HINDUSTANI, PERSIAN, etc.

GLOSSARY OF MEDICAL AND MEDICO-LEGAL TERMS, including
those most frequently met with in the Law Courts. By R. F. Hutchi-

son, m.d., Surgeon-Major. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. Rs. 2.

HIDAYAT AL HUKUMA. A Guide to Medical Officers and Sub-
ordinates of the Indian Service. English and Hindustani. By Geo. S,

Ranking, m.d., Surgeon-Lieut.-Col. 18mo, sewed. Re. 1-4.
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THE DIVAN-I-HAFIZ. The Divan written in the fourteenth

Century by Khwaja-Shame-ud-din Mohammad-i-Hafiz-i-Shirazi, trans-

lated for the first time out of the Persian into English Prose, with Criti-

• cal and Explanatory remarks, with an Introductory Preface, a Note on

Sufi’ism. and Life of the author. By Lieut.-Col. H. Wilberfohck

Ci.arkk, author of “The Persian Manual," translator of “The Bustan-

i-Sa’di,” “The Sekandar Namah-i-Nizami,” etc. 2 vols. 4to. Rs. 25.

THE ’AWARIFU-L-MA’ARIF. Written in the Thirteenth Cen-

tury bv Shaikh Shahab-ud-din—’Umar bin Muhammad-i-Sahrwardi

translated (out of the Arabic into Persian) by Mamud bin ’Alt al Kas-

hani, Companion in Sufi’ism to the Divan-i-Khwaja Hafiz; translated for

the first time (out of the Persian into English) by Lieut.-Col. H. Wilber-

force Clarke. 4to. Rs. 13.

INTRODUCTORY EXERCISES IN URDU PROSE COMPOSITION.

A Collection of 50 Exercises with Idiomatic Phrases and Grammatical

Notes, accompanied by a full Vocabulary and Translation of each passage.

By Surg.-Lieut.-Col. G. S. A. Ranking, b.a., m.d., Secretary to the Board

of Examiners. Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs. 5.

THE RUSSIAN CONVERSATION GRAMMAR. By Alex. Kinloch,
late Interpreter to H. B. M. Consulate and British Consul in the Rus-
sian Law Courts

;
Instructor for Official Examinations. Crown 8vo.

cloth. Rs. 6-8.

This work is constructed on the excellent system of Otto in his “ German
Conversation Grammar,” with illustrations accompanying every rule, in the

form of usual phrases and idioms, thus leading the student by easy but rapid

gradations to a colloquial attainment of the language.

TRANSLATIONS INTO PERSIAN. SELECTIONS FROM Murray's History
of India, Foliorum Centuria—Gibbon's Roman Empire— Our Faithful Ally
the Nizam. By Major A. C. Talbot. Part I, English. Part II, Per-
sian. 2 vols. 8vo. Us. 10.

GRAMMAR OF THE URDU OR HINDUSTANI LANGUAGE IN ITS
Romanized Character. By George Small, m.a. Crown 8vo, cloth
limp. Rs. 5.

ANGLO-URDU MEDICAL HANDBOOK or Hindustani Guide. For
the use of Medical Practitioners (male and female) in Northern India.
By Revd. George Small, m.a. With the aid of Surgn.-General C. R.
Francis, m b., and of Mrs. Fraser Nash, l.r.c.p. Crown 8vo, cloth
limp. Rs. 5.
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A POCKET-BOOK OF COLLOQUIAL URDU for Military Reconnais-
sance. For the use of Officers and Men. For Examination, Reference,

and on Service. By Surgn.-Lieut-Col. G. S. A. Ranking, b.a,, m.d.,

Secretary to the Board of Examiners, Fort William. 16mo, cloth. Rs. 2.

HANDBOOK OF COLLOQUIAL TIBETAN. A Practical Guide to
thr Language of Central Tibet. By Graham Sandberg, b.a.

8vo, cloth. Rs. 14.

MALAVIKAGNIMITRA. A Sanskrit Play by Kalidasa. Literally
translated into English Prose by C. H. Tawney, m.a., Principal, Presi-

dency College, Calcutta. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. Re. 1-8.

\

A HANDBOOK OF THE KAYATHI CHARACTER. By George A.
Grierson, i.c.s. Quarto. Rs. 6.

A GUIDE TO HINDUSTANI. Specially designed for the use of Officers

and Men serving in India. Containing Colloquial Sentences in Persian

and Roman Character, and in English, also a Series of Arzis in Urdu
written character with their transliteration in Roman-Urdu, and English

translations. By Surgeon-Lieut.-Col. Geo. S. Ranking, b.a., m.d.,

Offg. Secretary to the Board of Examiners, Fort William. Third

Edition. Revised and Enlarged. Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs. 6.

“The work on the whole, we believe, will meet a want It

contains an excellent list of technical military terms and idioms, and will

prove especially serviceable to any one who has to act as an interpreter at

courts-martial and cognate enquiries.”

—

Civil and Military Gazette.

“There can be no question as to the practical utility of the book.”

—

Pioneer.

“ Surgeon-Major Ranking has undoubtedly rendered good service to the many
military men for whom knowledge of Hindustani is essential.”

—

Athenceum.

“ Has the merit of conciseness and portability, and the selections at the end,

of the historical and colloquial style, are well chosen.”

—

Saturday Review.

“ a well-conceived book, and has much useful matter in it. The sentences

are very good, practical and idiomatic.”

—

Homeward Mail.

“ Supplies a want long felt, by none more than by young Medical Officers

of the Army of India. We think the work admirably adapted for its pur-

pose.”

—

British Medical Journal.

TWO CENTURIES OF BHARTRIHARI. Translated into English

Verse by C. H. Tawney, m.a. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. Rs. 2.
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HINDUSTANI AS IT OUGHT TO BE SPOKEN. By J. Tweedie, Bengal

Civil Service. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, pp. xvi, 350, cloth. Rs. 4-8.

Supplement containing Key to the Exercises and Translation of the

Reader with Notes. Rs. 2.

The work has been thoroughly Revised and partly Re-Written, and much

additional matter added. The Vocabularies have been improved, and all

words used in the book have been embodied in the Glossaries, English-

Hindustani—Hindustan i-English. A Readkk is also given, and a Gene-
ral Index to the whole book.

“The Young Civilian or Officer, reading for his Examination, could not do

better than master this Revised Edition from cover to cover.”

—

1. Daily Dews.

“ The book is divided into twelve easy lessons, and there is nothing to pre-

vent the most khansamah-worried mem-sahe6 from mastering one of these a

day. At the end of a fortnight she will have acquired a small useful vocabu-

lary, and should be quite certain how to use the words she knows.”

—

Englishman.

BOOK-KEEPING AND OFFICE MANUALS.

A GUIDE TO BOOK-KEEPING. By Single, Mixed and Double
Entries. Commercial Accounts of the most intricate nature fully illus-

trated by Examples and Annotations; Answers to Examination Questions,

Book-Keeping, for Promotion to Assistant Examiner (1st grade) and
to Accountant (2nd grade), from 1880 to 1891. By S. George, late Chief

Accountant, P. W. D., Bengal. Demy 8vo, cloth. Rs. 2-8.

PHONOGRAPHY IN BENGALI. By Dwijendra Nath Shinghaw,
Professor of Phonography in Calcutta. Being a Handbook for the study
of Shorthand on the principle of Pitman’s System. 12mo. As. 8. With
a Key. 12mo. As. 4 extra,

THE INDIAN SERVICE MANUAL; or, Guide to the Several
Departments of the Government of India, containing the Rules for
Admission, Notes on the working of each Department, ifcc. By C. R.
Hardlkss, author of “The Clerk’s Manual.”

THE GOVERNMENT OFFICE MANUAL. A Guide to the Duties,
Privileges and Responsibilities of the Government Service in all Grades.
By Charles Hardlrss. Crown 8vo. Rs. 2.

SPENS’ THE INDIAN READY RECKONER. Containing Tables for
ascertaining the value of any number of articles, &c., from three pies to
live rupees; also Tables of Wages from four annas to twenty-five rupees.
By Captain A. T. Spens. Re. 1-8.

THE INDIAN LETTER-WRITER. Containing an Introduction on
Letter Writing, with numerous Examples in the various styles of Corre-
spondence. By H. Anderson. Crown 8vo, cloth. Re. 1.

THE CLERK’S MANUAL. A Complete Guide to General Opeice
Routine (Government and Business). By Charles R. Hardless.
Second Edition, Revised. 12mo, boards. Rs. 2.
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INDIAN MEDICAL GAZETTE.

A Record of Medicine, Surgery and Public Health, and of

General Medical Intelligence, Indian and European.

Edited by W. J. Simpson, M.D.

Published monthly. Subscription Rs. 18 per annum. Single copy Rs. 2.

The Indian Medical Gazette was established Twenty-eight years ago,

and has earned for itself a world-wide reputation by its solid con-

tributions to Tropical Medicine and Surgery. It is the Sole repre-

sentative medium for recording the work and experience of the Medical
Profession in India ; and its very numerous Exchanges with all the

leading Medical Journals in Great Britain and America enable it

not only to diffuse this information broadcast throughout the world,

but also to cull for its Indian readers, from an unusual variety of

sources, all information which has any practical bearing on medical

works in India.

The Indian Medical Gazette is indispensable to every member of

the Medical Profession in India who wishes to keep himself abreast

of medical progress, for it brings together and fixes the very special

knowledge which is only to be obtained by long experience and close

observation in India. In this way it constitutes itself a record of

permanent value for reference, and a journal which ought to be in

the library of every medical man in India or connected with that

country. The Transactions of the Calcutta Medical Society, which meets

monthly, is pi’inted in exlenso, and is a very valuable feature in the

Gazette.

The Gazette covers altogether different ground from The Lancet

and British Medical Journal, and in no way competes with these for

general information, although it chronicles the most important items

of European Medical Intelligence. The whole aim of the Gazette is

to make itself of special use and value to Medical Officers in India and

to assist and support them in the performance of their difficult duties.

It is specially devoted to the best interests of The Medical Services,

and its long-established reputation and authoi’ity enable it to com-

mand serious attention in the advocacy of any desirable reform or sub-

stantial grievance.

The Contributors to the Indian Medical Gazette comprise the most

-eminent and representative men in the profession.
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THE JOURNAL OF THE

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF INDIA.

AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY JOURNAL.

Invaluable to all lovers of the Art of Photography.

A medium for the earliest information on all discoveries in

Photography, Photographic Literature, Experience and News.

The Journal has a large and increasing circulation, is affi-

liated with Clubs or Amateur Societies all over India, Ceylon,

Burma and the Straits Settlements, and has an extensive

circulation out of India.

Each number of the Journal is illustrated with a Picture

reproduced by a photo-mechanical process.

Subscription

—

Rs. 6 per annum.

Single numbers. Re. 1 each.

In limp cloth, pocket-book from, price Re. 1.

EXPOSURE TABLES
FOR

PHOTOGRAPHERS

IN INDIA AND THE EAST.

By GEO. EWING,
AUTHOR OF “ A HANDBOOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS IN

INDIA.”

Reprinted from the “ Journal of the Photographic Society of IndiaP
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STANDARD WORKS ON INDIA.

THE JOURNAL OF INDIAN ART. With Full-page Coloured
Illustrations. Folio 15 by 11. Parts 1 to 51 ready. Rs. 2-4 each.

THE SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST. Translated by various
Oriental Scholars. Edited by F. Max Muller. List of Volumes on
application.

THE FAUNA OF BRITISH INDIA. Including Ceylon and Burma*
Published under the authority of the Secretary of State for India. Edited
by W. T. Blanford, f.r.s., and Illustrated.

Mammalia. By W. T. Blanford, f.r.s. ... 20s.

Fishes, 2 vols. By Dr. Francis Day ... 40s.
Birds, 3 vols. By F. W. Oatks ... 50s .

Reptilia and Batrachia. By G. A. Boulenger ... 20s.

Moths, 3 vols. By F. Hampson ... 60s.

THE INDIAN MUTINY, 1857-58. Selections from the Letters, De-
spatches, and other State Papers preserved in the Military Department
of the Government of India. Edited by George W. Forrest, b.a..
Director of Records of the Government of India. With a Map and
Plans. Yol. I. Delhi. Royal 8vo. Rs. 10.

WARREN HASTINGS. Selection from the Letters, Despatches,
and other State Papers preserved in the Foreign Department of the
Government of India, 1772-1785. Edited by George W. Forrest, b.a.
3 vols. Fcap., cloth. Rs. 12. '

THE ADMINISTRATION OF WARREN HASTINGS, 1772-1785. Re-
viewed and Illustrated from Original Documents. By G. W. Forrest
b.a. 8vo, cloth. Rs. 4.

THE EARLY ANNALS OF THE ENGLISH IN BENGAL : being the
Bengal Public Consultations for the first half of the 18th Century.
Summarised, Extracted and Edited, Introduction and Illustrative

Addenda. By C. R. Wilson, m.a. Volume 1. Royal 8vo, cloth.

Rs. 12.

ANNALS OF RURAL BENGAL. By Sir W. W. Hunter, c.i.e., ll.d.
8vo. Rs. 6.

ILLUSTRATION OF SOME OF THE GRASSES OF THE SOUTHERN
Punjab. Being Photo-Lithograph Illustrations of some of the principal

.. . » Grasses found at Hissar. With short descriptive letter-press. By
William Coldstream, b.a., b.c.s. Illustrated with 39 Plates. Demy
folio. Rs. 8.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF INDIAN FIELD SPORTS. Selected and Repro-
duced from the Coloured Engravings first published in 1807 after designs

by Captain Thomas Williamson, Bengal Army. Small oblong, hand-

some cloth cover. Printed in colours. Rs. 5.
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CONSTABLE’S ORIENTAL MISCELLANY.

BERNIER’S TRAVELS IN THE MOGUL EMPIRE. An entirely new
edition, with a Frontispiece printed in 18 colours on Japanese paper, other

Illustrations, and Three Maps. By Archibald Constable, Mem. As.

Soc., Bengal, f.s.a. Scot. Crown 8vo. pp. liv, 500. Rs. 6.

POPULAR READINGS IN SCIENCE. By John Gall, m.a., ll.b.,

late Professor of Mathematics and Physics, Canning College, Lucknow,

and David Rorertson, m.a., ll.b., b.sc. With 56 Diagrams, a Glossary

of Technical Terms, and an Index. Crown 8vo. pp. 468. Rs. 5.

AURENG-ZEBE : A TRAGEDY. By John Dryden ; and Book II of
The Chack : a Poem by William Somkkvile. Edited, with Biograph-

ical Memoirs and Copious Notes, by K. Deighton, b.a., editor of

* Select Plays of Shakespeare.’ With a Portrait of Dryden, and a Coloured

Reproduction of an Indian Painting of the Emperor Akbar Deer-stalking.

Crown 8vo. pp. xiii, 222. Rs. 5.

LETTERS FROM A MAHRATTA CAMP.—By Thos. D. Broughton.
A new edition, with an Introduction by the Risrht Hon. Sir M. E. Grant
Duff, g.c.s.i., f.r.s. Notes, Coloured and other Illustrations, very full

Index, and a Map. Rs. 6.

RAMBLES AND RECOLLECTIONS OF AN INDIAN OFFICIAL. By
Major-General Sir W. H. Sleeman, k.c.b. A new edition. Edited by
Vincent Arthur Smith, i.c.s. With a copious Bibliography, Index
and a Map. 2 vols. Rs. 12.

STUDIES IN MOHAMMEDANISM. Historical and Doctrinal, with
a Chapter on Islam in England. By John J. Pool. With a frontispiece
and Index. Crown 8vo, cloth. Rs. 6.

“As a ‘popular text-book,’ dealing with some of the most picturesque
aspects of Islam, it deserves more than ordinary attention.”

—

Times.

THE GOLDEN BOOK OF INDIA. A Biographical and Statistical
Directory of the Ruling Princes, Chiefs, Nobles, and Titled and Decorated
Personages of the Indian Empire; the dates of their birth and succession
to the guddi

;

a concise account of their immediate predecessors and all

the deeds of honour and valour of their house and family. Imp,, red
cloth, gilt. Rs. 35.

,
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THACKER, SPINK & CO’S UNIFORM SERIES.

ILLUSTRATED AND ELEGANTLY BOUND.

DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES AND OTHER VERSES. By Rudyard
Kipling. Eighth Edition. With additional Poems. Cloth. Rs. 3.

BEHIND THE BUNGALOW. By Eha, author op “Tribes on my
Frontier.” Witli 42 Illustrations bv the Illustrator of “The Tribes on
My Frontier.” F'ourth Edition. With Additional Illustrations. Impl,
16mo. Ks. 5.

THE TRIBES ON MY FRONTIER. An Indian Naturalist’s Foreign
Policy. By Eha. Wit!) 50 Illustrations by F. C. Macrae. Impl.
16mo. Fourth Edition. Us. 7.

HINDU MYTHOLOGY : VEDIC AND PURANIC. By the Rev. W. J.
Wilkins, of the Loudon Missionary Society, Calcutta. Profusely Illus-
trated. Its. 7-8.

A NATURAL HISTORY OF THE MAMMALIA OF INDIA, BURMA
and Ceylon. By it. A. Stkkndalic, f.k.g.s., f.z.s., &c. With 170
Illustrations. Impl. 16mo. Ks. 10.

HANDBOOK TO THE FERNS OF INDIA, CEYLON, AND THE MALAY
Peninsula. By Colonel R. H. Heddomic. With 300 Illustrations by
the Author. Impl. 16mo. Its. 10.

LAYS OF IND. By Aliph Cheem. Comic, Satirical, and Descrip-
tive Poems illustrative of Anglo-Indian Life. Ninth Edition. With 70
Illustrations. Cloth, elegant gilt edges. Ks. 7-8.

RIDING : ON THE FLAT AND ACROSS COUNTRY. A Guide to
Practical Horsemanship. By Captain M. B. Hayes. Illustrated by
SruRGitss and J. H. Oswald-Buown. Third Edition. Revised and En-
larged. Impl. 16mo. Ks. 7-8.

MODERN POLO. A Guide to the Game, with Introductions on
the Selection and Training of the Ponies. By E. D. Miller (late 17th

Lancers). Edited by Capt. M. II. Hayks. Illustrated from Photographs.

Impl. 16mo, cloth. Rs. 12-8.

THE HORSE WOMAN. An Illustrated Guide to Side-Saddle
Riding. By Mrs. Hayes, and Edited by Capt. M. H. Hayes. Uniform
with “ Riding: on the Flat and Across Country.” Impl. lGmo. Rs. 7-8.

RIDING FOR LADIES, WITH HINTS ON THE STABLE. A Lady’s
Horse Book. By Mrs. Power O’Donoghuk. With 75 Illustrations

by A. Chantrey Cobbould. Rs. 7-8.

INDIAN RACING REMINISCENCES : being Entertaining Narra-
tive and Anecdotes of Men, Horses, and Sport. By Captain M. H. Hayes.
Illustrated with Portraits and Engravings. Rs. 6.
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